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The Portuguese possessions in India which were named 

together 	by them as the Estado da India comprised of 	the 

terriories 	of Goa, Daman, Diu, Dadra and Nagar Haveli 	which 

were in the vicinity of Daman, were the enclaves 	organically 	. 

dependent upon the erstwhile Bombay Presidency. The 	terrtories 

of 	Goa, Daman and Diu had a total area of 3813 sq.kmetres 	and 

according 	to the 1940 Census, had a total population 	of 

6,24,177 inhabitants of which roughly 40 % were Christians 	and 

the rest Hindus, with a microscopic minority of Muslims. 	Goa 

with 	an area of 3701 sqametres, situated on the Konkari 	Coast 

touching the boundaries of the Sawantwadi taluka of the then 

Ratnagiri district of Bombay Presidency in the north and that of 

Karwar in the south, was the most prized possession for the 

Portuguese. Whiletbey - occupied- Ilhas or Tiswadi _ on 25th 

November 	1510, thirty-eight years later they occupied 	Bardes 

and Salcete and on annexing Mormugaon, they called them together 

as Velhas Conquistas i.e. Old Conquests. They took a very 	long 

time to seize the other areas. It was only in the 18th. 	century 

they could possess the whole of present day Goa by annexing the . 

areas one by one, like Ponda or Antruz, Sanguern, Quepern (all in 

1763), 	Canacona (1764), Bhatagrama or Bicholim and 	Sattarj 

(1781) and Pednem (1788), which they named together as 	Novas 

Conquistas or New Conquests. 

Though 	the Portuguese came to India first as 	traders, 

later they established their own rule from 1510 onwards 	taking 

the advantage of the rivalries existing between the Hindus 	and 
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the 	Muslim rulers. In fact, the success of the 	Portuguese 

Conquests in the Indian sub-continent was primarily on 	account 

of 	their supremacy in the armed shipping, which they 	had 

introduced 	in the Indian Ocean for the first time. During 	the 

451-Year rule of their domination in the Old Conquests and about 

184 	years sway in the New Conquests, the Portuguese 	attempted 

to 	transform Goa into a total Christian land with the help 	of 

the 	unholy Holy Office of the Goa Inquisition for over 	245 

years. 	They also tried to denationalise the Goans by 	forcing 

them 	to adopt not only the religion but also by 	imposing 

culture 	of their own which was in total contrast with 	the 

Indian culture which had the traditional background of hundreds 

of 	years. The Portuguese also attempted to denationalise 	the 

Goans 	by reducing them to moral and spiritual slavery as 	well 

as 	by 	suppressing freedom of 	thought, 	expression 	and 

association. They crippled the power of the moral. -  resistance of - 

the Goans by promoting alcoholism in the society with a view 

derive 	the economic benefit for themselves. They tried 	to 

alienate 	Goans from the motherland India and tried 	to 	force 

them to depend fully on the colonial rulers for everything. 

An attempt is made in the present work to show how they 

manoeuvred 	and manipulated the rules, laws and provisions to 

strangulate 	the Goan society with the help of the religious 

bigots and missions with the ultimate aim of colonising and 

civilising 	them 	in their possessions in India which. they 

claimed as part and parcel of Portugal. 	The present study 

aims therefore to depict the overall structure of the Goan 

society, highlighting the socio-religious and political life 	) 
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its two major communities - Hindus and Catholics right from the 

beginning of the 20th century in order to 	provide 	comparative 

background for the situations 	in subsequent 	decades which 

are replete with attempts for emancipation of the Goan 

masses leading to the struggle for the Civil Liberties which 

ultimately culminated into the liberation from the colonial 

shackles. 

The thesis enumerates and analyses the transformation and 

the 	changes 	that took place among the Goans, specially 	the 

Hindus 	during the Republican period which though lasted 	only 

for 	sixteen short years, was significant enough owing to 	the 

change 	in policy of the Portuguese Government specially 	in 

political and religious fields. It— describes 	the 	Hindu 

resurgence 	in the 20th century leading to their 	overall 

progress on all fronts irrespective of caste, creed and sects. 

It traces the rise of the dictator, Dr. Antonio 	de 

Oliveira Salazar in Portugal and examines his curious 	opinions 

regarding 	varied 	aspects 	of the 	Government 	and 	the 

administration. and their impact on the economy and the 	people 

of Portugal and its overseas colonies especially on tha 	socio- 

political life in Goa. 

It also recounts the very significant episodes in Goa 	in 

the 	Second World War years during which Portugal 	though 

outwardly 	professed neutrality, gave enough proofs of 	its 

partiality 	towards 	Allies in general 	and 	England 	in 

particular. 	It elucidates the existence of the nature of the 

scarcities in Goa-  this time, selfish attitude of the Goan 

merchants and 	traders and 	the action of the 	Portuguese 



Government against them. The miserable life of the Goans was 

however deviated by the liberal minded Governor-General Jose 

Ricardo Pereira Cabral, who surprisingly tried his level best, 

to cope up with the difficult and chaotic situation. 

The study in the end aims to review in detail the 	social 

upsurge reflected in the 18th June Movement of 1946 for 	Civil 

Liberties and to examine the attitudes of the various 	freedom 

fighters 	and their groups, which had direct impact on 	the 

Movement and its consequential achievements. 



Chapter I 

GOA ON THE THRESHOLD OF THE 20 TH 

CENTURY 
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Since the establishment of the Portuguese rule in Goa 

in 1510 A.D. to the end of the first, quarter of the 19th century, 

Portugal and her colonies remained under the absolute power of 

the Monarchy. But there always existed a shortage of manpower to 

deal with the administrative and other affairs of their colonial 

endeavour. Hence, Afonso de Albuquerque with his farsightedness 

encouraged mixed marriages' between the Portuguese and the native 

women to produce a, progeny that would be loyal to Portugal 1 . 

Thus, by the middle of the 17th century, the Goan 

society only in Ilhas (Tiswadi), Bardez, Salcete and Mormugg6 

comprised of five major divisions. The Portuguese who came from 

Portugal as high officials and returned to Portugal after 

retirement, considered themselves superior and were called the, 

Reinois. Those who continued staying in Goa seeking higher 

positions in Government services were called the Casticos. The 

progeny derived from mixed marriages formed another division 

entitled the Mesticos. The converted Hindus or the local 
1 

Christians known as Canaris constituted the next class. Finally, 

the Hindus in general named Gentios were relegated to the 

minority, the status which remained almost static with slight 

variances till 1931. 

The Reinois and Mesticos were the most favoured in 

services and enjoyed all the privileges in society. The Hindus, 

then a minority class, was the most neglected and despised. 

Coercion, 	religious intolerance, religious 	conversion 	and 

discriminatory treatment in economic affairs were some of the 

tools by which the Portuguese divided the Goan society and ruled 
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Goa for four and a half centuries. It was Marques de Pombal, who 

in 1775 extended equal rights and privileges so far enjoyed only 

by the Portuguese to the local Christian population. This policy 

went a long way in bridging the gulf between the native 

Christians and the Portuguese in Goa. The Hindus however, were 

not the privileged class to enjoy the said equality of rights for 

a long time to come 2 , 

4,e When limited Monarchy and Parliamentary control came to 
*s. 

be established in Portugal by the revolution of 1820, the native 

Christians in Goa gained more importance in political matters. 

Goa was to depute two representatives to the Portuguese 

Parliament and since only local Christians were at the, helm of 

academic and political affairs in the State, the representatives 

were naturally selected from the said class. Hindus had no voice 

in the political sphere 3 . 

According to the 1900, Census, the total population of 

Goa was 4,75,593 out of which Catholics were 54.84% (2,60,755) 

and Hindus 44.22% (2,10,279). This percentage remained almost 

the same even at the end of the first decade of 20th century, 

when the next census was taken. In 1910, the Hindu population 

remained at 44.17% (2,15,083) and the Catholic 54.78% (2,66,621), 

the total population being 4,86,752 4 . 

Thus, the Catholics were the majority 	community and 

this aspect was reflected in their dominance over the Hindus in 

socio-political life. , 

Caste Structure 

As stated earlier, the native population in Goa was 



7 
divided into Catholics and non-Catholics and the non-Catholics 

further into Hindu and Muslim at the beginning of the 20th 

century A.D. The Catholic population was dominant in Old 

Conquests and the Hindu in the New Conquests. The Hindus were 

divided into following castes: the Brahmans, which included the 

Chitpavans, Karhade, Paddhe, Joshi, Daivadnya (Shett) and Gaud 

Saraswats. The Gaud Saraswats were further sub-divided into 

Smartha, Sasthicar, Bardeshcar, Pednecar and Cudaldeshcar. The 

other castes were : Vani (trading class), Cansar (coppersmith), 

Mest (carpenter), Lohar (blacksmith), Maratha (Kshatriya), Gurav 

(temple administrants), Cancancar (bangle seller), Shimpi 

(tailor), Kharvi or Gabit (fisherfolk), Gonsavi or 	Zoguis 

(mendicants), Pidduccar (bead seller), Bhandari or Sudir, 

Komarpaik (seller of Sur, a native alcoholic drink), Kumbhar 

(potter), Agris or Mith-Gaudde (salt seller), Gaudde (farmer), 

Parit or Madvol (dhobi), Mahale or Mhale or Nhavi (barber), Teli 

(oil seller), Dhangar (shepherds), Gauli (milk seller), Lingayat 

(followers of Basaweshwara), Gujirs (merchants), Mhalxis 

(agriculturists), Pernis, Bhavins and Deulis (temple servants), 

Kalvants and Ganns or Gaiacas (Devdasis and singers), Chedvans 

and Cheddes or Fargends or Banddes (illegitimate girls and boys), 

Mahars and Chamars (cobblers-). The last two classes were 

considered untouchables and had no social contact with the other 

castes 5 . 

The Dravida Brahman section, mainly the Chitpavans, 

Karhade and Paddhe had no restrictions with regard to mutual. 

dining. However,. _they_ avoided the same in the house of Gaud 

Saraswats. The Gaud Saraswats considered themselves as superior 



and accordingly treated the Dravida Brahmans, following the same 

principle for inter-group dining 6 . 

The Marathas of Goa identified 	themselves 	with 

Kshatriyas and were further sub-divided into two classes namely, 

Kshatriya Maratha and Cunbi Maratha or Kulwadi, with former as 

the important class. The members of this class were mainly 

employed in Government services and held land property. The "Cunbi 

Marathas were engaged mostly in agriculture and allied 

activities. They had no social status in the community. The 

Marathas did not eat at the house of other caste people except 

the Brahmans and Vanis whereas others like the Cansar, Mests, 

Cancancars, Gurav and Shimpi would eat at their houses 7 . 

The Vanis were a trading community of Goa. They 

accepted food and water from Brahmans and Kshtriya Marathas. 

However, members of all other castes excluding the Brahmans, 

Shett, Gauddes, Cansars, Mests, Cancancars, Gurays and Shimpis 

dined with them. They performed the thread wearing ceremony 

locally called the munj. 

The Gurays as a class were the temple ministrants who 

assisted the temple priest in performing the religious rituals 

and took a leading position during the palkhi (palanquin) 

procession. Some of them belonged to the class of Jain Gurays who 

were considered as descendants of earlier Jains and practiced 

strict vegetarianism. They could eat only at the house of a 

Brahman since they considered themselves their equals. The people 

from_other castes consumed food in their house. 

The Shett or Sonars who considered themselves as 

Daivadnya Brahmans 	were engaged mainly in goldsmithery. They 



inherited gotras which regulated their matrimonial alliances. The 

identical gotra was an impediment to marriage. When the male 

child grew up in a Shett family, Upanayana (thread wearing 

ceremony) was performed with funfare. There was always a tussle 

between the Saraswats and the Shett towards enjoying certain 

religious and social privileges. Saraswats used to object the use 

of umbrellas and mashaals during the marriage ceremony of the 

'former. Similarly, they did not encourage the Shett bridal pair 

to have a ride on horseback during the marriage procession 8 . The 

Shetts used to dine only at the house of Karhade Brahman whereas 

the other caste people except the Kalvants and Bhavins could not 

consume food at their house. Most of the Shetts in Goa had their 

clan deity at Kasarpale near Dodamarg. 

The 	Cansars 	were the people engaged 	in 	their 

traditional occupation of coppersmithery. They used sovle (sacred 

linen) during food time in their house and dined only at the 

houses of Chitpavans, Karhades and Paddhes. The castes that 

could have food in their house were Bhavinis, Deulis, Kalvants, 

Ganns and Cheddes. 

The Mests or Sutars who considered themselves as the 

descendants of Vishwakarma, were the traditional carpenters in 

Goa. Along with carpentry, they practiced blacksmithery also. 

Most of them suffixed the title of Chari to their names. Like 

Cansars, they used sovle in the house during dining and did not 

accept food and water from other castes. Others too did not eat 

in their houses. 

The Cancancars were those who made glass bangles and 

sold them to earn their livelihood. They moved from door to door 
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selling their wares. The upper caste women took a bath in case 

where Cancancar helped them to wear the bangles by touching their 

hand. However, socially the Cancancars used to accept food and 

water from Brahmans only. The people who could eat in their house 

were the Bhandaris, Dhangars, Bhavinis, Deulis, Kalvants, Ganns 

and Pernis 9  . 

The community that took up tailoring profession was 

called Shimpis. They had various sub-groups depending on gotras 

and kul (family). However, unlike other castes, neither the 

gotras nor the kuls were an impediment to marriage. They accepted 

food from the Brahman's house. The only other caste people who 

could eat in their houses were the Dhangars and Pernis. 

The Kharvis or Gabits were the fisherfolks and those 

who manned the boats. They would eat at the houses of the 

Brahmans, Marathas, Vanis, Gurav, Cumbhar and Gauddes. The lower 

castes who could eat at their house were the Gonsavis, Mith-

Gauddes, Pidduccars, Madvols, Bhandaris, Dhangars, Pernis, 

Bhavinis and Kalvants. 

The Pidduccars belonged to a community who dealt with a 

kind of black beads locally known as pidduco. The most important 

and sacred ornament universally worn by the married Hindu women 

in Goa and elsewhere, viz Mangalsutra was made of these beads 

woven on a suitable thread. The Pidduccars were allowed to eat 

at the house of Brahmans, Marathas, Vanis, Gurays, Cancancars, 

Shett, Cansar, Shimpi, Kharvi, Gosavi, Gaudde, Bhandari, Teli and 

Cumbhar, whereas they offered food only to the Mahars and 

Chamars. 

The Gonsavis or Mathcars or Zoguis were agriculturists 
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and mendicants. They lived by begging, of course in a dignified 

way. While moving from house to house, they used to blow a large 

conch shell locally known as Shankha to emit a peculiar sound. 

The adornment in the ear was a distinctive feature of their 

caste. When a child attained the age of 10 or 12, a ceremony 

called mudrica was performed in the family. On this occasion, an 

elderly Gonsavi male, stretched and pierced the boy's ear and 

introduced a mudrica (adornment) into the hole thus made. They 

could eat at the house of the Brahman, Vani, Cancancars and 

Kharvi, whereas they offered food to Dhangars, Mahars and 

Chamars. 

The Bhandari or Sudir were traditionally engaged in 

agriculture and toddy-tapping. They had two sub-divisions, namely 

Sudir Bhandari and Poecape Bhandari. The latter used to collect 

•sur (toddy) from the coconut tree. In the Old Conquests, they 

were called render (Rendeiros). They could eat in the house of 

Brahman, Maratha, Vanis and Cancancars, whereas the Dhangars, 

Bhavini, Deuli, Kalvants, Ganns, Mahar and Chamar accepted food 

from them. 

The Komarpaik or Komarpants lived on cultivation and 

also distilled the alcoholic drink locally called feni made from 

cashew fruit juice. They dined in the house of Brahman, Maratha 

and Gauddes. The low strata people like Mahar and Chamars could 

eat in their house. This community was mainly concentrated in the 

Taluka of Canacona. The Komarpaik community was divided into 

eighteen exogamous groups. • 

The Kumbhars were the people who made and sold earthen 

pitchers. They accepted food and water only from the house of 
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Brahmans, Maratha and Vanis.'All other people of lower strata 

could eat in Kumbhar's house. The Kumbhars used to share a 

strange belief regarding a dead pregnant woman. They did not 

cover her dead body and pierced a long nail through the chest and 

performed a religious ritual called danque. It was believed that 

if such ritual was performed, the unsatisfied soul of the dead 

woman would not cause harm to the husband and other family 

members. A Ghadi (mantrik) was often invited on this occasion to 

10 exorcise . 

The Agris of Salcete and the Mith-Gauddes or Gauddes 

• in the Ilhas (Tiswadi) and Bardez Taluka were engaged in the 

extraction of salt. some of them were also agriculturists and 

property owners. They were usually permitted to eat at the house 

of Brahmans, Marathas and Bhandari. The lower castes like the 

Fargends, Mahar and Chamar were offered food by them at their 

house. 

./The Gauddes were called as Cunbis in Salcete and 

constituted a caste which was distinct from the Mith-Gauddes. 

They were engaged in agriculture and allied professions. In their 

community, identical Kul-Devatas were an impediment to marriage. 

They did not use patraval (leaf plate) to serve food since they 

considered tree as their totem (kul). They accepted food and 

water only at the house of Brahman. The women from their 

community had a distinct way of wearing the sari locally called 

denthli. They wore' metal bangles too—,  

The Madvol_...or Parit belonged to washermen (dhobi) 

community. They would consume food at the house of Brahman, 

Maratha, Vani, Gurav, Bhandari, Kharvi and Kumbhars. At their 
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house, they offered food and drinks to the Mahars and Chamars. 

The Nabhik or Mhales were the traditional barbers. They 

could eat food at the house of Brahman, Vani,. Maratha and 

Kumbhars. They offered food to Mahars and Chamars. The Mhales 

served professionally all castes except Mahar and Chamars. 

The Telis were the people who extracted and sold oil 

from the coconut, sesame and undam (Calophylum inophyllum). The 

extraction of oil was effected with the help of bulls moving in a 

circular orbit around a native wooden mill called ghano. The 

Telis could eat at the house of Brahmans, Maratha and Vani. The 

Dhangars, Mahar, Chamar and Fargends were offered food by them. 

The Dhangars were basically the shepherds who looked 

after goats, cows and other animals. In them, an identical kul 

(totem, family) was an impediment to marriage. They could not 

have a Brahaman priest to preside over their religious functions. 

Normally, a male from their own community known as sicaddi 

conducted the religious rituals. If a woman committed adultery, 

she was expelled from the caste. However, she could be re-

admitted into the caste after an act of purification entitled 

tiraits. The Dhangars consumed food in the houses of other 

castes but only Mahar and Chamar ate at their house. 

The 	Mhalxis were agriculturists. They could 	eat 

conveniently at the house of Brahman, Maratha, Vani and Gauddes. 

No other castes consumed food at their house except the Mahars 

and Chamars. 

/The Pernis were servants in the temples. They dined at 

the houses of Brahmans, Maratha, Shimpi and Vani. Only Mahars and 
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Chamars consumed food at their house. 

The Fargends or Banddes or Cheddes were illegitimate 

progeny, mostly of the higher caste people. Their women were 

called as chedvans. They normally entered into prostitution and 

were known as Culumbinis. They dined with all other castes except 

Shett, Mest, Bhavinis, Deulis, Kalvants, Ganns and Kharvis il . 

The Bhavinis and Deulis were employees of the Hindu 

temples. Their work included sweeping, lighting lamps, arranging 

the place to sit for the devotees and the Puranik during Kirtans 

(religious discourses) etc. When the temple deity was taken out 

in a procession, they carried the lamps. Their surnames were 

patterned after the names of the respective deities to whom they 

served and were attached to 12 . 

A Bhavin was an unmarried Devadasi offered to God 

through a ritual termed as Shensa-vidhi. Normally, Bhavins ate in 

the houses of other castes but only Mahars and Chamars consumed 

food at their house. The Shensa-vidhi consisted of a marriage of 

a girl destined as Devadasi with another girl dressed as a groom, 

holding coconut and a knife in her hand. Marriage rituals were 

performed earlier by Joshis and later by Karhade Brahmans 13 , 

The Kalvants or Naiquinis were the class who resorted 

to singing and dancing. Unlike the Bhavinis, they were not 

employed in the temple though some of them resided in its 

premises. Their duty was to entertain the temple deity during 

religious processions etc. by dancing and singing and als9, the 

Mahajans and other men who chose to visit them. In Kalvant's 

community, the average looking girls were married off whereas the 
/. 

prettier ones were offered to the Gods. Later, these women were 
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p:aronized by rich mon from hiqhor •-s‘tem. '1'h' Kalvants 	in (",1 

were known for their devotion and faithfulness to one man 

throughout their lives. Some of them even accepted voluntarily, 

widowhood when their adhered man passed away 14 . The Kalvants 

consumed food at the houses of other caste people except that of 

Mahar and Chamar who in turn only preferred to eat at their 

house. 

The Chamars were the cobblers. Since they created 

leather articles made out of animal skins, they were considered 

as outcastes together with Mahars. The Brahman priest did not 

officiate at their religious or social ceremonies. On such 

occasions, an elderly member of their own community was assigned 

the said job. Even the Mhalo refused to work with or to serve 

them. They consumed food in the house of all other castes except 

the Mahar. Since they were treated as untouchables, none of the 

castes would accept food and water from them. 

The Mahars produced articles of bamboo and played the 

dhol (drum) on the occasion of religious ceremonies of both 

Hindus and Catholics. They were assigned the duty of removing the 

dead bodies of animals from public places. They were made to 

reside in the village outskirts in isolated wards. They did not 

eat pork nor consumed food at the house of a Chamar. Their usual 

surname was Parvar 15 . 

✓ The Goan society in the pre-Republican period was 

dominated by a small minority community of Brahmans consisting of 

the _S.araswats jocally called Baman and the Dravida Brahmans 

termed as Bhats. The Saraswats who mostly owned land, business 

establishment, shops etc., had long given up bhikshuki as that 
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professio'n was no longer viable. However, actually, the land 

property belonging to the Saraswat Brahmans was tilled, 

cultivated and managed by the lower castes, who worked as farm 

labourers for their livelihood. As a consequence, the Saraswats 

had full control and influence over the weaker sections of the 

society since there was a total dependence of these people on 

their trade, commerce, agriculture and allied activities 16 . 

The Saraswats in Goa were divided into different sub-

sections and this division was quite distinct in the community. 

The various sub-sections were: Smarthas, Vaishnawas (Sasthicars), 

Bardeshcars, Pednecars and Kudaldeshcars 17 . It was said that in 

the beginning, the Saraswats were a homogenous community but 

later due to.some strange beliefs and trivial matters, there was 

a rift which finally culminated in the formation of heterogenous 

groups. 

All Saraswats were originally Smarthas. Their matha 

(religious headquarters) was founded at Kushasthali (Cortalim) 

and later shifted to Kavle (Ponda). From 13th century onwards, 

many Saraswats accepted the Dwaita Vaishnawa School propounded by 

Acharya Madhwa but still they did not discard their attachment 

from the Shaiva temples. In course of time, the differences 

between the Smarthas and the Vaishnawas widened and they began to 

drift away from each other 18 . 

The Smarthas were popularly called Adve (horizontal) 

and the Vaishnawites'as Ubhe (vertical). The distinction was 

essentially clue to their affiliation to different Sampradaya and 

accordingly, the Shaivite (Smartha) male used to draw a 

horizontal line of gopi chandan on his forehead whereas Vaishnawa 
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drew a vertical one. Even the women from these two sub-groups 

were identified - easily as they used to follow the same principle 

while applying Kumkum (tilak) on their forehead. While the 

Smarthas and Vaishnawas had social relations with each other 

including inter-group dining, there was hesitancy with regard to -

inter-group marriages, which in fact was a rare phenomena. 

Although, both belonged to the same Brahman sect namely the 

Saraswat, there was a difference with respect to their customs, 

traditions, language, food habits etc. In fact, this difference 

brought about a major communal feud among the Smarthas and 

•Vaishnawas in 1927 which finally attracted the intervention of 

the Government 19 . However, both of them did not eat at the 

houses of other Saraswat Brahmans namely Bardeshcars, Pednecars 

and Kudaldeshcars. Nor did they keep any social relations with 

them 

The Chitpavan Brahmans were said to be hardworking and 

did not hesitate to travel out of their homeland in search of 

jobs. They were supposed to be intelligent priests. It was 

alleged that the Chitpavans did not hesitate to marry off their 

daughters to elderly rich grooms if their financial position was 

very strong 

The Karhade Brahmans were supposed to be intelligent, 

hard working and generous. Some of them owned Kulagars (orchards) 

in the Ponda Mahal. There were two categories of Karhade Brahmans 

in Goa, namely Paddheys and Paadheys. The former were higher in 

status. The well-known family of Dada Vaidya in Ponda belonged to 

this section of Karhades. The Paadhyes performed priestly duties 

for the low castes and hence were considered inferior. There was 



certain widespread belief with respect to the Karhade Brahmans 

in Goa. They worshipped Matraka Devi as their clan deity and 

were supposed to offer her human sacrifice in order to bless 

their family. This ritual was supposed to be performed on a 

specific day failing which, on any other available day. Although 

in real sense, offering human sacrifice was impossible, it was 

performed in a symbolic fashion by subjecting the unsuspecting 

guests to slow poison. It was due to this rumour that nobody 

dared to consume food in Karhade Brahman's house. It was also 

said that the Karhades did not spare (if no one was available) 

even their son-in-law from this ritual 22 . 

The Kirwant Brahmans performed priestly duties for the 

low caste people and hence were considered inferior by other 

Brahmans. They were very few in number and hence to expand their 

population, adopted childreh from the Chitpavan and Karhade 

families from time to time. 

As stated earlier, among the various sub-groups of 

Brahmans, the Saraswats considered themselves superior to others. 

However, the Dravida Brahmans were reluctant to accept their own 

inferiority and retaliated symbolically by refusing to eat and 

dine with the Saraswats. Just as the Saraswats hesitated to touch 

Catholics for the fear of becoming impure, the Dravida Brahmans 

extended the same principle towards Saraswats. If it happened by 

accident or by compulsion, then they made it a point to change 

the clothes after returning home and re-use the same only after 

maah ng
23 

.1 

Family System 

The family system among Hindus was patriarchal and 



patrilocal. Joint family system prevailed. Large families usually 

lived in spacious houses often with a floor attached to it on 

the top. In such majestic houses lived families for almost four 

to five generations together with a common kitchen facility. 

Since they followed the patriarchal family system, the 

eldest man was the head of the family. Being very aged, he 

enjoyed the respect from others and his advice was sought on 

every family matter. Usually, the families had a common business 

to support their living. Otherwise, they were engaged in their 

traditional trades like smithery, pottery, carpentry or in 

extending the family trade, dealing with coconuts or betlenuts 

etc. In case of Brahmans, they either had the Kulagars (orchards) 

to maintain or e shops where the youngsters assisted the elders 

in day-to-day business. 

The inference obviously is that the families were 

closely knit together and individual members paid great obeisance 

to elders and helped to cultivate love and affection towards each 

other. By and large, the domestic atmosphere was peaceful with 

.restricted liberty to women. In each of the castes, the father 

taught the trade and business secrets to the son and handed over: 

the family business to them upon attaining old age. The 

mother-in-law trained her daughter-in-law in the house-hold 

chores and also in the traditions and customs of the family. 

There was harmony in the households and with division of labour, 

everyone was busy in his or her own affairs
24  . 

In -the-tami41-ea of the Kaivants and Deulis, the women 
4 

were the wage earners and as they entertained their Yajman 

(Patron), their menfolks were engaged either in cultivation or 
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accompanied them over tabla and other musical instruments when 

4  they sang and danced. The males, willingly accepted a secondary 

position in the family system and kept themselves busy in their 

occupations 25 . However, the tradition with respect to the role 

of women in the upper castes was quite the opposite. In almost 

all the castes among Hindus except the one mentioned above, the 

position and status of women was lower than that of the men in 

the society. 

The Hindu houses at that time were popularly called as 

Chaar Chauki Ghar (four sided house) with an open square at the 

centre as courtyard. Generally, such houses had one upper floor 

above the ground floor. The front portion of the house where one 

entered through the main portal, led to a drawing room locally 

called Saal. Adjoining to it was a place earmarked for family 

deity and for other religious functions. On the opposite side of 

the entrance crossing the open square was the dining hall (Vasri) 

and a kitchen. The bedrooms were in a row that opened to the 

common verandah which extended towards the open square from all 

the four sides. The kitchen was a sacred place where the people 

of other castes, menstruating women and non-Hindus were not 

allowed to enter. In the central open square, which was called 

Raz-aangan, there used to be a Tulsi Vrindavan where an oil lamp 

' was lit at sunset. The house roof was made from good quality 

timber and native tiles called Sulche Nalye26 . 

Food Habits .  

The- -Brahmans. from the sub.-group.. Chitpavans, Karhade, 

Paddhe, Kirwant and Gurays followed a strict vegetarian diet. The 

Gaud Saraswats who did not profess priesthood and the people from 
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other communities consumed fish. Few among the Saraswats and the 

other Hindus consumed meat other than that of cow and pig. The 

Catholics in general consumed all types of meat together with 

fish. However, Brahman converts and Charddes among Catholics very 

often abstained from eating beef and pork. Some Hindu Brahmans 

even avoided eating garlic and onion. 

By all indications, the people from lower strata and 

the farm labourers used to consume a semi-solid stuff made from 

nachne (Ragi) and jaggery, locally called as ambil. Unlike the 

present times, there was no breakfast in the morning. But prior 

to their departure for day's work, pej (canji) with pickle, dry 

roasted fish or khatkhatem (a multi- vegetable preparation) was 

served to the entire family. This was a common practice in all.  

Hindu and Catholic families and moreover even the guests and 

visitors were invited to have it, if they happened to visit the 

house in the morning
27  . 

By and large, the Hindus had their food usually in 

brass plates or on patravalis(leaf plates). Patravalis were 

normally made from dry banyan or jackfruit leaves. The patravali 

made from banyan leaf was not generally used except for religious 

occasions as banyan tree was considered to be a sacred tree. For 

serving liquid stuffs, generally cups, locally called donne made 

from dry banana leaves were used. 

No wonder it was compulsory to take bath before eating 

among the Hindus. Cooking too was done only after having a bath. 

On the occasion of .religious ceremonies, the women, specially of 

upper castes, cooked food, wearing a wet saree piece. The 

Brahmans during lunch time performed a ritual called Chitraval 
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before eating. The Hindus did not use tables and chairs but sat 

down on the ground using a paatt which was actually a carved and 

decorated wooden plank. The Brahmans neither had their food in 

the company of other castes nor did they consume anything which 

was prepared by the people considered of lower castes. The lady 

members, of the Hindu family could eat only after their men had 

finished , and had their food usually in their husbands' used 

plates 28 . The high caste Hindus avoided alcoholic drinks whereas 

the lower castes usually consumed the indigenously distilled 

native liquours 29 . 

The Hindus belonging to the upper castes virtually 

starved during their journies since they did not accept any food 

and water from the houses of other caste people. In the city of 

Panaji, they usually went to dine and rest in the houses of rich 

Saraswats like the Dhempe, Mhamai Kamat, Keni, Kenkre, Ghanekar, 

Lawande etc., who provided free food for the travellers from 

all castes. Before eating, they had to change their dress and 

wear only a special type of cloth locally called Sovlem 

(consecrated linen). This practice was prevailing among all the 

upper caste Hindus and even among Vishwakarma and other castes 

like the Cansar, Sutar etc 30 . Such being the case no Hindu ate 

at the house of a Catholic, nor did he partake anything that was 

prepared by them. Even tomatoes were not frequently used by 

Hindus. They were called as meat fruits since they were in 

regular use in the preparation of various meat delicacies among 

Catholics. 	Upper caste Hindus did not eat pao or unddo (local 

bread) as they were 	made by the Catholic Pader (baker). 

Generally, the Hindus maintained a strict vegetarian diet on 
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Mondays, 	Thursdays and Saturdays besides on days of religious 

importance 

Dress Patterns 

It is noteworthy to point out that there was limited 

uniformity in the dressing among different social and religious 

groups. However, complete uniformity was observed among the lower 

castes and agriculturists who used the bare minimum clothes. The 

peasants and lower castes wore a langoti locally called cashti 

and exposed their bodies above their waists. They wore a valo (a 

rough cotton cloth) or a cambli (rough blanket) on their 

shoulders. They covered their head with a rumal (cotton cloth). 

If a bigger cloth was used to cover the head, then it was termed 

as munddaso. In some cases, use of a black or coloured topi was 

also made to cover and protect the head while working. 

It is of great significance that the rich and upper 

castes wore dhoti locally known as Pudvem from their waist 

touching down to the ankles. They also put on a Camisa (shirt) 

with an overcoat. In addition, they used a Upavastra or dupatta 

on shoulders and a topi to cover their heads. The topis were 

either black coloured but in Old Conquests few used to wear red 

topis (often made of velvet) to differentiate themselves from the 

rest signalling that they were the most favoured class of the 

Portuguese Government. The turbans used as head cover differed as 

per the persons and also as per the type of cloth used. 

Accordingly, it was called mandir, fento, Pagdi, Pagottem etc. 

Down the_genexations, 	Hinduwomen wore nine-yard 
1 

sarees (kapad) with a blouse (choli). The 'rich women displayed a 

shawl over their shoulders, called Pamri whenever they went out. 
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Wearing five yard saree around was considered as below dignity as 

it was worn only by the women in Devdasi families. Women in 

general did not wear chappals nor carried umbrellas. The young 

girls during this period wore a long ghagra (skirt) and a polka 

(blouse) before their marriage. The boys wore long shirts and 

trousers. Depending upon the economic conditions and social 

status, both males and females adorned their bodies with a 

variety of gold, silver and diamond ornaments
32 . v 

J Institution of Marriage 

It is important to understand that in Goa, the primary 

social institution of marriage was considered sacrosanct among 

the Hindus. However, the rich and upper caste men considered 

polygamy as a status symbol and took advantage of the prevailing 

Devadasi system in the society to have extra-marital relations 

with the mistresses for their pleasure. ✓ 

It was generally, the parents of the girls or relatives 

who would approach the parents of the grooms or relatives to 

propose .marriage. However, in few cases, the groom's kith 

approached the girl's parents/relatives. The match-making was the 

privilege of the parents or other elderly members of the family. 

The wards had absolutely no active role to play in this 

arrangement. The plight of the girls was worse because of 

helplessness as they could not even express their opinions in the 

matter. More than the external looks of the bride or the groom 

the gharane (family), status of parents, their economic position 

etc--r  were the prime considerations in selecting the match. The 

age of marriage in the first decade of the present century varied 

from 6 to 11 years for girls and 11 onwards for boys 33 . In most 
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families mere stress was laid on matching of horoscopes and it 

was considered to be prime necessity before marriage as it 

would be a signal for mutual compatibility and conjugal bliss and 

happiness for the married couple in future.'/Once the parents gave 

their formal consent to a possible alliance, the elders in the 

4 family visited the temple and sought opinion and blessings from 

.4 

	

	
their respective Kuldevatas (clan deities) in the form of prasad 

as it is continued to be locally known. Accordingly, the decision 

was 	taken by the elderly men in the family. It is to be noted 

that the female 	members of the family had no say in the 

matter 34 . 

Varadakshina or a system of giving gift or dowry to the 

bride-groom was rampant and was given either voluntarily by the 

bride's parents or as demanded by the groom's parents. The extent 

of dowry value depended upon the status of groom's parents and 

their position in the society. The dowry was treated as Stridhana 

and it was offered either in cash or in kind like gold ornaments, 

silverware, diamonds and other household utility items. Dowry was 

considered as girl's share in her father's property. Dowry was 

also responsible in some cases to bring about strained relations 

between the couples and their relatives. For the economically 

weaker sections, it used to be an impediment to marriage of their 

female wards. As a result, these parents hurriedly married off 

their daughters at the first available opportunity, irrespective 

of _.the fact that whether the groom was very much older, deformed, 

widower with or-wit-hout-c-hildren of-earlier marriage. Usually the 

invitations for marriage were given verbally. The parents or 

relatives of the bride and the groom visited the houses of the 
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invitees and distributed Akshata (sacred rice mixed with kumkum 

i .e. saffron) and invited them for the marriage rituals and 

ceremony. The marriage rituals were normally spread over a period 

of 8 to 15 days and were held either at the bride's residence or 

at a nearby temple 35 . 

It should be remembered that certain un-written rules 

were observed strictly regarding marriage. In certain castes, 

couples belonging to the same gotras or with same Kuldevatas were 

not allowed to marry 36 . In the same manner, marriages between 

uncles and nieces and between children of two brothers or two 

sisters were strictly prohibited. However, marriage with maternal 

uncle's daughter was permitted 37 . Marriage was also not allowed 

where the woman occupied a respectful position by virtue of her 

status in family hierarchy. For example, alliance with wife's 

aunts or grand-mother's sisters etc. were prohibited 38 . 

The Hindu and Muslim men could marry at any age before 

or after puberty, to any number of women (with certain 

restrictions). But their women could not marry easily after 

attaining puberty 39 . Section II of the Decree of 1880 expressely 

recognised a marriage celeberated according to religious rites as 

having the same validity and legal effects, as that of a 

Catholic marriage i.e. Church wedding and a civil marriage before 

a Civil Registrar. Till 1910, therefore Portuguese law in Goa 

recognised all three forms of marriage namely (a) Catholic 

marriage, (b) Civil marriage and (c) Hindu marriage. It was the 

enactment of 25th December I9.10-whichr-decared that marriage was 

purely a civil contract and could only be contracted before a 

Civil Registrar. Section 8 of the Decree of 1880 had every 
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marriage to be compulsorily registrable though it did not lay 

down that a non-registered marriage would be void 40 . 

Detailed information was demanded to be entered in the 

official register on the occasion of marriage registration. 

Information pertaining to bride's and groom's names, surnames, 

age, profession, caste, parents' names and addresses etc. found 

important place in the Marriage Register 41
. If the groom was a 

widower, the name of his deceased wife and the place of her 

death,, if he was already married before, then the names of his 

other surviving wife or wives, the names of his children both 

legitimate and illegitimate as the case may be, were very much 

required to complete the process of marriage registration. The 

4 Brahman priest, the Qazi or the religious head as the case may 

be, who solemnized the marriage had to register the same in his 

official register within eight days of the marriage42 . 

Among the Hindus, no one was permitted to marry a young 

or old widow. If any individual kept a company of a widow and 

treated her as a wife (such woman was called locally as Kapadachi 

bail), the said liaison was socially unrecognised, considered 

illegal and their sons or daughters were not given legal or 

religious rights in the society 43 . 

In cases where the bridegroom was a minor in the 

family, his father or guardian had to give consent to the 

marriage but even if such consent was not given, the marriage was 

not considered invalid 44
. 

Generally, polygamy was permitted when the earlier 

marriage failed to produce a male child. However, 	consecutive 

marriages were arranged with the consent of the earlier wives 4 5. 
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Among the Hindus, marrying for the third time was considered 

inauspicious and to overcome its evil effects, the marriage 

rituals were first performed with a Rui plant (Calitropis 

giganta) symbolising it as a bride followed by cutting off thi> 

plant into pieces 46 . 

Having Mangal (Planet Mars) at a prominent position in 

the girl's horoscope was considered to be inauspicious and was 

believed to cause death of her husband. The same was the belief 

in case of man also. In such cases, as per the situation either a 

boy or a girl was chosen having identical position of Mangal in 

his/her horoscope. 

However, it was only in case of girls that if it was 

not possible to trace such a boy, then prior to marriage a 

special ritual was performed in private, especially at night to 

reduce the evil effect of the said planet. A marriage ceremony of 

the said girl was arranged with an earthen pot (Ghata) as bride-

groom with usual vedic rites. This was followed by breaking of 

the pot and funeral rites were performed to indicate symbolically 

the death of the bride-groom. The bride underwent the ritual of 

widow hood and later purified herself by taking a sacred head 

bath. Through these operations, it was believed that the girl had 

shed off her evil influence which she had inherited due to the 

power of Mangal in her horoscope 47 . 

In the early period of this century, the girls were 

married off at a very young age. Due to such child-marriages, 

the child-brides - suffered at the hands of their in-laws and 

husbands. As a child bride, she was unable to cope up with thy -! 

expectations of her in-laws and other family members. She was 
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also not prepared emotionally and physically to face the problems 

of married life. Sometimes, the child brides were parted off 

immediately after their marriage to the husband's house. Here, 

she remained under the protection and strict control of the 

mother-in-law and other elderly female relatives, till she 

attained puberty. During this period, therefore she naturally 

4  pined to see her parents and waited eagerly in anticipation of 

such opportunity to come to her parental house and to enjoy a 

respite from the routine of married life. The prevailing socio-

religious beliefs provided such opportunities specially during 

the Hindu months of Jyestha, Ashadh, Adhik (extra month of the 

Hindu calendar) and Pausha, during the maiden year of 

marriage48 . 

When the girl menstruated for the first time, the news 

of the happy incident was communicated to all the family members 

and other relatives. A message was sent to her parents or in-laws 

as the case may be and an astrologer and vaidhya (native doctor) 

were summoned to suggest an auspicious day and time (Muhurt) for 

the purpose of performing religious ceremonies called Garbhadana 

or Falle-Shobhan and Lajjahome. Normally, the 5th or the 16th day 

after the beginning of menstruation was selected as this was 

. considered to be fertile period for conception 49  . 	Garbhadan 

ceremony was performed to symbolically highlight the ability of 

the girl to bear a child after marriage, since menstruation is 

intimately connected with fertility and motherhood. Lajjahome 

was essentially a religious ritual, wherein the Lajja (modesty) 

of the said girl was offered to the holy fire. Almost all the 

ceremonies including marriages were celebrated amidst the dancing 
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and the singing by the Kalvants. 

The marriage restricted further the limited freedom of 

women in society. They were normally confined to the interiors of 

the house. Their life was full of duties and responsibilities. 

The married women never pronounced the name of their husbands as 

it was believed that it reduces the life span of husband. Nor 

• they could talk to them in public, specially in 	front 	of 

elderly family members. The husband too never addressed their 

wives by name and did not accompany them anywhere out except on 

cetain occasions. The married women did not travel on Tuesdays, 

Fridays and Saturdays 50 . 

What is extraordinary was that Goa had a uniform Civil 

Code, which was self-contained Code covering substantive law on 

civil side. It was promulgated in Portugal by enactment on 1st 

July 1867. Article 9 of the said enactment empowered the 

Government to extend the Civil Code to the Overseas Colonies by 

introducing amendments necessitated by the special circumstances 

of each colony. In exercise of such power, the Government by 

enactment dated 18 November 1869, extended the Civil Code to the 

Overseas Colonies with effect from 1st July 1870, safeguarding 

the usages and customs of Goa, Daman and Diu which had been 

codified and to the extent they were not against the morality and 

public order. A subsequent enactment of 16th February 1888 which 

replaced the Decree of 1852, reviewed and codified special and 

private usages and customs of gentiles (including Hindus of Goa) 

like polygamy in a restricted sense, joint family, prohibition 

against succession of illegitimate issues except for certain 

persons and adoption which were retained from the earlier Code. 
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The Civil Code referred to above was based on the Napoleonic 

Code 

Perfectly in line with the old-time feeling, adoption 

was enshrined in the Code of uses and customs. Those Brahmans and 

Kshatriyas who had no sons but only daughters were permitted to 

adopt a male child. They selected the child from among their own 

family members or relatives but specifically within the gotras. 

Usually, the boys from the same caste were adopted before their 

thread ceremony was performed 52 . People did not adopt a second 

child when one was already adopted53 . Generally, the people 

chose their brother's second son before his thread ceremony for 

adoption. If it was not possible, then the son of a friend with 

his father's consent was chosen for the purpose 54 . Other castes 

also adopted male child according to their own customs and 

requirements  

The Kalvants and Bhavinis were permitted to adopt-

children of either sex even if they already had their own 

children 56 . If the would be adopted boy had no father, then it 

was necessary to obtain the consent from his guardian or in his 

absence from the maternal grand-mother 57 . The Government 

servants had to take prior permission from the Governor-General 

if they wanted to go for adoption 58  . In case, if such permission 

was not sought, then the Government did not recognise the adopted 

son's lawful right over his father's pension 59 . Widows could 

also adopt a male child and he had the legal right over his 

adopted mother's property after her death 60 . 

Legitimacy to adoption was provided through a process 

of registration in the prescribed form as per the Decree of 16th 
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December 1880. It was obligatory to communicate the information 

pertaining to adoption in advance to the respective Administrator 

or the Governor-General
61

. 

Divorce Provisions 

Far more peculiar were the laws regulating the family's 

unity and integrity. A better fate was offered to those who faced 

the serious discord in the family life, by means of a separation 

giving the whole issue a religious tinge. Many a times, a 

separation too was marked with severity of action on the part of 

• 	 the in-laws. 

Committing adultery was one of the reason's to 	seek 

divorce
62

. 	Similarly, in case of couples, who had no cordial 

relations with each other or the husband who deserted his wife 

for a long time without any prior intimation could also ask for 

divorce 63 . Before the separation, there was a judicial contract 

followed by a religious ritual before the religious head 

(Swami)
64 . After the grant of divorce, the wife was considered 

• as dead by the husband's family and a ritual called ghatakria was 

performed to mark the said occasion. In some cases, where the 

divorced woman was ex-communicated, neither she was given shane 

in the family property nor did she get back any of those things 

from what her parents had given at the time of marriage as dowry. 

Such woman was not served food and water at her former husband's 

house 65 . Although the provision for divorce was provided in the 

society, there were no such cases reported in the available 

literature during the period of study. 

Birth Rituals 

The Hindus, who had the firm anchor in values, stuck to 



the rituals connected with birth assiduously. They followed pre-

delivery rituals in the fifth, seventh and ninth month of 

pregnancy. When the young wife was in the seventh month of 

pregnancy, she was normally taken to her parent's house for her 

first confinement. Subsequent confinements were normally arranged 

at her in-laws' house. After the delivery, on the 12th day, the 

naming ceremony locally called barso was arranged in the presence 

of family members, 'relatives and friends. On the same day, the 

new born was ceremoniously placed in a decorated wooden cradle. 

It was a social obligation to send materials and consumable items 

or equivalent in cash to the mother and the child by the father 

or the in-laws as the case may be, towards the expenditure 

incurred to maintain them over a period of three months from the 

date of delivery. The items so dispatched constituted, what was 

locally known as patthaalo. To cite an example, the contents and 

the quantity of a typical patthaalo arranged in the house of 

Khalap from Mapusa in AD 1857 is as follows : 60 coconuts, one 

ghagar (big pot) coconut oil, 24 sher (1 sher app. 800 grams) 

jaggery, ginger and ghee worth one rupee each, ayurvedic and 

other herbal medicines worth rupee one, one rupee for buying 

fish, midwife fee of rupees two, rupee one for the servant who 

took care of the mother and the child, rupee one for washerman 

(Madval or dhobi) and rupees two for the masseuse for the mother 

and the child. In addition, cash to buy chickens for the 

preparation of soup locally called as caldo for the consumption 

of the mother to - regain the lost strength was also paid through 

the said patthaalo system 

On the occasion of birth in the family, it was the duty 
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of every citizen to register the birth of the child within 

fifteen days after delivery and while doing so, a detailed 

information regarding the sex, religion, caste, name, place, date 

and time of birth with details about siblings etc. was required 

to be furnished. Besides the names of parents, their 

professions, places of their births, marriage and residential 

addresses, names of paternal grandparents had to be filled in the 

Official Register 67 . If the child was illegitimate, the mother 

had to report personally to register its birth. The name of the 

father in such cases could not be included, unless the man was 

wIlling Lo do so. If i l was• incIudd 	 hiN km(JwIt!dy(!, 

he could file a complaint to that effect " . 

If the new born child expired soon after birth, its 

birth registration had to be made with the note that it was no 

longer alive . 

The registration of birth was to be usually completed 

by the father of the child or in his absence by the Brahman 

priest who prepared the child's horoscope. In the absence of 

both, it was the responsibility of the dai or the mid-wife who 

rendered assistance at the time of delivery. 

When the birth of a Portuguese subject of Indian origin 

took place in a foreign territory, a declaration was to be 

furnished by the parents within eight days of the child's arrival 

in the Portuguese territory. In the absence of parents, relatives 

or a guardian was to give the declaration. Normally, the 

declaration was made in the presence of two witnesses who were 

70 major . 

There was uniformity in the procedure followed by the 
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Government in the registration of births, deaths, adoption and 

marriage amongst the Catholics and the non-Catholics in the Old 

Conquests as well as the New Conquests. The Government however 

showed no concession with respect to the payment of exhorbitant 

registration fees by the citizens for registering birth, 

marriage, adoption, death, etc. Besides the above registration 

fees, the Government further levied a heavy cremation/burial fees 

on the non-Catholics at the crematorium falling under the 

jurisdiction of the respective municipalities. 

Taking advantage of the prevailing class distinctions 

and social hierarchy, the Portuguese Government collected the 

cremation/burial fees from the Hindus as follows: For burying at 

First Class place Rs. 4/-; at Second Class place Rs. 2/- and in 

case of children upto seven years, half the rate in each class 

was collected. 

For cremation of Brahman in First Class Rs. 5/- and 

in Second Class Rs. 3/- was charged whereas in case of goldsmiths 

Rs. 4/- and Rs. 2.50 wre charged respectively for First and 

Second class. For Gujirs, an amount of Rs. 5/- was charged in 

First Class and Rs. 3/- in Second Class. In the case of the Vani 

caste, a fee of Rs. 4/- was collected in the First Class category 

and Rs. 2/- as Second Class charges. Whereas the Sudirs had to 

pay Rs. 3/- and Rs. 1.50 towards First and Second Class cremation 

fees respectively
71 . 

Position of Women 

The position of Hindu women during the period under 

study was unenviable. Even at the beginning of the 20th century, 

the women remained within the four walls of the house. Though she 
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enjoyed domestic freedom, she had a restricted role to play in 

the society. She was robbed of her childhood pleasures and 

activities due to early marriage. Thereafter, many a times her 

hopes and wishes were sacrificed in the name of upholding the so 

called family prestige. In general, her life as a whole was 

devoted for the peace and happiness in the household. 

As the girls were married at an early age, 	no 

importance was attached to their education. There was complete 

apathy towards their formal education as it was considered to be 

of no use to them. However, considerable attention was laid to 

train them at an early age to be good housewives. Till marriage, 

the young girls used to learn embroidery, stitching, cooking and 

other household work. 

As a matter of fact, residence 	after marriage was 

patrilocal. Hence, in a real sense, after marriage they remained 

under a strict guardianship of the mother-in-law. An ideal 

housewife was one who meekly accepted subordinate position 

without any grudge, talked little and went on performing the 

assigned household chores with a nod of her head. Their sphere of 

activity was confined to the kitchen and to the inner rooms. They 

were not permitted to step into the saloon in the presence of 

elderly family members or the guests. They never sat in the 

varandahs as that was the priviledge of old women and male family 

members. This was true almost in all Hindu families except in 

case of economically backward classes where the women went out 

for agricultural -labour and household work to augment family 

income. It was only in the households of the Kalvants and 

Bhavinis, the position of women was higher than that of their 
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men, as they were the wage earners in the family. They were 

considered in high esteem as they had adequate training in 

dancing, singing and embroidery work. 

The exact position and status of the woman during the 

period under study can be well interpreted on the basis of the 

humiliating and insulting treatment she got in the name of 

upholding prevailing customs and practices. In this connection, 

the plight of a Hindu woman during her monthly menstruation 

period is worth citing. During the said three days of impurity, 

she was completely segregated from other family members and 

confined to backyard of the house. She was offered food and water 

separately in patraval (leaf plate) and donne (leaf cup) 

respectively and made to purify the place of eating by smearing 

cowdung. She was not permitted to sleep at her usual place in 

the housW. Moreover, a menstruating woman was not supposed to 

touch any household items including utensils except for a metalic 

tumbler which was gifted to her at the time of marriage for use 

on such occasions. 

Unlike the present times, a married woman then could 

have no open conversation with her husband and she never -

accompanied him outside the house except on social occasions like 

marriages etc. Normally, her usual outings were restricted to 

jatras, haldikumkum ceremony or some socio-religious functions 

where she was accompanied by other elderly women and servants. 

Sometimes, the Portuguese soldiers locally called as 

Pakhle used to create a sense of social insecurity among the 

rural womenfolk specially when the elderly male members in the 

famiily were away on business trips etc. One such incidence 
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occurred at a 	village in Panchwadi, Ponda taluka wherein 

author's good looking, married great grand-mother was abducted by 

Pakhles (Europeans) at the age of twelve from her parent's house. 

.However, subsequently, the author's great grand-father persuaded 

the abductors to release her after disclosing her identity and 

status
72 . In another incident, the Portuguese navigators at 

Virdi near Sanquelim tried to abduct the mother of Mr Yashwantrao 

Suryarao Sardessai alias Bhai Sardessai, one of the prominent 

Goan personalities. When their attempt was foiled by an upright 

old woman from the house, they excused themselves by claiming 

that they had mistaken her identity for a Kalvant as she was 

exceptionally beautiful
73 . 

More pertinently, the plight of the widows was far 

worse. She was held responsible for her husband's death and it 

was considered as the result of the sin she had committed in her 

previous birth. A widow, parted with bangles (made of glass), 

mangalsutra and kumkum on forehead as these were the symbols of 

marriage. She wore a coarse cotton cloth of a typical red or 

white colour. She could eat only once a day and abstained from 

eating paan and bettle nuts
74 . To make matters worse for her, she 

was subjected to ignominy of tonsuring her head and for the 

first time, this was done at a holy Place of pilgrimage. 

Subsequently, a barber was engaged to do the said job at home. 

Even the child widows sometimes had to tonsure their heads
75 . A 

tonsured widow was commonly called as bodki. Socially, a widow 

had no place in society. She was not supposed to attend or be 

present at any auspicious occasions. She always kept her head 

covered with the end of her saree. 
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Educational Facilities 

Educational facilities for Hindus during this period 

were rare. Whereas the Goan Catholics turned towards Portuguese 

education, the Hindus found it extremely difficult to learn 

Portuguese. Moreover, no Hindu was ready to learn Portuguese 

until he completed primary education in Marathi medium, which he 

believed was essential to retain and propagate his own culture 

' and values, specially in children 76 . For this purpose, the 

teachers from neighbouring Bombay Presidency were recruited to do 

the job. 

In the nineteenth century, very few Hindus opted for 

formal education and if at all they did, it was in Marathi and 

seldom in Portuguese. In the last quarter of the nineteenth 

century, few rich people specially from Saraswat community 

encouraged their children to get educated by starting private 

Marathi medium schools in their balconies, in the temple premises 

and even under the trees where children of other upper castes 

were permitted to study
77

. 

The teacher, who imparted the education was popularly 

known as•Shenaimam. Boys, at the age of five or so were sent to 

school after Ganapatipujan (worship of Lord Ganesh) which was 

performed in the house by a priest. Girls were not encouraged 

much to join such schools. On the first day of the school, 

students appeared with a wooden slate in one hand and a coconut 

shell full of fine mud in the other. The slate was two hands long 

and one and one fourth hands wide. The fine mud from the coconut 

shell was spread on the slate, and on it the Shenaimam taught the 
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'students to engrave the name of Shri Ganesha. This was followed 

by the worship of Goddess Saraswati, who is intimately connected 

with education (Vidya). 

Initially, the syllabus included learning alphabets, 

numbers (in 1/4, 1 1/2, 2 1/2, etc.) and later they were assigned 

to write sentences in Balbodh and Modi script, which the young 

students used to write and rewrite in their writing books. 

Through these efforts, the students learnt hymns, bhupali and 

slokas. All were not fortunate enough in getting a teacher for 

their children or having a school in their village. In such 

cases, the father, if he was educated, himself imparted some 

basic essentials of education to his son till he found a suitable 

teacher. Though there was no fixed syllabus, the teacher used to 

accord priority to certain activities/subjects depending on his 

own background and expertise. Some teachers stressed the need of 

physical education alongwith the formal education. 

Another practice was to make the students to read 

letters or allied literature written in Modi script. These 

letters were collected from the affluent and prominent sections 

of the society engaged in trade, commerce and other social 

activities. Often these people employed knowledgeable persons 

specially to carry out correspondence connected with their 

business activities. Many a times, these letters were greatly 

appreciated for their subject contents, style of presentation and 

relevance to tradition etc. It was a practice to exhibit such 

letters and use them-as reference materials to guide the students 

in schools and also to encourage them to share the views 

expressed in them. Besides reading, writing and arithmetic (the 3 
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R s), grammar, poetry, religious literature like the epics etc. 

were also taught to the students. Reading habits among 	the 

students 	were 	encouraged by recommending books 	such 	as 

Harivijaya, 	Ramvijaya, 	Jaimini 	Ashwamedha, 	Mahabharata, 

Ramayana, Puranas etc. Efforts were also made to inculcate 

values and virtues in the young minds through the ancient and 

rich Hindu culture. The second half of the first decade of the 

twentieth century witnessed a marked change with respect to 

education and allied facilities. The Government opened more 

primary schools in the villages imparting Portuguese education. 

Gradually, the wooden slates and writing materials were replaced 

with stone slates of smaller sizes, alongwith pencils, printed 

books etc 

It is astonishing that even in 1907, the Primary School 

(Portuguese) syllabus included the teaching of Christian 

doctrine. As a result, the admission in the Normal School was 

restricted to only those who followed the State religion. 

Consequently, the Hindus were automatically disqualified from 

becoming Primary School teachers since teachers training through 

Normal School was one of the pre-requisites. 

It may be relevant to mention that after imbibing basic 

education in Marathi, the interested students were sent to 

Portuguese Primary Schools and subsequently then for further 

studies at the Lyceum in Nova-Goa (Panaji). After the successful 

completion of Lyceum, the students could join either Medical or 

Pharmaceutical School- or the Normal.School meant for Primary 

teachers' training. The Normal School was established in 1841, 

the Medical College in 1842 and the Pharmacy School in 1847. In 
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1881, primary education was made compulsory for children staying 

within the limits of the cities and nobody was eligible to teach 

in the Primary Schools unless he obtained training from the 

Normal School. However, the enrollment of the Hindus in these 

schools in the pre-Republican era was very insignificant. Before 

1910, few Hindus attended the Normal School. To be exact, between 

1901 to 1907 only five Hindu students were enrolled 	in this 

school, out of whom only two could clear the first year and only 

one, the second year. The said course was of three years' 

duration 79 . There were no facilities existing for law and higher 

education in other branches except the one mentioned above. Even 

to join as Professor at Lyceum, one had to travel all the way to 

Portugal to acquire necessary qualifications from the Portuguese 

University. However, such examples were rare among the Hindus. 

Entertainments 

The natak (drama), which was the popular form of 

entertainment, had its unique and traditional place in the Goan 

society. Dramas were staged normally during the annual zatras or 

fairs or other religious festivals. As these were open to al], 

people from different castes and communities flocked to the 

temple premises, where they were usually staged. In general, 

Goans being fond of music, musical dramas were quite popular on 

the occasions. The performance of the female characters was 

usually done by the women from Kalavant class or sometimes 

actresses were specially invited from the neighbouring 

Maharashtra. Dramatic, troupes from adjoining areas too visited 

Goa and staged their popular plays based mainly on socio-

religious themes
80

. Besides zatras, another form of celebration 
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known as Kaala was arranged in different temples. On this 

occasion, the Dashavatari plays and other forms of dance 

performances like zagor based on folklore or certain religious or 

historical themes were staged. On the next day of Kaala was held 

Dahi Kaala or Gavlan Kaala in which was depicted the childhood of 

Lord Krishna 

Zatras were held in almost all the temples in Goa. The 

duration of the zatras varied from one to five days, when large 

number of people made it a point to attend it. The zatras 

generally were of religious as well as of social significance. 

aesides the religious rituals during these days, in the temples 

were also held the sessions di read-ii Euranas (religious 

mythological books), Kirtans (religious discourses accompanied by 

devotional songs) and Aarti. During the zatras, the processions 

of the temple deities used to take place, seated in Palakhi 

(Palanquin), Lalkhi (a dome shaped palanquin with legs) and a 

Ratha (chariot). The zatras drew Hindu men, women and children in 

large numbers. These had commercial importance too, as a number 

of stalls selling sweets, metalic items, toys and earthenware, 

which were locally manufactured made huge turnover exceeding 

hundreds of rupees. It was also customary to have clandeStine 

gambling dens at the time of fairs and zatras
82

. 

A 	common amusement among the village folks 	and 

especially the women was playing with tabulphalem, a game played 

with a quadrangular wooden board, which was divided into four 

83 
rows of twelve squares . The Hindu women spent most of their 

spare time in these games and in embroidery, knitting and 

stitching work. Besides, they commonly played a game called 
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• ghulanim. The children played interesting games like Kazu biyan 

khell (playing with cashewnuts) during the cashew season, wherein 

the boys contested with cashew nuts by arranging them in a line, 

with biggest cashewnut called a bhotto arranged first in the line 

and aimed to hit it by another bhotto, from a specified distance. 

If the player succeeded in hitting the bhotto lying on the 

ground, he was the winner and thus earned the remaining 

cashewnuts. This game was very popular among boys in the Goan 

villages 84 . Similarly during rainy season, the young boys played 

a game using small marble balls, locally called as gaddes. Thy' 

boys also used to play another game called Lagoryo, by arranyiny 

seven potshell pieces one above the other. The girls played games 

like langdi of various types and other indoor games called Aapa 

Lipaa (hide and seek), Mithaani and gadephadyani (odd and even 

numbers) etc. 

From 	all accounts, gambling and alcoholism were 	two 

prominent social problems, specially in the lower strata of 

society. As a result of these vices, their family life was often 

reduced to shambles. As stated, gambling was conspicuous at the 

zatras and fairs held annually at various temples and church 

premises in Goa. The local names for common type of gambling were 

girgire and gadgado, both of which were popular among men 

irrespective of their castes and religion. Eventually, the 

Government showed its concern and tried to put a stop to this 

vice, which besides being a crime punishable under the existing 

law in force was equally bad to individuals, their families and 

the society in general. This can be visualised from the circular 

issued by the Governor-General in 1907 to the Administrative 
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Heads of the State, to take firm action against those who 

indulged in gambling and promised the staff that he would take 

full responsibility for their action 85 . 

Although, the Government dealt severely with gamblers 

and had made a law against gambling, it is interesting to note 

that the Government gave no such attention to the prevailing 

social evil of alcoholism in the society. This may be so, because 

the latter was a source of considerable income to the Government 

Treasury, whereas the former was not, for it was often carried 

out clandestinely. 

Today, if chewing of paan and consumption of tobacco 

are considered as vices, these were the favourite pastimes of 

most of the people in those days. Vido and gudgudi were the two 

items through which tobacco was consumed and this was often 

considered as the sign of prestige among the higher castes. 

Religious Conditions 

By the Constitution of 1833, the Catholicism had been 

declared as the State religion of the Portuguese Empire. As a 

matter of fact, it got continuous official patronisation, whereas 

Hindu religion continued to get step-motherly treatment. Every 

opportunity was fully utilized to harass Hindus on religious 

matters, specially so because the Ecclesiastical Head of the 

Catholics was occupying high position in the Government. The said 

tradition continued even at the dawn of the twentieth century. As 

a result of preferential educational facility, discriminatory 

civil rights and State patronisation, the Catholic community 

could go far ahead of the Hindus. The Portuguese Government was 

still theocratic and conservative. Even under Constitutional 
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Monarchy, the Archbishop of Goa dominated the functioning of the 

Government so much so that for his sake, the Government did not 

hesitate even to hurt the religious sentiments and to persecute 

the non-Catholics. To cite an example, in the early years of this 

century, the playing on Choughada (an assemblage of four kettle-

drum's) at dawn, in the Mahalaxmi temple at Panjim was stopped as 

it allegedly disturbed the sleep of the Archbishop in the 

86 morning . 

Similarly, the Council of Province of Goa, Daman and 

Diu, at its meeting held on 6th October 1902, approved a bye-law 

governing a ban on beating or playing on ghumat, drum, metalic 

plates (zanz) or any other noise creating instruments which may 

disturb the public peace after 10 p.m. and before 8 a.m.. in the 

city limits of Panjim and in the surrounding areas of Caranzalem. 

Those who violated the said Order were liable to pay a fine of 

Rs. 2/- besides facing other legal consequences. However, the 

above ban did not cover the dance and popular songs known as 

Mando, most commonly sung by the Catholics, which invariably 

involved beating of drums and ghumat 87 . 

Another discriminatory law was passed as per the Decree 

No. 27 of 27th May 1902, whereby no one among the non-Catholics 

could establish or start an association of religious character or 

could revive an old one without the sanction of the Governor-

General. For obtaining the said sanction, following conditions 

had to be fulfilled: the constitution of the proposed association 

should be approved by the Governor-Geileral - and the same should be 

published in the official gazette; the aims and the objectives of 

the association should be clearly defined viz whether it is for 
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charity or educational purpose or to propagate faith 	and 

religion; the constitution of the proposed association should not 

include any clauses which were contrary to the existing 

Government rules and religious policies and the association 

should function under complete subordination of the Government
88 . 

After approval of the Constitution, if at a later date such 

association violated any of the clauses mentioned in its 

Constitution, the Government was enpowerd to dissolve the said 

association immediately even if, it was of a charitable or of 

educative nature 89 . However, the associations established and run 

by the Catholic Missionaries were exempted from the purview of 

above Decree and were governed by special rules and regulations. 

They were given full permission and guarantee to engage in 

religious propaganda anywhere in the land under Portuguese 

rule 

During the forty days period of the Lent, celebration 

of all the festivals in case of the non-Catholics were banned. As 

a consequence, Hindu festivals like the Ramnavmi, Chaitra-

Poornima etc were celebrated in the month of Vaishakha instead of 

its scheduled month of Chaitra. There was restriction to bow down 

and offer prayers to Lord Maruti in Mapusa town from the main 

road. Hindus could not build new temples in the Old Conquests 

i.e. Ilhas, Salcete and Bardez nor the Muslims were allowed to 

build mosques. A major decision of the Government in 1907, which 

hurt the religious sentiments of the Hindu people was the 

imposition of a -ban on the traditional procession- of Lord 

Chandreshwara in Paroda (Quepem) taken out on the occasion of 

Dussehra festival. The Government, convinced by the local clergy 
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felt that the said Hindu religious procession might violate the 

sanctity of the nearby.  newly built Church. Although it was a 

clear cut case of religious discrimination, the Hindus were not 

morally strong enough to register their protests openly. Most of 

the time, such crises were tided over by some influential Hindus 

who were able to get the work done through some sympathetic 

officials and also through the good offices of liberal and 

influential Catholic friends in the Government 

It must be emphasized here that the Hindu society was 

deeply religious. Almost all religious occasions were piously 

observed. Beginning with Samvatsar Padva (New Year), festivals 

like Akshaya Tritya, Gokul Ashtami, holy month of Shravan, 

Ashadhi Ekadashi, Chavath (Ganesh Chaturthi), Navaratra, 

Dussehra, Diwali, Tulsi wedding, Kartiki Ekadasi, Dattajayanti, 

Makar Sankranti, Rathasaptami, Mahashivaratri, Ramnavmi, Chaitra 

Poornima, Jatras and Gavlan Kaalas and Shimga festivals were 

celebrated in the house and temples with utmost devotion. 

Besides, regular pujas and annual Shraddhas (offerings given to 

dead) were part of the religious life of the Hindus in all 

castes. 

Usually, no Hindu would take any decision regarding 

business, marriage, court cases etc. without obtaining prasad, 

from their respective clan deity. This process of seeking divine 

advice or blessing consisted of sticking the separated petals of 

specific coloured flowers dipped in.holy water in a particular 

fashion over various parts of.the deity- The sequence and number 

of falling of those petals over a period of time was interpreted 

either favourably or otherwise. It is curious to note that 
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inspite of great scientific advancement, the said practice is 

still continuing. The Hindus firmly believed in superstitions and 

presages or omens (shakuns). While leaving the house, for some 

important work or assignments, if one came across any of the 

following viz a cow, white bull, horse, black goat, elephant, 

peacock, milk, butter, honey, dancing girl, an unmarried girl 

(Kumarika), a Brahman, a woman with child, palkhi, a pot full of 

water, weapons eLc. IL was considered JH 1 propitious omen 

(shubhashakun).. Whereas witnessing a cat specially black one 

crossing the road, pregnant woman, widow, blood, handicapped 

person, an empty pot, hearing isolated sneeze or to dream of red 

cloth, cotton, iron etc. was considered as a bad omen 

(apashakun) 92 . 

Hindus were fastidious about number three. They never 

performed three events like child-naming, marriage, thread 

ceremonies together. If it was very much unavoidable, then a 

fourth event was immediately contemplated and performed, either 

in the form of tulsi wedding or Satyanarayana puja. It was also 

considered inauspicious to ask a'departing person about his 

destination. A female child born after three males was considered 

unlucky. She was locally called as tickli and it was believed 

that she would ruin either the house of her parents or of the in-

laws. The girl child born immediately after her was called 

nickli. She was believed to bring worst misfortunes like death 

etc. in her husband's family. The girl born immediately after 

nickli was called khilkhili and the-next immediate was called as 

bhuiphuki. Both were believed to be capable of bringing worst 
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girls married off, due to the prevailing misconceptions which 

were based on the order of their birth. It should be noted that 

the fear about tickli was prevalent even among the Catholics in 

Goa. 

The Hindus firmly believed that the eclipses bring 

about contamination of food stuffs and exert bad effects on human 

beings, specially on a pregnant woman. People observed fasting 

during the period of eclipse and hesitated to move out of their 

houses. A pregnant woman was made to lie down in a closed room in 

darkness, without making much movements, in order to avoid any 

adverse effects of the eclipse on the child growing in her womb. 

After the eclipse got cleared, the whole house was purified with 

shintodo (sprinkling of cowdung water) and all the inmates took 

bath before cooking and subsequent eating. Even the Christians 

and Muslims shared the Hindu belief regarding the ill effects of 

the eclipse on the pregnant women. 

Among the other prevailing superstitions and beliefs, 

the most prominent one was that a new born child's fate was 

written on the sixth night after its birth. It was also believed 

that the Goddess Sattee or Satgrai, (a vulgar appellation of 

GoddeSs Durga) considered to be a mischievous woman, who used to 

write the fate on the child's forehead during the said night. 

People had a firm belief that this Goddess had to be pleased so 

that she may bless the child withka good fortune or fate. For the 

lower strata of Hindu society, this was a great occasion to be 

celebrated with their relatives and friends. The worship of. 

Sattee was performed just after sunset with the offerings of 

cooked delicacies made from fish, meat, chicken together with 
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liquor. Having finished their dinner, the invitees and the family 

members used to sit down beating drums (ghumat, samell, tal and 

zanz) reciting vulgar phrases and songs and kept a vigil 

throughout the night. This was done essentially to please the 

said Goddess who supposedly enjoyed such vulgarities 93 . 

Among the upper castes, including the Brahmans, Sattee 

ritual was performed on a modest scale. The Dravida Brahmans 

worshipped Sattee without non-vegetarian offerings but kept a 

vigil throughout the night. In case of Saraswat Brahmans and 

other upper caste people too, a feast was organised for relatives 

and friends on the occasion. As usual the worship of Sattee WaS 

initiated after the sunset with special offerings of red pitkoli 

(Ixora) flowers alongwith Khichdi and cooked delicacies of fish. 

The mother of the new born child did not eat anything on the said 

night. She covered the child and held it Lo her bosom throughout 

the night, while the other family members after dinner kept a 

vigil. Before dawn, the Sattee so worshipped in the form of 

marked square was made to be taken away from the house and 

immersed ceremoniously in some distant waters. 

It was a familiar sight in rural Goa, where few males 

mostly from higher castes used to accept Sanyasa (renunciation of 

all earthly ties and possessions) as after-effects of their 

sufferings, which they had undergone on account of natural 

calamitiesandotherdifficultations in life. Such people 

left on pligrimage .to .various faMous religious centres. On such 

occasions, the entire village used to get together and bid 
—•--- 

farewell 
	

to such persons after endorsing their 
	

decision. 

Sometimes men just 	deserted their households 	without even 

T--  531 
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informing their wives and never returned home. In such cases, 

the wife's condition and family's plight was really pathetic. In 

few cases, such deserted wife wore her marriage symbols till her 

death. However, in some other cases, after waiting for a certain 

period, a ritual called ghatashraddha was . performed to 

commemorate symbolically the death of the husband in absentia 

and the wife was declared a widow, followed by a purification 

ritual (Sov1e). 

Among 	the Hindu upper caste people, 	there 	wi!-; 

restriction to leave the country and travel abroad. Violation of 

the said norm would entitle the person concerned to forfeit his 

caste. Even in extremely diffidult economic conditions, no Hindu 

left the country for the fear of losing his caste and being ex- 

communicated by the, society. However, the Catholics in Goa, moved 

freely to Portugal, Africa and elsewhere to improve upon their 

status and economic conditions. The Hindus were bound by the 

strict injunctions of their religious head in the above matter
94 . 

Most of the people specially from the lower castes used 

to consult Ghadi (Mantrik), Avasar (spirit possessing a man) 

and sought advice and answers to their problems. Hindus from 

Bhatgram (Bicholim), Sattari, Pednem and Antruz Mahal (Ronda) 

mostly had different customs and traditions than the Hindus in 

the Old Conquests. Rituals like animal sacrifices in front of the 

sacred Kalash or Taranga, offer of human blood through a small 

cut made by sword on certain occasions, walking barefoot on 

burning coal/ambers with the deity 9,P.orl's  head, dancing with 

sacred fire carried on head etc. were performed by the people 

with utmost devotion, thereby reflecting their sentiments and 
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deep faith in religion 95  . 

Among 	the established deities in 	Goa, 	Mahadev, 

Shivnath, 	Shiva, Manguesh, Shantadurga, 	Ramnath, 	Naguesh, 

Mahalaxmi, Mhalsa, Kamaxi, Kalika, Damodar, Anant, Devaki-

Krishna, Ganapati, Mallikarjuna, Narcinva, Saptakoteshwar were 

and are still prominent. Saptamatrikas (seven Goddesses) namely 

Brahmi, Maheshwari, Vaishnavi, Kaumari, Varahi, Indrani and 

Chamunda were and are worshipped in certain temples like those of 

Pariem and Vimleshwar (Rivona). But in Goa they also assume names 

of Morjai (Morji, Pednem), Lairai (Shirgao, Bicholim), Kelbai 

(Volvoi and Bicholim), Shitlai (Savoiverem, Ponda), Mhalsai 

(Mayem, Bicholim), Shitai (in invisible form in Mormugaon) and 

the seventh one is Our Lady of Miracles of Mapusa, who got 

converted to Christianity but is worshipped with equal respect on 

par with her other sister deities. The six Goddesses are 

symbolically represented in the form of Kalasha (pot.) filled with 

holy water, with mango leaves and a Sriphal (coconut) on top of 

it
96 . 

There were and are also Gram-devatas or 	village 

deities, who look after the prosperity and security of the 

village and its people. These are Santer, represented in the form 

of sacred anthill; Betal in nude form, who is a Pishachch devata 

associated with the security; Gram-Purusha or Purus, who is the 

founder of the village is normally worshipped in the form of a 

black stone. Besides there are folk deities like Kshetrapal, 

Putva, Mharu, al t--- oaf- which are  represented_ in the 

form of stones and worshipped by the village Hindu community 

The Goan Hindu community believed firmly in 	the 
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supernatural powers and the spirits. Among the deities connected 

with folk traditions, Bhut, Devchaar, Vatharo, Barazan, Khetri, 

Mharu, Ghoda, Vaghro, Naga, Khunti were popular. Besides, every 

community mostly from lower strata of Hindu society had their 

specific affiliations to these supernatural spirits. For example, 

the Kunbi and Velip worshipped Paik or Paikdeo, the Gosavis who 

follow the Nath cult worshipped Siddha in the forest of Bondla 

(Sanguem), Dhangars were affiliated to Bhairoba and so on. In 

case of Mahars there used to be a place known as Mharangan in 

each of their ward, where they offered animal sacrifice 98 . 

Bhut was believed to be a non-human Shakti, usually 

lived in Kulagar (orchard), Bhaat (coconutgrove), trees or open 

fields. It is widely believed that if any household forgot to 

light the lamp in its honour and failed to give offerings, the 

said spirit would remind the said lapse on the part of the 

household by crying loudly during the night time. The Bhuts were 

classified into three types as Avagat, Devagat and Vargat. 

Interestingly, all three types were associated with the dead 

females only. A woman who died in childbirth became a Avagat and 

a woman who died after giving birth to a living child attained 

the status of Devagat Bhut. If a woman died during menstruation 

period, then she transformed into an Vargat Bhut 99 . 

Devchaar was another super-natural spirit, considered 

to be helpful and friendly. At the same time, it was believed to 

act ruthlessly with those people who deliberately disregarded it 

by - --neglecting -to—offer it the usual_ respect. Even the Goan 

Catholics were quite conscious and careful with respect to the 

existence of Devchaar as a friendly spirit. Favourite offerings 
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to him were soro-ront i.e. liquor and thick rice cake (Bhaakri). 

It was popularly believed that Devchaar helped a traveller by 

guiding him in his journey in case he lost his way, brought back 

the lost cattle and other animals and also protected the village. 

He was also known to punish those who attracted his wrath, by 

hiding such persons on tree tops. However, it was also believed 

that the Devchaar -freed such persons, if his near and dear ones 

asked for forgiveness and assured him of respectful behaviour in 

future. It was widely considered that except the fruit bearing 

trees like mango, jackfruit etc. the Devchaar resided on all 

other trees 

Brahma was another powerful God that resided usually on 

Peepul (Fiscus) tree. Vatharo was a protector of a particular 

vathar (area). Khunti was a female form, often earmarked on stone 

wall or tree trunks. Normally, banyan tree was marked for her 

worship. Khetri was worshipped in the form of a stone and was 

often offered human blood from the forehead by making a small 

incision by a sword  

Among the Hindus, animal sacrifice was most common in 

all the Saivite temples on various occasions. Pranacharya Dada 

Vaidya, the famous native doctor and social worker lamented that 

even the cultured upper caste Brahmans believed more in the power 

of spirits and Ghadis rather than medicines and doctors for the 

cure of sickness and diseases 102 .  

The said statement of Dada Vaidya can be well supported 

by the fact that during the outbreak -  of plague epidemic in.Panaji. 

in 1901, the residents offered prayers at Mahalaxmi temple and 

made a conditional submission that they will undertake an annual 
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bhajani saptah, provided the epidemic was eliminated without 

causing much harm to the citizens. Fortunately, the plague 

disappeared soon and as promised, the devotees started the 

bhaj.ini saptah, which continues even today
103 

It is indeed not surprising that the families which 

spent their lives for generations together in the service of the 

temples were compensated with plots of fertile land lying under 

the jurisdiction of each temple. These plots were handed over to 

the said families as a token towards their faithful services 

rendered to the community in general. In return it was expected 

that the said families would make optimum use of the allotted 

land to lead a confortable life. Thus, one finds such property 

being named as Bhatache shet (land of the priest); Shenai shet 

(Shenvi's land); Mhalyacho ghudo (barber's orchard); Bhavinicho 

vavo (land belonging to Bhavin); Madvalachi Kungi (small plot of 

dhobi); Kalvantache shir (a narrow strip of land belonging to 

kalvant) etc 

One of the prominent festivals in South Goa was the 

Jambavali Shimgo. Lord Damodar of Jambavali was the village deity 

(Gramadevata) of Mathagrama (Madgaon) from where it was shifted 

to Jambavali in the Sondekar's kingdom. During the period of 

annual Shimgo festival, most of the Hindus from Madgaon gathered 

en masse at the Jambavali temple to celebrate the traditional 

gulal festival. At a time, when during Inquisition Hindu 

festivals were banned in the Old Conquests, the Hindus would 

celebrate the said festival once in -a year with great enthusiasm. 

The Shimgo festival had its own characteristics, There was th( - 

 usual palkhi procession, smeared gulal (sprinkling of holy 
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saffron powder) and animal sacrifices. In addition, there was a 

practice of reciting publicly obsene and abusive epithets and 

taking out a mock marriage procession with a male dressed as 

bride, arranging a mock funeral procession etc. These types of 

vulgar and cheap acts were considered to be necessary to please 

certain supernatural spirits and deities 105  

However, the overall picture of the religious scenario 

in Goa would not be complete without mentioning the effective 

hold of the various religious heads (Swamis) over the Hindus. The 

different castes had their Mathas (religious headquarters) at 

different places within and outside Goa, e.g. the Partagal Matha, 

Kavle Matha, Sankeshwar Matha, Haldipur Matha etc. Among the 

Saraswat Brahmans of Goa, the Vaishnavas were affiliated to 

Dvaita Madhya Sampradaya and were followers of Partagal Matha 

whereas the Smarthas belonged to Advaita Shankara Sampradaya and 

affiliated themselves to the Matha at Kavle. 

The Partagal or Gokarn-Partagal Matha had its own 

history and it effectively controlled and co-ordinated the 

religious and social activities of the Vaishnava disciples. 

Established in 1476 A.D. at Bhatkal, in present day Karnataka 

State by Shrimad Narayana Tirtha Swami Shripad Vader, it was 

shifted to Partagali, Goa in 1665 A.D. then under the Sondekar's 

Kingdom. Consequent to the extension of the Portuguese rule over 

Canacona taluka in 1771 A.D. Partagal Matha, (with the excuse 

that it had a Ram temple in its premises) like any other Hindu 

temple was brought underthe-Mazanias Act-and a committee- was 

appointed in 1850 A.D. by the Portuguese Government to look after 

the property of the Matha and to manage its administration. The 
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said action of the Portuguese Government was opposed 	and 

criticised by the then head of the Matha Shrimad Purnaprajnya 

Tirtha and later by the next Swami Shrimad Padmanabha Tirtha, 

ably supported by the Vaishnava Brahmans, forced the Government 

to hand over the charge of the Matha back to the then Swami 

Shrimad Indirakanta Tirtha in 1886 A.D. The above mentioned Swami. 

took Samadhi in 1942 A.D. but in his lifespan of more than 50 

years as head of the Vaishnava section, he handled many 

prominent social issues. 

The Swami usually visited various places, where the 

Matha followers resided except during the Chaturmas (Holy period 

of four months) -  which he spent in isolation and meditation. The 

Swami visited the households of his followers who submitted a 

formal request and made appropriate arrangements for his visit. 

During the course of the said visit, a ritual called Mudradharana 

was performed. Mudras were symbols of Lord Vishnu namely Shankh 

* (conch), Chakra (wheel), Gadhaa (mace), Padma (lotus) etc. 

embossed on copper plates and pressed against the skin of either 

hand, forhead etc. after heating so as to retain its impression. 

This sacred ritual of Mudradharana was performed at the hands of 

Swami. The Vaishnava Saraswat men, women and children accepted 

the said mudras from the Swami's hands as a process of religious 

purification and this was a necessity for women specially to make 

them eligible for cooking during the religious rituals. A strict 

protocol was observed by the members of the community while in 

- the- presence of-the-Swami, Courtesy demanded that nobody ., should 

occupy a seat, which was higher than that of the Swami. 

Similarly, nobody was to sit cross-legged as it was considered to 
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be indecent. While interacting with the Swami, the devotees had 

to cover their mouth, speak in a low tone and avoid harsh and 

unwanted words in their speech
106 

There is no doubt of the fact that earlier all Saraswat 

Brahmans belonged to the Shaivite Matha, which was actually 

established in about 740 A.D. by Shri Vivarananda Swami, a 

disciple of Shri Govinda Bhagavatpada, follower of Smartha 

Shankara Sampradaya at Kushasthali near Keloshi in Goa. Shri 

Govinda Bhagavatapada who was the disciple of Shri Gaudapada 

Acharya had also initiated Adi Shankara to Sanyasa. The early 

history of the Matha is not traceable as the original Matha at 

Kushasthali was destroyed in 1564 A.D. by the Portuguese. The 

Matha was revived at Kavle (Kaivalyapur) in about 1630 A.D. by 

Shrimad Sachidananda Swami, the sixty-third Guru. The Swamis 

worshipped Bhavani Shankar and a shrine of this deity is seen 

near the Matha at Kavle. The Matha had its branches at. Kashi 

(Varanasi), Brahmavarta (near Allahabad), Nashik, Walkeshwar 

(Bombay), Khanapur, Belgaum, Sankhli (Goa), Sonavadi, etc. The 

Smarthas popularly known as Adve in Goa, Maharashtra, North and 

South Canara (Karnataka) and those settled elsewhere in the 

country were its followers 107 

The Karhade Brahman did not have attachment to any 

particular Swami as their own. They did not have their own caste 

council. Whenever any social discord cropped up in the community, 

elder community men sat together and found a solution to the 

- issues-throughlautuai_dis.Cuon 108  

Chitpavan Brahman community traditionally professed 

priesthood and were engaged by the temples as well as by other 



communities to perform religious functions and pujas. 

As for Daivadnyas, Sringeri Pith was their Gurupith as 

was the case with the Dravida Brahmans. The first founder, 

Acharya of Sodemath at Udipi was a Daivadnya. So they followed 

ho diot •i !-; 4,f s,,dom.-it 1 	f ■ )1 - 	1 (1119 
1 . 09  

The religious seat of the Vani (Vaishya) community was 

at Haldipur near Mangalore in Mysore State. The Swami from tho 

said Matha visited Goa with all his parapharnalia including the 

elephants, horses, palkhi etc. In Goa, he often stayed at Mapusa 

in a bungalow which was subsequently labelled as Swami's Vaddo. 

The rest of the castes in Goa including even the Vanis were 

followers of Sankeshwar Matha near Belgaum. It had one of its 

branches 	at Kavle (Ponda) which was often visited by 	a 

representative of the Swami to guide the followers 110 . 

In every socio-religious matter, the people sought the 

final decision from their respective Swamis. The Rayas or 

Ajnapatra (order) from the head of the religion was the final 

verdict. Any community member who disobeyed or challenged the 

said order was ex-communicated. There were two types of 

ex-communications namely Tyag (complete desertion) and Bahishkrit 

(Ostracised). In the latter case, the ex-communicated person 

continued to remain in the society but was to have neither social 

relations with the caste members nor to perform any religious 

rituals whereas in the former case, the person was totally thrown 

out of his family and caste 111 . 

Wheneve-r- an_ individual behaved against the normal 

decorum and violated prevailing social, religious and caste 

rules, the community members made a formal complaint to the 
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Swami. 	After 	ascertaining the facts, the 	Swami 	ordered 

ex-communication of the said person, if he was found guilty 112 . 

The decision of the Swami was communicated to all through an 

order (Rayas). The Swami also intimated the priest, not to 

officiate for the ex-communicated person in any religious rituals 

or matters 113 The following were some of the reasons for 

ex-communicating persons : (a) when a person ate prohibited items; 

(b) when a person dined with the people of lower castes; (c) when 

a person's wife was found guilty of committing adultery; and (d) 

when a person kept social contact with an ex-communicated 

person114 

An ex-communicated person was considered as dead and 

his family members observed the pollution days. Hence people 

dreaded ex-communication and lived in awe of it. However, it 

could be revoked by the Swami, when such a person requested for 

atonement by agreeing to take expiation(Prayaschhitta) 115 

Interestingly, two instances of ex-communication came up 

for hearing before the Administrator of the Ilhas taluka in 1903. 

The said cases were heard in the premises of the temple of 

Mahalaxmi in Panaji in the presence of the Administrator 

himself, together with other officers of the Government, Purohit 

of the temple, Shri Nanu Tarcar Pednecar, a prominent social 

worker of Panaji belonging to the Nabhik community and several 

caste members, who had gathered there. During those days, there 

was no concept like widow-remarriage, atleast in the high caste 

Hindu society,..but_it. prag.ti-sed_4rrn9_the lower strata of the 

society on rare occasions. The Swami of Sankeshwar Matha, had 

passed the Rayas on 12th January 1900 and 14th August 1903, 
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permitting post-puberty widow remarriages. However, the said 

order remained in principle, unimplemented, as the people were 

reluctant to follow it. In fact, the mood and sentiments of the 

people can be well judged on the basis of the following reported 

case of widow remarriage in 1903 and its aftermath in the 

society. 

The case was about the second marriage of one gentleman 

named Vencatexa Tari with a widow, namely Sorospaty (Sic), 

daughter of Santu Vitol Tari Volvoicar, a resident of Panaji. The 

said marriage attracted a lot of criticism and caused mental 

harassment and humiliation to both the families, since some men 

from their caste retaliated against the widow remarriage by 

imposing ex-communication on the family of the widow. In view of 

the tremendous psychological tension and defamation caused as a 

result of ex-communication, the father of the widow, Santu Vitol 

Tari Volvoicar registered a formal complaint against the said 

persons by claiming that they had no right to do so because the 

marriage had been solemnised according to the permission given by 

the Swami in 1900 and 1903. The committee presided over by the 

Administrator endorsed the said widow remarriage 116 

After 	this incidence, the people from the 	said 

community slowly tuned their minds towards the widow remarriages 

and accepted it, though reluctantly as part of their social 

system. However, such marriages were rare and differed from 

normal marriages in some aspects. Whenever a widow remarriage 

took .place,. the hri_de was taken to the groom's house only after 

nightfall. At the in-laws house, the groom offered her new 

clothes and after spending three days in isolation, the bride 
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became eligible to carry on her normal married life
117 .  

A similar case came up again for hearing before the 

Administrator of Ilhas in the same year. This time the 

ex-communication was because of inter-caste marriage. A strict 

protocol prevailed, with respect to inter-sub-caste marriages 

among the various sections of the Hindu society. Besides the 

Brahmans, Shett, Vani and the upper caste Marathas, the rest at 

that time were put together in a general category namely the 

Sudirs (Sudras). However, they did not constitute a homogeneous 

class. They often remained segregated and refused to acknowledge 

the other sections with equal status and respect. As a result, 

the Sudirs did not practise inter-sub-caste marriages among 

themselves. However, their religious heads were quite liberal in 

their approach and hence on 9th November 1880, the Swami of 

Sankeshwar Matha, through a Rayas had issued from Pednem to all 

the followers of the Matha, permitting the marriage alliance 

between Bhandaris and the Bandde community with the condition 

that the couple had to undergo an act of purification later, to 

be conducted by the Swami himself. Inspite of this provision 

prevailing in the society, the said community members were 

• reluctant to perform inter-sub-caste marriages amongst themselves 

and reacted harshly with those who ventured into it, by ex-

communicating them. The case reported in 1903 was related to one 

such rare marriage. A qomplaint was lodged by one Baboia Sazu 

Naique of Nova Goa (Panaji) belonging to Bhandari caste. He was 

aggrieved over.the-lact-that-the.scheduled_marriage of hi,s son 

was cancelled unilaterally without intimation by the bride's 

father Vitol Naique of Britona for the reason that the groom's 
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paternal uncle had married a girl from Bandde family of Neura. 

The father of the said bride not only married his daughter 

elsewhere but in connivance with other members of the'caste, ex-

communicated Baboia Sazu Naique and his family. The case was 

heard in the premises of Mahalaxmi temple at Panaji as usual, in 

the presence of the Administrator and the members of the 

committee and the judgement was delivered in favour of Baboia 

Sazu Naique on the basis of the Rayas of,the Sankeshwar Swami 118 .  

These instances give a clear idea of the gradual change 

in attitude of the Portuguese Government with regard to the 

religious heads of the Hindus. The Swami of Sankeshwar Matha had 

played an important role at the request of the Portuguese 

Government to bring to an end Dada Rane's rebellion through his 

mediation in 1898 A.D. The Portuguese had given him •appropriate 

honour and due respect at that time and continued it 

thereafter 
 

Such was the religious atmosphere in Goa among the 

Hindus in the pre-Republican era. They were highly traditional, 

superstitious and rigid in their behaviour towards others with 

respect to caste, religion and social privileges and status. The 

influence of Western civilization brought in by the Portuguese 

made little impact on them in the early years. However, as the 

Liberals and Republicans managed to gain ground in Portugal, the 

Hindus gathered courage and faced bravely the onslaughts on their 

' religion. As a result, the people of Nerul forced the Government 

in "1907' to lift the ban imposed on Ramnavmi celebrations 

scheduled in the month of Chaitra. The Chaitra Poornima festival 

at Marutigad (Curchorem) banned on the advice of the Parish 
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Priest of the same village, was restarted by the Government at 

the insistence of the people. Thus, at last the Hindus were 

gaining ground slowly where they had always been the losers for 

the past four hundred years
120 

The most prominent and influential section in Goan 

society were the native Christians. It may be recalled that at 

the end of the seventeenth century there were five groups in the 

Goan population viz Reinois, Casticos, Mesticos, Canaris and the 

Gentios. By the first half of the 18th century, the population of 

Reinois and the Casticos showed a downward trend. The said 

decline resulted in a keen competition with regard to jobs in 

the Government and attaining social status, among the Mesticos 

and the Canaris in which the Mesticos always got upper hand. The 

Mesticos were confined mostly to army and allied services. In 

1870, when the Government curtailed the number and wages of the 

soldiers, the said class raised the banner of rebellion. As a 

result of the Government's brutal suppression of the said 

rebellion, the power and prestige of the Mesticos suffered a 

setback in the society. This particular situation left the field 

open to the native Catholics to prosper unhindered for more than 

a century as they had no competitions from the Hindus, till the 

advent of the Republic in 1910
121 

It is indeed difficult to conceive how the Catholics in 

Goa had a strong affinity towards the !Caste system even after 

their conversion. In Christianity, in „fact, there is no place 

for castes at all and it neither promotes it. But the caste 

system was reflected in their socio-religious and even political 

life in Goa. There were roughly sixteen castes among them. These 
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were Brahmans, Chardos, Agri, Sudir, Mestri (Sutar), Gavandi 

. (Mason), Madval, Teli, Sonar, Barber, Kharvi, Lohar, Kumbhar, 

Kunbi (Gavade), Chambhar and Mahar. However, the major ones were 

the Brahmans, Chardos and Sudir (which , included generally all the 

lower castes) 122  

Although there were no restrictions on inter-group 

dining among them, there was a self-imposed restriction on inter-

group marriages. The Brahmans maintained an endogamous group and 

resisted 	exo-group marriages. Even among the lower 	caste 

Catholics, though they would eat at each other's house, a 

distance was maintained with respect to matrimonial alliances. 

Institution of Marriage 

As a matter of fact as in the case of Hindus, the 

Catholic marriages were arranged either by the parents, relatives 

or elderly friends. There were very few cases of love marriages. 

However, unlike the Hindus, the bethrothed couple could meet at 

public places on social occasions before marriage 123 . The age 

for marriage among the Catholics was higher as compared to that 

among the Hindus as it was regulated by the Portuguese law. 

Although the laws promulgated before the advent of the Republic 

did not fix the exact age for marriage, it did mention that the 

couple had to attain the status of a major. According to the 

Deci-ee of 1867, the age to be a major for girls was sixteen and 

for,boys eighteen years 124 

However, what was alarming was that the dowry system 

• 	, 	. 
was in force as a necessary social evil-, The parents had to part 

with a huge sum ranging from Rs. 5,000/- to Rs. 50,000/- as 

dowry, may be in cash or in kind, like ornaments, 	dresses, 
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furniture etc. The marriage of a grown-up girl was simply 

unimaginable to a parent, specially from economically weaker 

sections of the society, who often encouraged their daughters to 

either remain single or to join the convent as nuns. In other 

instances, since the girls had inherited share in their father's 

property, for the sake of keeping the family wealth intact, many 

from the higher castes, from the affluent sections having few or 

more children, permitted either a lone son or a lone daughter to 

get married and the rest to remain single throughout their life, 

enjoying the family wealth and property. However, this selfish 

approach on the part of elders, brought about a gradual 

e.  degradation of moral values within the family system. In an 

effort to save family property from partition, the society as a 

whole had to pay heavily in terms of deteriorating moral 

 character among the members of the community 125  

With the influence of the Portuguese, the Christian 

society in Goa was thoroughly Europeanised and hence modernised 

• 	 than the Hindu society of the time. The upper castes among 

Catholics usually preferred to converse in 	the Portuguese 

• 

	

	
language at home and outside, whereas the lower castes preferred 

Konkani, as they neither had social prestige nor any status to 

4- 	
maintain. Unlike the Hindus, the women among the Catholics were 

treated on equal basis. Socially she was liberated 	and took 

•  
active part in the decision-making process on par with male 

members in the family. Thus, the Cathelic women were more 

fortunate than their Hindu counterparts in several aspects. 

In reality-marriage was one-of the sacraments for the 

Catholics. Hence, the marriage was solemnised in the Church in 
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the presence of a Parish Priest. The registration of marriage in 

the church register was their customary law but after engagement 

the marriage was legalised through a civil registration before 

the concerned authority. The marriage proposal generally came 

from the boy's side. Before engagement, the first announcement 

was made on any Sunday by the Parish priest in the respective 

churches after the mass, regarding the proposed marriage. This 

announcement was locally termed as Chit Vachop. Thereafter, the 

same announcement was repeated on two consecutive Sundays to 

register objections if any, from any side, in solemnising the 

said marriage. 

After the Church rituals, the marriage ceremony was 

held, first at the residence of the groom and the next day at the 

house of the bride. Among the upper castes, the marriage 

nuptials locally called as vesperas, i.e. vespers was followed by 

a ball and a banquet at the palatial residence of the groom. In 

the case of lower castes, the nuptials were followed by a littany 

locally termed as Ladain (Ladainha) and a small party to the 

invitees in a temporarily erected pandal called matov.• 

The Hindu customs and practices had been a 	part of 

Goan Catholic's pre-conversion life. The . Portuguese succeeded in 

transforming the converts and the Catholic society to Western 

ways, However, some of the customs and traditions of the Hindus 

still prevailed among the Catholic community and have lingered 

even today. For example, certain rituals during the marriage 

were allied to those of the'Hindus. A week prior to the wedding, 

the Catholic bride wore bangles locally termed as Chudo like the 

Hindu brides, the only difference being, in the former it was of 
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multiple 	colours whereas in the latter case only green bangles 

were worn, till a few days after the wedding. 

On the eve of marriage day, as a part of the marriage 

ritual, the bride and groom, at their respective houses were 

applied with coconut juice, followed by a ceremonial bath amidst 

singing of ovios (a stanza of a particular measure). 

Usually an elegantly made white wedding dress was 

presented to the bride by the groom or if it was to be a saree, 

purchased by him. In the case of females, wearing of white gown 

at the time of marriage was related to the affluency, caste 

superiority and modernity in the Catholic society. Hence the 

educated lower caste youths, upon attaining sound financial 

status, preferred to marry a girl with gown rather than the one 

with saree in an effort to imitate the rich high caste sections 

of the society. On the day of marriage, a team of young women 

from the groom's side visited the bride to dress her up for the 

nuptials. The elegantly dressed bride was then made to stand 

before the altar with folded hands and all the elderly family 

members, relatives and friends gathered on the occasion blessed 

her and offered token gifts. The said blessing ritual was locally 

called bencao. The groom also underwent similar type of ritual 

at his place of residence. 

Widow remarriage was permitted among the Catholics. But 

normally men preferred to marry virgin girls. Unlike the Hindu 

widows, the Catholic society was far more liberal towards their 

Widows. They could lead a comfortable social life without any 

sense of guilt  

The Catholics specially in Salcete did not refer to a 
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pregnant woman with the local Hindu word gurvar. May be the word 

seemed to them to contain the name of one of Hindu Gods. Instead, 

they expressed it symbolically as having heaviness in the legs. 

As was the case with the Hindus, the first delivery 

took place at the parental house of the pregnant woman. There 

were no pre-delivery rituals. Baptism was the first sacrament of 

the Catholics. Usually on the eighth day after the birth, the 

child was officially admitted to the Church. 	The first name 

given to the child was mostly that of the paternal 	grand- 

father/mother followed by several others. 

Like the Hindus, the Catholics also believed that the 

fate of the child was written on the 6th night after birth. 

Although they did not observe Sattee worship, a night long vigil 

was kept by arranging a feast to the friends and well-wishers, 

mostly among the lower castes 127 

The staple food of the Catholics was rice with fish 

curry. They were staunch non-vegetarians and preferred fish, 

beef, 	pork, mutton, chicken and also meat of hunted birds and 

animals. Their delicacies included dodol, neureo, 	karkare, 

karmolam, mandare, doce, cakes, bebinca specially prepared at 

Christmas time. Unlike the Hindus who cooked freshly on the day 

of the festival, the Catholics had the habit of cooking the food 

on the previous day, as they had no time to do the said job on 

the day of the feast. The Catholic style of cooking was 

different from that of the Hindus. The, Portuguese were mainly 

responsible for this change. on the western pattern 128 .  

Interestingly, there was a tremendous influence of the 

Portuguese on the way of dressing of the native Catholics. The 
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Catholics imitated the Portuguese life style including their 

dress. It was commented that the people specially among the 

higher castes spent substantially on their, clothing than on 

eating 129 . However, the lower caste men walked bare-footed with 

a cloth-piece tied over their head to cover the hair and the 

provincial dress of Cashti (langoti). The others wore Calcao 

(pant) and Cabaia (long dress drawn till knees). In most 

cases, women wore a five-yard round saree as against the Hindu 

women who preferred nine-yard Kapad (saree). The women always 

covered their heads when they attended mass. Young girls wore a 

dress called quimao (Kimono) 130 

It is not out of place to record here that the 

Catholics amused themselves in cockfights, bullfights etc. as 

these were quite popular among the village community 131 . The 

Konkani dramas locally called as tiatr, full of folk theatricals 

attracted a large number of Catholic people. These were staged in 

villages and also on the occasion of church feasts 132 . The 

village folks also enjoyed the street dramas or peripatetic 

tamashas locally called khel, which were staged in open places by 

the local artistes, upon invita(Lon extended by rich persons from 

the village. In such khels the female roles were usually played 

by appropriately dressed males 133 • 

The parish churches were also the centres of music and 

the parish priests trained the young. Catholic boys and girls to 

sing the hymns and also to play the musical instruments like 

organ, violin, trumpet, drum etc. Mando', a Christian folk song 

was usually sung on special occasions like wedding receptions 

etc134 . The Mando has still maintained its popularity even now in 
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the Catholic society. 

It is indeed remarkable that the Catholic community as 

a whole paid great attention in educating their children and 

made all possible arrangements in this direction. It was 

difficult to find even a single illiterate person specially among 

higher castes. It was a routine matter to find a priest, an 

advocate, 	a doctor and a serviceman amongst the family of 

relatively rich or high 	caste Catholics. Even girls were 

encouraged to get primary education, although, only few of them 

could reach Lyceum or imbibe training in the Normal School. 

Besides the formal education, the middle and upper caste 

,-/ Catholic's encouraged their girls to learn singing, dancing and 

playing western musical instruments. Embroidery and tailoring too 

was taught to them which often helped them to turn it into 

profession to augment the family income 135 

Religious Life 

On the whole, the Catholics were very disciplined and 

serious in their religious behaviour and attended the mass 

regularly. The parish priest had a great role to play in the 

community life of the Catholics. There were daily prayers to be 

offered whenever the church bells tolled. That was normally at 

five in the morning, twelve in the afternoon and seven in the 

evening. Amori was the local name for the time of the evening 

bells. People usually avoided going Out of the houses after 

Amori. They . worshipped St. Mary as well as other saints like St. 

John the Baptist, St. Peter, St. Paul,'•t. Francis Xavier, Our 

Lady of Miracle, Our Lady of Sorrows, Our Lady of Perpetual 

Succour etc. Besides, the Trinity of God the Father. God the Son 
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and God the Holy Spirit, St. Anthony was considered as the patron 

Saint of the Catholics in Goa. People prayed to him in distress 

and in happiness. 

Significantly, 	the 	village feasts 	were 	usually 

organised by the Gaoncars, the original settlers of the village. 

The Moradores (the people who settled later on) had no rights 

regarding this matter. It was considered to be a matter of great 

honour to the Gauncar family to organise the annual' feast. Two 

other prominent festivals were those of Christmas and Easter. 

Another important social and religious occasion was the 

ceremonial visit of Virgin Mary once in a year to the houses of 

the community members. 

Besides -  the annual feast of St Francis Xavier, the 

exposition of his body was held for public veneration once in 

every ten years. During this period, people flocked to Old Goa to 

offer him prayers and ask for favours. Due to lack of transport 

facilities, people used to walk down to Old Goa and travel 

through Vapor (ferry boat) wherever possible, days in advance and 

lodge themselves at the churches for the night before the feast. 

It is a known fact that most of the Catholics in Goa 

are the local converts from various Hindu castes, converted 

during the Portuguese colonial rule. However, there was a 

sustained effort to preserve their core-culture and maintain the 

traditional caste system of the Hindus, even after hundreds of 

years of their conversion to Christianity. This was evident 

specifically among the lower castes who secretly visited Hindu 

temples in search of blessings locally called prasad. In the 

temple of Mangueshi, the Catholics from Cortalim had the first 
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preference in getting the said blessings as they were believed to 

be the original Mahajans. Simlarly, the Shantadurga Cuncolekarin 

temple at Fatorpa near Cuncolim (Salcete) and the Damodar temple 

at Jambavli were also popular among the Catholics of South 

Goa 

The lower caste Catholics also had blind faith in the 

supernatural powers of the evil spirits like devchaar and in 

Ghadis (Mantrics). On the outskirts of every village, there was a 

marked tree associated with the said supernatural power, where 

even the Catholics secretly offered ront i.e. bhaakri (Coarse 

cake) and liquor and sometimes sacrificed animals on the advice 

of the Ghadi, for the progress and fulfilment of their wishes or 

for the annhilation of their enemies. 

The lower caste Catholics thus continued to serve as 

links between the ancient Indian culture and heritage to which 

all Goans belonged prior to their conversion. However, some of 

the upper caste Catholics in the process of Europeanisation lost 

their traditional cultural base and tried to pretend as if they 

differed from the rest. 

Administrative Institutions under Monarchy (1500-1820 A.D.) 

During the early period of conquests, the vast 

Portuguese empire of India spread from Cape of Good Hope to 

MoluCcas in the Far East, was under a single representative of 

the King in Portugal with the title Viceroy or Governo r137 The 

tenure of his office was limited to three years. He was armed 

with, absolute powers and had the ultimate control over all the 

branches of administration viz civil, military and judicial. 

However, Marques de Pombal in 1771 A.D. changed the 
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title of Viceroy to Governor, which lasted till 1835 A.D., when 

by an order it was changed further to Governor-General of 

Overseas Provinces and this nomenclature lasted till 	1961 

A:D.
138 . 	The Secretary or Secretario Geral of India, who was 

directly appointed by the King, assisted the Viceroy in the 

administration of the empire 139  . The Council of State (Conce1ho 

do Estado) and the Council of three Emtales (Concolho do tr• 

Estados) advised him in the affairs of the Government. The former 

constituted the highest functionaries of the State and was 

expected to act in an appropriate manner so as to keep a check 

and vigil on the Viceroy. Practically speaking, this did not 

happen as the latter had more influence and control, over the 

administration 140  

Under Constitutional Regime (1821-1910 A.D.) 

The Revolution of 1820 led to the establishment of 

Constitutional Monarchy in Portugal in the year 1836. Many 

reforms were introduced in the Colonial Administration. Since 

1821, the State of India (Estado da India) was given political 

rights and representation in the Parliament (Cortes) in Portugal 

by its deputies. During this period, Goa was to send six 

representatives to the Parliament141 Later, the Election 

Commission gradually reduced this number from six to one  

The civil administration of India till 1910 was 

governed by the Administrative Code of 1st December 1869, 

entitled as the Organic Charter (Carta Organica). The Code of 

1881, aimed at decentralisation was not made applicable to India 

alleging that conditions in India were not suitable for its 

implementation143 
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The Governor-General was aided in his administrative 

work by a Council (roncelho do Governo) comprised of the chief 

ecclesiastical authority, namely the Archbishop of Goa, the 

Chief Justice of the High Court, the two highest military 

authorities in Goa, the Attorney-General (Procurador da Coroa), 

the Secretary of the Council of Fazenda, the Health Officer, the 

President of the Municipal Chamber, besides the Chief Secretary 

who functioned as its Secretary 144
. Besides the above Council, 

there were three other Councils called General Council of 

Province (Junta Geral da Provincia), Council of the Province, 

(Concelho da Provincia) and Publc Revenue Board (Junta da Fazenda 

Publica). 

The first one was composed of the Chief Secretary, 

Archbishop, the Attorney-General, the Secretary of the Revenue 

Board (Junta de Fazenda), the Director of Public Works (Obras 

Publicas), the Health Officer, one representative Professor each 

from Medical School, Normal School, Professional School and 

Lyceum, and representatives of each of the Municipalities of the 

Province. This Council dealt with matters pertaining to public 

work's, health, education and collection of customs duty, 

provincial services etc  

The Provincial Council was composed of 	Attorney- 

Genelral, two members selected by the Governor from a list 

supplied by the General Council. The Chief Secretary acted as the 

Secretary of the Provincial Council. it had jurisdiction among 

other things, over municipal budgets, interpretation of rules, 

laws, Government appointments etc. The Revenue Council mainly 
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dealt with the public finances. 
0- 

	

For the purpose of efficient administration, 	the 

Province of India was divided into three districts namely Goa, 

Daman and Diu. The district of Goa was sub-divided. into two 

A  divisions - Velhas Conquistas or Old Conquests and Novas 

Conquistas or New Conquests. The former was further sub-divided 

into three Councils of Administration (Conselhos de 

AdMIA1IZitn1Ca0) 	Vi4 
	

Ilhab, SalueLe and llavdt2.z. 

further divided into Parishes (Freguezias) or k;gedorias which 

totalled ninety eight in all. 

Every Conselho was placed under the charge 	of a 

functionary called Administrador (Administrator) who was 

nominated by the.- Governor-General. He was also the head of 

Municipality of that particular Concelho (taluka). Every Parish 

had a minor council called Junta do Parocha and its head was 

called Regedor. His duties were to manage the administration and 

to act as a local police officer. These three Con§elhos were 

constituted in September 1838 in compliance with the 
1- 

Administrative Code of December 1836 146 . 

Ancient social and cultural customs and usages of the 

inhabitants (Hindus and Muslims) of the New Conquests were 

guaranteed by the edicts of 5th June, 6th August and 12th 

September 1781 147 . The Intendente Geral (Intendant-General), 

was the Chief Administrator of the talukas in the New Conquests. 

His powers were wider than those of Tanador-mor. 

In 1852, the New Conquests were divided into four 

fiscal administrative units. The Fiscal Administrator 

(Administradores Fiscais) had the same powers as that of the 
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Administrator of the Concelhos (talukas) from the Old Conquests. 

His jurisdiction spread over the management of village 

communities and temple confraternities. In 1881, it was further 

divided into six Conselhos as under : Pernem, Sanquelim, Ponda, 

Sanguem, Quepem and Canacona. Parts of Satttari, Ponda and 

Sanguem were under military command 148 

Till 	1822, Portugal was governed by a Monarchy which 

was absolute in nature. This had an obvious effect on the 

overseas colonies. Goa was ruled by the iron hand of the 

Governor-General in close alliance with the Catholi Church. The 

Government was despotic and inefficient. Corruption was rampant 

and no official was too big to resist the temptation to extortion 

nor any official too small to accept bribery. 

Significantly, the Revolution in France and Napoleonic 

invasions had a. tremendous impact on the people of the Iberian 

Peninsula. Liberal ideas infiltrated even in Portugal leading to 

a revolution in 1820 and setting up of a liberal Government with 

limited role of Monarchy. During the next few decades, Portugal 

passed through a period of Constitutional changes oscillating 

between despotism and liberalism. There was confusion and 

instability not merely in Portugal but also in overseas colonies. 

But on the whole, the administration of colonies was much more 

liberal than before or was to be under Dr Antonio de Olveira 

Salazar 

Now, the policy of unabashed and ruthless exploitation 

of the colonies was given up and —.attempts were made 	at 

assimilation of the colonies. It was in this period that the 

Portuguese possessions in India were allowed representatives in 
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the Parliament, though of course 	on a rather 	restricted 

franchise. The first three representatives elected were, Dr 

Bernado Peres da Silva, Constancio Roque de Costa and Dr 

Antonio Jose de Lima Leitao, all liberals, against the 

Absolutists 

In an . apparant bid to assuage the feelings of the 

Hindus, they too received the right to vote. However, the right 

was restricted to few and only to the Hindus in the Old 

Conquests. The said right of franchise was not extended to the 

Hindus in the New Conquests till 1845 and later only to those who 

could read and write Portuguese
151 

Expectdly, 	the 	Carta 	Constitutional 	or 	the 

Constitutional Charter guaranteed certain freedoms, rights and 

facilities to the citizens. Social security to an individual was 

guaranteed ,by the fact that no one could be arrested without a 

warrant issued after a•pre-inquiry by the Court except in case of 

those, who conspired against the State, engaged in forging 

currency and against criminals caught red-handed. Similarly, an 

individual had the freedom of enjoying privacy in his own 

residence and no outsider could enter his house, without his 

permission. However, the law enforcing authorities, Health 

officers and the Administrator of the Conselho acting within the 

framework of the _law were out of purview of this law. The 

citizens were provided with freedom of speech and thought 

together with freedom to form associations within the provisions 

of the Constitutional Charter. An individual had the freedom and 

privilege to work, retain and enjoy his earnings acquired through 

literary, commercial or land sources without violating or 
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encroaching upon the rights of other citizens. Every citizen was 

given the privilege to violate those laws which he thought 

improper or pleaded for its amendment or cancellation. However, 

if a citizen violated such laws prior to its cancellation or 

amendment, he was to be tried first in the court for violating 

the law in force. All citizens were considered equal before the 

law, irrepective of colour, religion and caste. All Government 

appointments were subject to merit and the Government was bound 

by its duty to provide free and compulsory education to its 

citizens. Every citizen had a right to justice and the Department 

of Justice was autonomous in nature unlike other normal . 

Government departments. Tampering with the letters of another 

individual was a crime punishable under the law. People had the 

freedom of religion and thought. The Roman Catholicism was the 

State religion. The people of other religions had permission to 

profess their own religion without disturbing the State religion, 

public health and morality 152 . 

However, 	although these rights might 	have 	been 

properly implemented in Portugal, they remained in Goa, in cold 

storage, with very few daring to oppose its violation. It was 

during this period that the famous Goan, Francisco Luis Gomes 

took his seat in the chamber of deputies in 1861. He was a man 

of liberal outlook and advocated Colonial causes. In one of his 

speeches in the Parliament, he said, I am proud to belong to that 

race which wrote the Mahabharata and invented chess. He had many 

admirers in the West, including John Stuart Mill. Incredible 

though it may sound, in 1895 only one representative was sent to 

Portugal. In the elections, the Goan Catholics figured 
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prominently. Though the Hindus had got the right to vote, they 

could not use it effectively due to large number of restrictions 

imposed upon them. However, by the end of the 19th century, 

political activities in Portugal had virtually stagnated. The 

Parliament was reduced to a mere name and its proceedings to a 

formality. The political parties were busy within themselves, 

sharing the spoils of office and thus earned notoriety as 

Rotativos (Rotataries). Towards the end of the 19th century, 

Portugal had been thus reduced to a Monarchy without Monarchists, 

as a result of which the Republicans consolidated their position 

considerably and continued with their efforts to bring Portugal 

closer to Republicanism 153  

It is against this backdrop, on 31st January 1891, in 

the city of Oporto, there were fresh clashes between the 

Republicans and the forces of Monarchy. Although the resistance 

of the Republicans failed to achieve its objectives, one of its 

distant effect was granting of the rights of local autonomy to 

the inhabitants of Old Conquests in Goa. However, these were 

withdrawn by the Government in 1895 soon after the fresh outbreak 

of the Rane rebellion alleging that the rebellion was aimed at 

overthrowing the Portuguese regime in Goa 154 

Actually the said rebellion was triggered by the Goan 

Hindu soldiers. At this time in 1895, the Government had issued a 

Decree forcing the Goan soldiers to sail to the Portuguese 

African colonies to suppress the revolt of the native African 

tribes. The Hindu soldiers retaliated by refusing to sail to 

Africa as that would make them cross the seas, which was tabooed 

by religion. They feared that they would lose their caste and 
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face ex-communication from the society. When the Portuguese 

authorities 	declined 	to consider 	their 	entreaties, 	the 

disgruntled 	soldiers approached the Ranes to 	lead 	their 

rebellion 155 . 

Against such a grim background, the Hindu soldiers in 

the Portuguese army killed in 1900 an army officer named Captain 

Basto while he was inspecting a parade for reason that he had 

shot dead a holy cow. This aggravated the already volatile 

situation. The Portuguese held Dada Rane responsible for 

instigating the soldiers and hence deported him alongwith many of 

his associates to Africa 156 . The last of the rebellion of Ranes 

came around 1911 against the oppressive laws in the Sattari 

taluka in the New Conquests. This time the revolt was mercilessly 

suppressed and the leaders were deported to African penal 

settlements  

Meanwhile, 	the Republicans continued 	with 	their 

stratagem in Portugal. One of their members, Dr Afonso Costa even 

warned the King Dom Carlos in full Parliament that if the King 

did not contr61 the unrestrained administration of the 

Monarchists and did not pay serious attention towards the welfare 

of the people, there would be no time before which the crown of 

Monarchy would crumble. The King obviously turned deaf ear to 

this, as he was totally under the strong influence of the corrupt 

high ranking officers of the.State. It was because of them that 

the Hindus in Gba received no justice from the administration. 

The 'chaotic polatical situation was further worsened due .to the 

financial crisis brought about by the deficit budgets and 

mounting public debts. The secret revolutionary society 
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Carbonaria operating underground took advantage of the situaton 

and became instrumental in finally assassinating King Dom' Carlos 

on 1st February 1908158 . 

This bizzarre assassination brought on the throne 

Prince Dom Manuel who was too young. This advantage was taken by 

the Government in Goa, where the Crown and the cross worked hand 

in glove and pursued vigorously the policy of harassing the Hindu 

community. It may be relevant to mention that in 1907, the Hindus 

were prohibited Ifrom securing the jobs as Primary teachers by an 

Act which madO teaching of Christian doctrine compulsory in 

Primary Schoolsi. Since the Hindus neither had the training nor 

the permission to teach Christianity, they automatically were 

disqualified. Allthough there were no Hindus holding the above 

posts, still they held meeting in Panaji and criticised the 

Government's debision159  . It was clear that the Hindus were not 

yet the privileged class to enjoy the rights and concessions on 

par with Catholics. This situation continued till the 

establishment olf the Republic in Portugal on 5th October 1910, 

when the Monarchy was at last abolished. The new Constitution 

promulgated in 1911 announced the news of full citizenship and 

rights and privileges to the Hindus. 

The Catholic community during this period was at the 

helm of Goan political scene. Sound socio-economic conditions, 

prominent administrative positions in the Government, pronounced 

academic excellence and fluency in the Portuguese language all 

contributed towards their political domination in the society. 

Almost all the professors, doctors, advocates, empregados (Govt 

Officials), judges etc. belonged to this community. The Press was 
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in their hands and despite Government's suppression, 	they 

initiated and led many political movements for their uplift. 

Their community was proud of having produced some great men of 

wisdom and actions. These included men of letters, orators, 

diplomats, politicians and outstanding Parliamentarians, who not 

only impressed the Goans but also people in Portugal and in 

Europe through their ability and talents. Examples of such men 

are Bernardo Francisco da Costa, a journalist and a 

Parliamentarian, Dr Francisco Louis Games, Fr. Alvares, publisher 

of newspaper Brado Indiano and one who suffered at the hands of 

the Portuguse Government for his outspokenness, Fr. Jose Inacio 

Loyola, journaligt and editor of Rebate and Lanterna, Portuguese 

newspaper, Luis de Menezes Braganca, journalist, Tristao Braganca 

de Cunha, a great freedom fighter of foresight, Rudolfo Dalgado, 

a great litterAfur, known for his Portuguese-Konkani glossary 

and historians Iiike Fillipe Neri Xavier, J. A. Ismael Gracias, A. 

B. de Braganca Pereira, Jose Nicholao de Fonseca etc. 

AlthoUgh the professionals and intelligentsia among the 

Catholics were outspoken and did not hesitate to criticise the 

Government on !wrong doing, the majority of the upper castes, 

landlords (Bhatkars) and those in administrative services fully 

supported the Monarchial regime and rendered full help in 

neutralising the critics with an aim to please the Government. 

They looked doWn upon their Hindu breathren and supported their 

clergy and the Portuguese Government in the persecution of the 

Hindus. There was very little understanding between the two 

communities. Whereas the Catholics humiliated the Hindus as Kokne 

and considered them backward and uncivilised, the Hindus 
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,retaliated by completely outcasting them. The intensity of the 

said feelings against the Hindus was more in the Old Conquests 

than in the New Conquests. 

The behavioural pattern or the disposition amongst the 

Catholic community of Goa could be related to their respective 

places of settlement. Accordingly, they could be categorised as 

Bardeskars, Sastikars and Tiswadikars depending upon their 

respective places of residence in these Talukas. The Bardeskars 

were generally considered as light-hearted, pious and more 

industrious than others. Although they imitated the Portuguese to 

a certain extent in their socio-cultural behaviour, they were 

not totally influenced by them. They were well-known for their 

courtesy and hospitality shown towards guests and visitors. The 

migration and movement of the Catholic people from Goa to British 

India and elsewhere was predominant in the Bardes region compared 

to the rest of Goa. The gentle nature of these people _could be 

discerned from their behaviour pattern. 

The Catholics of Salcete were considered to be of 

scholastic nature. However, religiously they were very strong 

minded compared to the Catholics from other parts of Goa. May be, 

this could be due to the influence of the crafty and religiously 

fanatic Jesuits, who dominated in this part. As a consequence, in 

Salcete there was a lot of religious intolerance among the 

Catholics and non-Catholics. The Sastikar Catholics were fluent 

in Portuguese language and figured more prominently in Government 

services. The Catholics from Tiswadi'tal*Uka were considered to be 

in between the Bardeskars and Sastikars in their temperament and 

behaviour 160 .  
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EurOpeanisation and modernisation among the Catholics 

of Goa brought about a gradual change in their attitude towards 

the joint family system and slowly people preferred nuclear 

'families to enjoy the freedom of life, without restrictions. As 

a result, the elderly members of the family were neglected and 

were left alone to their own fate. In the absence of any support 

from their wards, such old people often resorted to live on 

begging etc. Although this was not a general trend all over Goa, 

it was evident in some lower caste families, specially from 

Salcete taluka 161 . 

In fact, academic advancement made the Catholics to 

dominate over the non-Catholics in Government services etc. At 

the same time, they did not lag behind in other professions also. 

Some of them travelled extensively in search of livelihood to 

countries like Kenya, Mossambique, Brazil and also  to British_ 

India and specially to Bombay. The young Goan Catholics worked on 

ships in various minor capacities and proved themselves to be 

good sailors. They excelled in the profession of tailoring and 

also in carpentery. Some Catholic families were really the 

masters in shoemaking. The indigenously made shoes were very 

popular and even the Portuguese used to prefer them over the 

European brands. Although fishing and toddy tapping were the 

monopoly business of low caste Catholics, they were also known 

for 'growing best seasonal vegetables and other agricultural 

produce specially in the villages like Agassaim, Mapusa, 

Taleigaon, Parra, Moira etc.,
162 
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The 	year 1910 witnessed a political turmoil 	in 

Portugal, leading to the establishment of a Republic. This 

development brought a new ray of hope and expectations to the 

Goan people. Earlier, in the beginning of the nineteenth century, 

Portugal was one of the most underdeveloped country in the whole 

of Europe and majority of its people were illiterate, deeply 

religious, pleasure loving and class conscious. However, the 

liberal principles of the French Revolution of 1789 and the 

subsequent developments in France had sown the seeds of rebellion 

in the minds of the much harassed middle class sections of the 

society that finally culminated in a revolution, followed by the 

establishment of a limited Monarchy with Parliamentory control in 

1820. The axe fell again in 1908, when the King and his eldest 

son were assassinated by the revolutionary forces. Subsequently, 

in 1910, -  thff-s-ituatdon-tu-r-ned-worst due to the  direct involvement 

of the army and the navy which joined hands with the progressive 

forces in liquidating the Monarchical rule. The young and 

inexperienced King D. Manuel and his unpopular Council of 

Ministers could not sustain the pressure for a change and 

consequently failed to salvage the throne and the Monarchy. When 

the palace came under heavy artillery attack, the King and the 

Queen Mother Dona Amelia escaped out of the country ' . 

The long Monarchical rule finally came to an end, with 

the proclamation of the Republic on 5th .October 1910. Thus, the 

Republic was born from the debris of the Monarchy, upholding the 

three principles of Liberdade, Equalidade and Fraternidade 

(Liberty, Equality and Fraternity), which later became the 
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guiding principles for the new Government in Portugal. 

With the emergence of the Republican Government, the 

ancilliary components of the erstwhile Monarchical rule viz the 

dominance of religious factor in the Administration, class 

privileges etc. also became obsolete. The high spirited 

revolutionaries, destroyed some of the churches and punished the 

clergy for their sustained backing to the Monarchy and also for 

their involvement and influence wielded in the functioning of 

discriminatory State Administration. The class privileges usurped 

by the aristocratic and well-to-do section of the society were 

also abolished. The church was separated from the State at least 

in theory and the new Government promised equality before law to 

all its citizens 2 . The people hence. assumed that it was almost 

the rebirth of Portugal. 

No wonder then, when the news about the said upheaval 

in Portugal reached Goa, there was a wide scale excitement - among 

the people and specially among the Hindus. It generated a sort of 

sensation like finding a concealed treasure trove and that too 

.without much efforts on their part. It was like sleeping in the 

darkness of Monarchy and awakening in the light of the Republic. 

The people expressed their joy by coming out on the streets in 

processions and by raising slogans in support of the Republic 3 . 

The said change in Government brought about several 

ideological and structural changes in the Goan Administration. 

The flag of the Republic, sans cross, began fluttering proudly on 

the top of the Governor's palace. The stone cross on the main 

entrance of the palace was chipped off and the statues of Jesus 

Christ installed in various court rooms were removed. The new 
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Government announced the separation of religion from the politics 

•and published the said Order in its Boletim Oficial do Estado da 

India i.e. the Official Bulletin of the State of Goa. 

The secular nature of the Government was proclaimed and 

all the citizens were exhorted to live peacefully by professing 

brotherhood among them
4  . For the first time, the Hindus of Goa 

gained their religious freedom denied to them for the last four 

centuries. The Hindus therefore hailed the proclamation of the 

Republic with greater joy since as citizens, they were now on par 

with the Catholics, who so far were the favoured subjects of the 

rulers 

In keeping with the new line of thinking, in Article 67 

under the Republic's Constitution of 21 st August 1911, the 

principle of decentralisation in the Colonial Administration was 

laid down and vide law No 277 passed on 15th August 1914, the 

basis of Organi-ca--da_Administracao  . 	/- 

Civil 	das Colonias) i.e. the Organic Law of 	the 	Civil 

Administration of the Colonies was promulgated. This promulgation 

authorised the Portuguese Government in the metroplolies to make 

structural or organic laws for each colony according to its 

requirement 6 . 

In this predicament, the new Government in Portugal 

felt the need to appoint experienced and popular persons in high 

positions so that they could effectively overcome and settle any 

major socio-religious hurdles which may crop up during the course 

of their administration. 

Accordingly, the Government nominated a liberal man, 

namely Bacharel (Barrister) Francisco Manoel Couceiro da Costa, 
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the sitting Chief Judge of Salcete Comarca (Judicial district) 

as the Governor-General of Goa on 10 th October 1910
7
. As 

expected, the said appointment was welcomed by the people of Goa 

and specially the residents of Madgaon, who felicitated him on 

his assuming the highest office as Governor-General of Goa. While 

replying to the felicitation, the Governor-General promised that 

he would work hard for the welfare and betterment of the . people 

of Goa 8 . 

It may 	be recalled that the Goans 	under 	the 

Constitutional Monarchy were permitted to depute their 

representatives to the Portuguese Parliament. Although, initially 

their number was six, it had gradually declined to one by 1895. 

After the advent of the Republic, this number was raised again to 

two and one of them was even allowed to represent Goa in the 

Senate (Senado). 

concomitant with these retormsT-Ymportant--changes 	 

the attitude of some sections of the Goan society were taking 

place. Although, the Hindus felt greatly relieved from the 

religious bigotry of the Monarchical Government, the opposite was 

the feeling amongst majority of the Catholics. The Republican 

rule witnessed an all round awakening among the people specially 

the Hindus, who were lying dormant for all these years. The 

constant impact of the progressive socio-political movements 

taking place in the neighbouring British India together with 

their own desire ta march with the changing time, prompted them 

to take active interest in the elections, to choose 

representatives (deputados) to the Portuguese Parliament from 

Goa 9
. 
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The situation now of course was more propitious for the 

formation of the parties to give vent to their feelings. Around 

1910, two political parties, namely Partido Indiano and Ultramar 

came into existence in Portuguese India. Partido Indian() bore the 

said name on the basis of the newspaper entitled A India 

Portuguesa which it was publishing. The Ultramar Party also had 

its own newspaper published under the same name. Both the parties 

hJ,A their own caste affiliations. Partido Indian() was dominated 

by Chardo Catholics under the leadership of Jose Inacio Loyola, 

an outspoken journalist from Orlim in Salcete taluka. Subsequent 

to his death, his brother Avertino Loyola .took over the reigns of 

the party. The Ultramar Party was led by the Costa family from 

Madgaon with Bernadino da Costa and Antonio Bruto da Costa as the 

party leaders. Both the said parties were pro-Portuguese and pro-

Catholic and hence had no desire to antagonise the ruling 

Portuguese Government. However, the GOVe -rhfifent-did-make_use_of___ 

their inter-differences to play one against the other and exploit 

them for its own ends. But their candidates once elected by and 

large worked for Goa in general and placed its interests above 

all other considerations 10 . 

It should be no surprise that when the election laws 

were promulgated by the Republican Government, women were not 

given the right to franchise. Males who were major in age, who 

could read and write Portuguese and paid certain amount to the 

Government as taxes were eligible to vote. Mapusa and Madgaon 

were the two constituencies created for the said purpose. The 

Mapusa constituency included Bardez, Pednem, Sanquelim, Sattari, 
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Daman, Diu and Nagar Haveli, whereas Mormugaon, Salcete, Ponda, 

.Tiswadi (ilhas), Canadona, Quepem and Sanguem came under .Madgaon 

constituency. 

The first elections were a keenly contested affair. , The 

Partido Indiano fielded Minguel Loyola Furtado, the grandson of 

the party founder Jose Inacio Loyola, a resident of Chinchinim, 

as its candidate, whereaas Minguel Lamartine Prazeres da Costa 

contested from the Ultramar side. The Hindus supported the 

Ultramar candidate as he was known for his democratic and 

nationalistic views. The Hindu leaders like Dr Purushottam Vaman 

Shirgaoncar (Tiswadi), Shri Y V Nayak and Shri V R Nayak 

(Salcete), Shri Sitaram Kercar, Shri G P Hegdo Dessai, Balkrishna 

Sanvordecar (Ponda), Shri Janardan Kamat, Shri Purushottam 

Sukercar (Paroda) actively canvassed in their respective places 

for Prazeres da Costa's candidature and persuaded the Hindus to 

vote for him. As a result of the decisive Hindu votes, the 

Ultramar candidate Mr M. L. Prazeres da Costa won the first 

election with a thumping majority. 

Generally 	speaking, the Catholics left no 	stone 

unturned to get the Opposition candidate elected and even went to 

the extent of labeling Mr Prazeres da Costa as Satan's 

representative since he was supported by the Hindus 11
. The 

supporters of Partido Indiano could not digest the victory of a 

candidate supported by the Hindus and hence vented out their 

anger by distributing pamphlets containing bitter statements like 

o regozijo dos Hindus d o luto dos ChristSdio's i.e. the Hindus' 

rejoicing is a moment of great sorrow for the Christians
12 . 

Interstingly enough, in 1912, a crisis struck the 
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Republican Government in the form of the rebellion of the Ranes. 

.This time the reasons which caused it were obvious. The earlier 

Government had levied twenty per cent extra tax on customs duty 

in an effort to recover the expenditure incurred earlier while 

suppressing Dada Rane's rebellion. Though the Government had 

recovered more than what was really spent, no attention was paid 

to repeal the said rule of collecting extra tax from the people 

of Sattari. 

Worse still, even after the advent of the Republic, the 

new Government did not take any serious steps to lighten the 

burden of the people. The Military Commander governing Valpoi 

Senhor Lor Pereira was autocratic and unsympathetic in his rule 

and collected the above taxes in an high-handed manner. Appeals 

to the Governor-General against the style of functioning of the 

said Commander proved to be a futile exercise. 

Obviously, the people of Sattari including the Ranes 

were reduced to lead a miserable life of poverty by the 

Portuguese Government. The people, who once had been the ruling 

gentry of the Sattari Mahal had now been forced to lead a life of 

restrictions, even with regard to their earnings from agriculture 

and other allied activities from their own land. Sometimes, the 

basis on which taxes had been imposed were so illogical that the 

lands were overassessed and to retain the agricultural produce of 

few hundreds, they had to part with thousands as taxes to the 

Government Treasury. The general rule regarding granting licences 

for cutting trees etc., from one's own land were not extended to 

them and hence the people from Sattari were prevented from 

undertaking Kumeri cultivation. Neither did the Government issue 
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permission to the people, who were eager to migrate to the 

neighbouring British territory in search of means of livelihood. 

Appeals and representations to the Government, to relieve the 

people of their sufferings did not yield any fruitful,results nor 

did the personal visit of the Governor-General to the troubled 

areas provided any solace to the hard hit people. When all 

avenues of seeking redressal were closed, the Ranes had no other 

option than to openly confront the Government which had failed 

for long to deliver justice to its people 13 . 

However, the Republican Government retaliated in the 

style which was typcal of the defunct Monarchy's tyrannical rule. 

It crushed brutally Rane's rebellon, in just two years' time. In 

the meantime, in 1912, the Government through an order (announced 

in the Official Bulletin) withdrew temporarily the political 

rights of the people of the Old Conquests by conveniently 

assuming that the prevailing situation in Goa was not conducive 

to safeguard its interests 14 . But it may be noted that earlier, 

the Government had withdrawn the same rights from the people of 

New Conquests on the pretext of curbing the activities of Ranes, 

who were dominant in those parts of Goa 15 . 

Thus, in the name of safeguarding the interests of the 

Republic, the Government conveniently equated the situation with 

that of a state of emergency and denied political rights to the 

people of Goa, thereby damaging the very democratic fabric of the 

Republican system. Unfortunately, the .citizens in general never 

realised the impact, since in practice, the Republican Charter 

of political, economic, administrative equality and autonomy to 

the dominions was implemented only partially and never in toto 
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in its true spirit. Hence neither the Catholics nor the Hindus in 

Goa considered it worthwhile to protest against the said out-

right denial of the political rights by the new Government
16 . 

Curiously enough, the truth was that although there 

existed a local Governing Council in Goa to manage the day-to-day 

administrative affairs, it had least decisive powers to exercise. 

All its decisions arrived at and rules passed were to be approved 

by the Parliament in Portugal before its implementation in Goa. 

In other words, the final decision lay with the Portuguese 

Parliament and there was no guarantee that the Parliament would 

approve all the decisions communicated to it by the Local 

Governing Council. This often led to tremendous administrative 

delay in reporting the decisions of the Parliament to the local 

Council so much so that sometimes such communications reached the 

local Administration in Goa much after its real necessity. 

Actually the rules and regulations governing the State 

Administration and the law made in this regard, embodying these 

rules were passed as Constituicao Politica da Republica 

(Political Constitution of the Republic) by the National 

Conference constituted by the representatives of the Parliament, 

which met in 1911 and continued till 1912. Besides the grant of 

constitutional rights, it bestowed upon every citizen the 

privilege to enjoy the freedom of thought and opinion. No 

individual could be imprisoned without the crime being legally 

proved. The accused in any case was to be tried in the court of 

law, falling within the framework of the Constitution. Capital 

punishment was completely abolished. To safeguard public privacy, 

a rule was enacted wherein restrictions were imposed on entering 
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into 	another's 	residential premises without 	the 	owner's 

permission to do so. 

The above mentioned rights and privileges sanctioned to 

the citizens were also categorised as their powers and the 

Government guaranteed its protection. But strangely, there was no 

provision to address their grievances over the breach of faith on 

the part of the Government, at least in Goa 17 . 

In Portugal, in the early years of the Republican era, 

the •political situation was extremely fluid and unstable. The 

position of the inexperienced Ministry was so precarious that 

the elected representatives were hesitant to shoulder 

responsibility of forming the Government. As a result, when the 

Council of Ministers had to resign from their offices on 4th 

June 1912, the President of the Republic sought the opinion and 

advice of the leaders from different political parties to arrive 

at a concensus Ministry to head the Republic. But, the response 

was lukewarm and no political party came forward to form a 

Ministry due to lack of absolute majority in the Parliament. 

Consequently, the President mooted the proposal to establish an 

all-party Government, whose leadership was accepted with great 

hesitancy by Senhor Duarte Leite, a respected Parliamentarian 18 . 

There were three main political parties existing in 

Portugal. The first was the Evolutionary Party (Evolucionistas) 

under the leadership of Dom Antonio Jose de Almeida, who believed 

' in attaining progress and development in a phased manner with 

viable approaches spread over a reasonable period of time. 

However, the other party namely the Revolutionary or Radicals' 

Party (Democraticos) led by Dr Afonso Costa wanted to effect the 
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reforms and the changes . in exceptionally fast way. Thus, 	there 

were major ideological differences between these two parties in 

achieving their respective objectives.. The third political party 

was moderate in its approach and was known by the name Unionistas 

under the leadership of Senhor Brito Canoes. The newspapers like, 

A Republica, 0 Mundo and A Lucta respectively were their main 

official organs, through which they tried to disseminate their 

views in the society 19 . All the above three parties exerted their 

respective influence to some extent on the political atmosphere 

in Goa as well. 

It is noteworthy that the first decade after the advent 

of the Republic was a time when the Goans had inflated ideas 

about the powers, rights and privileges that were announced as a 

part and parcel of the Republican rule. They developed "high 

expectations about it and believed firmly that the Portuguese 

Republic would provide the colonial citizens also, the much 

desired democracy in its real perspective. However, contrary to 

their popular belief, as time passed off, they were frustrated 

over the double standards adopted by the Portuguese towards them 

and the people in other colonies. The ray of new hope which was 

visible at the initial stage, began to fade away and all the 

lofty notions which the Goans had imagined and developed in their 

minds about the Republican Government started crumbling. The 

earlier enthusiasm was continuously on the wane, as the 

Portuguese Government began to show its true colours. 

Had the Goans been really alert and self-conscious, 

they could have easily grabbed the opportunity to taste the real 

powers of the self-Government in Goa, presented to them through 
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the establishment of Republic in Portugal right from 1911. In 

reality, the circumstances were such that everyone in Portugal 

and in Goa was emotionally overpowered by the new ideas of 

democracy in its theoretical perspective. Even during the next 

nine years, the Goans had ample opportunity to consolidate their 

position against the Portuguese Government. However, the fact 

remained, that most of the upper class educated affluent 

Catholics were on match with the cultural and mental wave length 

of the Portuguese and the Hindus who were not fully exposed to 

the world were still not literate enough and being not 

•  industrious, allowed the golden opportunity of establishing at 

least self-rule in Goa under the Republic to slip out of their 

hands 

In real sense, the advent of the Republic did not alter 

much the conduct, ways and attitudes of the Government 

Administration in Goa, while dealing with the problems of the 

citizens. The treasury remained empty as the Government continued 

with its practice of paying high salaries to the Portuguese 

officers in Goa unabated. Similarly, the church received Rs.1.50 

lakhs from the treasury of Goa Government for their maintenance 

and religious works. However, no steps were taken to stabilize 

the State revenue by maintaining a sound balance between the 

income and expenditure. The Goan economy was entirely dependent 

on the agriculture and other allied products. Inspite of this 

fact, the Government neither attempted to augment the 

agricultural produce nor it laid its attention to identfy the 

problems faced by the farmers. Apart from it, there was also no 

encouragement to the small scale sector so as to guarantee 
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additional revenue to tide over the tight financial conditions. 

There was also large scale migration of Goan people specially the 

Catholics of Bardez to the neighbouring territories, depleting 

further the local agricultural manpower. The Government showed 

least interest to stop the said exodus for the simple reason that 

the money orders sent by these people to Goa, fetched additional 

revenue to the Government Treasury. 

Contrary to popular perception, whenever the Government 

was facing a severe financial constraint, the only visible method 

it adopted of lessening its economic burden, was to collect more 

revenue from the people by raising the taxes. By opting for this 

logic of convenience, the Government introduced extra dose of 

tax on land in the year 1912, when the people of Goa were already 

grooming under the burden of several other taxes like, 12% 

Predial(land tax), 10% Juro(interest),Foros(quit-rents), 

contribuic3O de registo(registration tax), direitos de 

Alfandega(customs duties), Abkari etc., 21 . Besides these taxes, 

the Government had also imposed a tax called taxa de guerra (war 

tax), during the First World War (1914 to 1918). The said tax was 

foisted on the people, inspite of the fact that neither Goa 

participated in the war nor did the Goan soldiers. The Portuguese 

Government by a subtle manoeuvering continued with the said tax 

for a long time even after the war was over. When the said 

unwarranted attitude of the Government towards the people was 

vehemently criticised by the Goan newspaper, 0 Bharat, the 

Government filed a criminal case against_the said newspaper 22 . 

Be that as it may, by an Order dated 22nd June 1915, 

the Governor-General, Sr. Francisco Manuel Couceiro da Costa 
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established 	an autonomous organisation 	entitled 	Congresso 

Provincial (Provincial Congress). One of the objectives of the 

said organisation was to deal with .those subjects which were 

' directly connected with the economic and moral development of 

Goa. The Congress was expected to take matters connected with 

(a) agriculture -- like protection of the enterprising farmer, 

promotion of agricultural education, dealing with mortgage laws 

(b) industries and business, including its development and 

protection, (c) public transport to facilitate rural inhabitants 

to travel to the main towns and cities, production centres, 

markets etc. (d) primary education (e) fiscal and Municipal laws 

and (f) any other matter pertaining to the social needs of the 

people 

The inaugural meeting of the Congresso Provincial was 

held on 2 nd April 1916, which was presided over by the Governor-

General Couceiro da Costa and General Dr Minguel Caetano Dias, 

the President of the Municipality of Ilhas. Thereafter eight more 

meetings of the Congresso were held between 1918 and 1931, the 

working sessions of which were presided over by the distinguished 

and respected Goan Catholics. 

t=6 
Ironically, the Congresso Provincial followed 	the 

practice of touching upon some vital topics and problems of 

Provincial importance and inviting the citizens to respond by 

writing essays or letters on the said topic and subjects. The 

best written essays were further discussed in the presence of the 

Governor-General and other prominent administrative officers 

including the general public. 

Through the said exercise, the Government apparently 
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intended to reach the common man, to understand his problems and 

also to seek his opinion in the matter of State importance. The 

attitude of the Hindus towards the Congresso Provincial however 

was quite indifferent in the beginning. May be this was on 

4  account of lack of expertise in Portuguese language, since al] 

the deliberations of the Congresso took place through Portuguese. 

The first Congresso Provincial held in 1916, was attended by only 

five or six Hindus 24 . The newspapers that were run by the Hindus 
1i) 

highlighted the poor participation of this community members in 

the affairs of the' Congresso and persuaded them to take active 

part in the decision making process. So, gradually the attendance 

of the Hindus increased several fold at the Congresso Provincial 

meetings. As a result of their active participatiion in its 

deliberatiions, they even got some of the resolutions passed in 

their favour e.g. the resolution to stop slaughter of cows in 

Goa, amidst the protests from the Catholics 25 . 

On the other hand, the educated section of 	the 

Catholics was very much active in the deliberations of the 

Congresso Provincial, right from its inception and contributed 

immensely towards its success. 

However, mostly the outcome of the Congresso Provincial 

sessions, either in the form of suggestions, solutions to some of 

the Provincial problems together with the recommendations etc. 

sent to Portugal for approval were never implemented either due 

to lack of funds or due to their rejection by the Parliament. 

Sometimes it so happened that even if they were approved in the 

Parliament, by the time the,decision percolated down to Goa, it 

hardly had any relevance in the changed local scenario and 
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circumstances. 

Thus, in the practical sense, the Provincial Congress 

sessions could not achieve much compared to the lofty objectives 

for which it was established by Dr Couceiro da Costa in 1915. 

Subsequently, the Provincial Congress came under the influence 

and control of Goan intellectuals who advocated the concept of 
1k- 

political autonomy with an independent Goa. However, the said 

idea was abhorred by the dictatorial regime of Dr. Salazar and 

hence the sessions of the Provincial Congresses were called off 

in 1931 26 . 
r. 

On 27 th July 1917, the Charter granting Provincial 

autonomy to the Portuguese India (Carta Organica do Estado da 

India) was promulgated. In certain cases, the local 

Administration was to be governed according to the Metropolitan 

Administrative Code of 1896, pending the preparation of separate 

Provincial Code. The Charter was to come into force from 1st 

July, 1918 27 
and the administrative set-up and the appointing 

authority as envisaged in the said Charter were as under :- 

The Governor-General for the Province was to 	be 

appointed by the President of the Republic, on the 

recommendation of the Ministry for Colonies and approved by the 

Portuguese Parliament. The tenure of the office of the Governor-

General was five years and he was the chief executive authority 

of the Overseas Province with respect to all the branches of the 

Administration 28 . 

An advisory Council called, Conselho do Governo or 

Governing Council was to assist the Governor-General in the 

administration of the Province. It was to consist of nine 
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Government nominated officials and ten elected representatives 

with Governor-General as its President. Its proceedings were of 

consultative and deliberative nature 29. 

In this fashion, after being in power for seven years, 

the ,longest regime under the Republic, the liberal Governor-

General Couceiro da Costa, retired in 1917 and he was replaced by 

Jose de Freitas Ribeiro, the captain of a Frigate (Fragata) 30 . By 

that time, the elections for the Conselho do Governo, to induct 

elected representatives as per the Charter of 1917, were also 

held by the Government. As stated earlier, Conselho do Governo 

i.e. the Governing Council was to come into being on 1st July 

1918, according to the order from Portugal. But, unfortunately, 

on the very day of the inauguration of the Council, its existence 

was suspended by another order of the Government in Portugal. The 

politically conscious people of Goa were highly disappointed over 

the Government's order and made appeals to the Governor-General 

to set aside the suspension and to go ahead with the formation of 

the Governing Council. The new Governor-General conveniently 

refused to comply. Thereupon, the-agitatted people organised a 

mass rally in protest at Madgaon under the leadership of the 

•famous Goan personality, Luiz de Menezes Braganp, denouncing the 

said Government order. 

The Governor-General, who himself did not appreciate 

the idea of the Provincial autonomy, paid no heed to the 

agitation of the people. Ultimately, on obtaining the sanction of 

the Government in Portugal, he constituted a Council with ten 

Government Officials and only six representatives of the people 

on 6th January 1919. However, the people continued to oppose the 
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said move and the attitude of the Governor-General and as a 

result, the Government in Portugal recalled him and appointed in 

his place, Lieutenant Augusto de Pa'iva Bobela do Mota, as the 

next Governor-General by a decree of 23rd May 1918, and asked 

him to hold the elections for the Council and also to convene 

the meeting of the Conselho do Governo by 1st July 1919.. 

Accordingly, the Governor-General acted in a swift manner in 

executing the said order 31 . 

Now, the Charter of 1917 was entirely replaced by the 

Organic Law of 9th October 1920, which certified the existing 

laws governing the Administration of the colonies. Another law 

promulgated after a week on 16th October 1920, provided for the 

creation of various Councils and court namely Conselho Executivo 

(Executive Council) and Conselho Legislativo (Legislative 

Council) with a permanent section (Seccao Permanente) to manage 

its internal administration, Tribunal Administrativo Fiscal e de 

Contas (Administrative,Fiscal and Accounts Court) and a Council 

for Finances 32 . 

The Conselho Legislativo was to be composed of seven 

nominated Government Officials including Procurador da Republica 

(Attorney General), Chief Officers of the four main departments 

besides the Governor-General as its President. In addition, there 

were representatives of the people to be elected according to the 

law of 1914. The right of fixing the number of such 

representatives vested with the Governor-General. Altogether 

there were eleven members elected by the people in the Conselho 

Legislativo. The Conselho Executivo had eight nominated 

Government officials including Governor-General who was its 
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President, Director das Obras Publicas (Head of PWD), Secretario-

Geral (Secretary General), Director de Fazenda (Head of Accounts 

Department), Chefe dos Servicos Matriz(Head of the Land 

Registry Office), Procurador da Republica (Attorney General) and 

two members to be nominated from among the people and one member 

elected by the people. 

The new set-up in Administration that was brought by 

these legislations deprived the Governor-General of his power to 

send into exile a subject and the same was reserved with the 

Parliament 33 . This arrangement lasted till 1926. 

Actually, after the establishment of the Republic, tlw 

local Government had announced the separation of the State from 

religion. However, in Goa, this announcement remained in theory 

and never came into practice. But the subsequent law of autonomy 

which provided complete freedom in economic and administrative 

matters was implemented to some extent till the arrival of the 

dictatorship34 . 

But as time passed, gradually the nature, concept and 

definition of the so called Provincial autonomy was changed as 

per the convenience of the Portuguese ruling set-up in Lisbon and 

the Government used it as a readymade tool in hand to act or 

rather not to act as per its wishes. The so called powers 

granted by the autonomy Charter to the Governor-General did not 

extend beyond recruiting soldiers, recruitment and removal of 

administrative clerks etc. The chief officers for the various 

administrative departments in Goa were appointed by the 

Government in Portugal. In the economic and administrative 

matters, the Provincial Government could frame laws with the help 
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C 
	 of popular advisors on all subjects except the matters pertaining 

to war, treaties, changes in State boundaries etc. It was beyond 

the purview of the local Legislativb Council to implement any 

laws made by it unless these were approved by the Government in 

Portugal. It was noticed that if the draft laws sent for approval 

were received back within a period of three months, then they 

could be implemented in their original form. Otherwise, it was 

implied that the draft rules had to be twisted according to the 

wishes of the Government in Portugal before its approval, 

irrespective of the fact that whether the modified rule was 

relevant to the needs of the Goan people or not. The Government 

in Portugal also had the absolute control over the Goa 

Government's treasury to utilize the funds as per its discretion. 

The autonomy granted vide Charter of 1917, after much publicity 

failed to provide any freedom of real choice to the local 

Government and the Government in Portugal made a mockery of the 

term autonomy when it came to administrative independence and 

decentralisation of powers in the Overseas Colonies 35  . 

Now, by the decree of 23rd May 1919, a Medical Officer 

namely Dr Jaime Alberto de Castro Morais was appointed as the 

next Governor-General and he remained in office till 1925 36 . 

The last elections in the Republican period to choose 

the peoples' representatives namely the deputados (deputies) for 

the Parliament from Portuguese India were held on 22nd November 

1925. This time the elections aroused tremendous interest. 

Surprisingly, the otherwise lethargic and inactive Goan masses, 

showed extraordinary enthusiasm and energy during the time of 

elections. This time the competition was amongst the two 
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candidates, as usual, from Catholic community, namely Dr Froilano 

de Melo and the veteran M. L. Prazeres da Costa, who in fact was 

elected earlier for three consecutive terms. In the earlier 

elections, the Hindu votes had been instrumental in enabling 

Prazeres de Costa to win the same. This time, however, the Hindus 

chose to support his rival candidate Dr. Froilano de Melo during 

the elections. Prazeres da Costa had won the admiration from the 

Hindu supporters as he had been able to get many Bills passed 

concerning local Government in the Portuguese Parliament, e.g. 

the Bill which shifted partially the expenditure on Padroado 

(Church patronage in Goa) from the Goan treasury to the 

Portuguese treasury, the Bill which provided twenty primary 

schools to be establshed in Goa etc. However, later when he began 

to display pro-Catholic bias and tendency, the Hindus felt that 

the representation to the Parliament should not become monopoly 

of one individual. Unfortunately, the Hindus did not consider it 

a right time to contest elections for the Portuguese Paraliament 

nor did they attempt to field their own candidates. But, the same 

was not .the case with local Legislative and Municipal Councils 

elections, wherein they contested the same and made maximum 

efforts to win 

It may be observed, as stated earlier, the right of 

franchise was restricted to those who were major in age, who 

could read and write Portuguese and paid certain amount of tax 

to the Government. On the other hand, those who knew and spoke 

either Marathi, Gujarati and English were not eligible to take 

part in the process of elections. It is ironical that the secular 

Republican Government which was supposed to safeguard the 
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democratic 	rights of its citizens, adopted 	a policy 	of 

discrimination based on language, when the question of the right 

of franchise arose, which in fact is the backbone of democracy. 

This policy affected the Hindus to a greater extent as majority 

of them could not converse with nor write in Portuguese language 

and the Portuguese Government did not find it important to 

recognise the language of the people for this purpose
38 . 

From the foregoing revelations, it is evident that the 

democratic Republic that was established in Portugal, failed to 

meet the political aspirations of its subjects specially in the 

Overseas Colonies. Even in the so called democratic and secular 

set-up, the Government for its own convenience went on curtailing 

the rights and privileges of the people. Neither the Government 

was open to criticism nor it tolerated the same, specially from 

the people of its colonies. As a consequence, the Government came 

down heavily on Press and its activities during this period. As 

early as 1912 itself, a law was passed which curtailed the 

freedom of Press to a great extent. The law had a provision to 

indict all those registered newspapers, which might carry 

defamatory articles/news items against the President of the 

Republic and also those which might pose threat to his life. It 

further prohibited use of uncourteous and inflammable language in 

articles/news items which might incite the people to cause 

deterioration of public discipline and disruption of public 

services. Such newspapers would be confiscated and destroyed. 

However, although the law permitted the local Government to seize 

all newspapers and books publishing objectionable material, it 

did not specify further, what punishment or fine should be 
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imposed on such publishers / editors besides the above act 39 

Administrative Organs 

The entire administrative machinery in Portuguese India 

during the period under study was entrusted to the hands of the 

Governor-General by the Portuguese Parliament. As discussed 

earlier, the Governor-General was appointed by the President on 

the recommendations of the Ministry for Colonies and approved by 

the Parliament. Daman and Diu were under the administrative 

control of Lieutenant-Governors, who in turn functioned under the 

absolute authority of the Governor-General of the Portuguese 

India. 

The Governor-General was assisted by two Councils 

namely the Legislative Council and the Executive Council, in the 

administration of the Province. The function of the former was to 

constitute various laws, rules and regulations pertaining to the 

administration and the latter was to implement them. The former 

composed of twelve members as people's representatives and six 

nominees of the Government whereas the latter consisted of two 

reprsentatives of the people besides four officials nominated by 

the Government. 

The Government in Goa was responsible to the Cabinet in 

Portugal and the Cabinet to the Portuguese Parliament. Goa had 

the .privilege to depute two representatives to the Portuguese 

Parliament out of total 120 members. 

In order to have an effective administrative control, 

Goa was divided into eleven Concelhos (talukas). Every Concelho 

was headed by an Administrator (Administrador). Only the Sattari 

Concelho was headed by a military officer designated as 
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Comandante Militar de Administracao (Military Commander for 

Administration), because of its administrative sensitivity and 

geographical vulnerability. In the respective Concelhos, two. 

successive villages were combined together under the 

administrative supervision of a Regedor, who was supposed to be 

the village-in-charge. The Regedor was appointed by the 

Administrator who in turn was nominated by the Governor-General. 

The overall state bureaucracy was managed and run 

through the individual components of the administration 

comprising of different departments ably supported by the law and 

order enforcement agencies including the Army and the Police. 

Hence it is worthwhile to deal in brief at this juncture, the 

salient aspects of each department with respect to its 

administration, composition, powers and responsibilities. 

The Commander-in-chief of the army was called Chefe do 

Estado Maior, under whom several officers discharged various 

duties associated with the defence matters. The Portuguese army 

consisted of different units like the artillery, cavalry, 

infantry etc under its control. 

Comandante Geral da Policia, was the chief of the 

• Police Department. All the Police Stations in the State were 

under his control. Each Concelho had a Police Station under the 

direct supervision of Comandante da Policia (Police Commandant). 

He was responsible for the primary hearing of the criminal cases 

coming under his jurisdiction and also to look after the Abkari 

matters of the revenue department. Below the rank of a the 

commandant was a Sargente (Sargeant), followed by the Cabo 

(Corporal). Every village had a police out-post called as Posta 
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Policial headed by a Cabo with three to four constables. On the 

whole, by taking into consideration, the increasing needs of the 

people, the existing police arrangement was not adequate enough 

to deal with the changing situation in the Goan society. 

Under the main wing of judiciary namely the Department 

of Justice, there were five judicial courts, one each at Madgaon, 

Bicholim, Mapusa, Quepem and Panjim, whereas Mormugaon and Ponda 

had Municipal Courts. The judge of the judicial court was called 

as Juizo de Direito and of the . Municipal Court as Juizo 

Municipal. Every court had a Public Prosecutor (Delegado), a 

Translator (Tradutor), clerk (Escrivao), bailiff etc. The High 

Court was at Nova Goa(Panjim) and it had five judges besides a 

Chief Justice called Presidente de Relacao. 

Interestingly, in Goa neither there was punishment of 

hard labour nor capital punishment. The highest and harshest 

punishment given was that of imprisonment for 28 years in the 

prisons of African colonies like Mosambique. 

The Chief of the Treasury and Accounts Department was 

called Direitor da Fazenda. The said department had a branch in 

every Concelho called Fazenda. Each Fazenda was administratively 

managed by Secretario da Fazenda ably assisted by the Treasurer 

(Recebedor). 

The 	Customs 	Department was entrusted with 	the 

responsibility of levying and collecting the taxes imposed on 

imports under the name of Alfandega, headed by the Direitor da 

Alfandega. The Department had its branches at Mormugaon, Colem, 

Panjim, Dodamarg, Terekhol, Polem, Chapora etc. There was no 

specific criteria or logic in fixing the quantum of customs 
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duties, 	although 	it 	should 	have 	been 	the 	practice. 

Conventionally, the duties were fixed as per the nature of the 

goods/materials. Sometimes heavy customs duties were levied on a 

particular kind of goods, for example alcoholic drinks, tobacco 

products etc. in an attempt to discourage its .use in the society. 

However, such rationale was not followed by the Portuguese 

Government while fixing the customs duty on various goods. Every 

person had to pay a high tax of ten annas while leaving Goa. In 

fact, this particular tax was responsible to a great extent in 

raising the annual income of Portuguese India to over Rs. 48 

lakhs. 

In like manner, the activities of European and African 

ships that entered the Mormugaon harbour and Panjim Port in 

connection with trade and commerce were monitored through an 

authority constituted by the Government under the name Capitania 

dos Portos (Captain of Ports). 

Although there existed a department headed by 	a 

Government official, to deal with the forest management and 

agriculture, it made no serious efforts to improve the state of 

agriculture in Goa. In fact, there was no shortage of manpower in 

this department to undertake various improvement schemes. The 

department just remained dormant in its activities. 

Administratively, the forests in each Concelhos were looked after 

by the Administrator with the help of a Ranger. Usually, there 

was only one Ranger for each Concelho. But the administrative 

lethargy of the Government can be very well gauged by the fact 

that in the lone Sanguem taluka, there were ten Rangers to manage 

the work of one Concelho - a situation which clearly depicts the 
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manpower imbalance in dealing with the affairs of the Government 

departments. 

Every 	Concelho 	had its 	own 	popularly 	elected 

Municipality except in Sattari, where members were nominated by 

the Government. In total, there were eleven Municipalities in 

Goa, to look after the civic needs of the people residing under 

their respective jurisdiction. The village needs were looked 

after by a body called Junta Local. 

The public utility works like erection of Government 

buildings, construction of roads, bridges etc were looked after 

by Obras Publicas (Public Works). The chief of this department 

was called, Direitor das Obras Publicas and it had its office 

only in the selected cities of Goa. 

The job of measuring land and fixing boundaries etc was 

assigned to a department entitled Agrimensura (Survey 

Department). This department was of limited use and therefore the 

mines and the mining industry were attached to this department. 

The public health was looked after by a department 

headed by a chief called Direitor de Saude (Director of Health). 

The department used to run a hospital at Panjim and a health 

centre with a doctor under its control in every Concelho. 

The Post and Telegraph services were managed under 

.Government Department headed by a chief called Direitor dos 

Correios e Telegrafos. Although the services of this department 

were somewhat satisfactory in big cities, its functioning in the 

villages was very much disappointing..There was always scarcity 

of post cards and other materials like stamps. And even for a 

money order of a few annas, a villager had to run all the way to 
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the Government Treasury office in the city to collect the same at 

graet expense 

Social changes and unity efforts 

The 	first concept of social reformation in Goa that 

took the Saraswat Brahman community by storm was the Eki-Beki 

Movement, the idea of which was floated 'even before the 

declaration of the Republic in Portugal. 

Eki-Beki was an organized activity aimed at unification 

of all the sub- sects of Saraswat Brahman community namely 

Sasticar, Pednecar, Bardeshcar and Kudaldeshcar. The reasons for 

their drifting away from the main community were the silly 

misunderstandings and beliefs encouraged and promoted by the 

reactionary and very conservative elements in the community. 

Although the said movement was associated with a small 

minority high caste section of the society, it assumed 

considerable significance over the fact that for the first time, 

the progressive minded elements in the society inducted a new 

line of positive thinking while addressing the age-old traditions 

and beliefs that had fragmented the Hindu society into discrete 

groups. This particular movement later inspired people, specially 

from the lower strata to come together to organise their 

communities on a stronger footing. 

It all began in Bombay, where a sizable population of 

Gaud Saraswat Brahman community lived, having migrated there 

several decades ago during the period of Portuguese rule. After 

establishing themselves firmly in various professions, some of 

them even pioneered in some socio-religious and educational 

reform movements in Bombay during the nineteenth century. In the 
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beginning of the twentieth century, the socially advanced members 

of the community came together and decided to part with the age-

old misunderstandings between various Saraswat sub-groups and 

mooted the idea of accomplishing an all-round consolidated 

development of their community. To propagate this idea, they 

established an institution called, Saraswat Brahman Sabha. In the 

meantime, couple of inter-sect marriages took place in the 

Saraswat community which prompted the idea of holding a 

conference comprising of the representatives from different sub-

groups to enable them to express their views on a common 

platform. 

When such was the situation in Bombay, Mangalore 

(Mysore state) hosted the first meeting of the Gaud Saraswat 

Brahman Parishad -- a local association of the Gaud Saraswats 

from Mangalore. The 3-day meeting was convened on 20 th April 

1907. It was presided over by Ramachandra Ayya, a senior most 

Saraswat gentleman from Mangalore. The participation in the said 

meeting was restricted to only Vaishnavas from the Mangalore 

district 

However, the subsequent meeting of the Parishad in 1908 

attracted representatives from various parts of the country like 

Bombay, Satara, Belgaum, Solapur, Khanapur, Goa, Karwar, Mysore, 

Calicut, Cochin, Madras, Travancore, Palgat and other areas. The 

meeting was chaired by Shri Dattatraya Balwantrao Chitnis. A 

close look at the subjects of the resolutions that were 

deliberated upon in the said meeting, reveal some of the 

prevailing social traditions that were being followed by the 

people of that time. The resolutions harped upon the need for 
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imparting religious and secular education for the benefit of 

young boys in the community; the necessity to enhance the age of 

marriage for girls to eleven years and above, together with the 

need to perform Garbhadana ceremony only after attaining the age 

of fourteen years. The members in general did not favour the 

above idea to effect a change in the surviving practices. The 

other pressing problems of the community namely marriages between 

minor girls and much older men, increasing dowry burden, wasteful 

expenditure during marriages and other religious ceremonies were 

also deliberated upon at the aforesaid Parishad. The plight of 

widows found a special place in the agenda and it was suggested 

that they should be trained in midwifery and nursing courses, so 

as to help them to lead their remaining hapless life in more 

useful and meaningful way to the society. In addition, the 

problems of orphans, sick and old community members were also 

discussed 42 . 

During the second meeting of the Gaud Saraswat Brahman 

Parishad held at Mangalore, most of the delegates coming from 

Bombay and few from elsewhere had planned to move a resolution on 

the unification of other separated sections of the Saraswat 

community. However, after realizing the volatile mood of the 

gathered people, they sensed that the time was not yet ripe to 

table the said resolution and hence decided to defer their 

attempt till a future date and opportunity. 

The third meeting of the Parishad was held at Belgaum 

(Mysore State) in 1909 and this time, the organisers themselves 

were determined to make use of the platform in bringing out the 

desired unification of all the Saraswat sects. When the delegates 
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from all over the places reached the venue to attend the Parishad 

meeting, they soon realised the plan hatched by the organisers, 

without informing them. This resulted in a rift between those who 

wished unity (Eki) and those who did not favour it (Beki). Most 

of the delegates returned home, since they were averse to the 

idea of sharing a common platform alongwith the ex-communicated 

sects of Saraswats, in keeping with the sanction of their 

religious heads on the said matter. The rift became open in 1910, 

when parallel conferences were held simultaneously by the 

opposite groups in Goa. The delegates who had stayed on for the 

Belgaum conference supporting unity had changed the name of the 

association to Samyukta Gaud Saraswat Brahman Parishad, with 

firm commitment and sole intention to bring together Bardeskars, 

Pednekars and Kudaldeshkars into the mainstream of Gaud Saraswat 

Brahman community. The unity protagonists argued that all these 

people belonged to the same caste, had inherited similar gotras 

and were affiliated to the same Sampradayas and Mathas on par 

with other Saraswats and also had their respective kuldevatas 

(clan deities) in Goa whereas many of the well-known Goan 

Sashticar families like Dhempe, Joshi, Mhamai Kamat, Gharse, 

Bodke etc. had their Kuldevatas outside Goa. There existed an 

inter-connecting socio-cultural and religious bond between these 

sub-sects and the Saraswat community and also valid proof of 

their unity with other Saraswats in the early years of the 

nineteenth century, the fact of which could be substantiated 

through a judgement passed by the Bombay High Court in 1896, in 

connection with a case of temple litigation over control of its 

management. 
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Tn the judgement delivered by the Judge Badruddin 

Tyabji, the following remarks were made. It said: Again the 

institution called the Saraswat Brahman Samuha which was 

established in about 1869 for the purpose of imparting religious 

instruction to the community was composed of members who belonged 

to all the sections without any distinctions. This Samuha 

exercised considerable influence and even called a caste meeting 

of the whole Shenvi community without distinction of the sections 

for the purpose of considering the question of ex-communicating Mr 

Bal Manguesh Wagle and others. 

The incident of ex-communication mentioned above took 

place in 1869, when the Gaud Saraswat community in Bombay through 

their association namely Saraswat Brahman Samuha called for the 

ex-communication of .a bar owner, Mr Bal Manguesh Wagle and others 

and requested the Swami of Kavle Matha to comply with their 

demand, which he did 

However, among the various resolutions passed in the 

1908 conference, the one seeking to increase the age of marriage 

came under heavy criticism and had to be shelved off for the time 

being. This itself proved that even the so called progressive 

minded people were not ready for giving additional concessions. 

The said conference was attended by many Goans who injected the 

said unity concept in the Goan society causing an uproar among 

the local orthodox Saraswat community members. 

When the second and third meetings of the Samyukta Gaud 

Saraswat Brahman Parishad and the Mangalore Gaud Saraswat Brahman 

Parishad were held at Mapusa and Kavle (in Goa) respectively, the 
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rift in the Saraswat community was further widened as people owed 

allegiance to the respective ideology by opting to attend these 

meetings. 

In the conference held at Kavle the Beki section and 

the conservative members denounced the Eki supporters for having 

chosen a thoughtless course of action which they claimed neither 

had the sanction of the society nor of the religious head. 

Consequently, the conservative and die-hard elements in the 

community decided to ex-communicate all those members of their 

society who had participated in the inter-group dining involving 

the prohibited sections of the Saraswat community at the Belgaum 

conference 

It should be noted here that these were the same people 

who later pioneered various social changes in Goa, in its march 

towards progress. However, at that time there were widespread 

protests registered against the Eki movement from all parts of 

Goa and hence the Beki component of the society decided to refer 

the matter to the Swami for his final verdict 45 . 

In the meantime, the Beki section organised meetings 

all over Goa and specially in places dominated by them and 

canvassed strongly for the ex-communication of above mentioned 

members, unless they asked for atonement and absolved themselves 

of the sin before the religious head and bring a certificate from 

the Partagal Matha Swami to the effect that they were religiously 

pure and could be associated with or admitted to the socio- 

46 religious functions of the communnity 	• 

Despite of all these developments, the Sarnyukta Gaud 

Saraswat Brahman Parishad held its meeting peacefully at Mapusa 
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in 	December 1910, confirming its aim of unification 	and 

criticising the ex-communications imposed on their members. With 

the blessings of the new Governor-General, the Parishad approved 

unanimously the resolution for the unification of all Saraswat 

sects to form a homogeneous community. In addition, it 

resolved to start a Saraswat School in Mapusa and permit the 

members to freely undertake overseas journey, hitherto banned. It 

was heartening to note that for the first time ladies from 

Saraswat community attended the meeting at Mapusa and witnessed 

the proceedings by sitting behind netted curtains 47 . 

The fourth meeting of the Mangalore Gaud Saraswat 

Brahman Parishad was held in 1911 at Kavle (Ponda), where an 

important decision was arrived at regarding the establishment of 

a hospital meant exclusively for Hindus. In this connection, the 

well known Saraswat family of Goa namely, the Dhempe responded to 

the said cause by donating a sum of Rs 2,500/- which was to be 

given to Santa Casa da Mesericordia (House of Holy Mercy), a 

charitable institution meeting the needs primarily of the 

Catholics, which in fact was already running a hospital at 

Ribandar, to undertake the said cause 48 . 

In the successive meetings of the Samyukta Gaud 

Saraswat Brahman Parishad too, undertaking of various activities 

like establishment of orphanages, schools, Saraswat co-operative 

bank etc. at varibus places was decided upon. This was to be 

achieved with the help and patronage of rich local members of the 

Parishad 

The Eki-Beki movement exerted tremendous influence on 

the society. It created an unusual chaos in the Goan Saraswat 
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community. Gramanya or ex-communications became rampant and the 

women invariably and unnecessarily became the victims, for no 

fault of theirs. For many married women and child brides, it was 

a curse, as they could not visit their parents' houses if they 

happened to be in the opposite camps. Many even refused to take 

home their daughters-in-law with the same excuse. Fuel was added 

to fire when Swami of Partagal Math, confirmed the ex-

communications of those persons who had attended the Belgaum 

Samyukta Gaud Saraswat Brahman Parishad and inter-dined with 

other ex-communicated sections. 

In the villages where the majority persons belonged to 

the Beki group, the priests, barbers and other craftsmen were not 

allowed to render their services to the persons from other group 

and vice-versa. 

Thus, instead of bringing the members of the community 

together towards achieving a homogeneous, progressive and strong 

Saraswat society, the Eki-Beki movement led to a dangerous point 

of further possible disintegration. However, the progressive 

minded and determined men of Eki group held on tenaciously to 

their beliefs and convictions and weathered the storm in a 

courageous manner. As years passed off, more and more people 

joined them in endorsing their views and upholding their 

commitment. The establishment of the Saraswat Brahman Samaj 

(later Gomant Vidya Niketan) at Madgaon in 1912, which did 

pioneering work in social field, was one of the glittering 

examples of their hard labour50 . 

Progress in Education 

At this juncture, it will be quite interesting to 
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analyze the advancement on the educational front during the 

Republican regime in Goa with special emphasis on its relevance 

in the changing social scenario together with the positive 

response bestowed by the Goan society in general. The progress 

made in terms of number of institutions, courses, facilities, 

curriculum, administration and supervision etc. can be avoided 

here, since the same has been excellently reviewed in detail by 

other writers. 

With the establishment of the Republic, education in 

Goa reached a stage of multifarious growth and development. At 

the beginning of the Republican rule, there were 71 Portuguese 

Primary Schools for boys, 17 for girls, 7 Marathi schools and 10 

Gujarati schools numbering in all 105 Government schools for the 

whole of Goa, Daman, Diu, Dadra and Nagar-Haveli. However, by 

1915 the number of Government schools rose to 141. 

The education under the Republican Government was 

imparted through a Department of Public Instruction (InstrucaO 

Publica) headed by a Director called as Chefe do Instruc 

Publica. The said Department was formally created in the year 

1922, in order to centralise, control and guide all matters 

connected with education in all branches without interference 

with the technical part of higher education. Subsequently, in the 

year 1925, the - Said Department was abolished and an office of 

Primary Instruction headed by an Inspector of Primary Schools was 

created in its place. This set-up continued for several years and 

controlled all the educational affairs, until it was dissolved in 

the year 1945 to create a new office entitled Secretariat of the 

Council 	of Public Instruction (Secretario do Concelho 	do 
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Instrucao Publica) to look after the educational needs. Besides, 

the Council also looked after the administrative affairs of the 

Biblioteca Nacional Vasco da Gama (Vasco da Gama National Library 

i.e. the present Central Library) and of Museum and 

Archaeological Services. 

The backwardness and ignorance of the Hindus, for 

various reasons, in the field of education during the earlier 

period has been dealt with earlier. Compared to it, the progress 

made by them, specially in the educational front during the post-

Republican period was very impressive. The Catholics, being the 

favourite subjects of the rulers, had already made much 

advancement in this arena. 

The proclamation of Republic in Portugal followed by 

the subsequent political developments induced a sense of 

enthusiasm and interest among the upper strata of the Hindu 

society towards the education. Despite official hurdles coupled 

with lack of support and patronage, the academically conscious 

Hindus, underwent many sacrifices for the sake of education. The 

efforts of those men, who continued to support the academic 

activities for the benefit of society by maintaining the smooth 

functioning of privately managed schools despite their own poor 

economic conditions were commendable. The credit should also go 

to those persons who struggled very hard in raising funds, did 

not hesitate even to ask for a fistful of rice and other things 

to keep the educational institutions get going. 

Things were not so easy for such ardent supporters of 

education as they had the dual task to perform. First was to 

establish and support an educational institution and secondly to 
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convince the people of the necessity of having education.In fact, 

these men with lofty ideals made the greatest contributions to 

the field of education in Goa during the period under study. 

The total duration of school education under the 

Portuguese regime was of twelve years out of which five years 

were primary education, and the rest seven years for secondary 

education. The seven years of secondary education comprised of 

five years of general course and two years of complementary or 

pre-university course. The secondary education was given a boost 

by creating a Liceu Municipal, both at Mapusa and Madgaon in the 

year 1919 with a course of three years' duration. 

In 1910, the status of the National Lyceum was raised 

to that of a Central Lyceum or Liceu Central with the addition of 

complementary course in Arts and Science to impart secondary 

educ'ation with a change in the duration; of its course to seven 

years. Besides, a two-year course in Sanskrit was introduced in 

the Liceu Central. 

The Normal School meant for teachers' training was 

thrown open to all communities with the abolition of the 

sectarian' ectarian Olause, by which, in the last few years of monarchical 

rule, the admissions to the said institution was restricted to 

those who professed the religion of the State i.e. Christianity. 

During the regime of Dr Couceiro da Costa as the 

Governor-General, in the year 1915, both medical and pharmacy 

courses were restructured with improvement in their syllabii. The 

medical course was expanded to 18 disciplines distributed over a 

duration of five years. This modification proved to be very 

important later, in the history of medical education in Goa. 
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In order to promote the much neglected agricultural 

instruction, the Governor, Dr Jaime de Morais instituted five 

scholarships of three years' duration each, to be awarded to 

candidates, desirous of studying agriculture, forestry or 

hydraulic engineering in the then British India. Each scholarship 

was of Rs.100/- per month per student. It is needless to say that 

the said facility to obtain agricultural education was not 

available in Goa. 

The Commercial Institute of Nova Goa, created in the 

year• 1916, offering a two-year duration course was the only 

establishment in the field of professional education in Goa. The 

primary school certificate of second stage was the minimum 

qualification for admissions in the said Institute. The Institute 

had a good enrollment during the first few years particularly 

because it trained candidates for the Government jobs. However, 

the number of students went on declining till its closure in the 

year'1928. 

To retrieve the situation, a professional school was 

established in the year 1933 with the aim of helping the 

emigrants by giving them instructions in professional courses as 

well as training the craftsmen working in Goa in order to improve 

their living conditions. The duration of the course offered at 

the above school was of three years. The minimum qualification 

for admission to the course in the first stage was passing the 

2nd standard of primary education. 

University education of four to five years' duration, 

according to the course to be followed, could be pursued only in 
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Portugal after twelve years of schooling. The standard of the 

instruction imparted by the end of the last year of the Liceu 

Central was however equivalent to that of the intermediate course 

in the Indian Universities and the fifth year of Lyceum was 

equivalent to the SSC examination. 

Thus, in the absence of a University, those desiring to 

pursue higher education in Portuguese had to travel all the way 

to Portugal. This was so, specially if one wished to serve as 

Professor at Liceu Central or to become a lawyer or an 

engineer 51
. 

It is astonishing that the Republican Government 

initially made no efforts to establish Marathi schools, although 

majority of the Hindus desired the promotion of the language and 

favoured them. It was only later, when the public pressure 

started mounting on the Government and the said issue was 

discussed in the local State Council and the Portuguese 

Parliament by the Goan Deputy, Mr M. L. Prazeres da Costa, the 

Government permitted the opening of twenty additional schools in 

the backward areas of the New Conquests and Nagar-Haveli in the 

year 1913. 

Out of these, only ten were actually opened (including 

six Marathi schools) as it was observed later that the poor 

attendance in the schools there, could not justify the opening of 

more l  schools. However, in order to make up, twenty four 

additional Portuguese schools were opened in the Concelhos of 

Ilhas, Bardez and Salcete. One Marathi school at Sanquelim and 

another Gujarati school at Nagar-Haveli was started in 1911. The 

Government run Marathi schools differed from other privately 
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managed 	schools with respect to the syllabus and 	course 

content 52 . Thus by 1915, there were in all thirty-six more 

Government schools than in 1910, which corresponds to an increase 

of approximately 35% in their number within five years of the 

Republican rule, which in fact was a significant progress in this 

direction. Education, whether primary or secondary, was open to 

all people irrespective of caste and creed, from 191.0 onwards. 

This approach helped in the gradual elimination of caste 

prejudice in the Goan society at least to some extent. 

The love of the Portuguese towards their own language 

was so much that it is no wonder that the Portuguese Government 

paid no attention and encouragement to English education. Neither 

the Government opened any English medium schools nor patronised 

them in any manner. On the contrary, 'the Government tried to 

suppress the clamour for English education. In February 1912, the 

Government issued an order to all privately managed English 

medium schools, to admit only those students who were holding a 

certificate of Portuguese primary education, at the time of 

seeking admission to such schools. In other wards, anybody 

desiring to join English education had to first complete the 

primary education in Portuguse. This was a handicap to students, 

who intended to join English schools. The School Authorities were 

warned not to violate the above order, failing which the 

Government would not hesitate, even to order the closure of such 

offending schools permanently 53  

The Portuguese Government did not allot grants to the 

English medium schools either. As a result, such schools had 

higher slab of fees which students found hardly affordable to 
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4 	 pay. People who wanted to receive higher education in English had 

to migrate to places outside Goa. A number of Goans migrated to 

British India and some went even to France and England for the 

said purpose 54 

The gradual increase in the number of students seeking 

admissions in various educational institutions during the 

Republican period can be well judged on the basis of increasing 

literacy rate. By 1900, the literacy percentage in Goa was hardly 

10.8%. As per the 1910 Census Report, the literacy percentage 

registered an upward trend of 13.9%, out of which men comprised 

19.8% and women 5.9%. The literacy rate among the Hindus alone 

was 10.1%, constituting a percentage of 13.27% for men and 1.85% 

for women. 

At this particular time, there were 161 Portuguese 

primary teachers present in a total population of six lakhs, i.e. 

for every 3750 people, there was one primary Portuguese teacher. 

On the other hand, the number of Marathi primary 

schools run single handedly by private individuals and 

institutions was 166 which employed 190 teachers to impart 

Marathi education, i.e. for every 1132 Hindus, there was one 

primary Marathi teacher, since the Catholics had no inclination 

.towards Marathi education 55  

The above statistics shows that there was greater 

opportunity to the people to opt for Marathi education in view of 

private Marathi schools. With the opening of new schools, coupled 

with better educational facilities, the literacy rate showed an 

upward trend in the years to come, so much so that by 1931, the 

percentage of literacy in Goa shot up to 17.7%. 
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It was no secret that the medium of instruction in the 

Government schools was Portuguese and it was generally forbidden 

both to the students and the teachers to converse with one 

A  another in the vernacular language. Although Portuguese primary 

schools were established in almost every village in Goa and 

primary education was made free, there was not much attraction to 

receive the said education because occupations, which could be 

secured by learning through the Portuguese medium were few. To 

counter this general apathy, modern education was introduced in 

Goa to meet the needs of the Portuguese Government and to spread 

Portuguese culture, education among the masses. 

Yet another trend was that a number of new schools 

having both Portuguese as well as Marathi education were 

established during this period. The Saraswat Vidyalaya was 

started at Mapusa in the year 1911, with Marathi as the medium of 

instruction. Almeida College at Ponda was also established in the 

same year, teaching both Portuguese and Marathi. The Mushtifund 

Institution started two Marathi medium schools in Panjim. In 

Madgaon, Damodar Vidyalaya was started in the year 1913. Shri 

Navadurga School at Madcai was established on 1st July 1921. It 

was the first school of its kind to be solely supported and 

managed under the auspices of the village temple 56 . Besides 

there was Dyana-Prasarak Mandal's free school at Mapusa, 

Vidyavardhak Mandal's school at Bicholim and Sharada Vidyalaya 

at Kumbharjuvem. 

Unlike the pre-Republican period, there were increased 

educational opportunities to the people during this period. 
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Although, the number of schools and educational institutions 

registered a steady growth, the enrolment of students in these 

schools was not at all encouraging, specially in case of Hindus. 

As stated earlier, the number of Catholic students seeking 

admissions to the various schools were pre-dominant compared to 

others. It will be interesting to look at the trend of enrolment 

in schools with respect to these two major communities for the 

primary education. 

As per the annual report presented by the Liceu Central 

in the year 1913, out of 422 students studying in the school, the 

Hindus comprised 140. This ratio, roughly around 30% was quite 

encouraging, in the sense that prior to the advent of the 

Republic, the ratio of Hindu students in the same institution was 

less than 2%. 

The notable feature was that the enthusiasm of the 

Hindu students towards education was not restricted to enrolment 

only but their performance at various examinations also spoke 

about the seriousness with which they took Up the fulfilment of 

their objective hitherto difficult to achieve. As stated earlier, 

the Liceu Central's report further indicated that the total 

number of successful Hindu students was 127, roughly being one 

third of those who appeared for the examination. Further 

encouraging news for the Hindus was that out of 17 students who 

cfteared the first year, 13 of them were Hindus. 

In the same year, out of total 86 students enrolled in 

the. Normal School. for acquiring teacher's training, 15 of them 

were Hindus 57 . In the year 1920, out of total 898 students who 

appeared for the Primeiro Gravo (third year primary) examination, 
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171 were Hindus. Similarly, in 1919 the previous year, out of 

total 750 students who appeared for the above exam, there were 

171 Hindus but way back in 1918, out of total 825 students who 

appeared for this examination, there were only 104 Hindu 

students. The rest were invariably Catholics. These figures with 

respect to the enrolment of Hindu students for various courses, 

may not sound very impressive to the readers today. But 

considering the time, circumstances and the general position of 

the Hindus in those days, it was in fact a great achievement for 

them. 58 . 

The Republic had provided them with an opportunity and 

once they had started their onward academic journey on the right 

track, they never looked back until they had equalled themselves 

with the educationally dominant Catholics and even surpassed them 

within a short period of time. This was possible solely due to 

the whole hearted efforts put in by the intellectuals among tho 

Goan society who established various institutions for educating 

children without any discrimination based on caste and sex. The 

pioneering service rendered by the schools managed by Goa 

Vidyaprasarak Mandal from Ponda was an eye opener for many during 

this period. 

The Goa Vidyaprasarak Mandal was responsible 	for 

starting two Marathi medium primary schools in the Ponda Mahal 

besides the Almeida College. The first Marathi school was started 

in 1911 itself at Kasba, Ponda in which 50 to 60 students 

' enrolled annually. In the year 1926, there were 55 students 

studying in this school. But the number continued to decline from 

lower to higher classes. There were 44 boys and 11 girl students, 
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uuL of whum 11 	Brahmah8, 20 Vahih, 2 frum Mut-1r family, 	t4 

Sudras and one each from Mahar and Chamar caste. This statistics 

clearly indicates that even the lower castes among the Goan 

society had developed a flair towards education in the late 

1920s. 

The Goa Vidyaprasarak Mandal also started another 

school in 1924 at Keri. By the year 1926, the said school had the 

student strength of 56, out of whom there were 34 boys and 22 

girls. Castewise, there were 11 Brahmans, 17 Marathas, 25 Sudras, 

2 Chamar and one Catholic student in the school 

Thus, we find that in the third decade of the twentieth 

century, although education had not made much progress in terms 

of course diversification and techniques, the number of students 

had certainly increased. More specifically the number of Hindus 

opting for education increased several fold, which in fact was 

not the case earlier. 

Another remarkable aspect was that the encouraging 

attitude of parents"towards female education which witnessed a 

positive approach and the girls began to take advantage of the 

available learning facilities. The immediate result was that the 

age of marriage in the later part of the third decade of the 

twentieth century went up to fourteen years in case of the Hindu 

girls. Another notable feature was the awareness created amongst 

the Sudir (Sudra), Mahar and Chamar communities regarding the 

need of educating their younger generation and the broadminded 

attitude of Hindu upper castes in allowing them to study. in their 

schools. However, the upper castes saw to it that the children 

from lower strata did not mix with their children and made 
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separate arrangements for their sitting in the same school. Even 

then compared to other people from neighboring States, the Goans 

'always adopted a flexible attitude towards the cause of 

downtrodden and the weaker sex, since basically they were of a 

accomodative nature. 

As a result of extending the privilege of educational 

facilities to the children of lower castes, the prevailing social 

rigidity in the caste system began to dwindle. This fact can be 

well .illustrated from such examples as in the case of Shri 

Mahalaxmi. School run by the Mushtifund Institution at Panjim, 

which conducted its classes in the assembly hall of the Mahalaxm 

temple allowed the children of untouchables to avail of the 

facility on par with the other caste Hindu students. Similarly, 

the free school run by Shri Mahalaxmi Prasadik Vachan Mandir 

belonging to the Nabhik Samaj, permitted the children of the 

untouchables to study in their school and even created no barrier 

to mix with other children. Moreover, even the school, 

functioning in the Verandah of the conservative and traditional 

minded gentleman from Verem in Bardez, namely the Dhempe, 

enrolled untouchables in his school 60  

One 	of the reasons for this difference in 	the 

temperament of Goans may be attributed to the impact of Western 

thought and cultural trend brought in by the Portuguese, which in 

fact was dominantly manifested among the Catholics 'thereby 

transforming them as more liberal in attitude than the Hindus. 

However in the 1930s and 1940s the attitude of the Catholics 

began to change and they too turned away from the Portuguese 

education in an effort to switch over to English, if such 
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facilities were made available to them. 

The desire to learn more and more made the Goan Hindu 

students to break the barrier of tradition which had restricted 

their path to higher education. Since it was available only in 

Portugal due to lack of facilities in Goa, during the period 

under reference, large number of students broke away from these 

restrictions and left for Portugal or African countries to make 

their careers and living 61 . Thus, the Goan society slowly began 

to adopt the progressive policy and adopting itself with new 

social scenario with the changing times. 

The impressive progress made by Marathi education 

through private and public efforts encouraged the academically 

conscious people to organize the first meeting of the Gomantakiya 

Shikshan Sammelan (Goa Marathi Education Conference), which was 

held at Panjim in the year 1921. The objective of the said 

conference was to end the discrepancy that existed in the 

syllabus of the various Marathi schools spread all over Goa and 

also to streamline the examination system, which lacked every 

reasonable uniformity 62 

However, in the absence of official patronage, the 

situation with regard to the Marathi education in Goa was not at 

all that encouraging. In an effort to raise the standard and 

status of Marathi education, the Pragatik Sangh (Progressive 

Association) deputed a delegation consisting of eminent persons 

like Shri Fatubab Kenkre, Dr Atmaram 6 Borker, Shri Venkatesh 

Nayak, Suryarao Sardessai and Shri Sitaram Kalokhe with a 

representation to the Governor-General Jaime de Castro Marais in 

1924. 	The Governor-General sympathised with 	the 	problems 
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expressed by the members of the delegation but showed his 

inability to accept any of the demands put forward by them for 

the uplift of Marathi education in Goa. However, he promised to 

extend financial help to the privately run Marathi schools, in an 

effort to save them from closure. Besides, the Governor-General 

expressed his willingness to even consider the right of franchise 

to all those citizens conversant with either Marathi or Gujarati 

languages 63 

As 	against this, 	the educational needs of 	the 

• Catholics were mostly fulfilled and spread by their missionaries 

and even the churches patronised the schools in its parishes in 

addition to the Government run schools. By 1926, the Hindus too 

canalized their consolidated efforts in evolving a scheme to 

support the Marathi schools with the help of local temple funds. 

The temples in Ponda taluka eventually came forward to render 

financial support towards the smooth running of the various 

schools besides the Almeida College. The Almeida College, 

established at Kasba, Ponda was incurring an annual expenditure 

of Rs.3000/-. A small part of it was donated by various temples 

situated in and around Ponda taluka in the following manner: Shri 

Shantadurga (Kavle) Rs 10/-, Shri Naguesh (Bandiwade) Rs. 50/ - , 

Shri Ramnath (Bandiwade) Rs 10/-, Shri Manguesh (Priol) Rs 51/-, 

Shri Navadurga (Kundaim) Rs 5/-, Shri Shantadurga (Kumbarjuvem) 

Rs 2/-, Shri Anant (Verem) Rs 1/-. This specific amount of 

contribution from the various temples indirectly depicts their 

individual resources and income level. The way in which churches 

and Catholic religious institutions could donate freely without 

any restriction towards the cause of education, the temples of 
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Hindus could not do so without the approval of the Government. In 

view of these restrictions, some of the temple committees, which 

had passed resolutions in favour of providing aid to some schools 

inclUding Almeida College, could not implement their decision, 

since the Government did not approve of it 64 . 

Although, the situation with regard to the education of 

the boys was satisfactory, the cause of female education did not 

get adequate attention during the beginning of the present 

period. There were hardly any Hindu girls admitted to a primary 

school even in the second decade of the twentieth century. Early 

marriage was certainly one of the constraints but complete 

indifference on the part of the parents towards their daughter's 

education was the major cause for this state of affairs. As 

discussed earlier, even the progressive minded members of the 

Samyukt Gaud Saraswat Brahman Parishad had not consented to raise 

the age of marriage of girls beyond twelve years so as to provide 

sufficient time gap to educate them. 

It may be recalled that in 1911, the then Governor-

General Couceiro da Costa, had established Escola Nacional de 

Sexo Feminino (National Woman's School) with the sole objective 

of providing quality education to women. Besides providing 

primary education in Portuguese, the school taught different 

languages like English and French together with other arts like 

embroidery, painting, singing, playing Western musical 

instruments,home management etc. However, the Hindu women could 

not derive much benefit from this school since the medium of 

instruction was Portuguese and the subjects taught there were 

more oriented and related towards the Western culture and 
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philosophy65 . 

Nevertheless, the said school was of great benefit to 

.the Catholic women and hence they took maximum advantage of the 

said facility. As such, the Catholics gave prime consideration to 

education and extended great encouragement to their women to 

educate themselves. As a result, quite a large number of them 

could complete the courses offered at the Escola National de Sexo 

Feminino and later joined the Normal School with an intention to 

opt for teaching profession which so far had been monopolised by 

men. Thus, the literacy rate among the Catholic women was much 

higher than their Hindu counterparts, who chose to remain safe 

within the four walls of their houSes 66 . 

Significantly from 1915 onwards, a well known Goan 

medical practitioner . namely, Dr Viriato Joao Pinto was engaged in 

conducting midwifery courses with Government assistance. These 

courses were aimed to train the women in taking up the said 

profession as there was absolute necessity of midwives, specially 

in rural areas. Mostly, the Catholic women in the age group of 

20-30 attended the said courses and took benefit of the available 

jobs since none of the Hindu women - married, unmarried or widows 

were inclined to join the courses which were also conducted in 

Portuguese a hurdle, which only the Catholic women overcame 

efficiently. 

However, even when, later in the year 1917, on the L . 

request of the Goa Vidyaprasark Mandalhe Government permitted 

the appointment of a Hindu doctor 	translate the. course 

contents into Marathi for the benefit of the Hindu women, none of 

them were forthcoming to seek admissions to the said course
67 . In 
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case of the upper castes in the Hindu society, the unmarried 

girls were below the age of twelve and hence were not able to 

assimilate the subject, whereas married women could not think of 

undergoing such a course since it was considered to be below 

their dignity. The widows, who had no social life at all and were 

confined to the inner sanctum of the household, could not even 

think of participating in such type of courses. Moreover, when 

the upper caste Hindu sections of society hesitated even to send 

their daughters to the regular schools, the question of their 

attending courses such as midwifery was out of question. 

Finally, with a lot of persuasion and efforts by the 

social workers and prominent leaders in the society, seven Hindu 

women came forward to register their names for the midwifery 

training course. However two of them later discontinued as they 

were unable to cope up with the intensive nature of the course. 

Surprisingly, encouraging response came from the women belonging 

to the Maratha Gayak Samaj which was later known as Gomantak 

Maratha Samaj. Compared to any other Hindu women, the women of 

the said Samaj were more sensible since they had more exposure, 

education and freedom than any other women of their time. Four -

women from their community completed the midwifery course and two 

of them even got appointments in Ponda and Pedne respectively to 

carry out their jobs. During those days, most of the deliveries 

wereperformed at the residences and hence the midwives had very 

important role to play in the absence of 4 medical practitioner, 

specially in the rural areas 
68 . In 1922, three more Hindu women 

had completed the midwifery course, this time conducted by 

Hospicio Hospital at Madgaon 69 . 
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Although after the advent of the Republic in Portugal, 

the educational opportunities for the people of the overseas 

colonies were made available by the Government, they did not 

fully meet the local requirements. Till the end of 1926, the said 

'facilities in Goa were very inadequate. There were many parts 

which did not have either a Marathi or a Portuguese school. 

Requests by the people of the areas to the Government to provide 

the said facility did not yield any results " . This situation 

mostly prevailed in the New Conquests, where the economic 

conditions of the people did not permit them to avail of the 

educational facilities at distant places like Panjim, Mapusa or 

Madgaon, which were the main academic centres, in the absence of 

an adequate and efficient public transport system which prevented 

the free mobility of the people. 

On the other hand, the problem of the educated class 

was that, in the absence of alternate decent jobs, they all 

sought to be employed in the Government posts. But even these 

were not available to them in sufficient numbers. 

The Portuguese Government did not attempt to find any 

solution for this problem which finally resulted in the large 

scale migration of the Goans, specially from Old Conquests, to 

British India and even abroad. This in turn led to other socio-

economic problems in the. society. Lands were left fallow as there 

was no one to till them. Families and households were shattered 

as the male members left Goa to earn their livelihood in far off 

places. The attitude of the Government - in such situation was 

typical of a Colonial, lethargic and careless Government 
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In addition to schools and the Lyceum, there were other 

literary institutions of public benefit like the libraries which 

made significant development during this period. There were 

around 25 public, libraries all over Goa, with a total number of 

1,36,;224 books in them. It was estimated to cater to the needs of 

approximately 1,32,318 readers in Goa. One of the important 

features of these libraries was that they were free to all those 

who made use of them 72 

Against this background, it is noteworthy to unfold the 

transformation of several groups of a section of Goan society 

under one umbrella into a single cluster namely Goamantak Maratha 

Samaj. It comprised of the functional classes of Kalvants, 

Bhavini, Deuli, Culumbini, Chedde, Chedvan, Bandde and Fargend. 

As mentioned earlier, the members of this community were the 

progeny of the unmarried girls (Devadasis) dedicated to the 

service of the deities in the temples. They were classified into 

different categories depending upon the type of work they 

undertook. Those who participated in dancing, singing and music 

were termed as Kalvantam. They were beautiful and intelligent 

women and in Goa they were mostly known to have been faithful to 

one man throughout their lives. Those women who maintained temple 

lamps and the palanquins neat and clean and did other, work in the 

temples were called Bhavini and their males were known as Deuli. 

Another group, which merged into Gomantak Maratha Samaj was of 

Chedvan and Chedde or Naik or Fargend. This group was not 

connected with temples but with landlords (Bhatkars) at whose 

residences, they attended to all types of household work. They 

were called Chedde (boys) and Chedvan (girls) and their livinj 
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and coming together, ultimately led to the formation of an 

altogether separate caste, thanks largely to illegitimate 

pregnancies. 

Among the various sub-castes, the Kalvantam were 

considered in high esteem as they learned to read, write, dance 

and sing and hence were cultured. Most of them excelled in some 

branch of fine art or the other. 

• It is well-known that in Goa there were many villages, 

which flourished in the periphery of the temple premises and 

derived their names synonymous with those of the deities, 

worshipped in these temples. Mangueshi, Nagueshi, Ramnathi were 

some of the examples. These villages formed the religious 

estates, with a secure income for their' own trustees and their 

own Junctionaries. Right from ancient times in India, temples 

have been the nerve centres of culture literature, music, art, 

drama, dance, painting, sculpture, all of which originated in 

their vicinity. The literature of the saints, the temple 

sculpture and singing and dancing of dancing girls in the 

sabhamadapa, was all a part of the worship of God. The 

appreciation of these art forms were considered as a sacred 

experience of divine gift. Art originated with the sole intention 

of devoting it to the Gods. Goa was not an exception to these 73 . 

Every big temple had a Pujari or priest, Jyotkar (who 

lit the temple lamps), musicians, reciters of Puranas (Pauranik), 

Kirtankars, Gurays and a troupe of Kalvantam and Bhavini. 

Although the purpose of, the Devadasi system 	was 

religious, the Devadasis were exploited by the gullible higher 

caste people for their carnal pleasures. They were socially 
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restrained from marrying so that they should not have any 

personal or family commitment. Earlier, they had a respectable 

position in the society, as it was believed that they would bring 

religious merit. However, in the later years they came to be 

degraded and treated with indifference. Eventually, neither they 

had any credibility nor any status in the society. 

With theMpread of education during the post Republican 

period, the younger generation from the said castes started 

availing of the educational facilities. Slowly the ongoing socio-

political and educational changes in the society prompted some 

progressive minded caste members together with the social 

reformers from the higher castes, to urgently plan for the uplift 

of the hitherto exploited community. 

The first attempt to improve upon the educational, 

social and moral standard of the community was made at Bombay, 

where many of them had migrated from Goa, to earn their living in 

the prosperous city during the early years. This was around the 

middle of the 19 th century, the period known for the most 

reactionary trends and hence the leaders who tried to bring about 

reformation in the community had to undertake the said efforts 

secretly and clandestinely to avoid the ire of the high and 

orthodox sections of the society. 

Another attempt to organise the community, was made in 

August 1902 by prominent social workers like Baba Lakshman 

Velingker, Ramkrishna Pednekar and Purushottam Dhargalker in 

Bombay. The above leaders felt the urgent need to strengthen the 

moral fabric of the degraded community in the society. However, 

their efforts made little headway as they were limited to only 
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the elite section of the society. 

The third attempt to initiate the reform movement in 

the Kalvant community was undertaken in 1912 at Bombay under the 

auspices of a community association named Kalvant Samuha (Group 

of Artistes). It was led by senior community members like Tukaram 

Kamulker, Shivram Kolvalker, Raghuvir Paiginker etc. However, it 

did not last long, as the beginning of the First World War (1914) 

created a serious hurdle in their attempt. 

Bombay in Maharashtra was not the only centre, where 

the socially advanced community members tried to implement the 

idea, of reformation directed towards the uplift of their 

community. Other areas like Sawantwadi Saunsthan and the 

neighbouring areas including Goa witnessed similar movements 

towards the regeneration of the Kalvant Samaj 74 

In Goa, the task of infusing new life into this 

society, in an effort to elevate it from the moral degradation it 

suffered over the years, was undertaken by few courageous men 

like Rajaram Paiginker, Narayan Karwarkar and others. These men 

were fortunate enough to take advantage of learning, as the doors 

of education were opened to all, irrespective of caste and 

religion by the establishment of the Republic in 1910. The 

sustained efforts of these and other individuals, finally led to 

the fusion of all those sub-groups into an altogether independent 

caste namely the Gomantak Maratha Samaj. 

It was education and the prevailing liberal social 

atmosphere in the early years of the Republic, which made the 

• young men in this community to realise their undignified position 

in the family and the status in the society. Their emotional 
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feelings were hurt when they realised the situation with regard 

to their women, who had to solicit the company of known and 

unknown men, for the sake of earning livelihood in the name of 

upholding the age old traditions. Soon they realised, that unless 

the man occupied a prominent position in the family and attained 

economic self-sufficiency, the sufferings of the womanhood would 

continue. Thousands of innocent young girls in the community 

would continue to be the victims of the said social evil by 

undergoing Shensa-vidhi, with no opportunity ever to make a 

respectful life for themselves, on par with rest of the Hindu 

society. 

When such was the social situation, a gentleman named 

Mr. Rajaram Paiginker, a product and victim of the said unjust 

tradition of the society came forward with a determination to 

earn back the self-respect and moral courage which the society 

had lost over the years. Mr Paiginkar, having suffered the 

humiliation and insults hurled at the Kalvant community, was very 

critical about the upper caste people, specially the Saraswat.  

Brahmans, who exploited them for their own convenience but backed 

out when it came to accepting responsibilities and liabilities. 

Mr Paiginker who had a clear vision about his proposed mission, 

became a leading light for his community members as he undertook 

the task of improving their lot, towards attaining a respectful 

position in the society. 

Having decided upon the above course of action, Mr 

Paiginkar persuaded few others to assist him in this uphill task 

and soon realised few important facts concerned with the 

prevailing socio-cultural aspects of, the Kalvant community. 
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Firstly, it was evident that the practice of remaining unmarried 

through the process of Shensa-vidhi in case of young girls had 

been forced upon the Kalvant community by the upper castes in the 

name of tradition. However, as the ancient traditions assimilated 

progressive ideas in the modern times, the Kalvant community 

would no longer stick to the barrier of tradition and hence the 

upper castes could no longer compel them to do so for long. 

Secondly, until there was spread of education in tho 

community, the women were bound by tradition and superstitions 

and with no other economic support they were forced to follow the 

world's oldest profession to earn their livelihood. 

Thirdly, in the economically and academically backward 

society, there was always opposition to education because it was 

a common belief that education made the persons to loose tho 

sense of dignity of labour. 

Finally, during the Republican rule, the rate of 

advancement of the Hindu society was comparatively faster and it 

was inevitable that the Kalvant community would not be left out 

of this development process. The Portuguese Government being 

seized with the growing probleM of illegitimate progeny in the 

society had already pressed the seal of legitimacy by recognising 

the. rights of illegitimate children, in the Civil Code of 1904. 

These could be easily achieved with the help of the willing 

father and in Goa, there were few men, who stood by such 

children, in spite of strong opposition from the society 75  

Encouraged by the above mentl.oned law, the leaders 

determined themselves to march further towards their objective, 

for which the first step would be to end prostitution and give 
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encouragement to marriages. Second, was to unify the sub-castes 

into a homogeneous group and thirdly to confront Shensa-vidhi on 

a war footing and to abolish it at all levels. 

It should be specifically noted here that in this 

herculean task of upgrading the Kalvant community, the help and 

sympathy rendered by the prominent Saraswat leaders as well 

proved valuable and can be considered as .a necessary penance for-

their crimes committed over the years against humanity and 

womanhood. Their help has been gratefully acknowledged by Mr 

Paiginkar in his autobiography entitled Mee Konn 76  

After having accomplished the primary task of visiting 

the various sub-groups personally and making them to realise the 

need for the unification of the community for its overall 

advancement and making them receptive to such ideas as compulsory 

marriages for all young girls in the community etc., the leaders 

then decided to bring the same issue on public platform. 

The first meeting for the unification of the Samaj was 

held at Kakode (Sanguem taluka) in December 1917. Subsequently, 

the second meeting was held at Shiroda in January 1918. Besides 

Mr Paiginkar, others like Krishnarao Fatarpeker, Narayan 

Karwarker, Anant Kerkar, Vishnu Kakodker did pioneering work 

during these meetings, in convincing the community members of the 

need to systematically organise the community on a stronger 

footing. The self7assigned task of these leaders was difficult 

indeed to achieve, as they had to deal with traditionally and 

superstitiously bound God-fearing womenfolk who resisted any 

change in their existing social set-up and traditional chores. 

Meanwhile, the third meeting in this regard was held at 
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Bandiwade (Ponda taluka) in March 1918, which created tremendous 

consciousness and awakening among the community members. A number 

of voluntary associations like Maratha Gayak Vidhyarthi Sahayak 

Mandal (Maratha Singers' Student Aid Association), Goa 

Nitivardhak (Goa's Moral Supporter), Shikshan Prasarak Mandal 

etc. were born as a result of above efforts to lend a helping 

hand for the reformers. At the same time, newspapers like Maratha 

Gayak Mitra, a monthly, Pragati, a weekly were published by the 

leaders in order to educate the community members. These helped 

to a great . extent in propagating the views and ideas of the 

reformists among the community members. It also helped the newly 

awakened youth to work for the uplift and regeneration of the 

Kalvant society 77 

Although, the younger generation stood up firmly to 

undertake the task of reformation, ably supported and led by 

their leaders, they had several hurdles to cross before which 

they could reach their specified destination. The greatest hurdle 

was to release the Kalavantam and Bhavini from the services of 

the temple management, where traditions and superstitions bound 

them to remain single through Shensa-vidhi throughout their life 

and perform before God and individuals with money jingling in 

their pockets. The pressure under which they performed can be 

clearly seen from an incident reported in 1913, by a tourist from 

Maharashtra. In a..-letter written to the Editor of the newspaper 

Bharat, he related his experience in the Ramnathi temple at Ponda 

on the occasion of the celebration of Navaratri. He witnessed a 

dance performance by Kalvantam before the deity and to his 

surprise one of the Kalvant Woman was in the advanced stage of 
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pregnancy but was still trying to dance, with great difficulty. 

Throughout the performance, it could be realised that she was 

ashamed of being there but had no other alternative 78 

The attitude of the Hindu society in general towards 

the Kalvant class is reflected through another letter addressed 

to the Editor of the same paper in 1915. The writer of the letter 

was aggrieved over the fact that the primary school run by the 

Vidyaparasarak Mandal in Ponda had enrolled the daughters of the 

Kalvant women in their institution. He was very much critical of 

the fact that one such student had her Shensa-vidhi performed 

and that she could be a great source of danger to the morality 

of the upper caste male students in the said school. At the same 

time, he lamented that their very presence in the school was an 

insult to the female wards of the upper castes who also attended 

the same school 79 

In a' similar tradition of opposition, the Saraswat 

community from Paigini (Canacona taluka) ex-communicated Mr 

Rajaram Paiginker and his family for attempting to abolish the 

caste distinctiona at the venue of a Satyanarayana Pooja in the 

same village. It may be noted that Mr Paiginker had already 

attracted the wrath of the conservative section of the upper 

castes for his alleged involvement in the uplift of the Kalvant 

community. The above mentioned incidence was a lame excuse to 

settle the score. The ex-communication in fact caused a great 

hardship to the family as no one was willing to keep any socio-

cultural contacts with them, for the fear of themselves being ex- 

communicated 80 

However, in 1925 the movement of the Gomantak Maratha 
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Samaj, received further boost and this time another association 

.devoted to the cause of education was born. It was named as 

Portuguese Shikshan Prasarak Maratha Samaj. One of its prime aim 

was to provide scholarships to the needy students from the 

community, who desired to continue their education in the Lyceum 

school. This association organised four conferences at various 

places in Goa to achieve its objective. The first one was held at 

Nagueshi (Ponda taluka) under the Presidentship of Mr Pandurang 

Shirodker, followed by the second conference at Jambavli (Sanguem 

taluka) in 1926 with Mr Sakharam Ramnathker as the President and 

the 3rd in 1928 at Bandiwade followed by the fourth at Kakode in 

the same year under the Chairmanship of Dr Govind Kolwalker 81 

The reformation movement which was undertaken by the 

leaders of the Gomantak Maratha Samaj, received favourable: 

support from all quarters. The Portuguese Government too accepted 

the 'Bill against Shensa-vidhi in the Goa Council and turned it 

into a law in 1931 against those abetting and forcing the girls 

to perform Shensa-vidhi by making provision for both fine and 

imprisonment as punishment . 

The Saraswat Samaj too did not lag behind in extending 

a helping hand. They themselves had been trying to overcome the: 

outdated traditions in their ongoing march towards modernism and 

actually helped the cause of Gomantak Maratha Samaj by gradually 

putting an end to the dancing and singing of the Kalvant women on 

every social and religious occasion in their homes and temples. 

Thus, the amalgamation of various socially exploited 

sub-groups of the Hindu society led to the formation of a 

homogeneous caste under the banner of Gomantak Maratha Samaj in 
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1928 and contributed extensively in the social, economic and 

moral uplift of its people over the years to come. 

Establishment of Pragatik Sangh 

For long, it was felt by the leaders from the Hindu 

community in Goa that they should adopt a united approach in 

organising socio-cultural and political movements that were aimed 

at the uplift of the Hindu society, in general. In the absence of 

such a united front, the efforts of few individuals or groups 

often failed to give any desired results in the right direction. 

Moreover, the Hindu society as such did not have any common 

platform to express the opinion on subjects of common interest, 

though there existed few associations based on castes to 

deliberate upon the specific issues pertaining to their own 

communities. As a result, when it came to the Hindu society as a 

whole, there was no clarity in their approach towards any socio-

political problems nor did they arrive at any consensus over any 

issue of public importance. In fact, the Hindus in general, had 

not yet started forming a public opinion of their own. Hence, it 

was the need of the hour to think on a wider perspective for the 

cause of organising the Hindu society on a stronger footing to 

form socio-political fronts. 

The aforesaid idea took a concrete shape, when an 

association of the Hindus entitled the Pragatik Sangh was born on 

30th January 1921 82 . Subsequently, in the same year on 1st of 

March, a meeting was held in the Mhamai Kamat house at Panjim to 

discuss about the framing of its constitution. The meeting was 

presided over by Shri Dada alias Ramachandra Pandurang Vaidya, 

the famous Ayurvedic physician and a renowned social worker from 
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Ponda who in fact was the brain behind the Pragatik Sangh. The 

people from almost all talukas from Goa attended the said 

meeting. The Draft Constitution of the association was presented 

by another well known personality namely Shri Dattatraya 

Venkatesh Pai, who later took over as the Editor of the newspaper 

Hindu which was published from Madgaon. The Draft Constitution 

presented by him was approved in the meeting and a committee 

consisting of twenty-five members was constituted to prepare the 

final document. Further, a sub-committee of six members was 

appointed as a Standing Committee to deal with matters needing 

immediate attention. 

As per Article 2 of the said Constitution, the aim of 

the Pragatik Sangh was to bring about social, economic progress 

and political predominance in lawful manner in Portuguese India 

in general and its Hindu community in particular 83 . Although the 

Pragatik Sangh made some headway in its efforts to organise the 

Hindu community on a rational basis and tried to maintain a 

socio-political pressure on the Portuguese Government for some 

time, it was unable to achieve any major breakthrough in any of 

the issues involving the Hindu society in particular. Narrow-

mindedness and indifference in society and the rigid attitude of 

the Government under dictatorship accounted for its lack of 

success. 

Towards Social Uplift 

It is needless to repeat that the Republican rule in 

Goa, brought socially a new life and vision to the Hindu ,people. 

On account of the liberal academic policy adopted by the new 

Government, the spread of education was quite satisfactory. At 
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the same time, the intense socio-political movements that were 

going on in the neighboring Bombay Presidency under British 

Government influenced the Goan intellectuals to a greater extent. 

This helped them to think on a broader perspective in shelving 

the age-old, outdated and unprogressive customs and traditions, 

which in fact were hindrances to their progress. The movement 

initiated against the social evils in the beginning of this 

period was on a modest scale and hence its impact on the society 

as such was very little. Even then, it was significant because it 

reflected the dynamism and enthusiasm of Goans and thus, cleared 

their path towards modernisation. 

One of the many problems afflicting the Hindu society 

was the religious taboo associated with foreign travel. There was 

a total prohibition on foreign travel and anybody who undertook 

it, was expressly ex-communicated, unless he humbled himself 

before Swami, asked for forgiveness and atoned for his sins. 

Those who refused to atone themselves remained out of the 

society, as no one would deal with him, because of the fear of 

himself being ex-communicated, for having rapport with an ex-

communicated person. 

In spite of the prevailing hardcore attitude towards 

overseas travel, the first person who ventured into the adventure 

of proceeding to Portugal was Dr Sa•kharam Vitthal Lad, who 

subsequently was totally ex-communicated by the society. His 

relative Dharmanand Kosambi, who visited United States of America 

also came to be ex-communicated as both had refused to atone for 

their alleged sins and humble before SwaMi. The result was that, 

both of them remained cut out socio-religiously from the Goan 
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society 

In 1911, Shri Shivram Yashwant Rao Deshpande, another 

Hindu gentleman secretly left for Portugal via Colombo (Ceylon) 

since his earlier attempt to do so from Goa had failed owing to 

public pressure. However, by the time he returned to Goa in 1920, 

a favourable opinion had been created at least amongst the 

youngsters who welcomed him with cheers 85 

In fact, the Hindus in Bombay bestowed on him a 

certificate of merit, appreciating his brave act of defying the 

tradition and traveling abroad to widen the horizons of 

knowledge 

Moreover, as early as 1912, there was a general feeling 

among the intellectuals in Goa that the restrictions imposed on 

traveling abroad should not be extended any longer to the 

progressive period under reference. On the contrary in the 

changing times, it was essential that the Goans should obtain 

more exposure by getting out of Goa in search of better 

educational facilities, to improve upon their financial status 

and social position and also for imbibing progressive trend in 

their thoughts, just like the Catholics, who had long left their 

native land and had improved their financial and other 

positions 

Among those who left for Portugal after Deshpande were 

Shri Khaunte, Prof Talaulicar and Shri Karapurkar, who did not 

face much obstructions. But, one thing could not change still, 

was• the compulsory expiation, the yeligious defaulter was to 

take, to avoid ex-communication. However, the conservatives still 

kept their distance from the foreign returned and refused to even 
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dine with them 88 . 

The gradual disappearance of the restrictions imposed 

on foreign travel can be understood from the fact that the Swami 

did not mind it, if the foreign returned asked for expiation 

voluntarily which in fact was willingly bestowed. 

Keeping in line with this trend, in 1915 Shri Keshav 

Vitthal Prabhu Chodnekar of Malkarne, who was ex-communicated by 

the Saraswat community for having married the daughter of an ex-

communicated person Shri Bhagwant Keni, was granted expiation on 

his request by Swami Shrimad Indirakant of Partagal Math. Shri 

Bhagwant Keni had travelled abroad and that he had not asked for 

immediate expiation from the Swami 89 

Consequently, by 1920 Hindus slowly tried to overcome 

the fear of ex-communication associated with overseas travel and 

started moving out, not only for educational purpose but also for 

earning livelihood. For example in September 1920 Shri 

Bhalchandra Shirwaiker and Shri Shanker Savordekar left for 

Portugal to study Law (Direito) and agriculture (Agronomia) 

respectively.. Shri Vishnu Prushottam Kudchadkar left for Africa 

voluntarily for earning his livelihood. Thus, Goan Hindus slowly 

tried to come out of their shells, as modern views started 

inculcating into their minds. This was reflected in their 

attitude adopted towards some of the taboos associated with 

religion etc, in the society. This included the one mentioned 

above, connected with traveling to foreign countries. The said 

new trend emerging in Hindu society was welcomed by all 

intellectuals. The Goan celebrity Dr Dada Vaidya welcomed the 

said change and wrote words of appreciation in his newspaper Luz 
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de Oriente or Prachi-Prabha and at the same time cautioned the 

Hindu intellectuals not to lose respect for Indian culture and 

traditions while in Europe or elsewhere and urged them not to 

pretend as if they had forgotten their mother-tongue due to their 

living abroad as did most of the foreign returned Catholics 90  

Now by 1923, the socially conscious Goan Hindus, had 

gained enough courage to accord public farewell and reception to 

those who were departing to foreign countries 91 

Given the situation, the society in general was very 

much vexed with the problem of dowry system during marriages. 

Both Hindus and Catholics equally suffered due to the said evil 

practice. Among the Hindus and specially among the Brahmans, the 

demand for dowry increased by leaps and bounds. Those parents who 

had to shell out a large sum as dowry at the time of their 

daughter's marriage, tried to recover the same by demanding heavy 

dowry at the time of their son's marriage from the bride's 

parents. With the increased educational opportunities available 

during the Republican period there was further deterioration of 

social life in the sense that the educated bride-groom fetched 

more dowry in the marriage market. As academic qualifications 

went up, accordingly the amount of dowry was also increased. This 

often resulted in the girls remaining unmarried till the age of 

15 to 16 years, and then being married off to unsuitable 

candidates, as the parents could not bear the social ridicule. 

Amongst the Catholics, the situation was not so much critical as 

there was no compulsion for the girls to marry early. Even among 

the Hindus, the problem was not so severe among all the sections 

andir' castes. For example, in the Vani (Vaishya) community, thc! 
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groom had to pay the dowry to the bride's parents, and so was the 

case with some of the other castes 
92 . However, among the higher 

caste Hindus, the problem of dowry had become so acute that even 

after matching of horoscopes and other agreeable things, the 

bride-groom's parents did not hesitate even to break off the 

alliance because the dowry amount offered was not sufficient or 

somebody else was offering more amount 93 

It is true that the Marathi newspapers highlighted in 

vain the problems associated with dowry system in their editions 

and tried to educate the people. Surprisingly enough, the same 

trend continues even today among almost all families but 

certainly in a modest way. 

Another social practice that came under heavy Criticism 

during this period was the custom of arranging the programme of 

singing and dancing by the Kalvants at every social and religious 

function of the Hindus, whether held in households or in the 

temples. In fact, it had become a social prestige to hold such 

performances on the occasion of various ceremonies. The affluent 

class offered high fees to the Kalvants to please their guests 

by organising their dancing and singing. Even the poor vied with 

the rich in holding such performances 94 

It may seem odd but in temples too, no religious 

functions could be complete without the performance presented by 

the Kalvants to please the Gods. The Mahajans, made it obligatory 

for the Kalvants residing in temple premises to perform on the 

religious occasions and during Zatras (annual feasts). 

During the Republican era, in the changed social 

circumstances, the people in general slowly made up their minds 
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to give up the said humiliating practice that was being meted to 

the Kalvant community over the years. As a consequence in 1922 

the Kshatriya Maratha Samaj and the Saraswats in Cacoda village 

decided to prohibit forever the performances of Kalvants in the 

Mahadev temple in the Sanguem taluka. Similarly, in the same year 

the people of Canacona taluka held a meeting and resolved to stop 

the singing and dancing of Kalvants on the occasions of marriages 

and thread ceremonies. Such meetings and declarations were given 

wide publicity by the Marathi newspapers run by the leaders of 

Hindu society 95 . 

As history bears out, during the period under study, 

the spread of addiction to alcohol amongst high and low castes 

raised a wave of concern in the society. The people blamed the 

Government and held it responsible for propagating alcoholism in 

the society by indiscriminate and unscrupulous distribution of 

licenses to bars and taverns even in the proximity of schools, 

colleges, libraries, temples etc 96 .The nuisance it created, 

forced the people, many a time to raise voice against the 

consumption of liquor. In 1923 there were around 1.114 liquor 

shops and bars in Goa 97 . However, the Government paid no heed to 

the outcry of the people and did not make any result oriented 

efforts to control the spread of alcoholism. Obviously, the 

reason was that alcohol trade derived a huge income to the tune 

of Rs 10 lakhs per annum for the Government Treasury 98 

Another cruel ritual which was slowly but voluntarily 

being given up was the practice of animal sacrifice on various 

occasions in the temples, specially so on the occasion of 

Dussehra festival when large number of animals were sacrified in 
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order to please the Gods. The animals that were usually killed 

were cocks, he-goats, he-buffaloes etc, mostly in the -Saivite 

temples of Bhagvati, Ravalnath, Betal who were supposedly pleased 

by such sacrifices 99 . 

In a similar vein, this period also witnessed the 

movement towards the protection of cows from slaughter. The Goan 

social workers and intellectuals lamented that the cattle force, 

much needed for the agricultural progress in Goa was 

indiscriminately slaughtered for the purpose of feeding some 

sections of the Goan population including the Portuguese. Tempers 

frayed to such an extent that the Editor of Goan newspaper 

Bharat, Shri G. P. Hegde-Dessai put forward a proposal in the 

year 1922 that a resolution should be moved in the Provincial 

Council 
	

regarding the ban on cow slaughter as the 	said 

domesticated animals were the very force needed for agriculture 

and allied works 100.  Accordingly, a resolution was tabled in the 

fifth Congresso Provincial and was voted by the majority. 

Surprisingly enough, the Muslims from Goa also supported the said 

resolution. In Sanguem, Bicholim and Sanquelim, the members of 

the Muslim community took oath to end cow slaughter under the 

leadership of Pir Mothamia, whose efforts saved around 40,000 

cows being killed 101 . The Muslims from the city of Madgaon also 

joined hands with Hindus to end the slaughter of cows 102  

Thus, society under the Republic witnessed all-round 

awakening amongst the people to end certain social evils that 

were plaguing the Goan society since ages. Certainly, their 

efforts paid off in the long run leading to the abolition of 

these evils gradually, which would otherwise be detrimental to 
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the socio-cultural growth of the Goan society. 

Mention must be made in this regard of the lecture 

series organised annually by the Saraswat Brahman Samaj 

(established in Madgaon in 1912) from the year 1919, wherein 

prominent personalities from Goa and Bombay Presidency delivered 

lectures on socio-political and religious issues of the day and 

helped to create an awareness among the learned. These lecture 

series soon caught the fancy of the people at large and lectures 

came to be organised at all important functions. 

Restrictions on Native Attire 

The early Republican legislators and the administrators 

showed great zeal for reforms and its implementation in an effort 

to bring new Republican norms into practice. They displayed 

extreme disdain to Monarchical traditions and vowed to bring 

about those conditions which the Monarchists had failed to 

achieve. In the process, sometimes they thrust hasty decisions on 

the people. The law concerning compulsory registration of 

marriage promulgated in 1912 was similarly drafted without giving 

due consideration and attention to the customs and traditions of 

the native people for whom they were aimed. 

On another occasion in 1913, the Republican Government 

passed .a legislation which was in continuation of the law of 6th 

August 1851 and 18th December 1855, regarding the moral standards 

to be adopted by the people in the Portuguese colonies. The 

Portuguese Government felt that certain sections of society in 

Goa should wear full clothes in keeping with general conduct and 

gentlemanly behaviour at least in crowded public places, where 

they came for work connected with their profession. The people 
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referred to above were from the Gawda community whose women did 

not wear blouses under their saree and the men wore only a cashti 

(a small piece of cloth tied at the loins) leaving the body bare 

above the waist. 

Considering its implementation as a sign of social 

advancement, the Monarchical Government had passed a Resolution, 

No. 180 on 10th August 1870 which was accepted by the then 

Overseas Ministry in 1878. However, its implementation had not 

been strictly enforced. The Republican Government obsessed with 

the idea of putting everything right on the track, decided to 

implement this Resolution in toto which aimed at upholding the 

general standard of morality in dressing. The Governor-General.  

Couceiro da Costa in consultation with the Administrators of 

various Concelhos and Municipalities, issued a circular 

consisting of following order for strict compliance: 

(i) In the Government and revenue offices at the 

following 	places of Panjim, Mapusa, Madgaon 	and 

Marmugaon, places in the New Conquests i.e. Verem, 

Betim, Durbhat, Raitur, Savordem, Dona Paula, Pilgaon 

and in the vicinity of ports, people are not to move 

around without being fully clothed in keeping with 

gentlemanly behaviour (according to their financial 

position) i.e. men should wear clothes from waist to 

the knees and the women from the shoulders to the 

knees. 

(ii) The chief officers at all the above mentioned 

places and the organisers of religious functions of all 

religions are to ensure that the above regulation 
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should not be violated and should punish those who did 

not obey it 103 . 

The attitude of the Portuguese towards the dressing 

habits of the Hindus was not so respectful and often they were 

ridiculed in public over their dressing style. In 1912, one 

professor (a priest) at Liceu Central insulted a Hindu student 

over, his dress and the shendi (tuft of hair left on the top of 

the head at tonsure) which he had boasted, which was a general 

feature of all Hindu males of the time. The said priest called 

the Hindu student as backward and branded Hindu culture as 

primitive. The concerned student complained to the Principal of 

Liceu against the said teacher for his humiliating outbursts 

aimed against the Hindu culture and religion. However, when no 

cognizance of the said complaint was taken by the Principal, all 

the Hindu students boycotted the classes in protest. 

Subsequently, the issue was taken up by the newspapers and as a 

consequence, the weekly newspaper Bharat was booked by the 

Government over some of its critical remarks published in its 

edition about the said incidence 104 . However, the matter was 

finally resolved through the intervention of the Governor-

General. 

Under the changed socio-pdlitical circumstances, the.  

Hindus were in no mood to tolerate criticism and humiliation 

hurled at them. In fact, in few years' time, they themselves had 

given up traditional dressing due to the impact of 

westernisation. For example by 1930s, the traditional shendi was 

slowly becoming extinct and instead a round tufty patch of hair 

was grown at the back of the head. This too slowly went out of 
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fashion in 1940s and later the Goan Hindu hairstyle exactly 

resembled that of the Portuguese and the Catholics 105  

The case with regard to the moustache was also similar. 

Earlier, it was a taboo to remove the moustache because of its 

co-relation with parents' deaths. Normally, it was to be shaved 

off for the first time after the unfortunate death of one of the 

parents. So, under normal social circumstances, people did not 

remove the moustaches. However, slowly modern views set in and 

alongwith shendi, the moustache also bid goodbye gradually as it 

was no longer considered to be a religious taboo 106 

The concept of wearing sovle (consecrated linen) while 

eating was also slowly disappearing by the end of the period 

under reference, at least outside one's own house. During 1930s 

many did not hesitate to enter the public eating places called.  

Brahmanis and enjoy the facilities offered without using the 

consecrated clothes. It may be recalled that in the beginning, 

high caste people never ate out except in the houses of rich 

Saraswat families in the cities and that too after switching over 

to the said sacred linen compulsorily. Thus, as time advanced the 

said tradition remained only in the households and could nu 

longer be practieed in hotels and restaurants 107 

The Hindus in general as narrated earlier, were often 

subjected to humiliation by the Portuguese with regard to their 

normal• attire i.e. the pudvem (dhoti), coat and the topi (cap). 

The extent of antagonism towards the same can be visualised on 

the basis of an official order issued 12. 17... a. Magistrate in Panjim 

city, which restricted the entry of persons wearing topi, rumal, 

pagottem and fez into the Government court premises. Earlier, the 
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same Magistrate had ordered that no lawyer should enter his 

court-room and premises without dressing in European style formal 

dress. At that time, all lawyers (since the Hindu lawyers were 

very few) had quietly complied with his order of wearing a 

European suit while attending court proceedings
108 

However, this time, his order regarding the topi and 

fez came at a wrong movement and brought Hindus and Muslims up in 

arms'against it. It was the year 1933, and the people of Goa had 

mustered enough courage and willpower to retaliate publicly, the 

unjust regulations enforced on their traditions by the 

Portuguese. As a consequence, on 18th March 1933, a huge meeting 

of around 2,500 people comprising mainly of Hindus and few 

Muslims took place in the Municipal Hall in Panjim city. The' 

citizens gathered at the meeting protested vehemently against the 

said order, which compelled the people to deposit their caps 

outside while seeking entry into the court-room. This, according 

to the gathering was a deliberate attempt on the part of the 

Magistrate to degrade their culture and traditions. The meeting 

resolved unanimously to send a telegraphic message to the 

Governor-General and to the Chief Justice of the High Court with 

a request to withdraw the said controversial order. A telegram 

was also sent to Portugal for the same purpose as per the 

decision arrived at the said meeting 109 

It was heartening to know that the above mentioned 

efforts of people yielded fruitful results. The Government in 

Portugal took a serious note and forced the said Magistrate of 

Panjim High Court, namely, Justice Cruz Oliveira to revoke his 

controversial order 110 
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Thus, there were frequent attempts by the Government 

officials to precipitate crisis regarding matters connected with 

people's traditional attires, customs etc which often created 

unpleasant and embarrassing situations to the local. 

Administration. Sometimes, the said attitude on the part of 

officials threatened the social harmony existing between the 

different sections . of the Goan society. 

Marriage Laws 

Immediately 	following 	the establishment 	of 	the 

Republic, certain important laws on family matter were enacted to 

form part of the Civil Code which had been promulgated earlier in 

1904. The Law of Succession also was partly changed by the 

enactment dated 31st October 1910. A provision for divorce 

including with mutual consent was made through another enactment 

on 13th November 1910. A law was promulgated on 25th December 

1910 to give protection to the marriages, illegitimate children 

and their mothers. The first three were extended to the Province 

of Goa on 26th May 1911 and the last one on 30th October 1913. 

Article 63 of the marriage law dated 25th December 1910 

stated that it would come into force simultaneously with the 

enforcement of the law that made the civil registration of 

marriages, births and deaths compulsory. The Code of Civil 

Registration was enacted by the Decree dated 4th November 1912 

and was enforced with effect from 1st January 1914 and usefulness 

of these records and acts, noted therein was multiple. 

The Decree dated 25th December 1910 declared that 

marriage was a purely civil contract and could only be contracted 
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before Civil Registrar. Article 72 of this Decree expressly 

repealed all legislation to the contrary. 

A Decree dated 3rd November 1910, for the first time, 

sanctioned legally divorce on various grounds including adultery 

committed by husband or wife, conviction for a serious offence, 

cruelty, abandonment of conjugal domicile for more than, three 

years, incurable lunacy, voluntary separation for more than ten 

years and incurable contagious diseases. As a solace to many a 

long suffering wives, the said Decree (Article 35) also included 

chronic vice of gambling as a ground to ask for divorce
111 

As per the aforesaid civil registration law, no person 

in Goa could marry prior to registering the said marriage earlier 

with the Government Civil Registrar. The said procedure was 

locally called as civil marriage or Termo and comprised of 

following procedural wrangles: 

The would be couple had first to give a declaration in 

writing on a eight ana stamp paper indicating their mutual desire 

to marry. The said declaration was to be accompanied by birth 

certificates of both the partners together with vaccination 

certificate and residential certificate issued by the local 

Regedor. After the submission of these papers, the clerk from the 

Civil Registrar's Office would invite objections if any, to the 

said marriage from the public by displaying notice (Edital) 

regarding the proposed marriage, at various public places. If 

there was no objection from any quarter, after ten days, tho 

marriage was entered into the Government register in the presence 

of two witnesses. If the couple did not know Portuguese, then 

they had to bring a third witness. Subsequently, the couple could 
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have a religious marriage  

Viewed in this light, the whole exercise of civil 

registration of marriage was a costly affair since the total 

expenditure in the form of stamp paper money, fees etc. went up 

to Rs 6=00 per couple. However, the people from Sanguem, Canacona 

and Sattari enjoyed a rebate of 50% in the marriage registration 

fee largely due to their economic backwardness 113 

However, the people and specially the Hindus were not 

happy with the Decree of 25th October 1910 because unlike the 

earlier Civil Codes enacted under Monarchy, it gave no 

considerations to the prevailing customs and usages of the 

people. Further, the procedure prescribed for the civil 

registration of marriage was time-consuming and cumbersome. At 

the same time, the fee charged for the said registration was 

beyond the reach of the average people as it included thc 

commission of the concerned officials in most cases 114 . 

Socio-culturally, the above mentioned Decree concerning 

the civil registration of marriage became unpopular and 

controversial for several reasons. Among Hindus, it violated the 

religious and cultural sanctity. The Hindus were critical of the 

fact that the would be couple were to meet for the first time 

before religious marriage at the. Civil Registrar's office, 

thereby violating the age-old custom of having a look at each 

other only after the main marriage ritual of Kanyadaan. 

Similarly, the changing of the bride's name after marriage had a 

religious significance which in fact was set aside by the said 

. Decree by making the change in name compulsory at the time of 

civil registration and thereafter to use it for all legal 
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purposes even before the religious marriage was performed. 

This often posed severe technical problems with respect 

to those cases where there was an unfortunate death of the bride-

groom within a few days after the civil registration, pending the 

celebration of religeous marriage. Under such unforeseen 

circumstances, the bride would be treated as a. widow legally 

although socially and religiously she was otherwise and had to 

undergo legal formalities to change her name again consequent to 

her civil marriage. Since such a bride fell under the legal 

category as widow, she had to wait compulsorily for a period of 

six months to remarry, after the death of her so called husband 

under civil registration. The same rule also was operative in 

case of a widower  

In addition to above, the Decree of 1910, also provided 

the male the right to adopt the children of his concubine, if 

any. There was also a provision made to recognise the legitimacy 

of such adopted children, to inherit the property of the father 

on par with other legitimate sons. However, this particular 

clause was very much resented, as it was coming in the way of 

other legitimate sons while enjoying the privileges of their 

father's property and wealth 

In view of the aforesaid drawbacks, the Hindus through 

the platform of the Pragatik Sangh, together with the good 

offices of influential Goan namely Shri:Vishnu Shenvi Dhempe, 

presented a memorandum to. the Governing .Council, .requesting the 

Government to permit the Hindus to continue with their traditions 

without any restrictions, by allowing them to register the 

marriage only after the completion of religious ceremony. The 
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Government considered the plea made by the Hindus and through an 

enactment dated 16th December 1930, many provisions of the Civil 

Code were substantially amended for the benefit of the Hindus 
 

In spite of trying to keep up with the growing pace of 

socio-cultural development, orthodoxy still prevailed in the 

Hindu society with regard to the early age of marriage in case of 

girls, widow remarriage, inter-caste marriage, matrimonial 

alliance between aged bride-groom and young girls etc. 

In this connection, it is of interest to cite a 

matrimonial advertisement appearing in the monthly Bharatmitra in 

1926, inviting a proposal from a young Gaud Saraswat Brahman 

girl, for a fifty-year-old man who promised the intending bride 

of gold ornaments worth Rs 2000/- and a life insurance cover of 

Rs 3000/-. It is natural that the said attractive offer might 

have tempted the poor parents into marrying their young daughter 

to the wealthy old widower 

Influence of Gandhi on Goan Society 

The period under study was the time when the British 

India was undergoing a social and political turmoil to bring to 

an end, the British colonialism. Although, majority of the Goans 

were indifferent towards the state of affairs prevailing in their 

neighbouring territory, the educated younger generation wer(> 

quite influenced by the various Indian leaders, who were leading 

the freedom movement. Among them, Mahatma Gandhi, the doyen of 

India's freedom movement was a great source of inspiration to the 

progressive minded nationalistic Goans. 

However, the Portuguese Government and its machinery 

tried at all levels to suppress and neutralise any type of direct: 
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or indirect influence, which the Indian freedom movement or its 

charismatic leadership might exert on the Goan masses. To cite an 

example, when two students of Liceu, attended their class wearing 

a white cap (called Gandhi cap), the class teacher named Almeida 

took the said students to task and passed some unconstitutional 

remarks against Mahatma Gandhi and warned them of dire 

consequences if they continued to wear the said Gandhi caps and 

further threatened them that the Portuguese Government would view 

it seriously by labeling them as rebels 119  

On another occasion, during the annual lecture series 

organised under the auspices of the Saraswat Brahman Samaj in 

Madgaon, the Government deputed its observers to scrutinize the 

lecture contents and further censured the speaker namely Dr 

Vinayak Damodar Savarker who had chosen to speak on the topic, 

National life. The concerned Government official directed the 

speaker not to cite the names and work of Indian leaders like 

Tilak, Gandhi etc. during the course of his lecture 120  

Even in rural Goa, the common people were much 

influenced by the name and work of Mahatma Gandhi. Socially, the 

people tried to react in their own humble way and expressed their 

sentiments towards Gandhiji and his ongoing struggle for freedom. 

People even went to the extent of naming Khaje, a local sweet 

made of gramflour and jaggery, normally sold during Zat.ras 

(temple congregations) and other religious festivals in temple 

and church premises, as Gandhi Khaje. In 1922, at the annual 

zatra at Fatorpa in Cuncolim (South Goa.),- the said Gandhi. Khaje 

was served to the devotees. Although this episode sounds funny 

and looks trivial from logistic point of view, one cannot 
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undermine the nationalistic sentiments expressed by the people 

through the said act 121 

During the same time, an advertisement appeared in the 

local newspaper inserted by Kerker and Company from Ponda, 

asking the people to use Swadeshi cloth as per the call given by 

Mahatma Gandhi to the Indians. Thus, Gandhiji and his thoughts 

occupied a respectful place in the hearts of the progressive 

minded nationalistic Goans 122  

Efforts were also made to popularize the use of charkha 

amongst the people. The work of Shri Balkrishna Mahadev Sathe, a 

resident of Kakode was laudable in this direction 123  

In order to implement its secular and democratic 

policy, the new Republican Government, in 1910, announced the 

separation of State from religion, pertaining to all matters of 

Administration. However, a circular of 10th August 1914, by which 

the said law was supposed to be implemented (though not in 

totality) had not been sent to the overseas colonies in the East 

till 1915. Subsequently, few clauses of the said circular of 1914 

were added to the revised format of 5th February 1915, and the 

latter was then made applicable to all the Overseas Provinces. As 

per the fundamental principles of the said law, the State was to 

abstain from any action which might signify to be the 

intervention of the Government in the services of the church 124 

However in Goa, the said law remained partially on 

paper and the Government continued' with its poldcy of 

patronisation of Catholic religion and kept Hindus under check. 

To cite an example, the Padroado (Patronage) of the Portuguese 

Government extended to the Catholic religion in Portuguese India 
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was a liability on the Goan Treasury, though most of the top 

'religious office-bearers were priests of Portuguese nationality. 

However, it may be noted that the major tax payers for the Goan 

Treasury in the Republican period were the Hindus. 

In fact, the said matter was raised in the Portuguese 

Parliament by the Goan Deputy, Mr Prazeres da Costa in the year 

1912. He questioned the rationality and legality in spending, 

Over Rs. 1.5 lakhs from the Goan Treasury to maintain a 

Patriarch, five Bishops and about 145 missionaries in. Portuguese 

India, just for the sake of enhancing the grandeur of the 

Catholic religion, when the Portuguese Government had already 

declared itself as secular and demOcratic. He tried to convince 

the members of the Portuguese Parliament, how unjust it was to 

• spend such a huge amount on the Padroado, when numerous welfare 

projects 	in Goa had been kept pending due to 	financial 
• 

constraints. He further appealed to the Government to uphold the 

secular nature of the Constitution in its real 'perspective and 

requested that instead of wasting the country's scarce resources 

in building churches in some parts of British India (Cochin, 

Kerala) for which a provision was made in the Government budget . 

 of 1912, the same amount could be utilized in projects concerned 

with the people's welfare involving agriculture, irrigation, 

education, industries etc 125 

As a consequence of the forceful plea made by Mr 

Prazeres da Costa, the Bill concerning the above matter was 

introduced and approved by the Parliament. However, the 

implementation of the rule took the usual path of lethargy and 

procrastination 126 . In short, when it came to matters concerning 
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Catholic religion, the secular Republican Government got itself 

conveniently blind folded. 

With least regard to the religious freedom extended to 

Hindus, the secular Republican Government continued to maintain 

itself as the Trustee of the Goan Hindu temples. It was mandatory 

on the part of the temple administrative committee to get their 

annual budget approved by the Government and incur expenditure 

according to the provisions made in the budget. 

Similarly, the temple administration had to maintain a 

catalogue of the temple assets including gold ornaments, 

jewellery, silverware etc. and deposit the extra cash, if any, in 

the bank, keeping only the bare minimum required for daily 

maintenance of the temple. For any extra expenditure to be 

incurred, the temple administration was required to seek 

permission from the. Government. 

In order to look after temple administration and to 

supervise its activities, the Mahajans had to elect a committee 

sans President. The Government nominated its own candidate' as 

President on the said elected committee. The Administrator of the 

respective Concelho had the power of superintendence over all the 
4- 

temples that came under his jurisdiction. He was also vested with 

the authority to examine the accounts of the temples, for 

possible misappropriation, if he desired to do so. Although this 

provision checked the activities of the Mahajans, it was 

considered as unnecessary interference in the religious affairs 

of the Hindu community which could not be justified within the 

secular framework of the Republican Government
127 

Further evidence with regard to Portuguese Governments 
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attitude towards the Hindu temple affairs can be gathered from 

the circular of October 1912 addressed by the Administrator of 

Ponda Concelho to all the temple committees, to help the 

Government in protecting their temple Treasuries, in view of the 

potential threat posed by the Ranes' revolt. 

In the capacity as the superintendent of the various 

temples, the Administrator considered that it was his prime duty 

to protect the temple Treasuries from the Ranes and their 

followers. To make such an effort, the temple committees were to 

part with appropriate amount and deposit the same with the 

respective taluka Administrator, who was a Military Commandant. 

The sub-section (a) of Article 44 in the aforesaid 

circular made it clear that if the bunds built across the 

rivulets existing in the temple property were in danger of 

breaches, thereby flooding the khazan lands or bringing aboUt any 

damage to the private or public buildings, the respective temple 

committee was to make appropriate monetary provisions with local 

Administrator to deal with any such eventuality. 

In 	reality, the above mentioned 	hypothesis 	was 

fabricated by the Portuguese Government with the sole intention 

of extorting money from the Hindu temples. In fact, none of the 

eventualities as anticipated by the Government occurred in Goa. 

For example, there were neither breached bunds nor any danger to 

the khazan lands due to flooding. SiMilarly, there was no 

question of any sort of threat to the temple wealth from the 

rebellious Ranes, since the Government-had already driven them 

out of Ponda taluka and confined them only to Sattari. 

Moreover, the aforesaid rule was not made applicable to 
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the churches and missionary institutions, even though they were 

to be held equally responsible for contributing towards relief 

measures to cope with any possible eventualities which might 

arise as mentioned above and also to protect themselves from the 

rebels of Sattari 128  

Thus, the Portuguese Government took advantage of the 

Article 44, sub-section 9 of the Mazanias Act governing the 

temple administration and demanded contributions from the Hindu 

temples. 

	

It is evident from the foregoing fact that 	the 

Government unilaterally fixed a comparatively high quantum of fee 

to be paid by the temple commissions towards the above mentioned 

protection fund. In one case, the Government received Rs 40/-

from a temple commission as its share towards the said account. 

However, the Government promptly sent an order demanding Rs 50/-

as the prescribed amount to be deposited by the concerned temple 

in this regard, with a convenient justification that the said 

amount was needed to raise the salary of the extra soldiers 

recruited to protect the people from the threat of the rebel 

Banes. 

But the intellectuals in the Hindu society feared that 

the temple committees would be setting a wrong precedent and 

dangerous tradition, if they succumbed to the pressure of the 

Government in paying the prescribed contribution to the 

Government Treasury. This would alSo amount to automatic 

transformation of temple treasury into semi-Government Treasury. 

The intellectuals further warned that if the Government found the 

Mahajans yielding so easily to its pressure, the time would not 
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be long, before the temples would be bankrupt as more and more 

financial demands would start flowing from the Government to the 

temple commissions. Hence they warned the Mahajans to resist the 

Government demand by not contributing to the said protection fund 

as it was generally observed that the Goans always beat their 

heads after they had lost everything 

In a similar manner, the Administrator of Sanquelim 

through an order, demanded payment of Rs 480/- per month for 

raising a battalion of 40 soldiers under his command. The said 

demand was towards the salary of such recruited soldiers, which 

had to be borne by the temples and village communities existing 

in the said taluka. 

During the pre-Republican rule, 	the Government 

officials with the blessings of the Monarchical Government had 

imposed various financial burdens on the Goan people and 

collected by force and threat, the necessary amount without 

showing any concessions with regard to their economic conditions,. 

The same trend continued even during the Republican period 

without adopting to any rational approach on the demands put 

forward by the Government. The instances of such demands have 

already been illustrated earlier. 

However, it was obvious that the people who have been 

subjected to extra financial burden in the name of various 

measures had no opportunity to know whether the finances so 

gathered from them had been utilized properly for the purpose for 

which it had been collected  

It is pertinent to note that the Portuguese Government 

officials did not make any serious attempt to recognise and 
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understand the religious sentiments of the Hindu people in spite 

of their long colonial endeavor spanning over 400 years. The 

casual attitude of the Officials did not differ much even in the 

Republican period. In this connection, it is worth mentioning of 

a newspaper report appearing in the year 1920, pertaining to an 

incident wherein Customs Officials at Colem border, denied 

permission to carry into Goa, holy water from River Ganga to a 

Goan Hindu, who was returning after his holy pilgrimage. 

Although, the Customs Officials were well aware with regard to 

the religious affiliation of Hindus towards the holy Ganga, they 

emptied the sacred pot containing the holy water by saying that 

it was unhygienic to permit its entry into Goa 131 . One can 

dismiss it as an isolated minor incidence, but the truth always 

prevailed as the Portuguese continued to show callous attitude 

towards the Hindu religion and to the sentiments of the Hindus 

whether it was Monarchical or Republican scenario. 

The Republican officials who tried to show outwardly 

their true secular spirit, most often did not succeed in doing 

so. In December 1920, the Panjim Camara (Municipal Council) 

organised a mass in the Panjim church in order to pay respect to 

the departed soul of its late member Dr. Prudente Menezes. Among 

others, the said mass was attended by the representative of the 

Governor-General and many Government official thereby lending it 

a status of.a official function. The question that was raised in 

this case was whether, it was rational and ethical on the part of 

a- public department like the Municipality to spend public money 

in organising religious functions under secular cover. The 

Portuguese officials who were supposed to uphold the dictum 
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Premeira obrigacaO, depois a devocaO (duty first, worship later), 

should have diverted their energy towards improving upon basic; 

public utility and civic facilities to the people 132  

It is relevant to underline that a total lack of 

enlightenment characterised the Hindu masses despite the 

availability of better educational facilities compared to the 

Monarchical period, which had resulted in creating better social 

awareness among the people. However, the influence and rigidity 

of religious beliefs still continued to haunt the society, 

defying the best efforts made by the progressive minded leaders 

to do away orthodoxy and conservative approaches in general. The 

said attitude of the Hindus can be well interpreted on the basis 

of an incident which occurred in the year 1925. In Mapusa, a 

Hindu beggar collapsed on the road and later died in the Asilo 

hospital, where he was shifted by the Police. When it came to 

performing the last rites, no Hindu came forward since the said 

person had died in a Catholic hospital. The hospital authorities 

were reluctant to bury the body as the dead person was not 

baptized. Finally, the hospital authorities hired a untouchable 

to cremate the body. However by that time, a young social worker 

namely Mr R. B. Moraskar came to know about the said incident and 

cremated the body as per Hindu rites with the help of his 

followers 133 

During the later years of the Republican period, one 

finds a marked change in the attitude of the younger generation 

as they tried to understand the social. commitments vis-a-vis 

religious temperament and beliefs, which had to be weighed 

carefully before expressing their opinion in the changing socio- 
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political scenario.- In general, though there was no major change 

in the religious outlook of the elders in the society, the youths 

were making steady efforts in loosening the firm grip of 

religious superstitions which had plagued the Hindu society. 

The above mentioned episode concerned with the 

cremation of a Hindu patient dying in Catholic run hospital 

brought forward once again, the absolute necessity of having a 

Hindu hospital. Generally, the Hindus consulted the Ayurvedic 

doctors (Vaidyas) for their medical needs. Very rarely did the 

Hindus visit either a Christian or Portuguese Allopathic doctor 

and that too with great hesitation and reluctance. 

Hospitalisation of a Hindu patient was rare and even deliveries 

were normally conducted at home with the assistance of midwives. 

It may be recalled here that the necessity of 

establishing a hospital facility for the benefit of Hindus was 

felt long back and necessary assistance of Rs 2,500/- had been 

donated by Shri Vishnu Giridhar Shenvi Dhempe to the Catholic 

Charitable Society namely Santa Casa de Misericordia to start a 

Hindu hospital at Ribandar as the said institution was involved 

in undertaking such activities. Although its services and 

programmes were aimed only for the uplift of the Catholic 

community in general, it was a rare occasion, when such an 

institution accepted donation from a Hindu and built a hospital 

in its compound at Ribandar and named it as Hindu Hospital. A 

gentleman named Shridhar Mhambre was instrumental in bringing 

this dream of Hindus into reality. Subsequently, a businessman 

from Panjim, Shri Narayan Anant Shetye, gave assistance to build , 

a well for the hospital and built also, a Tulsi vrindavan in 
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front of it, for the benefit of the patients visiting the 

hospital. 

All was well with the said Hindu hospital, managed for 

the Hindus by Santa Casa de Misericordia for some time. But 

subsequently, they changed the name of the Hindu Hospital to 

Enfermaria para os Hindus (Hindu Infirmary) and still later to 

Farmacia da Santa Casa de Misericordia (Dispensary of Santa Casa 

de Misericordia). Thus, the said Catholic charitable institution 

exhibited its bias and its allergy to the word Hindu. In the 

later years, upon inquiring about the existence of the Hindu 

Hospital, the Authorities pointed to a small room in the hospital 

building 

When such was the suffocating religious atmosphere in 

Goa during the Republican rule, the upper caste Hindu society 

witnessed another unity movement in the year 1924. This time it 

was among the Dravida Brahmans. The Bhatt-Prabhu community had 

•been earlier, a part of the Padhey sub-section of the Dravida 

Brahmans. Like in the case of Saraswats, it had been separated 

from the Dravida Brahman community over 250 years ago due to some 

trivial reasons. In the beginning of the present century, it was 

observed that as the years passed, the population of the Bhatt-

Prabhu community steadily declined. In 1920 it was estimated to 

be around 300 families only. This dwindling number of community 

members had been a source of concern to their leaders as it 

brought about various socio-religious set-backs and problems with 

regard to observing exogamous rules of marriages and other 

customs and traditions. Hence they advocated merger with their 

original caste set-up, comprising of Padheys, so as to avoid any 
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socio-religious chaos in the community in the years to follow
135 .  

Hence in 1924, the community of Bhatt-Prabhus made 

appeal to their religious head namely, Shri Shankaracharya Swami 

by recounting their sensitive socio-religious difficulties and 

tribulations and asked permission to join back the Padhey 

community fold. After realizing the genuine need for such a 

unity, the Swami wished to ascertain the opinion of the other 

Dravida Brahman community members before pressing his seal of 

concurrence and hence called for a conference to thrash out the 

said issue  

Just prior to the conference was to be held, the 

letters-cum-invitations, giving the purpose of the scheduled 

conference were issued in April 1926 by the Bhatt-Prabhu Unity 

Parishad and an appeal was made to the people of Dravida Brahman 

community in Goa to come forward and make their views known about 

the proposed unity 137 . 

Thus, the stage was set after substantial ground work 

and the said Bhatt-Prabhu Unity Conference was held on 23rd and 

24th April 1926 at Kapileshwari in Ponda taluka presided over by 

N C Kelkar, the Editor of Kesari, the most powerful Marathi 

newspaper published in Bombay Presidency. The conference took 

into consideration, the difficulties faced by the Bhatt-Prabhus 

in expanding their progeny due to their dwindling population and 

• endorsed their desire to join the Padhey community which had a 

population around 500 in Goa. The conference finally proposed the 

merger of Bhatt-Prabhu community into the Padhey section of the 

Dravida Brahmans and accordingly communicated its decision to the 

Swami of Sankeshwar Math, the religious head of the community
138 
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There has always been some amount of resistance offered 

whenever an attempt was made to induce progressive thoughts in 

the Hindu society. As usual, the above said proposal received 

opposition from the conservative and traditional minded people 

from the Padhey community. Fortunately, the educated and younger 

generation was firm in its commitment to achieve the task of 

merger. Socio-culturally, both the sections were identical in 

their traditional and religious outlook. Hence their unity was 

imminent for the all-round development and prosperity of the 

community as a whole
139 . After much observation and thought, 

finally the Swami of Sankeshwar Math gave green signal to the 

unity and through a rayas (order), he communicated the merger of 

Bhatt-Prabhu section into Padhey community of Dravida Brahman 

caste in the year 1930. 

Although "in the case of the Hindus, the order (rayas) 

pertaining to religious matters received from the respective 

religious heads of various Mathas was ultimate and could not be 

challenged by any one, there was at least one incident, where the 

majority of the people rebelled and condemned a rayas of ex-

communication issued by the Swami of Sankeshwar Math, as a hasty 

decision and unjustified in several ways. 

The incident mentioned above was regarding an adoption 

matter. In 1918, Shri Sakharam Bhat Bakre, a resident of 

Sanquelim had adopted his sister's son, Ramchandra Patki, a 

resident of Morji, Pednem. Several prominent personalities like 

Shri Chintaman Shastri Pitre, Shri Sone Bhat Pitre, Shri. 

Vishnushastri.  Panashiker, Shri Vasudevshastri Dhupker etc. from 
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different places had encouraged Shri Bakre to go for adoption. 

Subsequently in the year 1919, the adopted son was 

married to the daughter of Shri Gangeshwarbhat Panashiker from 

Pednem. However, in the year 1920, the kinsmen of Shri Bakre 

declined to recognise the adoption and started activities with an 

intention to prove the said adoption null and void. 

The said matter was finally referred to Shrimad Jagat 

Guru 108th Shankaracharya of Sankeshwar Math, the religious head 

of the disputed parties for hearing and decision. Unfortunately, 

the Swami, without listening to the pleas made by the adopted 

party served an order of ex-communication on all Brahmans 

connected with the said so called illegal adoption. 

It was very clear that while taking the above decision, 

' the Swami had relied heavily on certain influential and selfish 

people and bestowed unjustified confidence in them. This led to .1 

immediate and major uproar in the Dravida Brahman Samaj and 

Swami's rayas came to be condemned by several religious Pandits 

and the intellectuals through meetings organised at various 

places like Pednem, Sawantwadi, Pune etc. In Pune, a meeting was 

held in 1927 under the Presidentship of well-known Sanskrit and 

Vedic scholar Abhyankershastri to oppose the said unjust ex-

communication order of Shri Sankeshwar Swami. Kesari, a leading 

and prominent newspaper lent full support to the cause of anti-

rayas supporters by openly declaring on 26th July 1927 that the 

Bakre adoption was not illegal or irreligious 140 .  
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Revolution of 1926 

When the short-lived reign of D. Manuel II was put to 

an end on 5th October 1910 and the new regime came into being 

ushering in a Republican era, no one might have anticipated that 

it would run into troubled waters within a short span of just 

sixteen years. During the later period of Republican rule, even 

the supporters and defenders of democracy were trying to 

compromise with the spirit of the times and had admitted the 

necessity of modifying the system of their ideals in order to 

renovate Republic's organs. But the means suggested for the said 

changes in the set-up were so absurd that they could not be 

adopted to the prevailing system. They were merely palliatives 

which at best could only hope to drag out the wretched life of a 

system already on its death bed 1 . The British statesman Sir 

Austen Chamberlain had opined: Democracy succeeds only when it 

has been of gradual growth, founded on natural aptitude and 

ripened by long experience. When this historic background is 

lacking, one can be sure that the democracy has spent its force 

and will recede within narrow limits 2 . This opinion proved 

prophetic in the case of Portugal's experiment with democracy in 

Republican era. 

It is important at the outset to emphasize that the 

later half of the democratic rule of the Republic witnessed an 

intense decadence, ,  which had touched every aspect of national 

life and the decay was very much manifest and visible, in the 

national output, culture, public administration and politics. 
• 

The rot had spread its tentacles fast to the colonies too, where 
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the people were groaning under heavy burdens. Portugal was 

overlaid by the economic crisis like a fog threatening to choke 

its citizens. The budget of the last ten years of democratic 

rule had shown a series of chronic deficits and from 1910 to 

1928, the State finances had run up a debt of some 80 million 

pounds 3 . 

As in the case of every other branch of the national 

service, even the army had been starved on account of the State's 

mismanagement and poverty. It had been reduced to a totally 

demoralised force and its equipment, armed weaponry was highly 

insufficient and inadequate for even the country's bare 

protection and defence. 

In 	the 	light of foregoing 	considerations, 	the 

Revolution of 28th May 1926 had a peculiar characteristic with a 

military origin. Here, it was neither any political party nor 

any revolutionary junta which seized the reigns of power. It was 

the army which intervened to safeguard the interests of the 

nation
4 
 . In fact, the revolution was brought about by the army 

as a protest- against the constant political turmoil and 

Government frauds, which had brought the country to the state of 

ruin and anarchy. From 1910 onwards, when by a bloodless risin'j 

the foundation of the new State was laid, until 1926 there were 

no less than fourty-three cabinets, eight Presidents and over 

twenty risings 5
. The democratic Governments which styled 

themselves of the people and for the people never worked their 

political manifestos in totality,, towards the betterment of the 

society. This naturally encouraged Marshal Games da Costa to 

lead the revolution of 28th May 1926, from which was born the 
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Portugese military dictatorship (Ditadura Militar). 	Though 

subsequently there were counter-revolutionary movements against 

the military dictatorship, the latter finally established its 

firm roots by 1928, under the leadership of General Antonio Oscar 

Fragoso Carmona. He tore up the Constitution of 1911, dissolved 

the Parliament and assumed all powers of the Government
6 . Thus, 

the army acquired the position of privileged class under the 

dictatorship and the military officers occupied most of the 

important posts in the civil administration as well. 

Rise of Dr Antonio de Oliveira Salazar 

But as stated earlier, Portugal was still reeling under 

acute economic crisis. To tide over this situation, in 1929 

Portugal had realized that a foreign loan of twelve million 

pounds, was an absolute necessity and it sought it from the 

League of Nations. The credit of Portugal had reached such a low 

that the League of Nations went to the extent of demanding the 

right of controlling the loan it granted. Therefore, for Portugal 

the very first step in this regard was to aim at complete 

economic reconstruction. To overcome this financial death-trap, 

General Carmona thought it wise to select the upcoming wizard in 

finance Dr. Antonio de Oliveira Salazar, a professor of 

Political Economy at the University of Coimbra as the Finance 

Minister. Dr. Salazar accepted the challenge and joined the 

Ministry on 27th April 1928 and boldly faced the national crisis 

and brought miraculous changes in the financial position of 

Portugal. He planned a financial policy which was severe, 

rigorous and implacable which put straight past mistakes and made 

provisions for the future. When as a Finance Minister, he started 
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showing extraordinary results with his great acumen, he was 

called upon to head the Government itself four years later in 

1932 and solve the problems vexing the nation. And he did 

shoulder the new resposibility with great confidence. He 

envisaged a new set-up for Portugal which he called Estado Novo 

and for its implementation introduced a new authoritarian and 

corporate Constitution which was welcomed by the people through 

the referendum in 1933
7 . 

Dr. Salazar was in fact a man of a few words, who lived 

almoSt as hermit, carrying his asceticism to a point, probably 

unique amongst the Statesmen of that period Portugal. Critics 

called him a monument of obstinacy, self-centered, spiritual 

egoist with intellectual pride, inhuman in his lack of ordinary 

sentiments and that he knew nothing of the merit of give and 

take. But still the Portuguese accepted him as a man of 

unquestionable integrity and intelligence 8 . 

When Dr. Salazar was confronted with the opinion of the 

people that the weakness of his New State (Estado Novo) was its 

dependence on one man i.e. himself, he replied that as the 

principles of the New State had been already established only 

possibly subject to very slight alterations as far as their 

application was concerned. With regard to the institutions which 

were the direct outcome of these principles, they were still in 

the process of formation. Until they were consolidated and 

were able to exist and work quite naturally, it was obvious that 

the sudden Temoval of those who laid the foundations of the whole 

system might entail grave consequences 9 . 

Further, when Salazar was accused of remaining in 
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isolation, showing obvious reticence to- receiving guests and 

treating the people with contempt and not even accepting the 

acclamation of the people in the streets, he said, he knew that 

his regime was popular among the people but it was not a 

Government of the masses, being neither influenced nor directed 

by them. Those people who cheered him one day, moved by the 

excitement of the occasion, he feared, might rise in rebellion 

next day for equally passing reasons. Hence he did not want to 

commit himself in case he was not able to fulfil them later
10

. 

Those who were feeling that their country was on the 

brink of disaster, began gradually to collect themselves again 

'ashamed, ruffled, to take stock of the situation and were stunned 

by the miracle that was taking place in the country's finances 

and general state of affairs. Even the very enemies of the 

dictatorship, time serving opportunists who disliked the 

prevailing situation, found themselves respectfully raising 

their hats to the man, who was their adversary saying nobody can 

deny that here is an honest man 11 . 

For 	Portugal, a country where many a 	political 

reputations were tarnished with vengeance in no time, the change 

brought in by Dr. Salazar was something. This public recognition 

of qualities, imbibing the name of Salazar into the psyche of the 

nation, led him easily through his four years as Minister of 

Finance to the political leadership of the State as President of 

the Council. There was a great curiosity and expectations from 

him by the countryirien.. One could say that Dr. Salazar had to go 

through an extraordinary period like the turbulent days of unrest 

which followed his first acceptance of the Ministership of 
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Finance, when his new strategy and methods, though simple, his 

countrymen were bewildered and looked at them as complex and got 

infuriated. Despite peoples' reservations and misgivings about 

his capability to be a Prime Minister, Dr. Salazar proved beyond 

doubt that he was the unquestioned leader of the State as he took 

major functions of the State under his direct control. He took 

over as the Secretary of State for War and thus established 

firmly his dictatorship over the country. 

It is no wonder that the dictatorship of Dr. Salazar 

had a close resemblance to the systems prevailing in Italy under 

Benito Mussolini and in Germany under Adolf Hitler, with the 

difference that it relied heavily on the military officialdom and 

high clergy instead of a strong political party set-up. 

Strikingly, like other Fascist dictatorships, its 

characteristics were the suppression of public liberties and the 

most elementary rights of the people. The Parliament was 

relegated to a position of a mere decoratie institution. 

Elections were farcical exercises aimed at endorsing and 

rendering legitimacy to the unilateral actions and acts of the 

Government, their result being known in advance. No political 

parties were allowed to function. No political and even 

doctrinal debates and discussions were permitted. The right of 

assembly did not exist and the Press was under a severe 

censorship . 

At this point, it is appropriate to know the mind of 

Dr. Salazar, one of the most controver.sial dictators and his 

views on some important issues at least in brief. This will help 

to derive a vivid portrait of this insolent man and his political 
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philosophy. 	Dr. Salazar was a completely new character in 

Portuguese politics and his opinions were the deciding factor in 

the process of political thought which eventually led to the main 

theories incorporated in the country's new Constitution, which 

had a tremendous and disastrous impact on Portugal and its 

colonies for decades. Dr. Salazar believed that censorship was 

the legitimate means of defence that free, independent States 

have against the prevailing anarchy of thought and the 

international confusion of mind. Of course, he was referring to 

the Communist ideals which some Portuguese had imbibed, who 

according to him had a mind not strong enough to resist the lure 

of certain facile theories. Against this ideological imperialism 

as dangerous as any other form - the censorship was surely a 

lawful means of defence 13 . 

As for public opinion he categorically denied that 

under his dictatorship public opinion in Portugal was the opinion 

of the Government. He felt that public opinion Has a life of its 

own and can impose its will on the very Government that helped to 

form it. Even the authoritarian regimes of apparently unlimited 

power must respect public opinion and the conscience of their 

people. But he did not favour that public opinion should be 

begotten by trivial, passing interests. The financial discipline 

that Portugal had to adopt al: the beginning of the dictatorship 

had showed how necessary it was to have the backing of the public 

opinion and also how at times it had to be deliberately flouted. 

Dr. Salazar believed that Governments must never be slaves to the 

opinion of the masses, which is different from and of a much 

lower category than the true mind of a nation. To sum up, public 
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opinion according to him was indispensable to a Government and at 

times great stimulus; yet, a Government should retain some 

measure of control over its formation, for the very sake of its 

quality14 . 

When asked why the legistlative power was vested 

simultaneously in the Government and in the National Assembly, 

even, during latter's brief three months' session, Dr. Salazar 

clarified that no Assembly can find time and universal competence 

to deal with all the problems of public administration. 

Moreover, all Governments when faced with a difficult situation, 

transcending the normal competence of the Parliament, beg the 

latter to invest them with full powers to act. So there was 

nothing surprising in the fact that the Government made laws even 

when the Assembly was in session, because that was the very 

situation that prevailed in Portugal of those times. Dr. Salazar 

did not agree that the National Assembly should be put to an end. 

On the contrary, he felt that the National Assembly must continue 

0-  
to function as a political body. Its duty was to bring the great 

national aspirations before the Government and to supervise the 

proper execution of the public administration, because even under 

a good Government, uncontrolled executive power always tended to 

exceed its legitimate limits. The criticism, judgements and 

• strictnes made by qualified persons in an orderly, Constitutional 

manner, kept Government action within proper bounds. A 

Government, even an authoritarian Government, should not have the 

power to suppress all public criticism of its acts. The 

executive power must he protected not only from its enemies, but 

also from itself 
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On the Revolution of 1926 and dictatorship, he held the 

firm views. According to him, the Portuguese, by the advent of 

the national dictatorship had not lost any freedom nor their 

rights. He felt that there were never so many voters in Portugal 

before, than under the dictatorship, who were independent and 

genuine. More so because under the- new Government, the 

electorate was no longer involved in mean party struggles, but 

was only concerned with registering votes that would ensure sound 

national representation. Secondly, the revolution aimed at 

defining the rights of the individual and at ensuring their 

preservation and that the Portuguese, with the exception of the 

political speculator and wire puller (a class no longer provided 

for) lost nothing by the national revolution. It was in 

actuality a regime of right law and order - without which there 

could be no liberty instead a chronic state of disorder and 

tyranny would prevail 16  . 

Dr. Salazar believed that the formation of the Legion 

and even more the creation of the Portuguese youth organisations 

had effectively helped to modify the general mentality of the 

people and to restore to the Portuguese that which, they appeared 

to have lost - their civic conscience. For the Portuguese was 

brave but indisciplined and had a atavistic horror of any kind of 

military service. Moreover, he was only familiar with the rough 

and tumble of civil war. But his Government had forced him to 

don uniforms and to obey orders in the hour of the need. The 

legion and the Mocidade had also given him a greater sense of 

social comradeship, for it had fused the various social classes 
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and bridged the distance between the rich and the poor. 	These 

organisations had also taught the Portuguese to be more tolerant 

and to respect one another's beliefs - this alone. was a great 

step forward in Portugal 17 

While pinpointing the qualities and defects of the 

Portuguese people, Dr. Salazar viewed the Portuguese people to be 

kindly, clever with long-suffering mind, hospitable, hard 

working, easily educated and having a mind that was the least in 

proportion to its low level of instruction. Their defects were 

that they were excessively sentimental and had horror of all 

discipline; they were individualists perhaps without noticing it 

and lacked continuity and tenacity in their actions. The very 

case with which they grasped ideas without any great efforts 

induced them to deal superficially with all problems, to rely too 

much on the quickness of their apprehension. Dr. Salazar felt 

that the formation of large bodies of trained people was a more 

immediate necessity than compulsory elementary education for all. 

The great problems of the nation were solved not by the rank and 

file of the people but by trained staff, round whom the masses 

can group themselves 18 . 

According to Dr. Salazar, liberty and authority were 

two opposite ideas and where there is one, then the other cannot 

fully exist. He averred that absolute authority can exist but 

absolute liberty can never exist. Liberty must be restricted as 

man progresses with his civilization. Primitive man, was 

literally free in the darkness, of his forests and was a long way 

' removed from modern man. So we should place our liberty in the 

hands of authority because only authority knows how to administer 
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our liberty and how to protect it. 	That liberty, 	which 

individuals were always looking for and claiming, was a mere 

figure of speech, just a literary chimera. But a liberty 

guaranteed by the State and kept in due order by authority is the 

only'liberty that - can possibly lead, not to the happiness of men 

but to the well-being of men  

While touching upon the dictatorship and the army, he 

was more emphatic. According to him, the Army was slightly a 

privileged class under the dictatorship. The military officers 

were posted at the behest of the dictatorship and they continued 

to occupy the most important posts of the civil administration, 

because the leaders of the Revolution of 28th May, which was 

really a revolt against the party Government found themselves 

obliged to enlist their personal staff of sympathetic political 

views, from the force which 	helped them and made their victory 

possible. 	Actually, there was no other course open for the 

revolutionists and that there was no question of removing them 

because by holding civilian posts, they had already lost their 

military spirit and could not imagine going back to the Army 

As for the National Union, its meaning and objects, 

Dr. Salazar believed that the National Union was not a party like 

the old ones which were on the whole big employment agencies, 

where one struggled to queue up for the distribution of offices . 

 awarded when one's party was victorious. One who joined National 

Union was not to expect any advantages from it but should be 

ready to serve with the spirit of sacrifice in order to serve the 

State with selflessness. The State machinery was to be run on 

such exact lines that by the very nature of its regulations, no 
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Minister would be able to favour his relatives or friends. 
4 

Promotions, 	appointments, transfers, ports, 	roads, 	public 

betterment, both urban and rural, reforms, subsidies, all kinds 

of acts of justice, would be performed almost automatically by 

the State machinery. The old parties were to serve their own 

supporters but the National Union as the name indicated was to 

serve the whole nation 21 . 

The dictator who himself was a bachelor throughout, was 

an anti-feminist like Mussolini and other dictators of his time. 

He felt that the single woman who lived. independently of her 

family or who perhaps had to help to keep her family should have 

every legal standing for earning her living and for providing for 

her dependents. But the married woman, who shared the man's work 

in the shops, factories, offices and in professions spelt ruin to 

the institution of the family 

The 	Portuguese Constitution of 1933 framed 	and 

introduced by Dr. Salazar did not recognise 'any parties to 

protect the State against their interference by its very 

principles and by the additional laws which it might have to 

make. The direct vote was restricted by giving an indirect form 

to the official selection of the representatives of the people, 

which made lobbying difficult. All this was done because it 

was observed in Portugal that the parties were formed round 

individuals with mean greedy interests . and with the object of 

satisfying meanness and greediness. And this party spirit had to 

be done away with if real constructive work was to be done 23 . 

There is no doubt that the above cited high sounding, 

unconventional, 	uncomfortable, 	queer, 	nationalistic 	yet 
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dictatorial opinions of Dr. Salazar give a testimony of his 

earnest desire of stamping out corruption and strengthening the 

backbone of Portugal's economy. Although this was. done at the 

cost of Civil Liberties and political rights of the Portuguese 

citizens, it went well initially for sometime as far as the 

mother country was concerned, since it benefitted by those 

policies to the extent of pulling out the country from the morass 

and stabilizing its tottering economy. However, the colonies 

were left high and dry as Portugal tightened its grip and even 

took undue advantage of using colonial treasury to sustain the 

Portuguese economy at home. The reforms undertaken in Portugal 

were hardly made applicable to the colonies except the stringent 

measures, which in fact were fully implemented. Hence in Goa, 

one witnessed meagre State funding towards agriculture, industry, 

trade and commerce as well as essential services like transport, 

communications, postal services and others. 

Colonial Administration  

The establishment of military rule in Portugal saw an 

end to even the minor concessions given to the people in colonies 

including Goa. The obvious impact was that the administration 

in Goa was reorganised along dictatorial lines. The Legislative 

Council was abolished and a new council namely Conselho do 

Governo with only advisory functions was established. The new 

Concelho do Governo consisted of five representatives of the 

people, five Government representatives and five members 

nominated by the Government. The people's representatives were 

drawn one each from Salcete, Bardez, Tiswadi, New Conquests and 

Daman and Diu. .The Government representatives consisted of the 
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Governor-General, Secretary to the Governor-General, Advocate 

General (Procurador da Republica), Chief of the . Public Works 

Department (Diretor das Obras Pubiicas) and Chief of Revenue 

Department (Diretor da Fazenda). 

It 	is also striking that in keeping 	with 	the 

dictatorial spirit, the composition of the Conselho do Govern() 

was laid down in such a way that the nominated components by the 

Government were preponderant over the elected representatives of 

the people. Consequently, public voice was never effectively . 

 heard during the deliberations of the Conselho. As a result, it 

was virtually impossible to get a nod to any legislation or bring 

amendment to the existing one without the concurrence of the 

Government. Under such circumstances, people's wish never 

received any due consideration while. deciding the policies aimed 

at their socio-economic uplift 24 . 

An important aspect to note here is that way back on 

8th July 1930, Dr. Salazar, while he held the temporary charge of 

the colonial Office had promulgated a new Colonial Act which was 

subsequently incorporated in the Constitution of 1933 (Acto 

Colonial). This act was masterminded to give a new complexion to 

the Portuguese colonial empire. The Portuguese colonisation for 

centuries together was marked by a distinct character in 

evangelization of pagans i.e. the native people and this mission 

was now to be intensified. The said task and views were 

emobodied in a Decree promulgated on 15th November 1933, entitled 

as Colonial Organisation and .Reforms of Overseas 

Administration 25 . 

The Decree evoked a strong reaction in Goa 	and 
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elsewhere. In retaliation to the arrogant tone of the Act, 	the 

elected members of the Council of the Government of Portuguese 

India under the leadership of Luis de Menezes Bragan5a passed the 

Resolution on 4th July 1930 which stated: Portuguese India does 

not renounce the right which every nation has of attaining tho 

fullness of its individuality and of"forming itself into a unit 

capable of directing its own destinies 26 . 

Under the new dispensation, the first task assigned to 

the new Colonial Ministry was to create a united Portuguese 

imperial policy, to get the colonial finances back to something 

like normal and to reform their administration according to the 

political principles of the New State (Estado Novo). The said 

responsibility was entrusted to Dr. Armindo Monteiro who remained 

in charge of Colonial Office from 31st May 1931 to 11th May 1935. 

Against this backdrop, Portugal's new Constitution was 

published on 28th May 1932 and it was thrown open for public 

debate. In the national. Plebiscite of 19th March 1933, a total 

of 1,292,864 votes were polled in favour of it and it was 

consequently adopted. The new Constitution was expected to serve 

at once a realisation of a promise. Subsequently, the National 

Assembly sitting as a legislative body for the first time in 

1935, introduced and approved alterations in this Constitution. 

What was even more curious was that since thc! 

dictatorship was specifically formed against political parties 

and the party spirit, a special attention was laid in the newly 

promulgated Constitution to see that it would not, either in its 

theories or in its contents, be going to do anything to help thy:  

old parties to resurrect themselves under any pretext. The said 
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Constitution in fact was subjected to amendment not less than 

seven times within a period of eighteen years. 

What was extraordinary was that the political parties 

as such had no longer any voice in the Portuguese affairs, as the 

people were given the option of electing their representatives by 

direct vote. In the first elections for the National Assembly, 

only one list of candidates was put forth. A total of 506,575 

electors voted in all, and the candidate at the top of the poll 

secured 491,088 votes and the least favoured candidate secured 

485,078 votes. Whereas during the last poll held for the old 

Parliament of the democratic Republic in 1925, there had been 

only 4,07,960 voters whose votes were split up amongst the 

various political parties
27  . 

What 	was even more significant was 	that . Goa's 

representation in the National Assembly consisted of only two 

members out of a total of 120 Deputies. These two members too 

were the nominees of the only political party allowed to function 

in Portugal and its colonies, namely the National Union. 

Therefore, it was no wonder that they were therefore returned 

unopposed. 	Thus, there was a clear discrimination between 

Portugal proper (Metropolis) and 	Overseas Provinces in the 

matter of representation. While in Portugal, the representation 

was on the basis of six to seven Deputies for every 50,000 

people, Goa with a population of 6,30,000 was represented by only 

two members instead of 12 or 13. In fact, the entire colonial 

empire with a population far larger than that. of Portugal had 

altogether only seventeen representatives against a total of 103 

for Portugal 
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As one would expect, even during the dictatorial 

regime, the National Assembly continued to function as 	a 

political entity. However, it had not been vested with 	direct 

powers to amend the Constitution unless it was duly empowered to 

do so by the President of the Republic. If in case the National 

Assembly lost its essential requisite dignity, the President of 

the Republic, who was the supreme judge of the nation had powers 

to dissolve it. 

Contrary to popular perception, the new Constitution 

promulgated under the dictatorship of Dr. Salazar was too fluid 

and it underwent many changes with frequent amendments to its 

text relating to various aspects of administration. It would be 

pertinent to throw some light here on its provisions with 

• 	 respect to the Portuguese electoral system. 

It is critically important to understand that the 

eligibility criteria for the Head of the State specified that he 

must be a Portuguese national by birth, must be a Portuguese 

citizen by residence, must be aged atleast 35 years with full 

possession of all civil and political rights. He would be 

nominated by 200 elector citizens and he would sign his own 

nomination papers. The Supreme Court Justice, sitting in open 

session would proclaim the nominee with highest votes. 

All citizens who were on the electoral register could 

vote for the Head of the State and had to produce necessary 

certificate to that effect. The electoral register was composed 

of the following : (a) Portuguese citizens of the male sex aged 

21 who were able to read and write; (b) Portuguese citizens of 
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the male sex under 21 but self-supportino --,ho were able to read 

and write; (c) Portuguese citizens who might be illiterate but 
ti 

who paid certain amount of taxes - either State or municipal; 

(d) Portuguese citizens of female sex, either of age 21 or self-

supporting, but with higher or at least secondary education. 

In a similar vein, the above cited qualifications of 

electors were also applicable for the elections to the National.  

Assembly. The National Assembly consisted of deputies elected by 

direct vote but en bloc. Candidates for the same might be any 

Portuguese electors, who were able to read and write but with 

some exceptions like those who subscribed to or admitted any 

theories of anarchism or those who professed any theories 

contrary to the existence of Portugal as a sovereign and 

independent State. They were debarred from seeking the 

elections 

Ironically, although the Portuguese electoral laws 

appeared on paper to be full proof, there was laCk of sincerity 

in following some of the provisions laid down. For example, i t 

was said that during the general elections, there was large scale 

rigging and it was observed that the Polling Officer himself used 

to cast the votes of those voters who did not turn up to exercise 

their franchise. And in order to cover up the said illegal act, 

the ballot papers were destroyed immediately after counting. 

Seen in this'light, it may be noted that the electoral 

system, which was evolved during the dictatorial regime was more 

generous and modern, in the sense that for the first time a 

provision was made to include women and illiterate persons as 

voters. These two categories had been denied the right of 
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franchise during the earlier regimes including the Republican 

rule 

Down to the period up to 1936, the Parish Councils 

(Juntas locaes) were elected by Portuguese citizens of both sexes 

with the responsibility of head of family. This had been 

incorporated as meaning the following : 

(a) 	A Portuguese male citizen with duly constituted -  family 

living with him and subject to his authority. (b) A Portuguese 

woman and widow, divorced or judicially separated or a spinster 

of all ages, of duly acknowledged moral qualifications, who 

maintained herself and parents, grand parents or children or 

grand-children or collateral kin and (c) A Portuguese malc> 

citizen of age with separate household of his own. 

Unlike 	during the earlier period, the 	Municipal 

Councils were constituted by the President of respective 

Municipal Council, appointed by the Government amongst the 

representatives deputed as ex-officio and by ele'Ction, from the 

parish councils, misericordia (Charity institution), corporate 

organisations and the principal tax payers. These councils held 

office for three years. 

Further, there were Provincial Councils constituted 

through the procurators representing individual Municipal 

Chambers 	or Urban District Councils from 	the 	respective 

provinces. In addition, the Provincial Councils also had 

procurators elected by the provinces' federations of corporations 

and syndicates, various institutes of local utility besides co-

opted representatives from the teaching profession in the 

province. These Councils had a three-year term 31 . 
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To cap it all, by a legal Decree of 13th July 1936, 

there came into being a Special Council. It was composed 

automatically of the Premier and the Ministers of Finance, 

Foreign Affairs, Commerece and Industry and would include when 

necessary the Minister for Colonies and the Minister of 

Agriculture. There were also seats for certain permanent civil 

servants in a consultative capacity. 

Curiously enough, the object of the Special Council was 

the defence of the Portugal's economic position in the face of 

the international economic difficulties created by the great 

depression of 1929 32 . 

Ironically, 	the financial administration 	of 	the 

territories which was supposed to be autonomous was under the 

direct control and superintendence of the Overseas Ministry in 

Portugal. The judiciary of course had no independence. It was 

completely dependent on the executive authority._ No action of 

the Government could be challenged in a court of law. To 

elaborate this aspect, the Chief Justice of Goa once commented 

The function of the judiciary is to administer justice with due 

regard to its loyalty to Portugal 33
. 

And keeping no room for ambiguity, Dr. Salazar once 

declared publicly: I am anti-liberal, anti-Parliamentarian and 

anti-democratic. Democracy is a insidious disease, which we must 

combat. It is obvious that under his rule neither Portugal nor 

any of her Overseas Colonies could enjoy any of the freedoms 

which characterised a democratic society 34 . 

Goa Congress: 
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Goans can never be accused of being late in the 

struggle for freedom nor indifferent to their territory's re-

integration with India. With the emergence of Mahatma Gandhi on 

the Indian political scene, the pattern of nationalist behaviour 

towards the Portuguese rule in Goa underwent - a radical change. 

In 1928, prominent Goan political leaders formed the Goa Congress 

Committee with the main object of fighting for Civil Liberties 

for Goans, on the lines of Indian National Congress. It was also 

affiliated in the same year to the Indian National Congress with 

representation on the All India Congress Committee (AICC). 

Unfortunately, the,Goa Congress Committee was considered foreign 

and disaffiliated from the Indian National Congress after a few 

years of its official existence within the Congress organisation. 

Thus, the Goa Congress Committee had to work unaided and isolated 

and later due to the oppressive laws of the dictatorial regime, 

the Goa Congress workers found it difficult to pursue their 

programmes. A branch of the Goa Congress Committee was therefore 

set up in Bombay by the Goan political workers operating 

underground from the year 1936. The work of moulding the public 

opinion in favour of liberation movement was carried out by the 

said Goa Congress Committee till 1942 35 . 

In the meantime, in 1933, the Government of Portugal 

appointed General Jose Carlos Craveiro Lopes as the Governor-

General for the second time. In fact, during the first term 

itself (1929-33) Senhor Craveiro Lopes had invited the wrath of 

the Goan people owing to his high handed attitude in running the 

administration and had achieved the distinction of being the most 

unpopular Governor-General of the post-Republican period. In 
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fact, General Craveiro Lopes began his administrative career by 

taking the holy sceptre (royal staff) from the hands of the 

Patriarch in the Basilica of Bom Jesus, a practice which had been 

put to an end since the advent of the Republic. Thus, Governor-

General Craveiro Lopes was responsible for reviving a given up 

Monarchical tradition in which politics and religion reigned hand 

in glove. Even during the fag end of the democratic Republican 

Government, General Craveiro Lopes who happened to be the. 

Governor-General for some period had exhibited his partisan 

attitude towards Catholic religion by providing preferential 

treatment to the Catholic priests in all Government affairs under 

the secular garb. However, he created, at the same time, maximum 

hurdles and difficulties for the Hindus and especially to the 

Nav-Hindus (the reconverted Gawda community) by purposely 

withdrawing the concessions with regard to birth, death and 

marriage registration fees that were extended to them during the 

tenure of the previous Governor-General Pedro Francisco Massano 

de Amorim. General Craveiro Lopes even helped to file cases in 

the court of law against the Nav-Hindus as a religious harassment 

under different pretexts. 

When such was the treatment extended to the Nav-Hindus 

in an attempt to make their life miserable so that the remaining 

members should not venture into religious reconversions, a 

people's representative from Tiswadi namely Prof Narayan Anant 

Bandodker brought a Bill in the Legilative Council to extend the 

benefit of concession to the Nav-Hindus in changing their 

respective names easily without much administrative and 

procedural hassles. 	However, this effort did not yield any 
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result since the passing of the said Bill was vetoed by the 

Governor-General using his discretionary powers. 

In 1930; when several Hindu leaders like Yashwantrao 

Sardessai, V. R. Nayak, Kashinath Damodar Nayak and others were 

making hectic preparation for holding the 15th Marathi Sahitya 

Sammelan(Marathi Literary Conference) at Madgaon, it was General 

Lopes who issued the order to abandon the organisational work of 

the said prestigious literary event scheduled to be held in Goa. 

However, with much difficulty, the determined leader of the 

organising committee forced the Governor-General to revoke his 

order by employing the good offices of the Portuguese Counsul-

General in Bombay Senhor Amadeu de Silva. Even then he exhibited 

his perverted mentality by arranging a close watch by the armed 

soldeirs over the movements and activities of the Sammelan 

delegates. 

It was during the tenure of General Lopes as Governor-

General that the dead bodies of the Nav-Hindus were even allowed 

to decompose for two or three days, as a result of deliberate 

delay caused by the officials in issuing death certificates, in 

order to force the relatives of the deceased to bury them in the 

Catholic cemeteries. Besides this, the Nav-Hindus were subjected 

to various other forms of religious harassment. 

Thus, General Lopes was directly responsible 	for 

creating a disturbing and discriminatory socio-religious 

atmosphere in the Goan society during his tenure as the Governor-

General. Inspite of this fact, his re-nomination for the second 

term as Governor-General of Goa was a gross injustice from the 

point of view of majority Hindus and the same was highlighted 
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prominently by several newspapers of the time
36  . 

Nevertheless, inspite of being entangled in several 

controversies in the course of his eight-year tenure of 

Governor-General, General Lopes had also few achievements to his 

credit. These included asphalting of national roads, total 

electrification of Panaji city, extention of St. Inez Catholic 

,Cemetery etc. The bridges at Borim and Usgaon were also built 

during his tenure. The famous primary school named after Massano 

de Amorim in Panaji was also inaugurated by him. 	He also 

reorganised the Goan Historical Archives in the year 1930. 	It 

was during his tenure in 1931 that the Social Reforms Bill 

banning Shensa-Vidhi prevailing in the Goan Kalvant class was 

introduced and approved. General Lopes was followed by his Son 

namely Francisco Higino Craveiro Lopes as a Provisional Governor-

General from 1936 to 1938 and continued to run the State 

administation on similar lines 37 . 

In retrospect, the Acta Colonial of 1933 had already 

taken away the only limited rights that the Goans were enjoying 

and further had effected clear-cut division between the 

Portuguese rulers and the indigenous subjects in the colonies. 

Whereas the Army Act promulgated at the same time made distinct 

categorisation among the Portuguese, the Goan Catholics who had 

by now adopted the same religion, culture and language as that of 

the Portuguese and the indigenous or the Hindus belonging to 

different race and culture while recruiting the soldeirs in the 

army 38
. 	The blame for effecting these atrocious changes ,mostly 

goes to Dr. Salazar and in Goa to 	Governor-General Craveiro 

Lopes who also did not lag behind. Further, he resorted to 
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imposing restrictions on the rational proceedings/methods adopted 

till then while electing the Chairmen of Government hospitals 

like Asilo, Hospicio, charitable institutions like Confrarias, 

Misericordia, social institution like Communidades, the religious 

institutions of the Hindus and Muslims i.e., the temples and 

,masjids and other popular institutions and provided for the 

nomination of his own people as Chairmen. A clear-cut visible 

demonstration of arrogance and high-handedness of Governor-

General Lopes was displayed when he dissolved the popularly 

elected committee of Tiswadi Municipality once and the Salcete 

Municipality twice and installed self-nominated committees in 

their places to manage the affairs of the said Muncipal Councils. 

The reasons spelt out for effecting the said changes were trivial 

namely, irregular attendance by the members, lack of unanimity in 

the decisions etc. Surprisingly enough, the Tiswadi Committee was 

re-constituted with his own son as the chairman ignoring other 

senior outspoken and experienced members like- Senhor Salis, 

Senhor Andrade, Dr. Sakhardande, Ramkrishna Bhandarker etc 39 . 

At this juncture in our chronology, it is important at 

the outset to emphasize that in 1934, the dictatorial regime 

passed a law preventing the civil servants from criticising the 

administrative actions of the Government. Neither through the 

newspapers nor through private conversation or dialogues, were 

they allowed to pass strictures against any supporters of the 

Central Government in Portugal or the Provincial Government in 

Goa 40 . 

As per the Organic Charter of 1936, the laws framed for 

the colonies continued with a measure of autonomy but at the same 
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time the reduction of the Governor-General's powers led to a 

paradoxical situation in the colonial administration. For 

example the Carta Oi-ganica of 1936, Article 11, sub-article 

2,(a)9 stipulated that the orders of the Governor-General in the 

colony and the resolutions regarding laws (Diploma Legislativo) 

could be restricted or declared as null and void. Sub-article 10 

said that the Minister for Colonies would have the appropriate 

power to effect the aforesaid nullification and his powers were 

further specified in Articles 12 and 13. 

As a matter of fact, even in the matter of financial 

management, the Governor-General had no liberty in the so called 

autonomous colonial administration. The Article 17 and sub-

article 1 clearly specified the protocol to be observed' during 

the economic conferences of the State. Every colony was to 

depute a delegation consisting of Government officials together 

with an able and worthy colonist. The members of the said 

delegation were to be nominated by the Governor-General. The 

sub-article 2 stated that the economic conference would have a 

programme that was already finalised by the Minister for 

Colonies and hence discussions and deliberations could not be 

held beyond its pre-conceived form. The Governor-General in the 

colonies had to go by the Article 12 in which his duties were 

clearly laid. Sub-article 3 of the above Article specified that 

the Governor-General was to implement the orders and suggestions 

from the Minister for Colonies immediately and efficiently. 

Again its sub-article 4 made it compulsory for him to provide 

continuously information with respect to all those matters 

pertaining to the colonial administration and the events taking 
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place there. 	For the implementation of the said clause; the 

Governor-General had to prepare and dispatch a secret report 

covering all the above mentioned matters connnected with the 

colonial administration once in every three months. 

• And then Article 37, sub-article 13 provided the 

Governor-General sufficient powers to frame any law governing the 

refusal of entry or exit from the colonies of a native or any 

foreigner, if his presence in the colony was considered to be 

detrimental to the maintenance of internal or national peace. 

Further, sub-article 14 granted him the power to dissolve 

autonomous institutions or associations existing in his colonial 

jurisdiction. While doing so, the reasons had to be mentioned in 

the said dissolution order and an order for holding fresh 

elections for such dissolved associations had to be issued 

immediately 41 . 

Thus, from the foregoing facts, it is evident that the 

so called Colonial autonomy guaranteed by the new Constitution 

had no rational element in it during the dictatorial regime, 

since the powers of the Governor-General were in reality, very 

much curtailed and limited and practically for all administrative 

purposes and decisions he had to seek the order and advice from 

the Minister for Colonies in Portugal. 

Under such a situation, it is easy to imagine the 

plight of Goans under the colonial system in the framework of a 

fascist autocratic regime. The blame for creating such a rigid 

• and suffocating situation goes to the creators of the Portuguese 

laws for the colonies and their arbitrary and 	unreliable 

interpretations applied to the colonial administration. 
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Whereas 	the 	new Political Constitution 	of 	the 

Portuguese Republic (Section 1&3) had clearly specified that 

Portugal's territory included all the overseas dominions, the 

nation being constituted of all its citizens, the Acto Colonial 

in its Section 2 had declared that the nation possesses and 

colonises these dominions and civilises their indigenous 

population, thus giving two altogether different meanings and 

interpretations for the nation and admitting thereby two types of 

citizens-the possessors and the possessed 42 

During the period preceding to dictatorship, 	the 

Republican regime at least in theory, had conceded the equality 

of rights for the colonial inhabitants. However, Dr.Salazar's 

dictatorship remained far behind in this respect than even the 

Constitutional Monarchy, by not even camouflaging its rights of 

possessing colonies. In reality, the colonies were deprived of 

any kind of rights, being completely at the mercy of the 

autocratic Government, which had its seat of power in Lisbon. 

Surprisingly, despite the presence of great differences in their 

natural Constitutions, developmental problems etc., the principal 

laws were the same for all colonies. Besides, it was a routine 

matter to see Constitutional laws subjected to constant 

alterations communicated through legal orders to the colonies 

even within a short period during the dictatorship. Not seldom 

laws meant for a particular colony were applied uniformly to all 

others, thereby creating chaos and confusion in the public 

administration of the colonies 43 . 

Portuguese 	India, 	thus 	being 	denied 	of 	real 
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representation 	and responsible organisation, 	was 	entirely 

dependent on the power exorcised by the Government from 

Portugal. As already elaborated earlier, the strings of colonial 

administration were with the ever vigilant Minister for Colonies 

and consequently, the complete administrative control of the 

colonies was left to his surveillance. Even the Governor-Generals 

were responsible to him and hence there was no administrative 

decentralisation. 

Contrary 	to expectations, the 	Governing 	Council 

established at Nova Goa (Panjim), the capital of Portuguese 

India, was purely an advisory body and had no real representative 

quality. 	This Council was entrusted with the responsiblity of 

endorsing 	all the Government sponsored proposals and measures. 

No wonder, the deliberations were invariably inclined towards 

unanimity, thereby reflecting the severe indirect psychological 

pressure exerted by the dictatorial system on its conduct 44 

All Bills in the colonial Governing Council were _to be introduced 

primarily by the Governor-General and also by its members. 

However, the contents of the said Bills had to be aimed towards 

the welfare of the colony but at the same time, which when 

implemented were neither to raise the expenditure nor decrease 

the revenue income of the colony. Thus, it implied that any Bill 

which was meant for the welfare of the colony and involving 

financial implications and liabilities would not be approved 

summarily for the simple reason that it was difficult to strike a 

balance between revenue income and expenditure normally in all 

those matters dealing with welfare measures 45 . 

In contrast to this, preceding to dictatorship, there 
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had been in Portuguese India, a Legislative Council, constituted 

with majority of elected members. Though its functioning was 

discontinuous and was not bereft of continuous interference from 

the Minister for Colonies, the transparency to certain extent was 

noticeable in its decisions. However, all the power was usurped 

by the irresponsible officialdom of the dictatorship. 	The 

colonial administrative set-up in Portuguese India had 	three 

Governors. The Governor-General with his head-quarters at Panaji 

was aided by two district Governors stationed one each in Diu and 

Daman. There were eleven Administrators and one Intendent for a 

district's military supervision. 

During the earlier Republican regime, the municipal and 

other local administrative bodies were enjoying a certain degree 

of autonomy, however insignificant it might have been, from the 

point of view of application. But under dictatorship, these 

bodies were directly subjected to the dictats of the Government. 

The 1936 Carta Organica (Organic Charter) as stated 

earlier,regulated the dominance of the local institutions by its 

population of European Civilization who were inhabitants of the 

colony. In reality, it was the racial and imperialistic 

arrogance, 	insolently 	manifesting itself through the said 

legislation. Under these circumstances, the activities of the 

municipalities were limited only to those towns where Europeans 

lived, leaving the numerous villages almost totally neglected. 

These villages did not have any institutions of their own to look 

after their most elementary civic needs. To add to their woes, 

the local administrative bodies in the villages were abolished 

peremptorily after having served the village community for a few 
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years. The overall result was that, the villages were left high 

and dry to their own fate and the towns were administered 

according to the whims of those who succeeded in gaining the 

sympathy and favour of the Governor-General and other high 

ranking officials with the common public having no say in the 

matter 

Most unfortunate part of the situation was that 	the 

citizens of Portuguese India were deprived of the most elementary 

rights. There was no freedom of Press. The people were denied 

the right of speech and assembly and more particularly deprived 

of the freedom of association. They were left to the mercy of 

the police who resorted to arbitrariness and terrorist methods. 

This reveals to a certain extent, the lack of the least reaction 

against the authoritarian policy of suppression and social 

humiliation to which the Goans were subjected. Within the 

framework of the prevailing dictatorial laws, the Goans were 

unable to fight for their legitimate rights, in.defending their 

least socio-political interests. 

Here we may pause for a moment to reflect on the 

' preamble for the law concerning the freedom of Press in 

Portuguese colonies which ran as folllows : Every one is allowed 

to freely express his thought through the Press 
47 . But a brief 

analysis of these laws highlighted hereafter shows that in 

reality these laws were aimed at forbidding the said freedom of 

expression through the modus operandi which was typical of a 

Fascist practice. 

Press Act of September 1926 

To recapitulate, the Press Act of 1912 continued till 
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1926 and subsequently, another one was passed in the same year 

covering the printing and publication of pamphlets, books, 

newspapers, dailies, weeklies, monthlies, magazines etc except 

for books/reading material concerned with literature, arts, 

science and religion. 

With the exception of the above four subjects, the 

publishers of all other types of publications were to be 

Portuguese citizens, who had their political and civil rights 
• 

intact. 	They were to hold an educational certificate to the 

effect that they had successfully completed the fifth and final 

class of Lyceum. All publications, excluding election cards, 

letters, invitations and visiting cards were to print the name, 

place and educational qualifications of the publisher, at a 

prominent place in the said publications. 

In the , case of the owner of the printing press or the 

printer, the clause pertaining to the educational qualifications 

was relaxed. However, his name was to be printed - compulsarily at 

a prominent place in all his publications, failing which he was 

liable to undergo six months' imprisonment. At the first 

instance, the jail term was relaxed for a period between three to 

sixty days, besides closure of the Press, till he committed 

himself to follow the said rule. In other instances, the owner 

and editor had to pay huge fine to the extent of Rs. 2850/- in 

violation of these rules. 

To qualify as an 'editor of a newspaper, the person was 

to obtain an independent degree .in.. any discipline, after 

completing the Lyceum education. He was to be a Portuguese 

citizen, who had not forfeited his political and civil rights and 
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a resident of the same Comarca (Judicial district) where the 

newspaper was published. A person who was appointed as an editor 

could not edit more than one newspaper at a time. 

Besides fulfilling the above cited conditions, the 

news-papers published in the languages, other than Portuguese, 

had to obtain a special permission from the Governor-General 

before starting the newspaper. The Governor-General had every 

right to deny permission or to withdraw the licence that was 

already granted to a newspaper, without assigning any reasons. 

In addition, the Governor-General had the right to prevent the 

entry of any newspaper coming from foreign territories. This 

clause mostly affected the Marathi newspapers, coming from 

neighbouring Maharashtra, which had wide readership in Goa 48 . 

Now the new Press Act, which came into existence in 

1926, incorporating the above mentioned rules and regulations was 

strictly implemented in all overseas colonies including Goa. As 

per the said Act, the clause pertaining to the educational 

qualifications for editors, created unimaginable practical 

problems in finding suitably qualified persons under the local 

circumstances. Hence in 1926, except Advocate Govind Pundalik 

Hegde Desai, who edited the newspaper Bharat, all other news 

papers had to be edited by medical practioners as none others 

were educationally eligible to do the said job 49 . 

Finally, the Act had an adverse effect on the growth 

and survival of Marathi newspapers in Goa. The guidelines about 

obtaining a special licence from the Governor-General 

strangulated them further. As a consequence, most of the Marathi 

newspapers except Bharat were forced to wind up their 
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publications. 	Another Portuguese bi-weekly Pracasha which used 

to crusade for liberalism and self-determination was denied 

permission to start its Marathi edition, during the above 

mentioned period. 

It is interesting to note that the said Press Act could 

have been used by Government even to ban the availability and 

circulation in Goa of Portuguese newspapers which were published 

in Portugal. It meant that the Government had usurped 	enormous 

powers into its hands by which it 	could completely isolate 

Goans from the rest of the world in an effort to keep them 

ignorant of the developments going on around the globe, including 

the Portuguese nation. 

Thus, the 1926 Press Act demonstrated clearly that the 

very existence of newspapers was subject to the Governor-

General's arbitrary approach. As if such rigorous legal 

provisions were not sufficient, extra-legal methods were often 

followed. In 1937, for instance four newspapers were suppressed 

in Portuguese India merely on the ground that they committed the 

gross mistake of neglecting to publish the news of an attempt on 

the life of the President of Portugal in Lisbon, although there 

was no deliberate attempt in omitting the said news in their 

editions. 0 Ultramar, the newspaper which Bernado Francisco da 

Costa had himself started and was in existence for 70 long years 

was also closed down at the instance of Salazar. The oldest Goan 

newspaper published from. Bombay namely, the Anglo-Lucitano was 

banned in Portuguese India for denouncing the connivance of the 

authorities in the Rice Manifest scandal and their despotism. 

Even Goan journalists were prosecuted in Portuguese India for 
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their writings in newspapers, published from British India. 

Strange as it might seem but the dictatorship did not 

permit even the mildest and impartial criticism against the 

actions of the public officials, nor did it allow any debate or 

'discussion on the country's most vital issues. The Press, as 

stated earlier, was reduced to a complete subjection. News 

revealing the element of any liberal disposition like relating 

the activity involved in the Indian national movement etc was 

compelled to be deleted and complete silence was to be observed 

over any news concerned with liberation movements around the 

world 50 . 

A marked sense of scepticism pervaded the minds of the 

Goans when in view of the withdrawal of Civil Liberties and 

fundamental rights, the assembly of people even for any socio-

cultural purpose was banned and it was made mandatory to seek in 

advance permission of the administrative authorities, who were 

free to either concede or refuse permission without assigning any 

reason for justifying the action. No political meetings were 

permitted except to the most privileged National Union, the only 

political organisation allowed to function by the dictatorship, 

wherein existed and survived the official and other defenders of 

the Government 51 • 

Intriguingly, numerous difficulties had to be faced by 

the people, even for organizing the balls and other social 

gatherings meant for mere entertainment. Quite often, the 

citizens who attended such parties and programmes in villages 

were taken to the Police Station and subjected to an 

interrogation 	on the suspicion of carrying out 	Communist 
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activities 52 

Very often such suspicions were based on the receipt 

of anonymous letters, communications from gossip mongers, rumours 

and intrigues originating from personal animosities. Gatherings 

were forbidden even to legally constituted recognised 

associations, dealing with merely economic matters and problems 

related to it. For example in 1939, the Centro Regional convened 

a meeting of the landowners in Madgaon to discuss the agrarian 

crisis so that some solution could be found out. However, even 

after granting permission to convene the said meeting, the 

authorities intervened to stop the speakers from delivering 

speeches in Konkani and other Indian languages which the re- 

presentatives of Government authorities could not understand 53 

In 1937, when Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru passed through 

Goa and thousands of Goans proceeded to Mormugaon air-strip to 

welcome him, the Government authorities took affront and 

prevented them from addressing him. Even some of the public 

authorities who showed their sympathy and respect to the great 

Indian national leader were subjected to disciplinary proceedinTs 

as it was considered subversive on their part to welcome him 54 . 

The other side of the policy was that only official 

gatherings and parties were permitted in which all topmost 

officers and influencial citizens were invited. Every year, 25th 

November, the day of reconquest of Goa by Afonso de Albuquerque 

was celebrated with pomp to remind the people that they belonged 

to •a conquered country. On that day, teachers and students of 

all schools were made to march in front of the statue of 

Albuquerque in the capital and pay him respects. All public 
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functions were deliberately given a Portuguese colour 	and 

Catholic religious complexion. However, inspite of their best 

efforts, the whole show used to produce rather feelings, of 

ridicule and repulsion in the minds of the majority of the 

people 

Such 	was the high handedness exercised 	by 	the 

authorities during all occasions-political, economic, social, 

cultural and even religious that even the most harmless public 

associations of non-political nature were suspected of liberal 

colour and were subjected to being dissolution through a summary 

trial. 	In this connection, it is pertinent to mention the case 

of two such associations existing then in south Goa. 	In 1939, 

the Workers' Society of Madgaon and the Youth Club of Assolna 

were dissolved by the Government on the pretext that they were 

involved in the Communist activity. It was far from reality and 

rather unjust to ascribe to them even the least political 

character under the prevailing political situation. 

The Workers' Society, which was the only existing 

organisation of manual workers in Goa had a Catholic bias. The 

plot hatched by a discontented priest, who had been expelled from 

the organisation for exploiting the members for his personal 

interest, succeeded in giving it a revolutionary character. This 

was a sufficient cause for the Goverment to dissolve it with 

least efforts at investigation. The funds collected with great 

difficulty and efforts over a period of time, by its humble and 

poor members were confiscated by the authorities as a result of 

this unfair dissolution. 

The Youth Club of Assolna, a cultural and sports 
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association also was the subject of ire on account of 	the 

intrigues provoked by personal village animoseties and rivalries 

and through anonymous letters. The judicial proceedings 

instituted against its members for alleged criminal subversive 

activities, had to be given up for want of evidence, but 

nevertheless the Government dissolved the said club and 

confiscated its assets. Its dissolution served to show the 

fanaticism of the overzealous authorities who by indulging in 

mass arrests and through house searches attempted to prove in 

vain the existence of Communist conspiracy in Goa, where in fact 

there was nothing of the sort, even a trace of any powerful 

political or doctrinal movement. The charges of Communism 

, levelled against the innocent and ignorant submissive docile 

people came handy for the authorities to justify their arbitrary 

actions and exposed their strategy to legitimize the decisions of 

the Government in Goa or Portugal by gaining the sympathies and 

support of the reactionary clerics who supported the ruling 

gentry in pursuing their regime of oppression. 

A marked sense of distrust and scepticism privailed in 

the minds of the authorities which is discernible when every 

Government servant, including the nominees of the Government, 

when they took-up their duties initially were forced to take an 

oath of fidelity and loyalty to the Portuguese Government 

renouncing Communism and all subversive doctrines on a stamped 

paper duly attested by the public notary 56 . 

Worse was the prevalence by the arbitrary methods used 

by the police in Goa which was a permanent danger to the safety 

and freedom of its people. The methods of investigation and the 
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•repression indulged in by the police set-up smacked of Fascist 

tactics. 	The police practically exceeded their limits and at 

times usurped the power of the judicial authorities. 	The 

domineering attitude and despotic way adopted by the police was 

sufficiently exposed in the well-known case concerning the, rice 

manifest fraud. On the pretext of probe, the police indulged in 

mass arrests for an indefinite period and gave a false publicity 

to their doubtful efficiency through the press reports, even 

though these detentions were totally illegal. It is well known 

that during the period under reference, illegal detentions of 

Goans under one pretext or the other was very common. The 

military Police being unduly powerful, none could throw them an 

open challenge 57 

In such a suffocating situation, when Dr. Salazar's 

dictatorial Government tightened its grip firmly over Goa with 

the imposition of all the repressive measures on the Goan 

people, another army officer, Col. Jose Ricardo Pereira Cabral, 

who was a liberal by nature was deputed to Goa to take over the 

charge of the Governor-General of Goa on 12th August 1938. 

It is of interest to note that while Dr. Salazar was 

consolidating his position with strong hand, the scene in 

Portugal was very akin to that in Portuguese India. The 

tightening of economy, suppression of Civil Liberties, gagging of 

the Press and undemocratic elections had left bitter and 

frustating feelings in the minds of the people, specially in the 

later years as the euphoria which prevailed in the beginning 

ended and they had started realising the real situation. This is 

clear from an article which appeared in The Contemporary Review 
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october 1936, which quoted: The propaganda services of Dr. 

Salazar continuously boast of the present financial prosperity of 

Portugal, more or less represented by his budget surpluses. 

However, very few know that only through the raising of taxes was 

the revenue increased by more than 36%. The tax on some 

commodities such as petrol, sugar and beer has been doubled. Dr. 

Salazar's budgets always closed with miraculous surpluses becasue 

of his technique of considering loans as income, contrary to all 

rules of finance. The misery of the Portuguese people have 

reached the limits of tragedy. Their wages are ridiculously 

usually under and very seldom over two shillings per day. Those 

who visit the country are deeply impressed by the sadness and 

suffering stamped upon the faces of the people
58 . 

In the 1930s, the Portuguese Government clearly backed 

the Catholic religion. Although the Colonial Act had provided 

liberty of conscience and freedon of religion to the people in 

the colonies, it was subject to conditions like -preserving the 

rights and interests of the Portuguese sovereignty, maintenance 

of public order and observation of international treaties and 

conventions. However, the Portuguese Catholic missions were 

invested with judicial personality and could seek the State's 

protection and assistance as educational institutions 59 . 

Practically, the religious freedom enjoyed to a certain 

extent by the Hindus during the Republican era was restricted now 

during this period, as a result of the reconciliation between the 

' Church and the State of Portugal. This resulted into the change 

in attitude of the Government resorting to rigidity and less 

sympathy to the Hindu religion but favouritism and a definite 
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patronisation of the Catholic religion. 

In this regard, it is interesting to note what T.B. 

Cunha, the great freedom fighter and nationalist, recorded in a 

letter to the editor of the newspaper Pracasha in 1929. Ho 

wrote: It is true that the Portuguese Republic solemnly 

proclaimed its religious neutrality. But that neutrality has 

been cunningly reserved for internal use in Portugal; in this 

country, it has merely remained on paper. The main secular and 

anti-clerical laws of the Republic have not been applied to the 

colonies . 

To give examples, he quoted several such instances 

wherein the Government showed its duplicity. The Goa 

Government's budget was one such example wherein one could see 

sums earmarked to subsidize the Catholic religion and its 

institutions, even though the majority of the tax-payers here . 

were Hindus. The social institutions like the Communidades 

contributed large sums for the construction (DT churches and 

chapels, even when a greater part of their shares were held by 

the Hindu religious institutions. Even the institutions of 

public welfare like the Hospicio and the Santa Casa da 

Misericordia, which survived primarily on the public lottery 

monopoly granted by the neutral State, kept away the Hindus, as 

if the Catholics alone had the right to the exclusive benefit of 

a public utility service. 

It is important at the outset to emphasize that all the 

Republican Governors were agnostics and anti-clerical in their 

own country, but the moment they arrived in Goa, proposed to 

receive the famous Staff from the hands of the head of the 
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Catholic church here and began to sing the praises of the so 

called Lusitanian church. They felt themselves compelled to 

attend or be represented in the church or Catholic ceremonies 

ignoring the feelings of the non-Catholic population that was 

,forced to contribute for them. When the Apostolic Delegate 

visited Goa, there was no dearth of banquets in the Governor's 

palace to feast him. However, opposed to this, the Hindu 

Shastris and Hindu prelates were ill-treated during the course of 

Shuddhi Movement in Goa. That itself showed the double socio-

religious standards exhibited by the rulers while dealing with 

the people in the colonies. 

Neither any efforts were needed, to convince oneself of 

the semi-official position which the Catholic Church enjoyed in 

Goa. Events which took place during the above mentioned period 

were normally instructive in that respect. The occasion of the 

funeral of the Patriach in Goa was given almost an official 

character with a greater emphasis than it deserved as compared to 

the treatment given to his predecessor who passed away during 

the 'Monarchical times. This incident was very significant to 

highlight the standing of the Catholic Church vis-a-vis the 

Portuguese Government in Goa under a regime which called itself 

secular. According to the newspaper reports, the Governor-

General personally visited the house of the deceased to supervise 

funeral arrangements. He was followed by the topmost Government 

officials. The heads of the departments were authorised to grant 

a day off to public servants treating it to be a public holiday. 

Civil and military personnel were coffin bearers. In short, 

nothing was left undone for the death of the religious head of a 
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fraction of the population to be regarded as an occasion for 

national mourning in a country where more than half the 

population was Hindu 61 . 

According to T.B. Cunha, it was neither the sectarian 

spirit nor even its religious convictions that made the ruling 

country patronise the Catholic religion in Goa but what defined 

their attitude was the simple fact that the religion being the 

creed of the ruling country, it contributed political emissaries 

under the garb of religious mantle. It signified that the 

Catholic religion was in Goa above all else an instrument of 

political domination. It was an imperialist weapon of subjection 

and the proof was in the fact that the rulers used it even when 

they did not profess any creed 62 . 

Shuddhi Movement 

However, defying the general attitude and mood of the 

dictatorial Government and diplaying an unusual courage and 

audacity, the Hindu social leaders supported and encouraged the 

greatest socio-religious movement in the colony of Goa. This came 

in the form of Shuddhi Movement -among the Gavada community. 

Shuddhi meaning purification was a simple word which created 

sensation among the Christian Gavadas and an outcry in the 

Portuguese mind. From the social point of view, it was a 

voluntary movement. Politically, it was a bold act and 

religiously, a sensitive issue. All these aspects provided it a 

unique place in the Goan history. The Gavadas had been converted 

to Christanity in the early years of the Portuguese rule but had 

always lived like Hindus by practicing Hindu religious ways, 

ethos and tenets except on three occasions of birth, death and 
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marriage, for which they visited the church. Besides these, the 

Gavadas, could in no way be counted as Catholics. They followed 

Hinduism in all respects and in day to day life believed in Hindu 

deites like those of the Hindu Kunbi. They worshipped the same 

gods, gave offerings to the ancestors on new moon night, prayed 

to sun god, worshipped tulsi vrindavan and celebrated shimgo in a 

traditional Hindu manner. Their women wore mangalsutra and never 

changed their traditional Hindu dress. Their food habits did not 

change with their new religion. Contrary to the Catholic habits, 

they did not eat cow's meat nor did they touch pork or liquor. 

They attended Hindu fairs, festivals and zatras but since they 

had embraced Christianity, the Hindu Gavadas did not keep any 

marital relations with them. 

Most of the converted Gavadas were landless labourers 

and were a close-knit community. They wanted to join the Hindu 

faith but were afraid of doing so, for the fear of the 

Government, the Church and the Catholic landlord's for whom they 

worked and in whose lands they lived 63 . 

As the Gavadas lived just like the Hindus inspite of 

professing the Catholic faith, a need was felt to bring them in 

the fold of Hinduism for which they were anxious to return. In 

this direction the Government could not exercise any control 

legally as the Republic had given the right to the people to 

profess and propagate the religion of their choice. However, to 

achieve their reconversion, it was absolutely essential at the 

very outset to activate the said community members in overcoming 

the fear associated with the religious reconversion. 

The roots of Shuddhi can be traced way back to ancient 
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times. 	However, in modern times, it was revived by the efforts 

of Swami Dayanand Saraswati, who showed a way of hope to all 

those who had changed their religion voluntarily or otherwise and 

later on repented for their act but could not find a way back 

into their original faith. Swami Dayanand Saraswati prescribed 

Shuddhi as a part of the social undertaking of the Arya Samaj. 

As stated earlier, during this time, the dormant desire 

of the Catholic Gavadas in Goa to get back into the parent 

religion was gradually supported and propagated by certain 

socially conscious Hindu leaders through articles and editorials 

written in Marathi newspapers. These efforts yielded positive 

results when the Maharashtra Shuddhi Sanghatana, a social welfare 

association engaged in Shuddhi Movement gave a call to the Goan 

social workers to shed off their fear associated with religious 

conversions and make the ground clear to enable the Gavadas to 

return to Hindu faith 

Incidently, during these days Shri Sadgurunath Vinayak 

Maharaj Masurker, the head of Brahmacharyashrarn, Masur, Satara 

district, Maharashtra was camping in Goa with his followers. 

Touched upon by the human sensitivity of the problem, the 

Masurker Swami and his followers decided to ascertain the opinion 

and religious sentiments of the concerned Gavada community 

members in the matter of their re-admission to Hindu fold. 

During the course_ f their fruitful stay in various villages of 

Goa, Masurker Maharaj and his followers tried to enlist various 

socio-cultural grievances of these people associated with their 

religion and recognised their inner urge to get back into the 

Hindu religion. As a proof of this desire, the Gavada community 
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, members from Calapur village (St. Cruz) enthusiastically came 

forward and celebrated publicly, the Hanuman Jayanti with the 

help and encouragement extended by Masurashram followers. When 

the other Catholics from the village protested against the 

celebration of a Hindu religious event by the Catholic Gavadas, a 

Gavada man Vitorin by name and who had taken part in the said 

event voluntarily, came forward and took an oath to the effect 

that he would celebrate the same festival, in the coming year as 

a Hindu. He was then given a new name Vitthal as the first step 

towards the Shuddhi ritual and re-entry into the Hindu religion. 

This was in the year 1927, after which the Masurashram followers 

left Goa on the / -Lileir ashram in manarasntra. 

In early 1928, the Masurashram members organised the 

next visit to Goa, this time with the sole intention of 

accomplishing the work of Shuddhi. The main credit for the 

marvellous success of the Shuddhi Movement goes to two gentlemen 

namely Shri Ramachandra Narayan Lawande, a native-of Goa and Shri 

Anandmurti of Masurashram who struggled hard to accomplish the 

said difficult task in the existing fragile socio-religious 

environment. 

In order to prepare the ground for further efforts, it 

was essential to fulfil the technical requirements of religious 

re-conversions. Although, there was a constitutional provision 

to profess religion of one's choice, the prevailing fluid 

political atmosphere gave no sign of any guarantee that the said 

Constitutional' provision would be honoured by the dictatorial 

regime in this regard. Moreover, the community under reference 

belonged to Catholic religion and hence it was needless to point 
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out that the Portuguese Government would make all-out efforts in 

thwarting any religious movement like Shuddhi to exert any 

adverse influence on the said religion. 

By keeping this assumption in mind, the first and 

foremost task had to be obtaining Pratidnya-patra, which was a 

sort of written undertaking from the Gavadas intending to re-

convert themselves that they were embracing Hinduism on their 

own free will and that they were neither being coerced nor bribed 

by any one in this regard. 

The beginning of the Shuddhi Movement was made in the 

Tiswadi taluka and the village of Calapur was chosen as the 

centre. After obtaining around 2000 signed participants from the 

Gavadas from various villages of Tiswadi, the Shuddhi leaders 

namely Lawande and Anandmurthi made attempts to involve 

influential local personalities with an aim to demonstrate the 

social recognition extended by the Goan Hindu society for the 

Shuddhi Movement. The Shuddhi Movement protagonists were 

successful in their attempt as large number of local upper caste 

influential Hindus like Keshav Pundalik Kamat from Chimbel, 

Vishnu Giridhar Shenvi Dhempe, Rayu Anant Prabhu Nachnolker, 

Lolibab Kenkre, Sonu Bhocsle, Rayu Mhambre, all from Calapur, 

Vishwanath Kamat Panvelker from Dhulapi, Vishnu Govind Naik 

Panvelkar from Ribandar, Kamalaxa Anant Ghodeker and his brother 

from Taleigao, Shridhar Prabhu Mhambre from Carambolim, Yashwant 

Prabhu Lawande from Panaji, Pandurang Vaman Borker from Borim and 

Vinayak Shet Panjiker from Mapusa came forward with noble 

intention of lending a helping hand in support of the Gavada 

community and the Shuddhi Movement 
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The actual Shuddhi began on Sunday the 26th February 

1928, a day worthy of being written in gold in the annals of 

religious history of Goa, which having faced earlier, the iron 

hand of Inquisition for almost two and half centuries and brutal. 

.onslaught on Hinduism, resulting into large scale forcible 

religious conversions 66 . Unlike the notorious Inquisition, 

Shuddhi Movement was entirely voluntary and socially acceptable. 

Although there was not always a smooth sailing for the Shuddhi 

Movement volunteers, they succeeded in providing religious solace 

to large number of Gavada Catholics by reconverting them to their 

original faith. 	In fact they released the Gavadas from the 

religious slavery of the alien faith to which they 	were 

unwantingly bound for centuries. 

The honour of being the first to be reconverted went to 

the Gavadas from Chimbel village, and the day fixed as stated 

earlier was 26th February 1928. The religious rites for the 

reconversion ceremony began the previous night with a holy oil 

bath amidst chanting of mantras of expiation and recital of holy 

scriptures and sprinkling of holy water. This was followed by 

applying of Chandan (Sandal wood paste) on the forehead of man 

and vermillion on that of woman. Final Shuddhi (purification) 

was achieved after the Gavadas worshipped the holy fire. A total 

of about 800 Gavada meni women and children were accepted into 

the Hindu fold on this first occasion of Shuddhi Movement. 

After the successful Shuddhi ceremony at Chimbel 

village, another one was arranged in the same afternoon at nearby 

village of Nagzar (Curca), where nearly 350 people participated. 
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Thus, on the first day itself a total of 1150 Gavada Christians 

reconverted themselves to Hinduism. The next day, the Shuddhi 

ceremony took place at Calapur in a specially erected, decorated 

pandal on the property of Shri Dhempe, where the brave Shuddhi 

•contender Vitthal alias Vittorin walked into the Hindu religious 

mainstream alongwith hundreds of others. Subsequently, the 

Shuddhi camps were successfully held at various other places like 

Taleigao, Dhulapi, Nayshi, Carambolim and Priol. However, later 

at Carambolim village, on one such occasion, the local Police 

Chief Captain Philip, with a small contingent of 5 to 6 soldiers 

raided the Shuddhi pandal and violently chased away the eagarly 

awaiting Shuddhi candidates on 6th March 1928. 

On the succeeding Hanuman Jayanti festival, in the year 

1928, around 800 Gavadas were reconverted in the Ponda taluka at 

various places like Cuncoliem, Mangueshi, Cone, Govthan, Karmali 

etc. Similarly, Shuddhi rituals were also held at Bhatgram and 

in the surrounding villages of Pali, Surla and in the Antruz 

Mahal. In the subsequent years, the Shuddhi Movement attained 

the form of a people's movement and the local Hindu leaders of 

the respective areas started taking the initiative and held 

reconversion ceremonies on their own. The services rendered by 

persons like Shanker Rao Naik of Antruz Mahal, Ramchandra Lawande 

and Nana Deshpande from Panvel were laudable in this regard 67 . 

With more and more Catholic Gavada families coming 

forward to re-embrace Hinduism, the Shuddhi Movement spread fast 

in Goa and continued unabated. Although the said movement was 

initiated by the Masurashram Swami and his followers from 

Maharashtra, the credit of propagating it in Goa surely goes to 
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few enthusiastic and liberal minded Goans, who supported it both 

morally and materially. The prominent social leaders of the time 

like Janaradhan Ramat, Dada Vaidya, G.P.P. Hegdo. Dessai etc. 

wholeheartedly supported the movement to make it a grand success. 

As stated earlier, all was not well, with the Shuddhi 

Movement particularly from the Catholic point of view. The Goan 

Catholics and their clergy did not like the way and the rate at 

which reconversions of the Gavadas into Hindu religion were 

progressing right under the nose of the pro-Catholic Portuguese 
• 

Government. 	Some of them, who could not control their strong 

feelings went to the extent of trying to convince the Government 

that the Masurashram followers, who had descended from 

Maharashtra were revolutionaries and had underground connection 

with the local Hindu leaders to carry out subversive activities 

in Goa. Further, they tried to create the impression of the 

Portuguese Government against the Hindu leaders, who according to 

them were supposedly trying to increase their strength through 

Shuddhi Movement in order to gain political milage. They 

maintained that with ongoing mass re-conversions, the numerical 

strength of the Hindus would increase to 2/3 of Goa's population 

and consequently they would demand their political rights rather 

than making a request for them as it was done earlier
68 
 . Such 

briefing to the Government authorities ably supported by some 

Catholic newspapers started showing results gradually 69 . 

Having recovered from the setback at Carambolim, the 

members of the Shuddhi Movement turned towards Ponda taluka and 

convened a meeting of the concerned community members on 7th 

March 1928 at Kerim, to fix the day for the next Shuddhi 
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ceremony. The gathering opined that 11th March would be suitable 

day and accordingly, all the prospective converts from the 

village were informed. However, the Catholic head priest of 

Ponda taluka, having received the information regarding the said 

Shuddhi ceremony, organised a closed door meeting with the 

prominent Catholic individuals, representing each village from 

the taluka on 10th March. Although the details of the said 

meeting could not be known, the tense situation created in the 

villages forced the Shuddhi leaders to postpone the ceremony 

scheduled on 11th March at Kerim. Later, when one of their 

members namely Ganpatbua was proceeding to Panaji, the police 

arrested him on the way and brought him to Ponda police station. 

In a similar sequence of events on the 12th March, the 

police arrested two more Shuddhi leaders namely, Anandmurti and 

Modak Shastri from a gathering of reconverted Gavadas assembled 

on the occasion of a grand Satynarayan Puja at Chimbel village. 

Thus, the police, at the instance of the officials shattered the 

peace of the Shuddhi Movement which in fact was progressing in an 

orderly manner 70 . 

Just as the aforesaid police excesses slowed down the 

pace of the entire Shuddhi Movement, on the morning of 13th March 

1928, around 400 reconverted Gavada community members (Nay- 

Hindus) from Chimbel marched to the Governor-General's palace at 

Cabo and apprised him of the uneasy situation prevailing in Goa 

as a result of false implication of the various Shuddhi leaders 

by the Police, who alleged that the Gavadas were being- converted 

by force. The marchers appealed to the Governor to set free all 

those leaders as they were not guilty of any such offence. The 
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Governor-General replied 	in a typical diplomatic 	language 

assuring them that he would look into the matter 

In the meantime, the Government in Portugal sent a 

directive to the Goa Government to lower the age of marriage to 

ten for girls and twelve for boys. It was said that the above 

change in the age of marriage was effected through the efforts of 

the Archibishop of Goa, who somehow related the cause of 

reconversion with that of existing compulsory marriage age for 

the Catholics of Goa 

By a surprise move, on 17th March 1928, the Government 

released all the members of Masurashram alongwith other Hindu 

leaders. The out-station Shuddhi leaders including- Masurashram 

followers were taken from Panaji to Castlerock under police 

escort and ordered to leave Goa at once. Further, they were 

warned of dire consequences, including permanent imprisonment, if 

they dared to step inside Goa again 73 . 

However, the above mentioned obstacles-did not deter 

the Shuddhi workers from continuing with their mission - but it 

certainly slowed down the tempo of the movement. On 29th March 

1928, a meeting of all prominent Hindus was held in the 

Sabhamandapa of the temple of Shri Shantadurga in Cuncolim-

Salcete, Goa, where it was resolved to extend continued support 

to the Shuddhi Movement. At the same time, the gathering 

challenged some Catholic newspapers engaged in levelling false 

allegations against some Shuddhi leaders, to prove their charges 

by providing evidence. The meeting also resolved to appeal to 

the Government to appoint a committee to probe into the said 

matter in an impartial manner 74 . 
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Subsequently, once the misunderstandings created by the 

Catholic newspapers and presure groups about the alleged 

political linkage and the so called motives of the Goan Hindu 

leaders were cleared, the Government finding no proof to prove 

the said allegations, the Governor-General declared that the 

Shuddhi protagonists were free to re-start their movement. There 

arl- er in August 1928, the Masurashram followers who spearheaded 

the Shuddhi Movement, informed the concerned parties in Goa of 

their return to continue the Movement75 . 

However, when a seven-member Masurashram team from 

Satara, Maharashtra, actually arrived at Collem, they were 

prevented from entering Goa by a medical officer from the Health 

Department, supervising the quarantine measures at the border. 

When this incidence was made known to the Governor-General Santo 

de Amorim, he ordered that no restrictions should be imposed on 

the entry of the said members 76 . 

Despite 	the diplomatic attitude adopted 	by 	the 

Governor-General Santo de Amorim towards the Shuddhi Movement, 

the Catholic controlled newspapers like Diario de Nolte continued 

with their hostile attitude and published news alleging that the 

Gavadas were being forcibly converted. This allegation evoked 

sharp criticism from the Hindu owned newspapers 'like Bharat and 

Pracasha which ,published articles in support of the Shuddhi 

Movement. As a consequence, the editors of the Hindu newspapers 

were called to the Police Station and threatened with grave 

consequences if they continued to write in support of the Shuddhi 

Movement 77 . 
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Life of the Nay-Hindus 

After their reconversion, the Nav-Hindu Gavadas began 

adapting themselves to Hindu life style more seriously. Their 

womenfolk began observing all the rituals and traditions which 

were characteristic of Hindu women, e.g. piercing of nose, 

applying tilak on forehead etc 78 . 

By this time, nearly 12,000 Catholic Gavadas were 

reconverted under the auspices of the Shuddhi Movement. Although 

the Shuddhi protagonists were jubilant over their success of the 

movement, the reconverts (Nav-Hindus) had to face the wrath of 

the Shuddhi enemies. As Hindu, they had to undergo socio-

cultural harassment and besides had to tread cautiously since the 

Shuddhi opponents tried to sow thorns in their path of progress 

and assimilation into the Hindu society, from time to time. One 

more among several others was the instigation of Hindu Gavadas 

against the Nav-Hindus to break up the socio-cultural amity which 

had hitherto prevailed among them. Even before their 
a. 

reconversion, the Catholic Gavadas owed allegiance to 	the 

religious head of their Hindu counterparts, generally called as 

Gaonkar and followed his orders in the matter of socio-cultural 

importance. Whenever he pronounced any orders or enforced fine 

in view of any lapses committed by an individual, his decision 

was respected and accepted by Hindu as well as Catholic Gavadas 

with equal humility. 

In 1928, prior to the commencement of Shuddhi Movement, 

• its protogonists had obtained the views of the said Guru and 

sought his permission and blessings to bring back the Catholic 

Gavadas into the Hindu fold. However in 1929, the opponents of 
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this movement succeeded in influencing the said Guru in reversing 

his earlier stand and made him to pass an order of ex-

communication against the Nav-Hindus and asking the Hindu Gavadas 

not to maintain Any socio-religious liaison with them, which in 

fact was prompted by vested interests. 

In reality, the said Gaonkar was a self-made Guru of 

the Hindu Gavadas since no permission was sought for his 

appointment, from the Swami of Sankeshwar Matha, to whom all the 

Hindu Gavadas were affiliated. The Nav-Hindus retaliated against 

his unjust order by refusing to acknowledge him as their Guru and 

gave up their religious affiliation to him 79 . Finally, the issue 

was put to rest through the Ajnapatra (religious order) issued 

by the Swami of Sankeshwar Matha stating that the said Gaonkar 

was not authorised in any manner by the Matha and hence had no 

right to pass any orders on behalf of Swami. Swami further warned 

him that if he continued to harass the Nav-Hindus and brought 

obstacles in the way of socio-cultural amity in the Gavada 

community, Swami's good offices with the Portuguese Government 

would be made use of to book him under the said crime" . 

During the early years of Shuddhi Movement, the 

Masurashram followers worked hard to keep up the Shuddhi tempo 

inspite of innumerable obstacles. However, the Goan upper caste 

Hindus too did not lag behind in lending .a helping hand. In fact 

by 1929, quite a large number.of prominent men from Goa had taken 

cognizance of this voluntary movement and had begun to associate 

themselves with its work. 

The years succeeding the Shuddhi Movement of 1926, saw 

the regular annual celebration of the said historic event, which 
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had opened a new chapter in the socio-religious life of the Hindu 

community in general and the Gavada community in particular. The 

first anniversary of the Shuddhi Movement was celebrated in 1929 

on a grand scale. On the occasion of the second anniversary 

celebrations in March 1930, the Nav-Hindus from Chimbel organised 

a function in a specially erected pandal named as Vijayanagar 

near the Bhagvati temple. A inter-community dining was arranged 

on the occasion followed by a meeting, which was attended by Nav-

Hindus from distant places. Amongst others, the prominent 

persons who graced the occasion were Shri Pundalik Anant Keni, 

Dr. Elekar, Shri Pandurang Borker, Shri Kordeshastri, Shri 

Chandgadker, Shri Ramachandra Krishna Kamat and Shuddhi-veer 

Ramachandra Narayan Lawande, all -of whom lauded the success of 

, the movement. The telegraphic messages received by organisers 

from various places, wishing the anniversary celebrations a grand 

success were also read out . This was followed by an inspiring 

speech by a Nav-Hindu namely Gopal Gavade, who 'highlighted the 

significance of the occasion to all the assembled Nav-Hindu 

members 

The 	above said tradition of Shuddhi 	anniversary 

celebrations continued in the subsequent years uninterrupted. 

However, in the year 1931, a forceful speech delivered on the 

occasion by Shri Ramachandra Lawande invited the wrath of some 

Catholic priests, who conspired to have him arrested on the 

charge of being a traitor. Although he was released later by the 

Police, his movements were closely watched. The real reason 

behind the anger of the concerned priests was that during the 

third anniversary• celebrations i.e. in the year 1931, few 
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Christian Gavadas, who had not got an opportunity earlier, were 

. reconverted to Hinduism. Infuriated over the said reconversion, 

they wanted to give a setback to the Shuddhi process, so that it 

should not proceed further 82 . 

In 	the following year, the anniversary day 	was 

celebrated in the household of every Nav-Hindu in different parts 

of Goa amidst religious discoures, processions, Satyanarayan 

Pujas etc. However, the main furnction was held as usual in 

Chimbel where the distinguished persons spoke on the theme 

Swadharma and enlightened the audience on the subject. However, 

due to preceding year's police action, the anniversary 

celebrations were restricted to a modest scale so - that the 

opponents might not get any chance to raise fingers against the 

organisers 83 . 

Now after reconversion, the Nav-Hindus had to face a 

period of cultural readjustment in the society and social 

harassment at the hands of Shuddhi opponents. A'S Hindus, they 

had now to face the religious discrimination, which they had 

missed as Catholics. The Government and the officials took a 

stubborn attitude in not alleviating their official difficulties. 

The Nav-Hindus however silently vowed to bear with all obstacles 

reasoning that they had to pay a price for their adventurous step 

of going back into the Hindu fold. In such an uneasy situation, 

• Dr. B.S. Munje, a prominent activist of Hindu Mahasabha from 

Maharashtra came to their aid 84 . 

In 1933, after participating in a joint Parliamentary 

Committee Meeting in England, Dr. Munje visited Portugal and 

called on both the President of Portuguese Republic and Minister 
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for Overseas Colonies and related to them the problems faced by 

the Nav-Hindus in Goa. Both of them advised Dr. Munje to discuss 

the matter with the Governor-General of Goa. Accordingly, after 

returning to India, Dr. Munje prepared a memorandum listing the 

grievances of the Nav-Hindus in Goa, with signatures of prominent 

persons like Sir Govindrao Pradhan, Sir Govindrao Madgaonker, ex-

Governor of Central Provinces, Shri Tambe, Shri N.C. Kelker and 

Shri Masurker Maharaj and presented the same on 14th March 1934 

to the Governor-General of Goa for his consideration. 

The gist of the grievances Nav-Hindus listed in the 

Memorandum were on the following lines :. 

1. Subsequent to their reconversion, the Nav-Hindus 

were forced to follow the normal prescribed procedure 

for changing their Christian names to their newly 

acquired Hindu names in the official registers. 	The 

normal fee for such a change was very high, to the tune 

of 	Rs. 	40/- per person 	and 	consequently 	the 

economically backward Nav-Hindus could not offer the 

same. 	The Government was requested to waive off the 

said charges in an effort to facilitate the Nay-Hindus 

in changing their names to fulfil the 	statutory 

requirement. 

2. The Government prosecuted and fined the Nav-Hindu 

parents for registering the birth of their child, born 

after 	reconversion, with Hindu names, when 	they 

themselves had not changed their Christian names. 	The 

Nay-Hindu leader Vitthal Surliker was fined Rs. 120/- 
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•and later sentenced to undergo nine days' imprisonment 

for not paying the fine money for the said offence
85 . 

The Memorandum pleaded that this was not a fair 

treatment extended to the Nav-Hindus. 

3. In Nagzar, the village Regedor refused to issue 

death certificate for the cremation of a dead Nav-Hindu 

woman and instead instructed the concerned relatives to 

bury the body in a Catholic cemetery. 	Consequent to 

their refusal to comply with his instructions, the 

decomposed body was forcefully buried after three days 

in the cemetery with the orders of the said Regedor 86 . 

In a similar way, the Nav-Hindus living in 

villages like Nagali, Taleigao, Maddel etc were facing 

hardships in cremating the dead ones in the absence of 

a crematorium. 

The Memorandum made a request to the Government 

on behalf of the Nav-Hindus, to provide them a place 

for crematorium and also official permission to cremate 

the dead. 

4. The Nav-Hindus had been subjected to the religious 

harassment at the hands of the Catholics. For example, 

their sentiments were hurt, when the image of their 

deity, worshipped at Dhulapi, in Corlim village was 

taken away by some miscreants. 

The Memorandum reminded that it was the duty of 

the secular Government to guarantee that such 

incidences would not repeat in future. Similarly, the 

Nav-Hindus should not be obstructed from observing any 
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religious functions and festivals by any one. 

5. The ban enforced on the entry of the Masurashram 

followers into Goa by the Goa Government should be 

revoked to enable the Nav-Hindus in availing the 

benefit of religious preaching by them. 

6. Prior to their reconversion, most of the Gavadas 

used to work for Catholic landlords, and had obtained 

long term lease contracts to till and manage. their 

lands. 	After their reconversion to Hinduism, the 

Catholic landlords refused to associate them with the 

land work and lease contract, thereby leaving them on 

cross-roads as far as their livelihood was concerned. 

Hence the Government was requested to restore them 

,their lands for tilling so as to earn back their lost 

living. 

The Governor-General responded to the 	Memorandum 

submitted by Dr. Munje by furnishing the below mentioned comments 

and answers in a superficial way, without touching upon the root 

causes of the problem.. 

1. 	At the outset, the Governor-General recalled that 

the Government was following the Republican Charter of 

neutrality in the. matters of religion. Hence every 

Portuguese subject in Goa had the full freedom to 

practise and preach the religion of his/her choice. 

Under the said circumstances, the Government did not 

think it appropriate to accord any concessions in 
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meeting the legal requirement connected with 	any 

particular religion based on their economic conditions. 

Hence, 	concession in terms of waiving 	off 	the 

registration fees for changing their names 	after 

reconversion could not be conceded to the Nav-Hindus. 

2. With regard to points 2 and 3 in the Memorandum, 

the Governor-General assured that he would inquire into 

the matter and do the needful after receiving appeals 

from the Nav-Hindus to that effect. 

3. In 	connection with the 	alleged 	religious 

harassment to the Nav-Hindus, the Governor-General 

promised that the Government would not permit such 

' incidents to repeat in future and advised them to 

desist from doing anything which may threaten public 

peace. 

'4. 	On the request of lifting the ban that was 

enforced on the entry of Masurashram followers into 

Goa, the Governor-General remarked that he had no 

reservations as long as the said members restricted 

their activities purely to religious purposes. 

5. 	The last point in the Memorandum that 	was 

submitted by Dr. Munje was dismissed by the Governor-

General saying that it was a private problem between 

the land owners and the tenants. In view of that, the 

Government did not think it fit to interfere in private 

litigations between any individuals 87 . 

Thus, Dr. Manje's wholehearted efforts did not yield 
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any positive results in providing any solution to the serious 

problems faced by the Nav-Hindus. On the basis of the foregoing 

response of the Governor-General, it was evident that the 

Government had no intentions to help the Nav-Hindus in settling 

their socio-economic problems. Although the, Governor- General 

maintained that the State was following secular principles in the 

matter of religion, practically it was not the case as several 

incidents presented here clearly indicate that the State had 

adopted partisan attitude with regard to Catholic religious 

matters in the course of its administration. However, in the 

case of Nav-Hindus, the Governor-General conveniently took 

shelter behind the so called neutrality of the State. 

Curiously enough, even today, the problem with regard 

to the Catholic names of the Nav-Hindus existing in the official 

registers, has not been overcome and the same discrepancy 

continues even after Goa became integral part of India. The 

Hindu Gavadas as yet do not consider the Nav-Hindus as equal to 

them and therfore as far as possible they have no matrimonial 

reciprocity with them. However, the fact that a sizable 

population of Christian Gavadas volunteered into Hinduism through 

Shuddhi Movement despite of difficulties and obstacles, remained 

a fact forever in the Goan religious history. Thus, the three 

groups namely Hindu Gavadas, Catholic Gavadas and Nav-Hindu 

Gavadas formed three religious isolates through fission from one 

pneumatic population and among them the Nav-Hindus still remain a 

unique community in the Goan society. 

An important aspect which must be noted is that, the 

deliberate policy of Lusitanisation by the Portuguese had brought 
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about an emotional and cultural barrier between the two major 

sections of Goan society viz. Hindus and Catholics. Throughout 

their regime they spared no efforts to strengthen and widen these 

barriers. However, some of the Catholics tried to identify • 

themselves with their glorious cultural past and transcend the 

differences of the creeds that had arisen as a result of their 

conversion. Whatever did the Portuguese State and the Catholic 

clergy said about the success of the assimilaseiO policy, they 

could not totally separate a Catholic from his past Hindu 

traditions. A glaring incident which took place in the year 

1934, clearly indicates the frustration of the Church authorities 

in this direction. In January 1934, a Catholic from labour - class 

family in Rivona, Quepem taluka, arranged for the celebration of 

Sattee of his newly born child on the sixth night. Upon getting 

the information about the said celebration, the village parish 

priest raided the house of the said labourer with the help of 

Police and forcibly lifted him to the Police outpost, where he 

was assaulted 88 . 

In the same year, a deliberate rumour was spread in the 

Goan society that the Patriarch had banned the Konkani edition of 

the newspaper Bharat in Goa. This was supposedly done in sequel 

to the articles written in Romi Konkani script, which the said 

ri ,  wspaper carried, criticizing the actions of erring priests in 

Goa 89 . 

Also in the year 1934, the non-Brahman sections of the 

Goan Hindu society built a separte temple for themselves 

consecrated to Lord Maruti in the vicinity of Panaji city, 

although the Mahalaxmi temple in Panaji was considered as a 
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common temple of all the sections of Hindus, which in fact had 

witnessed major socio-religious litigations over a period of 

time. It was generally felt that the non-Brahmans should not 

have segregated themselves by building a separate temple of their 

own. It was alleged that the reason behind this decision was 

based on the fact that in the Mahalaxmi temple, the Saraswat 

Brahmans did not allow them to enter the inner sanctum 

(garbhagriha) of the temple to offer prayers. However, it was 

ironical to note that even in the Maruti temple, the worshipping 

of the deity was entrusted with the Karhade Brahmans and in no 

way the said community people could offer worship by touching the 

sacred image of the deity in the inner sanctum 90 . 

In the light of foregoing developments, the 	ex- 

communication order pronounced by the Swami of Kavale Matha on 

Shri Gundu Sitaram Amonker and his family members for the sin of 

marrying a widow, had attracted a lot of criticism and defiance 

from Saraswats. Unfortunately, Shri Amonker lost his wife soon 

after the marriage and hence he remarried in the year 1934 to the 

daughter of Shri. Bhagwant V. Borker from Borim, Ponda. 

Consequent to his remarriage, the Swami served once again the 

order of ex-communication for the second time on Amonker as well 

as on the family members of his second wife 91 . 

Thus, on the basis of foregoing facts, it is evident 

that the Goan society was in the process of revaluation, 

involving its cultural identity and religious outlook on the way 

to modernisation. 

The period from 1926 to 1939 can be said to be fruitful 

and, meaningful with regard to Goan social history. It was a 
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period, which assimilated not only the novel and bold ideas, 

originated during the Republican regime, but also carried them 

forward to a successful and logical conclusion. It also began to 

discard slowly the older traditions and few social customs, 

•imparting a new outlook to the Goan society, thereby elevating it 

to the status of the present day modern society. 

Of the many exemplary social movements launched during 

the Republican regime, Eki-Beki was one, the details of which 

have been presented earlier. The Samyukta Gaud Saraswat Brahman 

Parishad comprising of the Eki (unity) faction continued its 

struggle, braving the storms of ex-communications and 

indifference from the community members and finally witnessed' a 

period of success and achievement during this time. There were 

gradual changes in public attitude towards the Eki group from 

antipathy to sympathy and further even to popularity as time 

advanced 92 . 

The newspapers, to be specific, the ones owned and 

published by the Hindus had always played an important role in 

exposing some of the social misdeeds relating to the exploitation 

of the poor and down-trodden. In the year 1926, the newspaper. 

Bharat came out with a sensational report on the detestable 

traffic in cheap labour carried out in Goa by the agents of the 

British owners of the Assam tea plantations. Advantage was taken 

with impunity of poverty and ignorance of Goan working class in 

search of bread, to exploit them in Assam's plantations under the 

lure of comfortable jobs and working conditions thereby .assuring 

enormous profits to the traffickers in this scandalous trade 93
. 

In May 1926, some Kunbi labourers from Cortalim and 
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Verna were handed over as bonded labourers to a British tea 

plantation owner in Assam in connivance of the Chief 

Superintendent of the Agriculture Department managed farm namely 

Carlos Belem Torres and the Regedor of Cortalim village. When the 

said news was prominently highlighted by the local newspaper. 

Bharat to build up public opinion against bonded labour and 

slavery, the Government ordered an inquiry into the episode and 

the informers of Bharat were summoned to depose before the 

Inquiry Committee, which they did with proofs and also indicated 

the way to trace other similar and equally loathsome incidents of 

similar nature that had taken place in other parts of Goa 94 

The polarisation of the Goan society as a result of the 

diehard attitude of the conservative section of the people slowly 

began to erode as people realised the absurdity of continuing 

with old traditions based on superstitions which had lost its 

significance, meaning and value in the gradually emerging modern 

civilised society. 

By keeping this view in mind, the residents of Madgaon 

in the year 1927, revived their traditional public Laxmi Puja 

Celebration, which in fact had been interrupted since 1916, as it 

got itself embroiled in the religious controversies of the time. 

Actually, the history of the annual Puja celebration in Madgaon 

goes back to 1872, when the Saraswat Brahmans and Vaishya 

communities initiated the public celebration of Saraswati Puja in 

the city. In 1886, they added the tradition of celebrating the 

Laxmi Puja on a grand scale and continued doing so, till Madgaon 

city became the battleground for the much controversial Eki-Beki 

movement, in the Saraswat Brahman community which left the 
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community members in the city divided into two opposite camps. 

This . division 	of 	public 	opinion 	had 	serious 	social 

repercusussions on the above mentioned celebrations which 

ultimately came to be stopped completely. However, as the clouds 

of misunderstanding cleared off, the people realised their folly 

and thus the celebrations were revived in 1927
95 . 

The unity movement among the lower strata of the Hindu 

society, which ultimately led to the rise of Gomantak Maratha 

Samaj, reached its height of success in the year 1931, when, the 

elected deputy in the local Governing Council namely Shri Narayan 

Anant Bandodkar of the same community introduced a Bill to ban 

Shensa-Vidhi and succeeded in getting it approved by the 

Government. This legal victory strengthened•the hands of the 

social reformers belonging to the said community and lent them 

moral support to undertake further activities in the task of 

social reformation, now with the hacking of law. The laws 

provided for a heavy fine and imprisonment to those who abetted 

and canvassed for the process of Shensa-Vidhi 96 . As a 

consequence, the number of marriages in the Kalvant community 

increased significantly and at the same time some discreet 

attempts of Shensa-Vidhi were successfully aborted with the help 

of the authorities. 

As the winds of change began blowing uninterrupted, the 

Hindu society geared itself to support liberal concepts like 

encouragement to female education, widow remarriage, abolition of 

c., -communications etc. Some of the incidents which took place 

during this period (1930s) concerned with the• aforesaid issues 

clearly illustrate the emerging trends among the educated people 
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in the Goan society. These incidents are worth presenting here as 

the evidence of the above claim.. 

Consequent upon the encouragement extended for the 

education of girls, their age of marriage was slightly raised and 

stood at fourteen and above in the 1930s. The increase in the 

demand for dowry was also one of the causes for the increase in 

the age of marriage. However, the age-old belief of society that 

women have no use of education and education spoils their 

character was.very much predominant among the masses. It may be 

pertinent to point out and narrate an incident of inter-religiou 

marriage in Pune which subsequently sparked off a public row in 

Goan upper caste society. 

On 24th June 1927, a girl named Mal:Lni, daughter of 

Shri Gopalrao Panandiker and grand-daughter of Shri R. 

Bhandarker, Goan settled in Pune, Maharashtra, eloped and married. 

a Muslim youth named Gulab Khan. The said inter-religious 

marriage invited criticism and condemnation not-only from the 

conservatives in Pune but created an uproar in the Goan circles 

also. The local Marathi newspaper of the day published letters to 

the editor which revealed varied opinions and attitudes of the 

cross section of the society pertaining to the said marriage. The 

letters published in newspapers reflected angry reactions against 

the said marriage, to the extent of wanting to restrict the 

freedom and educational opportunities given to the females, which 

they claimed had led to this misbehaviour of the type. The 

letters warned the parents against giving higher education to 

their daughters. They also implied that primary education would 

be enough to make them read and write and keep aecounts besides 
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learning home science and child rearing, which was all that they 

needed to know. However, considering the strong conservative 

socio-religious framework and the general level of education 

among females, there was no need for such a warning, as that was 

exactly the situation prevailing in Goa, barring few exceptions. 

However, in the midst of this controversy, one reader of the 

newspaper Bharat posed a very pertinent question regarding those 

male teachers in Goa who maintained concubines but still preached 

virtues and morals to their pupils
97 . 

Although the need for supporting widow remarriages in 

the upper strata of Goan Hindus was advocated by social leaders, 

there had been absolute silence on this matter. The first widow 

remarriage in Goan upper caste society took place in the year 

1931, wherein a young Goan teacher of an English school at 

Mapusa, 	Shri Gundu Sitaram Amonker, as 	related 	earlier, 

courageously married the widowed daughter of Shri Laxman D. 

Mahatme from Panaji. However, taking into consideration 

possible showdown by the conservatives in Goa, the marriage 

ceremony was held at Vile Parle in Bombay 98 . Even then, protestz; 

broke out in the Saraswat circles all over Goa and 	the 

conservatives appealed to the Swami of Kavale Matha, to which the 

couple was affiliated, against the said offenders of religious 

tradition and succeeded in getting the ex-communication order 

passed against the couple and their family members. 

However, the intellectuals in the Goan Hindu society 

showed great maturity in appreciating the said marriage and gave 

wide coverage in the local newspapers by congratulating the 

couple for their brave deed. At the same time, they opined that 
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the Swami, who was known for delivering rational judgement in the 

matter of religious issues, had succumbed this time easily to the 

pressures of retrograde elements by issuing an ex-communication 

order against Shri Amonker
99 . 

In the process, the aforesaid incident paved the way to 

establish another tradition of defying the orders of the 

religious heads, if the people found them to be unjust and 

regressive'. In fact, earlier too, an uneasy situation had been 

created during the Bakre adoption case, the details of which have 

been already recounted. Consequently, due to the prevailing 

liberal mood in the society, inspite of the order of ex-

communication served on Shri Amonker, it was openly flouted when 

Dr. Atmaram Govind Borker, a prominent personality in the Goan 

social field extended an invitation to Shri Gundu S. Amonker and 

another ex-communicated Goan engineer, Shri Khaunte on the 

occasion of his daughter's marriage on 25th March 1932 and dined 

with them, thereby setting an example to the rest of the 

community members. Engineer Khaunte was ex-communicated earlier 

for having refused to take expiation after returning from 

Portugal . 

It may be recalled that we have already touched upon 

the respect and popularity earned by Mahatma Gandhi in Goa. 

Although, the Goans had no direct role to play in the freedom 

struggle going on in British India, the nationalistic Goan 

intellectuals, naturally sympathised with the freedom fighters 

and held them in high esteem. A small section of these 

intellectuals everywhere in Goa, always celebrated or mourned as 

the case may be, all the important events that took place in the 
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course of the Indian national movement and thus demonstrated 

their closeness and concern for India. Deaths of all great. Indian 

leaders were condoled with appropriate reverence. On 1st August 

1920, when the death of Lokmanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak shook the 

entire nation, the people in Goa were equally bereaved. In 1928, 

when Punjab Eesari (Lion of Punjab) Lala Lajpatrai died due to 

British brutality, Goans shared the grief alongwith other Indians 

by holding a condolence meeting on 28th November 1928 in Panaji 

and resolved to observe the next day, i.e. 29th November, as the 

day of mourning by keeping all private establishments, markets, 

shops etc. closed as a mark of respect to the deceased leader. 

Similar meetings were held at Cuncolim and elsewhere in Goa 101 

As decided by all, on 29th November there was a Bandh observed 

wi. ch in fact was total in the New Conquests 102 

This period also experienced a greater intra-community 

awareness among different castes of the Hindu society. Following 

in the footsteps of Saraswats, Dravida Brahmans and Gomantak 

Maratha Samaj, who had already established their respective 

community associations, the Daivadnya Brahman and the Bhandari 

Samaj held conferences simultaneously on 26th December 1927 at 

Madgaon and Panaji respectively. The Daivadnya Brahmans realised 

the precarious position of their community members in the social 

hierarchy, largely due to illiteracy, ignorance and 

superstitions. As the other communities reorganised themselves 

one by one on stronger social footing, the Da .ivadnyas too decided 

to take the plunge in revitalizing their community with the help 

of the socially advanced, progressive minded community members 

from Bombay. With the said intention in mind, the conference 
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deliberated upon several issues pertaining to their needs like 

acquiring Vedic education, propagating Sanskrit language, 

encouraging female education among the community members 103 

In the conference organised by the Bhandari Samaj, 

issues relating to their problems were discussed. Both the 

conferences provided two-fold advantages to the respective 

communities, in the sense that the consciousness and concern 

about the uncomfortable social placement of the communities in 

the changing Goan society was brought home to them. Secondly, the 

conferences enabled the community members from Goa to interact 

with the more advanced and progressive caste members from 

neighbouring Maharashtra. The information and the experience thus 

gained was to lead them on to the pathway towards modernity 
 

The 1930s also saw the Goan intellectuals becoming 

conscious and bold enough to resent any unwarranted attack on 

their social set-up or cultural habits by outsiders. The said 

statement can be well supported by looking at the - angry outbursts 

expressed by all literate Goans against some derogatory 

statements made regarding the Goan society in a novel called 

Pravasi (Traveller) authored by a well known Marathi literary 

figure Prof. N. S. Phadke. The Goans did not stop with mere 

protests but organised a public meeting on 6th February 1938, in 

order to make their resentment known to the said author and 

demanded a written apology from him for the crime of hurting the 

Goan sentiments. Till that time, the organisers of the meeting 

appealed to the Goans to boycott the said novel l" . 

All the foregoing incidences point to the fact that 

during the period under reference, although generally there was 
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still conservatism and backwardness in the Goan Hindu society, it 

was a fact that more and more people were joining the elite 

group, by virtue of having had greater advantage of the 

increasing English and Marathi educational facilities. 

The 	rapid spread of education amongst 	different 

sections of Goan society motivated the people to overcome caste 

rigidity. The Goan society was known to have always adopted a 

flexible approach towards the institution of untouchability, 

which prompted them to lead a tirade against the same. More 

important was the fact that the untouchables themselves realised 

the advantage and their social responsibilities in such a liberal 

atmosphere and played a leadership role in overcoming the social 

indifference. For example, in January 1933, an untouchable from 

Madgaon, namely Ishwar Dhaku Charmakar, arranged a Satyanarayana. 

Puja at his residence and extended invitations to the people of 

different castes to participate. Despite the warning by the 

conservatives and the orthodox sections of the society, the Puja 

ceremony was well attended by several individuals of upper strata 

who enthusiastically participated and consumed. Prasad (a sweet 

dish distributed at a religious event) on the said occasion. 

However, when the said upper strata individuals came under severe 

criticism from their caste members, they tried to save their face 

by furnishing an explanation that the Prasad which they had 

consumed was in fact carried by themselves and distributed after 

the Puja ceremony and not prepared by the untouchable at his 

residence? 106 

This curious incident illustrates that although there 

existed a sort of inner impetus among the socially conscious 
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people to do away with the existing social inequalities, it was 

often, the conservative forces, who created obstacles in their 

way. Under such circumstances, it was extremely difficult to 

infuse an element of modernity in their thinking for the fear 

that the individuals, who had initiated such a process would be 

derided in the absence of any genuine public support. 

Yet on another occasion in the same year, a religious 

discourse (Kirtan) was organised by Dr. Patwardhanbua at the 

residence of Shri Vishnu Mirajker, an untouchable from Madgaon. 

The said Kirtan programme was attended by quite a large number of 

people from upper strata and this time they did partake the 

Prasad prepared by their host which was distributed at the end of 

thP programme. Among the Saraswats, the family of Shri Govind Pai 

Raiturker including the lady members, residing at Madgaon graced 

the said occasion 

In continuation of their efforts, in restricting the 

practice of untouchability, a public meeting was organised at 

Rivona, Quepem TalUka on 22nd January 1933, under the 

Presidentship of Shri Pandhari H. Pai Panandiker to give a call 

for elimination of untouchability from the Goan society. Among 

the prominent speakers, who expressed their views on the subject 

was Shri Narayan Bhasker Nayak, a prominanat figure in Goan 

society and the editor of the monthly magazine Bharatmitra108 

Although the leaders tried to set. an  example of 

disregarding untouchability, the general tendency in the Goan 

society did not change much. However, it must be emphasized that 

in Goa, the untouchables had very few social restrictions with 

regard to their movements in public places. The only difference 
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was that the upper-castes did not touch them nor permitted them 

tc enter their residences. The spread of education further 

enlightened the untouchables and made them to demand certain 

privileges which hitherto were denied to them. It is pertinent to 

cite a letter written by an educated untouchable to the editor of 

Bharat, who protested strongly, against the inclusion of a clause 

in the temple constitution (Compromisso) by the Mahajans of Shri 

Laxmi Narayan temple of Mapusa pertaining to the entry of people 

in the temple premises belonging to different religions. Article 

35 of the above mentioned constitution stated that all those, who 

were not Hindu by religion could proceed till the temple square, 

whereas those although belonged to Hindu religion but were 

untouchables could neither come to the temple square nor to the 

Sarvali (outer fence). This meant that even Catholics and other 

non-Hindus were better placed than the untouchables in this 

regard  

It is widely reckoned that Madgaon has always been the 

torch-bearer in the social and cultural life of Goa. Often it was 

compared with Pune which symbolised the rich motivation it 

provided to different socio-cultural movements in the Goan 

society. 

Some socially concious people from Madgaon during the 

. period under reference realised the lacunae in the field of much 

neglected education of Hindu women. As a consequence of their 

tireless, selfless and dedicated efforts, Seva Samiti, a social 

institution was born on 28th September 1933. To encourage female 

education in Hindu society, on 4th June 1934, the Seva Samiti 

started the Adarsh Vanita Vidyalaya in Madgaon for imparting 
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education exclusively to girl students and appointed Mrs Gracibai 

Makassare as a teacher there. 

In the subsequent years, the Seva Samiti established a 

hostel for girls, a library for women in general and a montessory 

school for the girls upto the age of six years, with Konkani as 

the medium of instruction. The dedicated service rendered by. the 

people like Narcinva Damodar Naik, Purushottam Sukerker i ; ? .Naguesh 

V. Sadeker, Gurupadappa S. Bagevadi etc., was commendable for 

attaining the glorious and. remarkable success for theiSeVaSamiti 

in the educational history of Madgaon 110 

Having faced some of the probleMs afflicting the GOan 

society during this period, it may.be in order to throw some 

light: on the. social comPosition with respect to population, 

literacy, family etc. existing in the Goan society which was 

vexed with the widow problems among  the. Hindus and also amongthe 

Catholics. In the year 1927, there werearound 52, ; 000. Widows 

living in Goa. Among the handicapped persons, there were 1000 

lame, 900 blind, 350 deaf, 300 dumb and 275 were mentally 

disabled. Besides, there were 1200 beggars roaming on the streets 

of Goa. 

As for the level of literacy among the Goans, the 

number of literate persons was 63,341. Among the class of 

professionals, there were 300 medical practitioners (Allopathic) 

and .200 lawyers in Goa. In order to administer a small province 

of Goa size, the Portuguese Government had to enlist the help of 

almost 4000 Government officials, which in fact was exerting 

heavy burden on the provincial treasury. There was no dearth in 

the number of Catholic priests in Goa as they exceeded above 600. 
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Even during the days of economic adversity, Goans consumed 

tobacco worth Rs. 7 lakhs. It must be admitted that in the Old 

Conquests of Goa most of the political, social, economic, 

cultural and educational movements took their firm roots and then 

spread gradually to the rest of Goa, a trend which still 

continues  

The New Conquests too had their own significance 

inherited through their rich cultural background. They continued 

to cherish and uphold the Hindu culture with great dignity and 

endeavoured to preserve the Goan spirit of struggle and self-

respect. Many of the ancient Goan socio-cultural institutions 

were kept alive in the New Conquests which could not survive in 

the Old Conquests, 

To trace the course of development, it may be recalled 

that from 1540, the Portuguese successfully carried on 	a 

systematic policy of eliminating Hindu religion in Goa. They were 
- 

converted en masse to Christianity and villages after villages 

were caught in their grip of conversion. A book written in the 

last decade of the 17th century gives an impression that at that 

particular time there were hardly any Hindus left in the Old 

Conquests. Hindus came to the border villages which then were 

under the non-Portuguese rulers, to escape religious harassment 

and for the purpose of trade and commerce. From the beginning of 

the 18th century as the religious fanaticism of the missionaries 

with the backing of the rulers began to decline, the number of 

Hindus in the Old Conquests slowly began to increase. Later, when 

New Conquests were brought under the Portuguese rule, the number 

of Catholics in New Conquests and the Hindu population in the Old 
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•Conquests increaed further in number. 

The Republican era afforded an opportunity to the 

Hindus to take maximum advantage of the liberal educational 

facilities and they entered now into every field of activity, so 

far monopolised only by the Catholics. And as more and more 

Hindus came forward and occupied various positions and took up 

various occupations, the Catholics almost lost their monopoly 

over the situation and having found that the employment and other 

privileges steadily on decline, began to migrate in search of 

fresh pastures with little competition. Those occupations which 

Catholics gave up, now fell in the hands of the Hindus who were 

extremely eager to accept any available position to prove their 

mettle and also earn their livelihood. The Hindus from the under-

developed and economically backward New Conquests, entered the 

moderately prosperous Old Conquests and consolidated their 

position by taking over the available jobs. The amount of money 

that the emigrant Catholics poured into the Old. Conquests led the 

professionally competent Hindus to prosper. Prominent among them 

was Pasarkar or a shopkeeper, a trade of whom was entirely 

monopolised by the.Hindus. Another reason for the decrease of thc: 

Catholic population was the reconversion of the Catholic Gavadas 

into Hinduism which increased the Hindu population almost by 

around 10,000 112 . The religion-wise population in Goa from 1900 

to 1931 was as under : 
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Old ConquestS 

Year Hindus Catholics Others 

1900 48,667 2,22,920 1337 
1910 57,520 2,30,550 1637 
1921 64,666 2,11,279 2213 
1931 81,398 2,13,186 3665 

New Conquests 

Year Hindus Catholics Others 

1900 1,61,612 37,822 3141 
1910 1,57,563 35,991 3425 
1921 1,53,556 34,219 3274 
1931 1,69,045 34,384 3316 

In terms of Hindu population, the year 1931 was of 

great importance since after four and half centuries of alien 

rule and religious persecution, Goa became a Hindu majority 

province once again. 

strange as it might seem, around 1937 the women 

outnumbered men in the Goan Catholic society. This could be 

attributed to the large scale migration elsewhere of young men 

for earning their livelihood. The dynamics of population at any 

given place is normally related to the ratio of females to males 

in the society. Although the said ratio was highly tilted towards 

the female side in the case of Catholics, there was no 

corresponding rise in the Catholic population during this period 

mainly on account of the fact that their young men were away from 

their families in search of livelihood and secondly there existed 

a strict system of monogamy in the society, as per the religious 

tenets. 
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Another important reason for the decline in 	the 

Catholic population was the high death rate in comparison with 

that of the Hindu community. One of the reasons attributed to 

this was their adoption of the Europian style of living, eating, 

drinking, smoking, high caloric food consumption, working habits 

and other activities. This must have greatly contributed to their 

becoming a spent force in the prime of their lives. In addition, 

the prevailing high density of population in Catholic majority 

areas, subjected them more to easy spread of infectious diseases. 

In fact, it was observed that between 1910 and 1921, during the 

epidemics that broke out in Goa, the Catholic community suffered 

a major toll in terms of loss of human lives
113 

Another major cause of concern for the Catholic society 

of this tijnema,s unpn-c..t.4,c-natLe— Che---ToTnen 

population. Except in two talukas of Sanguem and Sattari, the 

Catholic women population was much higher in Goa. On account of 

this imbalance, a large number of Catholic women for want of 

matches had to compulsorily remain spinsters. The situation 

worsened on account of their firm adherence to monogamy under the 

strict vigil of the clergy and the administrative machinery 

(which was not so in the Hindu society) which greatly encouraged 

in weakening the moral fabric of their society. In the city of 

Bombay, the number of Catholic prostitutes had grown so much that 

even the report of the League of Nations made mention of the 

above fact  

The aforesaid shocking and alarming social situation 

had also its serious repercussions on the Hindu section of the 

Goan society. Young men from the Hindu community, educated and 
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inspired by Western thoughts and holding Government jobs, who had 

easy access to the Catholic homes, were easily impressed by the 

polished behaviour, conduct and boldness of the Catholic girls, 

which was in great contrast to their Hindu counterparts. This 

resulted in few of such young men opting for Catholic spouses and 

ultimately converting themselves to Christianity as the Hindu 

society scorned at them115 . This even prompted the Hindu social 

leaders to appeal to the society not to look with contempt at 

such stray young men and push them towards Christianity but 

instead encourage them to bring their Catholic wives into the 

fold of Hinduism. This trend is generally observed in the Hindu 

society today wherein the Catholic wives have adapted themselves 

to Hindu way of living and are being accepted in turn. 

The following statistics spread over four decades 

illustrate the complexion and magnitude of problems associated 

with the Goan society in terms of a substantial decrease in 

marriage rate during this period : 

Old Conquests 

Year 
	

100 Men 	 100 Women 
Unmarried Married Widower Unmarried Married Widow 

1900 
	

58.78 
	

37.50 
	

3.72 
	

42.91 
	

36.90 	20.19 
1910 
	

58.62 
	

37.75 
	

3.52 
	

43.55 
	

37.02 	19.43 
1921 
	

59.30 
	

36.44 
	

4.26 
	

43.79 
	

36.21 	20.00 
1931 
	

59.13 
	

37.29 
	

4.58 
	

44.22 
	

37.00 	18.78 

It must be noted that the Old Conquests comprised of 

26.26% Hindus, 70.95% Catholics and the rest Muslim population. 

Since the Catholics were little less than three fourth of the 

population, the above mentioned figures were applicable to their 
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society whereas in the New Conquests the Hindu population was 

81.76%, Catholic 16.63% and the rest were Muslims. The statistics 

presented below was more applicable to the Hindu society. 

Year 
	

100 Men 	 100 Women 
Unmarried Married Widower Unmarried Married Widow 

1900 53.84 41.6 4.65 33.'7 44.76 21.54 
1910 . 	52.88 42.57 4.55 32.47 45.69 21.84 
1921 54.67 39.44 5.89 36.01 43.41 20.58 
1931 54.73 39.98 5.29 36.62 43.62 19.76 

The above data indicates that after 1910, there was an 

increase in the number of unmarried men and women in the Goan 

society and the same trend continued in 1931 as well. Many 

factors such as enhanced age of marriage in the case of girls, 

the burden of dowry, increased educational opportunities, 

encouragement to female education, emigration, imbalance in' sex 

ratio etc. must have been the root cause of such a trend in the 

society during this time. 

The period from 1926 to 1939 also saw a marked change 

with respect to the literacy rate. In 1921, the population who 

knew to read and write in any language in Goa was 11.78%. By the 

year 1931, it shot up to 17.7%, indicating a moderate improvement 

in the educational facilities. However, the ratio of literacy 

in case of male and females was roughly 2:1 with 12.5% for males 

and 6.17% in case of feMales in the total population. Sexwise, 

percentage of literate men was 22.68% and for women was 8.22%. 

However, the 1940 Census registered an upward rise of literacy 

rate of 20.49% in Goa 

Considering 	only 	the 	Portuguese 	language 	into 
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consideration, the number of people knowing that language was far 

less. Out of 89,385 literates, only 42,742 people could write in 

Portuguese, out of which 28,567 were males and remaining 14,175 

were females. The percentage of entire population 'knowing 

Portuguese language was a mere 8.4%. It was surprising that in 

a long span of 400 years' rule, the Portuguese administrators 

could not motivate the local population to develop a genuine 

interest in learning their language and hence the percentage of 

people knowing that language did not touch even a double .figure. 

That also indicated the reason why the Portuguese literature did 

not flourish in Goa as it should have been. 

The detailed information with respect to the percentage 

of the Portuguese knowing Goans, out of the total population in 

the year 1931 was as follows : 

Community 	 Hindu 	 Catholic 

Total population 
	

2,50,443 
	

49.5 
	

2,47,570_ 	49.2 
Literates 
	

35,587 
	

14.21 
	

51,997 	21.0 
Literate in 
	

7,230 
	

2.9 
	

35,223 	14.23 
Portuguese 

However, the number of people who did not know 

Portuguese but had knowledge of other languages was 46,696 which 

corresponded to a percentage of 11%, which in fact was 

significant by considering that the study of languages other than 

Portuguese had no official patronage. It was interesting to note 

that in 1931, there were around 20,000 people in Goa having the 

knowledge of English language. 

With regard to female education, there was greater 

encouragement in the Catholic society than the Hindu females. 
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Overall, there was not much headway in the said situation in Goa 

and the same trend continued upto 1931 with little difference
117 

This can be gauged as per the following data: 

Community 	 Hindu 
	 Catholic 	% 

	

.Total population • • 1,22,226 
	

1,38,029 
Literates 
	 7,674 
	

6.28 
	

2,22,48 
	

16.12 
Literate in 
	

469 
	

3.8 
	

14,513 
	

10.51 
Portuguese 

The Goan society came under the continuous spell of 

modernity and progressive trends. At the same time, the vigour of 

the social tensions and problems which had already made inroads 

also rose up several fold. In the wake of the problems connected 

with alcoholism, the Goan society was badly entangled in the 

rising trend towards prostitution, irrespective of caste and 

religion. Whether it was for earning daily bread or for the 

purpose of fun and frolic or for deriving benefits and favours 

from high officials in the administration, this vice had taken a 

vicious form and no one could guarantee, who would be its next 

victim. The said social evil attracted attention, not only from 

the 'local intellectuals but also from the neighbouring places. 

The Bombay based weekly newspaper Anglo-Lusitano tried to analyse 

the reasons behind the widespread practice of prostitution in 

Goa, even among Catholics and believed that it was on account of 

the insensitive approach and indifference on the part of the 

Government of Goa towards rehabilitation of the depressed women 

by establishing institutions which could provide shelter and 

respectable living to such hapless women 118 
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It is critically important to understand the concept of 

weekly market which was existing in Goa since long. Specially in 

the New Conquests, the local farmers used to assemble at a 

prominent public place in their village or town as the case may 

be and sold their agricultural produce and other essential items 

of the day to day utility. The weekly markets had two-fold 

benefit in the sense that it enabled the local farmers to find 

market for their own produce in their own place and secondly, the 

villagers could procure the items of their choice at an 

.affordable price without resorting to the trouble of travelling 

far away from their dwelling places, which in fact was more 

convenient in the absence of adequate transport facility. 

Normally, the weekly markets were held on a specific 

day depending upon the village or town. For example, the day of 

weekly market in Sanquelim was Monday, in Cuncolim it was 

Tuesday. Bicholim, Valpoi, Sanguem, Sanvordem favoured Wednesday. 

Madgaon and Pedne opted for Thursday. Mapusa, Banastarim, 

Assolna, Rivona, Panaji selected Friday. Madgaon, Curtorim, 

Chandor, Calangute, Ponda, Quepem, Sanvordem, Cuncolim preferred 

Sunday. In places of high trading there used to be two weekly 

market days. It is interesting to note that this tradition of 

holding weekly markets is still prevalent in the Goan society but 

only at few prominent places in North Goa, whereas at Panaji and 

Madgaon the trading has expanded so much that it has given way to 

daily market 

It hardly appears necessary to add here that since 

centuries, the cottage industry had been the backbone of the 
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village economy. However, as far as Goa of 1930s was concerned, 

inspite of its smallness and the well-knit customs network of 

British India together with the indifference of the Portuguese 

Government, there was a strenuous effort to carry on some of the 

traditional village industries. These. included coconut based 

products, soap, metal, brick and tile industry, wooden 

furnitures, lime production, jaggery, leather goods, cashew nuts 

etc. Besides, the hopes of availability of minerals like 

manganese and iron encouraged mining industry in Goa
120 

Little is really known about the origin of 	the 

institution of 	the Communidades or village communities which 

were in existence in Goa acting as local self-Government. -  During 

pre-Portuguese times, they looked after the law and order, 

education, health and other issues of public importance like 

registration of documents, sale deeds etc. in the villages. They 

also were entrusted with the responsibility of paying annually 

certain amount as taxes to the central treasury oh behalf of the 

concerned village community. 

On Goa coming under the Portuguese control, the powers 

and privileges of the Communidades were curtailed and they were 

gradually transformed into bodies with very little power. By 

1930s they had merely remained as agricultural organisations 

looking after the village agricultural and allied matters 121 

Earlier, the right of appointing an in-charge (Kulkarni) for a 

Communidade vested with its members (Gaunkari). But in the 

present century, the Government started the practice of 

appointing persons on the said positions from amongst the 

candidates who passed a test of EscriVO das Communidades, which 
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was conducted once a year. 

Every Communidade had a managing committee elected by 

its share holders, the list of which was published in the 

Official Gazette. The said managing committee subsequently took 

charge of the Communidade's affairs. The Administrator of 

respective Concelho (Taluka), maintained a close watch on the 

working of the Communidades, falling under his jurisdiction. In 

the New Conquests every administrator's office had a separate 

clerk to deal with the work independently pertaining to the 

Communidades existing in that taluka. And in the cities of 

Panaji, Madgaon and Mapusa, the work pertaining to the 

Communidades was looked after by a Government department called 

as Administracab das Communidades 122 . Thus Communidades played a 

very vital role in the Goa's agrarian life. 
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Anglo-Portuguese Alliance 

As the ominous signs of the Second World War began to 

show their presence on the European scene, Portugal's Centuries 

old alliance with Great Britain was put to an acid test
1 Great 

Britain had already specifically disclosed that in case the war 

broke out, Portugal should remain a neutral nation. Great Britain 

had made this clear to its ally, Portugal at the time of the 

Munich Crisis (1938), which had developed, when despite the 

assurance to the contrary, Hitler had begun amassing his troops 

on the Czechoslovakian border 2 . Consequently, France and Great 

Britain mobilised their own armed and naval forces, having -  come 

face to face with the probability of war 3 . At the last moment 

however, they were reprieved. It was apparent even to Hitler, 

that there was no enthusiasm in Germany for a general war. 

Mussolini too, linked by common policy with Hitler since 1936 on 

the so called Rome-Berlin Axis, was not in readiness for the war 

and hence cautioned Fuhrer on the danger. So, at the last moment 

in September 1938 Hitler relented and agreed to follow compromise 

formula evolved during a conference held at Munich on 29th and 

30th September 1938 4 . Thus, the crisis was fused off temporarily. 

Great Britain, however, did not break its silence on Portugal's 

future steps until the war finally broke out s . 

The Anglo-Portuguese Alliance which had its roots 

during the times of the Crusades, was an alliance which had been 

zealously maintained by Portugal throughout. In fact it was the 

most ancient offensive and defensive alliance between the two 

countries with wide repercussions on European politics for long. 
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The confirmation of the alliance was first made public by the 

Treaty signed in 1373 A D between Edward III, King of England and 

Ferdinand I, King of Portugal and the two nations continued to 

hold together with tenacity against any combinations of other 

powers 6 . 

When Europe had plunged into the First World _War, 

Portugal initially did not want to get involved in it and had 

thought of declaring neutrality but had to desist from doing so 

upon receiving a note from Great Britain requesting her to defer 

issuing any declaration of neutrality. Thereafter, Portugal 

assured Great Britain of its full co-operation and eventually had 

even joined the war on its side in 1916, when the German 

Government formally declared war on Great Britain 7 . 

Arid yet, it certainly appeared strange that years after 

Portugal had joined the Great War, an Under Secretary for Foreign 

Affairs, replying to a question in the British House of Commons 

said that the Anglo-Portuguese Treaty by which England promised 

to defend the Portuguese colonial possessions, in case of 

aggression still continued to be in force but that, the British 

Government reserved to itself, the right to determine the 

circumstance in which its help should be given or refused. 

However, on account of her super power,solid position and great 

prestige in the world, Great Britain always posed itself. as a 

superior and dominant partner in the centuries old alliance and 

hence could give such authoritative opinions
8 . 

Portuguese Neutrality 

The new political and economic regime (Estado Novo) of 

Portugal under the dictatorship of Dr Salazar was akin to those 
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of 	the Axis Powers in several respects. It derived 	its 

inspiration from the Fascist and the Nazi doctrines. The new 

Parliament, which replaced the old democratic Republican one was 

packed with dummies, who were all supporters of Dr Salazar. The 

basic feature of Unia'O Nacional was on the lines of Italian 

Fascism. Dr Salazar's dictatorship was considered by his 

opponents as politically reactionary, culturally medieval, 

obscurantist as well as backward in every respect. It revealed 

its pro-Axis leanings when Dr Salazar joined the Civil War—•n 

Spain (1936-1939) on the side of the Spanish Falangists led by 

General Franco, the Italian Fascists and the Hitlerites inorder 

to oust the legitimate Republican Government of Spain 9 . 

Thus, it is easy to understand, why the Portuguese 

dictatorship sympathised with those who fought against democracy. 

On the eve of the Second World War, however, oft-repeated 

friendly feelings of Portugal's Premier for Great Britain, had 

surprised Germany 10 . Though, Dr Salazar always intended to show 

his support to the age-old Alliance with Great Britain, he 

followed a dual policy too. On one hand, he adopted a very soft 

attitude towards Germany, which ultimately resulted in the 

signing of German-Portuguese Agreement on June 29, 1936 11 . On the 

other hand, Portugal declared its neutrality in the World War II, 

paying at the the same time lip homage to the Old Alliance 

between Portugal And Great Britain. To justify this dubious 

attitude, different from what was adopted in the First World War 

under the democratic Republican regime, Dr Salazar always harped 

on the point that Portugal's joining the War would much depend 

upon the protection of its overseas possessions in Asia and 
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Africa and the nations engaged in the global conflict. Dr. Salazar 

tried to explain that he trusted Hitler for his assurance that he 

intended to respect the integrity of Portugal and of her overseas 

possessions should Portugal maintain neutrality
12 . 

And Portugal created a stir when German forces launched 

an offensive against Poland on 1st September,1939. The next day, 

prior to the declaration of war by Great Britain, it affirmed its 

neutrality and pronounced that fortunately the alliance with 

Great Britain did not make an obligation for Portugal to 

necessarily give up their position of neutrality in the 

emergency. According to Dr Salazar, Germany had agreed, not to 

touch Portuguese Overseas possessions, provided it remained 

neutral. Besides, Great Britain also had no high hopes from her 

under the alliance 13 . 

The declaration of neutrality prior to the full-fledged 

war was a shrewd step on the part of Dr Salazar, who did not 

desire to have hostility with Germany or her ally -Great Britain. 

German Master Spy and Ships in Goa 

A bizarre incident which took place at Mormugaon 

harbour in Goa, gave a clear proof of the attitude of the 

Portuguese Government towards the war belligerents. Much before 

Portugal pronounced its plan to remain neutral, Germany and Italy 

had expected no harm to their interests in the PortUguese 

territories. Even as the political situation was begining to 

worsen in Europe, a German cargo ship M. V. Ehrenfels proceeding 

from Bhavnagar to Bombay entered the Marmugaon harbour on 28th 

August 1939 for shelter The next day another German ship 

Drachenfels, which had left earlier from Marmugaon with a cargo 
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destined for Rotterdam, had come back to the port. On the same 

day, two more Italian ships namely Hilda, proceeding from Karachi 

to Bombay and Vanuvale with passangers of various nationalities, 

proceeding from Colombo to Italian ports via Suez, sought shelter 

in the port 15  . Two days later,cruised another German ship M. V. 

Braufels moving from Djibouti to Calcutta 16 . 

The Portuguese Government in Goa had felt uneasy with 

the arrival of Ehrenfels and it wanted to Know, the exact reason 

behind the vessel's entry into its harbour. The Government made 

frantic inquiries to know, whether it was for purely commercial 

purpose or for seeking refuge with the fear of impending war. It 

was but natural, that the Government of Goa maintained a constant 

link on the issue with the authorities in Lisbon 17 . 

With this background, on 8th September 1939, the two 

Italian ships moved out of the port for Colombo without any 

trouble as Italy had not yet adopted belligerent attitude in the 

war that was already getting under way. However, ih June 1940, at 

the initial stage of the hostility between Italy and England, 

another Italian vessel S.S.Anfora entered the Marmugaon port 

seeking refuge there by joining the three German ships. 

Aboard the German ship Drachenfels, the crew included 

35 British Indian citizens. The British Government therefore 

urged upon the Portuguese Government in Goa to help it in getting 

freed these British Indian subjects from the vessel and also to 

trace if there were some more British Indian citizens aboard the 

other ships and to get them freed. The Portuguese Government 

promptly arranged for the quick disembarkation and in response to 

the plea of the British Government immediately directed the 
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Captain of Port to render necessary assistance to that effect 

However, the Portuguese Government was riot liberal enough to show 

such a sympathetic gesture nor gave impression of any urgency in 

rendering any help to the hapless members of the crew on. the 

German and Italian vessels suffering and starving for months 

together from the lack of provisions, when they implored to be 

helped19 . After 1940, it was observed that, the Portuguese 

neutrality tilted towards Great Britain, as the war situation 

gradually turned unfavourable to the Allies. 

As the tide of war continued to swell, the predicament 

of the crew of all these ships was day by day becoming extremely 

miserable and pitiable. Worse still, the Portuguese Government 

callously turned a blind eye towards them. It was with this 

background, that at the end of 1942, on 19th December, Robert 

Koch, a German Master spy and his wife Grete Koch were Kidnapped 

from their Panjim residence by the British Secret Service agents 

S 0 E ( special Operation Executive) and ultimately, according to 

reports, were put to death across the Goa borders, at Castlerock 

in the British territory. Though, Robert Koch while in Goa, 

unsuspiciously pretended to be a German private citizen, he was 

one of the key men to Nazi Gestapo global spy network and acted 

under the code name Trompeta. The Government of Goa did not 

display any eagerness or any interest to inquire into their 

disappearance through diplomatic channels. On the contrary it 

largely depended upon the Police Inquiry Report, according to 

which. the Koch couple had left Goa on their own with two 

Europeans and en route, at Banastarim bridge, Ponda and Molem, 

none observed any uneasiness on their faces or a request for help 
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from any one of them
20

. 

No wonder, the miserable plight of the crew abroad 

ships in Marmugao harbour attracted, even the attention of the 

International Red Cross Committee in Geneva and it did arrange to 

provide the requisite provisions of life for the already 

battered, hapless members of the crew 21 . But within a few months, 

they were to undergo the most terrible situation i.e., the last 

action of the Calcutta Light Horse on 9th March 1943. 

The truth, as revealed by James Leasor, the British 

national in his book, Boarding Party,the last action of the 

Calcutta Light Horse, as given below, was a British version of 

the episode. 

An action with unimaginable speed of the middle aged 

members of the Calcutta Light Horse, an auxiliary regiment, 

founded as early as 1759 by the British Governor-General Robert 

Clive, to ward off a Dutch onslaught in the Bay of Bengal, had 

culminated in the destruction of the vessels which had taken 

shelter in the Marmugao harbour. They had resorted to such a 

suicidal risk, with no support whatsoever for political reasons 

from the British Government in India. The British Government on 

the other hand merited the Portuguese neutrality so much that 

they would never desire to revel in such type of risky adventure 

which was liable to infringe it. 

The main intention of the adventurous group from 

Calcutta was to destroy the Deutz Generator run poWerful 

transmitter, aboard the Ehrenfels which was utilized by Trompeta 

(Robert Koch,who had been Kidnapped earlier on 19th December 1942 

from Panjim) for espionage with the help of Fritz Poller, the 
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First officer of Ehrenfels, who could easily decode the messages. 

By using this very powerful transmitter, Trompeta highly 

succeeded in transmitting the information about the movements of 

the vessels belonging to the Allies, which were then torpedoed 

and sunk by the German U Boats in the Indian Ocean in large 

numbers. The C L H group was very eager, if possible to sink 

Ehrenfels,a mother ship which was supposed to be most 

sophisticated and specifically designed so as to be converted in 

times of need into a dangerous merchant cruiser. Hence, all steps 

were taken meticulously to make their surprise operation a 

success 

In the meanwhile, the kidnapping of Trompeta alongwith 

his wife had created panic in the minds of German and Italian 

sailors aboard the ships and it was but natural that they 

anticipated some sort of assault against them. They were all in 

readiness to face any such eventuality. Instructions had also 

been given to all officials aboard the ships regarding how they 

were to act in an emergency and also that they were to destroy 

and sink the ships rather than allow them to be towed away from 

the port beyond the international limits. Thus, when the expected 

attack occurred, the crew acted accordingly, by offering whatever 

resistance possible and later setting the ships on fire 23 . 

The gross parody of the truth was that the C L H 

mission did succeed but with no appreciation from the British 

Government while the Germans were unnecessarily interned at Fort 

Aguada Jail on charges of setting fire to the ships, till the War 

ended, for a total period of 30 months. The case filed against 

them by the Government of Goa, delayed in the court for more than 
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two years and the verdict was given only after the Second World 

War had come to an end. The judgement given by the Judge on 1st 

October 1945, stated that it had been proved that no alien ship 

entered the Port of Marmugaon on the night of 8-9th March 1943 

and hence there had been no attack 24 . 

The manner in which the whole case was dealt with by 

the Portuguese Government in Goa incited Captain Lindemann of 

Anfora to dispatch a highly critical representation to the Prime 

Minister of Portugal. , Dr Salazar. In reality, the much annoyed 

Captain took full opportunity to unmask the questionable role of 

the Portuguese administration in the whole episode, revealing 

that, on that fateful night none from the Portuguese Port Police 

Force turned up in the port area 25 . 

Nothing is known about the reaction of Dr Salazar to 

this strongly worded representation wherein Captain Lindemann 

laid the accusing finger on the Portuguese Government in Goa for 

instituting false proceedings against the crew members inorder to 

conceal their dubious actions and to protect their national 

prestige and the prestige of the authorities. The subject matter 

of this representation might have put the Portuguese Government 

in an embarrassing situation but the Portuguese Government 

resorted to pretences to champion the so called neutrality vis-a-

vis its centuries old ties of alliance with Great Britain 26 . This 

attitude of the Portuguese Government can be gauged better when 

on Hitler's death, Lisbon officially paid tributes to him but a 

couple of days later seized all German diplomatic and official 

property in Portugal under the pretence that there was no 

national Government in Germany. This action exposed thoroughly Dr 
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Salazar's 	in-sincerity 	in the 	maintenance 	of 	Juridical 

neutrality 

Tenure of Governor-General Cabral 

The Governor-General who ruled over Goa during. these 

critical years of the Second World War was Jose Ricardo Pereira 

Cabral. It was a period when the availability of the essential 

articles for living became scarce leading to great hardships to 

the Goans. Consequently, most of his energy and time was spent in 

trying to solve the said problem. Senhor Jose Cabral proved 

himself to be an able administrator and he is credited for 

tackling the serious problems with great wisdom and firmness 28 . 

To find a solution to the most vexing problem of the 

time was to establish a fair and equitable food distribution 

system to the people of Goa. For this, he introduced fair price 

shops network in the villages of Goa and issued strict 

instructions against hoarding and smuggling. The hoarders and 

smugglers when caught for their nefarious activities,were to be 

summarily punished by the courts, which were provided with 

special powers to book them 29 . 

The efforts put in by the Governor-General and the 

degree of efficiency he exhibited while dealing with the said 

difficult situation attracted appreciation from all quarters and 

even the hardcore newspapers like Bharat published articles in 

praise of him 30  . 

The involvement and the responsibility of the citizens 

towards the society is generally tested during thet.ime of social 

crisis leading to stress and strain. Inferences can be drawn 

based on the responses that the citizens display in such tricky 
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situations. 	Normally under difficult social 	and 	economic 

conditions, people become selfish and self-centred and sadly 

Goans proved no exceptions to this rule. As expected, the news of 

the outbreak of the Second World War on 1st September,1939 

resulted into shooting up of prices ofessential commodities sky 

high, as the local shopkeepers began to sell the goods at higher 

prices, although they had actually procured them at normal rates, 

before the outbreak of the War. This gave rise suddenly to an 

artificial scarcity of foodgrains as people resorted to panic 

buying and shopowners hoarded up the•items 31 . 

Having seized with the above problem, the Governor-

General convened an emergency meeting of the Governing Council on 

7th September 1939, to discuss the situation arising out of the 

scarcity of food grains and to work out remedial measures. In 

order to curb the anti-social attitude of the trading community, 

a law was passed which contained 22 Articles, to deal firmly with 

those traders who ventured to fish in troubled waters,. 

According to the said law,the Government was 	to 

constitute committees in every taluka to. fix the prices of 

foodgrains and other items with a de;ntral Cq-ordinating Committee 

at the capital in Panaji. The committees at the taluka level were 

to accomplish the task of fixing the prices of essential 

commodities with the help of the Central Co-ordinating'Committee. 

The taluka level Committees had no authority to alter the prices 

of any items/goods without the permission to do so, by the 

Central Co-ordinating committee. Until the Committees published 

their new table of prices, the goods and commodities were to be 

sold at the same rates as existed pn 31st August 1939. The 
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violation of the above law attracted a heavy fine to the extent 

of Rs 10/- to Rs 100/- for the first time and Rs.50/-to Rs 1000/-

for the next. However, the violation for a third time would 

result into forcible and permanent closure of the concerned 

establishment through a Government order 32 . 

The 	Governor-General also tried to 	protect 	the 

interests of the Mundcars (tenants) by recommending an amendment 

to the existing Lei de Mundcariato enacted on 24th August -  1901, 

so as to prevent forcible eviction of the Mundcars by their 

respective Bhatcars (landlords) 33 . The clauses of the above law 

which were found to be unjust are cited here to give idea of 

their serious repercussions. First of all, the law ironically 

stated that it would support the good relations between landlords 

and tenants provided they came under the purview of this law. Any 

other contract struck between the Bhatcar and the Mundcar was to 

be treated as an exception to it. Article 2 specified as to who 

could be called as a Mundcar. Whereas Article 3 gave an overall 

right to the landlord to evict a tenant with the status of any 

number of years by giving him a six months' notice through 

administrative office. Article 4 similarly allowed a Mundcar to 

leave the tenancy on his own if he so desired, by giving a three 

month's' notice. But Article 5, specified that in case the 

Mundcar was evicted by a landlord, he could take away for himself 

the material with which the house was built only if, it was 

erected by Using his own amount, bite hack to clear at. his own 

cost the. area where his house stood before. However, if the 

Bhatcar was ready to pay for the house, the Mundcar was not 

permitted to break the house nor take its material. According to 
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Article 7, if the Mundcar was either evicted by the Bhatcar or he 

himself wished to leave, he had to compulsorily return the amount 

borrowed from the landlOrd, if any for building the house. Lastly 

Article 8, stated that if any MundcOr violated the law, besides 

paying compensation to the Bhatcar, he would have to pay. fine of 

Rs 2/- to the Municipality. Secondly, if any Mundcar left the 

place ignoring the law or refused to leave even after receiving 

an intimation from the landlord, then the administrative office 

had the right to force him to stay back or forcibly evict him 

from the land as the case may be. Here again he had to pay 

compensation according to Article 5. The rights regarding the 

implementation of the law, recovering of fines etc. were vested 

with ,the Administrator of the taluka. And an appeal acjainst any 

unjust judgement of the Administrator could be made to Tribunal 

Administrativo Fiscal e de Contas (Administrative court for 

Finance and Accounts) 34 : 

The above law which was enacted way back in 1901, 

during the days of the Monarchy clearly tilted towards the 

landlords, who were its strong supporters. The Governor-General 

observing the numerous difficulties faced by the helpless Mundcar 

had expressed his desire to introduce the necessary changes. 

However, owing to stiff opposition from the landowners' lobby, 

the said Bill could not make any headway. However, through 

another Bill, he restricted the rate..of interest charged by the 

money-lenders to 6% on their advances and loans 35 . 

Yet another worthy action .ot the Governor-General 

Cabral was to discontinue the yearly public celebrations on 25th 

November, which was observed as a National Day. The Government 
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earlier had made the celebrations compulsory, but the,people in 

general participated actively in the celebrations either to 

display their loyalty to the Government or to seek favours from 

the Officials. The working class backed the celebrations as it 

was a day of rest for them. The local Municipalities used to 

engage themselves in a race to prove their superiority in 

spending as much from their respective treasuries in tale name of 

the National Day celebrations. The Governor-General rigiltly puL 

an end to such wasteful expenditure on the part of the Government 

and the day was just to be observed as a public holiday in Goa 36 . 

Thus, Senhor Cabral's regime could be said to have 

brought some relief to the Goans who were groaning under 

burdensome laws. 

Rise of Nationalism 

After Dr Salazar had resolutely saddled himself as 

Prime Minister assuming dictatorial powers, he did not allow any 

political activity either in Portugal or its colonies. All the 

existing political parties and institutions in Goa including the 

Partido Vltramarino, Pragatik Sangh etc. were pronounced illegal. 

The exception was his Uniao Nacional, which was permitted to 

function as a political organisation. Since then, till the 

liberation in 1961, political activity in Goa could only be 

carried out clandestinely at great risk by the Goan nationalists 

either in their individual or personal capacity with-in Goa or 

from outside the borders of Goa 37 . 

The regime of repression let loose in Goa provoked 

several individuals with political bent of mind to group 

themselves right from the beginning of the dictatorial period 
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till the elimination of the Portuguese rule in Goa 

One among such groups had the membership of indiViduals 

holding moderate views. No doubt,they wanted independence to. Goa 

or a sort of autonomous status but by maintaining it in the 

political framework constituted by the Portuguese Government and 

not outside it. They opted for freedom in Goa but they did not 

desire Goa to be separated from Portugal, neither from its 

political and administrative institutions nor from language, 

social system or its cultural heritage. In fact they thought, 

they were part and parcel of Goan life for the last over four 

hundred years, while Goa was under the Portuguese control. These 

moderates were reluctant to endorse the dictatorial policies and 

methods introduced by the Portuguese Prime Minister, Dr Salazar 

vis-a-vis the colonies. They did not hesitate to frown upon the 

suppression of civil liberties in Qua. However, they preferred 

the constitutional methods of opposing the Government by writing 

petitions, memoranda, putting up requests, deputing delegations 

for discussions etc. By temperament,they were opposed to 

revolutionary methods for attaining freedom
39 . But these 

moderates failed to realise that the above methods made no impact 

at all on the stubborn and autocratic Premier of Portugal and 

hence they failed in their policy. The persons, who followed this 

line of thought included Jose Inacio de Loyola, Prof Paulo 

Ribeiro, Gopinath Kurade, Vicent JO-go Figueiredo, A.X.Gomes 

.Pereira, Antonio' Sequeira and Francis Xavier Furtado. Their 

thinking was rather conditioned by the Press Censorship and the 

despotic Police set-up in Goa
40 . 

Already in July 1926, after a stay of over a decade in 
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Europe, Tristao Braganca Cunha had returned to Goa convinced by 

the fact that Goa could not be left isolated from the Indian 

struggle for freedom . He had from then onwards launched his 

great campaign of arousing the dormant sentiments of the Goan 

masses against the ignominy they faced on account of their 

miserable plight under colonial rule. This campaign of awakening 

the Goans remained his main preoccupation and activity, for the 

rest of his life. He initiated this intellectual tirade by 

writing strong articles tinged with sarcasm against the colonial 

despotism and the general worsoning conditions of the people in 

prominent newspapers of Goa and later in Bombay and also through 

independent pamphlets 41 . 

In 1928, he founded the Goa Congress Committee, which 

was soon affiliated to the Indian National Congress at its 43rd 

session in Calcutta. This became a solid base for the ensuring 

struggle for Civil Liberties in Goa and its ultimate 

reintegration with the Indian Union. In the same year, he brought 

out the pamphlet, What is Imperialism, in which he exposed all 

the evil effects of colonialism and condemned it thoroughly. His 

second pamphlet, Nationalism and Elementary Rights, was a 

subject of novelty, which was hotly discussed in the local 

political circles. At the same tinfe, he wrote in the local 

newspapers to give vent to the torturous conditions to which the 

Goans were subjected. His series of articles in 0 Bharat about 

the camouflaged Slavery is one of such examples wherein he 

brought to light the pitiable plight of the Kunbis of Goa who 

lived like slaves in the tea plantations of Assam. The pamphlets, 

The Basic Problems and The Rice Problems put into motion the 
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repressive colonial bureaucratic set-up and a case was filed 

against him for abusing the freedom of press when he wrote the 

historic pamphlet Denationalisation of Goans 42 . However, no one, 

even the Judges of the Trial Court and the Appellate Court could 

deny the substance of truth in this well written, factually 

Correct booklet. In his judgement, Justice M.C.Chagla stated: A 

book which historically traces the general decadence of the 

Goans, book which calls upon the Goans to free themselves from 

the historical background and their present outlook so that they 

should be more fitted to aspire fqr freedom and to join hands 

with their fellow Countrymen in the rest of India cannot possibly 

be said to prejudice His Majesty's relations with the Government 

of Portugal in the manner in which we have indicated (in this 

Judgement) 43 . Consequently, the ban on it was revoked in British 

India. 

	

Even 	from Bombay, T.B.Cunha the father of 	Goan 

Nationalism, as people fondly call him today, tackled several 

problems of Goa which were ignored both by the Goans themselves 

as well as the officials. The relief campaign instituted by him 

in 1941 in Salcete can be cited as one of the most important 

initiatives 44 . 

His activity although carried on silently, it attracted 

the attention of the Goan Youths in every measure. Tbe membership 

of Goa Congress Committee went on increasing and leaflets and 

pamphlets in Konkani, Marathi, English and Portuguese 

continuously made their appearance and ever continued to be a 

source of discomfort and embarrassment to the colonial Government 

in Goa. At the same time, he boosted the forces of nationalism 
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and struggle for liberties. 

Having 	derived 	inspiration from 	the 	prevailing 

political uneasiness, the more enthusiastic nationalistic Goan 

Youth came forward with determination to contribute their might 

towards creating awareness among the politically vulnerable 

sections of the Goan society. In 1937, Shamrao Madkaikar took a 

lead' and established Gomantakiya Tarun Sahgh (Goan youth Union) 

in Madgaon.The Sangh associated itself with diverse socio-

political activities like conducting public discussions on 

contemporary social problems of general interest, running a 

library, publishing a handwritten Monthly in Marathi etc. In an 

effort to indulge in clandestine political activities, the 

Gomantakiya Tarun Sangh founded Swayam Savak Dal, to create 

political awareness among the Goan youths by way of distributing 

pamphlets containing nationalistic views. 

Among the various groups of nationalists that sprang up 

in Goa as a result of political awakening and growing sense of 

nationalism, the group led by Pandurang P.Shirodkar and Suryakant 

Naik in Karmali, a small village near Panaji contributed 

immensely to the Goan struggle for civil liberties. Doldly and 

openly, they celebrated Indian Independence Day on 26th January 

as declared by the Indian National Congress since 1939 defying 

the Portuguese Government. Later, this group established contacts 

with the underground workers of the erstwhile Bombay State and 

even managed to supply to them arms in connivance with the 

nationalist Goan sepoys in the Goa Police Force 45 .  

Trend Towards Modernisation 

The Goan society during the period from 1939 to 1945, 
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consistently imbibed and assimilated the progressive principles 

in social reconstruction and continued to march ahead towards the 

process of stabilization. During the course of its onward march, 

the Goan society absorbed several healthy, progressive trends and 

features which contributed to its socio-economic planning and 

cultural pursuits. The ongoing process of modernization, which 

began with the advent of the Republic, took now deeper roots. The • 

myths and superstitions associated with various facets of Goan 

life were slowly getting eroded as people specially the educated 

class 	realised 	their irrelevance in the 	changed 	social 

conditions. 

The worsoning economic condition and the scarcities 

during Second World War compelled the people to be more practical 

rather than touching upon the emotional aspects based purely on 

customs and traditions. The traditional pattern of behaviour 

involving the cultural values, ethics etc were also changing with 

the time. But at the same time, one could discern attitudes of 

indifference to realities and running simply after 	things 

supposedly styled as modern. This trend was 	conspicuously 

observed, specially by the younger generation and the educated 

people 

One important aspect in the Hindu society was a change 

in attitude followed during the finalisation of marriage 

proposals for boys. It was normally believed that marriages were 

made in heaven and therefore they were not to be violated. The 

match-making 	was the sole prerogative of the parents 	or 

guardians. Since parents were instrumental in seeking suitable 

partners for their wards, the latter themselves had no say in the 
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matter. It was considered disgraceful to talk about 'one's own 

marriage. Hence the question of choosing a partner of one's own 

liking did not arise at all. 

Happily, by the year 1940, the said concept slowly came 

into fashion as the boys started insisting on seeing the girl 

before the marriage proposals were finalised. The educated boys 

were no longer ready to blindly marry any girl that their parents 

chose for them. In the process, nobody bothered about the state 

of mind and feelings of those girls, who were constantly rejected 

by several prospective bride-grooms. Often the popularity and 

demand of a bride-groom was equated with the number of proposals 

he rejected in the course of his marriage negotiations 47 . 

The Economic Situation 

Before the beginning of the World War II, the Goan 

markets used to be flooded with different variety of foreign made 

goods. The habits and customs acquired by blindly copying the 

Europeans, had turned Goans into avid consumers who clamoured for 

exotic goods, thereby helping unconsciously the draining of their 

money to foreign countries which produced them. It is well-Known 

that even the cotton wicks needed to light the lamps in Hindu 

households were supplied by a country like Japan, whose goods had 

bumper sale in Goan markets. It was also expressed sarcastically 

that even the Janavem, the sacred thread worn by the Hindu upper 

castes and the sticks used for brushing the teeth, would be 

willingly supplied by Japan, if provided with an opportunity and 

the Goans would buy these without any reservations from them 

The reluctance to patronise local articles aggravated 

the economic dependence on fOreign countries. Besides wasting 
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precious money to the advantage of alien countries, the Goans 

were responsible for the decadence of the local arts and 

industries, which in fact was the direct result of their 

sustained craze towards imported goods. This strange attitude 

made it extremely difficult for any new enterprise to prosper in 

Goa during this period. The illogical and absurd tariff policy of 

the Government, no doubt benefitted it, but it served as a 

contributory factor for the grave unemployment problem and the 

mass exodus of Goan working population. 

The repercussions of the dislocation of the native 

industries, which was the main source of income for many affluent 

as well as poor Goans were very much evident during this period. 

The editorial of the newspaper Bharat in February 1939 voiced 

its concern over the matter by describing the attitude of the 

people as unenthusiastic and co-related it with the economic 

bankruptcy 

Inspite of this situation, neither the 'People nor the 

Government made any attempt to take suitable measures to stop the 

economic ruin. As long as the Government's interests were served 

and safeguarded and Portugal was not hurt economically, the 

rulers had no ideological, social or economic commitment towards 

the colonial people. 

Rice has always been the staple food of the population 

in Portuguese India irrespective of religion, caste and creed. 

The agricultural backwardness compelled the territory to import 

one third or even one half of the quantity required for 

consumption every year. The prevailing global depreciation of 

rice, rendered its production hardly remunerative and together 
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with the Government's policy of hiking the duties on the most 

vital commodities had resulted into high cost of living and 

consequently the general cost of output. The cost of production 

of the local rice thus had gone much higher than that of the 

imported rice . 

Instead of trying to scale down the cost of rice 

output, the Government added to the burden by its so called 

protective policy. Under the pretext of giving protection -  and 

increasing the local output of rice, the Government further 

enhanced the price of the imported rice, with a view to assure a 

higher price to local producers. But in actual practice, the high 

cost of imported rice only helped in rendering even the local 

rice production costlier, since the amount spent on farming such 

as labourers' wages, the cost of seeds etc had shot up 

simultaneously with the price of rice. Being the staple food of 

the masses, its price rise obviously affected the general cost of 

living. 

The cultivator too did not derive any benefit from the 

high price of rice, as the rice cultivation in Goa is carried out 

by each cultivator, owning small fields and the quantity produced 

hardly sufficed his own domestic consumption, obviating the 

possibility of its sale. In reality, the rising cost of 

cultivation 	overburdened 	the 	peasant 	and 	impoverished 

agriculture 
	

itself, since more farmers left their 	fields 

untilled. 

Consequent upon the super-tax imposed on the imported 

rice besides the usual customs duty, the imported rice from 

British India, where it was available for Rs. 6/- per bag, cost 
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in Goa between Rs. 13/- and Rs. 16/- per bag on account of 

profiteering by the greedy merchants. The Government derived 

immense benefit from it because of the fabulous rise in its 

custom's revenue. Over a period of six years, the super-tax 

together with custom's duty on rice had added to the State coffer 

an enormous revenue of Rs. 30,72,036. 

If this policy of imposing taxes and super-taxes was 

really meant for the benefit of rice cultivators, the Government 

would have utilized the lakhs it earned for their benefit alone. 

For instance, it could have been used to buy and distribute 

chemical fertilisers and high yielding seeds to the cultivators, 

who were unable to purchase them on their own, on account of 

their extreme poverty. Thus, it could have scaled down the cost 

of rice production and increased its cultivation. However, 

nothing of this sort happened in Goa and on the contrary, this 

high imposition only led to jack up the cost of the local rice 

production 51  . 

Worse still, at this critical time under a 	new 

legislation the Government imposed an exhorbitant augmentation of 

the rents of the Communidades paddy fields. This prohibitive rent 

not only affected the working class, who actually tilled the soil 

but also a large number of middle class landless families, who 

leased these fields and cultivated them with the help of hired 

labour. Many of these families had their bread earners abroad, 

where they eked out a precarious living and probably saved just 

enough to provide for the expenses and rent of the paddy fields 

of the Communidade that was to provide enough home-grown rice for 

the family. 



This outrageous increase of rent spelled a disaster to 

the rest of the Goans as well, except a few landlords, the big 

shareholders of the Communidades and the Government, which 

derived a huge amount of revenue from this source. The official 

experts, who fixed the enhanced rent, took the high price of rice 

as the basis for the assessment of the new rent in accordance 

with the principles established by the new laws. The little 

advantage of the right of preference granted to the cultivator 

over • the plot of land he was to cultivate, had to be secured by 

him at a very high premium. It was so exhorbitant that the paddy 

fields would have been left uncultivated but for the fear 

psychosis of the shortage of rice on account of war crisis, which 

compelled the cultivators to accept them at any price.But when 

the time for paying the raised rent came and the farmers were 

unable to pay up the amount, they faced fines convertible into 

imprisonment of a day for every eight annas of default. The poor 

farmers had no other option other than falling in trap of the 

debt or prison 52 . 

Thus, once more the failure of a new method pursued by 

the Government to solve the rice problem was evident. According 

to its own statement, the condition under which the small 

cultivator had access to lands, the interference of the middle-

man being inevitable, was what rendered the cost of production 

excessively high. But, to the utter disappointment of the Goan 

'farmer, the rents continued to be on the higher side even after 

the elimination of the middleman and in some villages, the 

cultivators paid much more than to the middleman. This meant 
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that, 	at the cost of poor cultivators, the 	Communidades 

distributed higher dividends, granted more money to churches and 

religious festivities and paid higher taxes to the Government. 

This was the only change brought about by the new reform
53 . 

The British Indian currency had always been in 

circulation freely in Portuguese India alongwith the Portuguese 

currency, for both the currencies had the same unit, the silver 

rupee. As a matter of fact, British Indian money was accepted in 

Goa at a small premium, as everyone knew it to be a sound 

currency. However, all of a sudden, taking advantages of the 

crucial moment 54 for Great Britain in the war, an order was 

issued by the Portuguese Government to refuse British Indian 

currency notes and coins 56  . As a result, British Indian coins and 

paper currency notes were exchanged at a great loss against the 

portuguese bank notes 57 . In fact, monetary unit of Goa was 

governed largely by the British Indian system. It was on account 

of the scarcity of the Portuguese coins that the POrtuguese bank 

notes were never convertible into silver rupee 58 . 

Banco Nacional Ultramarino ie the National Overseas 

Bank was the only private banking institution, which enjoyed the 

monopoly of issuing bank notes under the Law of the Government 

throughout the Portuguese colonial empire, with the exception of 

the Portuguese colony of Angola. The said bank, impelled people 

to transfer their funds to Lisbon foreseeing a rise of the 

escudo, the currency unit in Portugal. But instead of the 

anticipated increase, a sudden disastrous fall of the escudo at 

the cost of Indian currency, ruined many Goan families, who 

forfeited big share of their hard earned money 59 . At the same 
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time, the Bank practically did not entertain any demand to 

exchange British Indian currency notes but allowed several 

private money changers to trade freely with currency, ignoring 

all clear-cut instructions under law and accepted them at 

.fabulous discount of 15%-20%., openly indulging in rumour 

mongering about war, imminent Japanese attack, India's freedom 

movement and the, inflationary trends in British India " . 

Thus, under the so called policy of neutrality during 

the war the Portuguese Government systematically subverted the 

value of the Indian medium of exchange to the benefit of its own 
4 

. inconvertible paper money. As the legal provisions were yet to be 

rectified 	in view of the Government's 	adverse 	decision, 

illegalities were rampant and black marketing in currency 

dealings, involving money changers, traders etc. in the Goan 

markets thrived. The depreciation of the British Indian rupee 

continued to grow putting the producers and consumers of Goa to a 

great loss. The global devaluation of the Indian Currency, put to 

loss Goan emigrants of several lakhs of rupees of their hard 

earned savings because, on their arrival in Goa, they had no 

option than to exchange major parts of their savings into 

Portuguese Currency notes. At the rate of 15% discount, they were 

dispossessed of more than Rs. 25 lakhs per year 61 . 

It is necessary to emphasize here that the said 

arbitrary move of the Portuguese Government hit the export trade 

of Goa. Prior to the War, the quantum of exports formed 1/5th of 

the imports, whereas in the year 1941, it slided down to 1/7th. 

Morever, the devaluation of a rupee, purchasing power of which 

had been gone down to 1/2 of its real intrinsic value, the high 
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custom duties imposed on the items of basic necessity such as 

rice and other staple foods, under the pretext of protecting the 

agriculture of the territory had lifted up the cost of living to 

such an extent that it affected the local production. The 

disastrous policy of custom and the compressing currency system 

pushed down the Goans to the abysmal state of dire poverty, 

compelling them to leave the country en masse
62 . 

In retaliation to Portuguese Government's 	adamant 

posture towards British Indian currency crisis, the exports and 

imports of Goa were subjected to face serious hindrances on the 

soil of British India, which completely disturbed the trade ties 

between the two. As a consequence, Goa faced severe scarcities of 

essential foods and other articles of daily consumption. The 

scarcity in turn led to the price rise twice or thrice, as 

'compared to the prices in British India. The acute shortage of 

petroleum products like gasoline and kerosene affected badly 

public and private transport facilities and the people found it 

extremely difficult to attend to their day to day activities and 

business 

Although, the Portuguese Government, ever since the war 

years, had introduced and followed up the rationing system, its 

working in reality had been a hoax and a big farce. It was 

practically impossible to obtain food and other requirements from 

the ration shops. Strictly speaking, the people of Goa were 

supplied with their weekly quota of foodgrains once in three 

months and subsequently for a further indefinite period, it was 

virtually impossible to obtain further supplies of foodgrains. 

The Government servants in connivance with the shopkeepers and 
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dealers actively and wholeheartedly encouraged the rise and 

growth of black market. The Portuguese Government, instead of 

•exploring avenues for alleviating the miserable conditions of the 

people, 	had on the contrary, permitted imports of 	large 

quantities of wine and alcohol into the territory. Many rice 

growing regions remained barren for want of cultivation. The 

situation was so unbearable that the plight of the Goan people 

became worse than those people who were actually on the war 

front 64 , 

A closer look at the times reveals that, the next major 

source of income for the Portuguese Government was from the sale 

of Goa lottery tickets in British India. There were three 

institutions to which the State had granted the right of issuing 

lottery tickets - Santa Casa da Miserico•dia, Hospicio do Sagrado 

Coracao de Maria of Madgaon and the A-" 7 ^ Ranhnr dn.q 

Milagres of Mapusa. It was generally believed that the profits 

derived from these lotteries were utilized for the purpose of 

charity. However, the major part of collection was spent on 

providing unwarranted facilities, in the name of charity, to the 

microscopic minority of Europeans and their descendants, who in 

fact were the least in need of charity, since there were no 

destitutes among them. For the Indian destitutes, who were in 

real need of charity, the amounts allotted were insignificant
65 . 

Later, when the new popular Governments of Madras as well as Sind 

banned the Goan lotteries, their sale went down so much that, it 

in turn led to the reduction of the prize money from Rs.40,000/- 

• 
to a mere Ps.10,000/-

66 . 

In 1941, a restriction was imposed on the free flow of 
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newspapers and periodicals into Goa from British India by the 

British Government. It was made mandatory to obtain prior 

permission from the Censor-General of British India, New Delhi, 

for dispatching any such material into Goa. Hence the Goans faced 

difficulties in obtaining various reading material and their 

favourite newspapers from British India
67  . Added to this problem, 

was the non-availability of newsprint to the Goan newspapers and 

periodicals. On account of the war situation in Europe, the ships 

coming from Portugal with provisions for Goa, were delayed and 

the newspaper industry was virtually on the way of closing their 

establishment 

Another problem related to the war faced by the Goans 

next year was the return of the numerous Goan emigrants, 

specially the Catholics, working in foreign countries and also 

in British India to Goa 69 . In fact, Goa was economically 

dependent on the emigrants, who toiled hard and saved money to 

dispatch it to their dependents in Goa, which in tlirn maintained 

'territory's economic balance. A territory, whose exports were 

only Rs. 24,41,390/- as against the imports of Rs. 1,32,78,972/-

would have gone bankrupt long ago, had it not been for the Goan 

emigrants, who remitted to Goa annually over Rs. 100/- lakhs and 

thus made up this outrageous imbalance of trade. Hence it was 

easy to understand, the impact of a sudden decrease in the said 

emigrant's remittances, over the State budget. The return of 

emigrants had a telling effect on the bare minimum provisions 

which the Government provided to Goans to tide over war 

scarcities and their economic conditions worsened 70 . 
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Calamity in Salcete 

In the middle of August 1940, exceptionally devastating 

rains razed to the ground some hundreds of mud houses along the 

sea coasts of Salcete and Marmugaon. This kind of calamity was 

never heard of having occurred in those parts of Goa, any time in 

the past. 

The calamity affected an area of about 25 kms. long and 

two to three kms. wide, which ran almost in a straight line 

parallel with the sea, where dozens of densely populated villages 

were devastated. The torrential rains brought down old and new 

houses, some of them completely and others partially. In some 

cases, the walls made of beaten earth gave way, bringing down the 

roofs or developed cracks rendering the houses inhospitable. In 

the extreme south i.e., the villages of Orlim, Carmona and 

Cavelossim, there was a real catastrophe, where almost one fourth 

of the total houses had collapsed, as was ascertained by the 

Statistical Census. Many of the families were forced to take 

shelter in a single house till the end of the rainy season 71 . 

This evoked a caustic comment from T. B. Cunha, great 

nationalist and leader of Goa Congress Committee. He stated, the 

echoes of the said tragedy did not succeed in provoking the least 

reaction in the Portuguese Government, whose duty, it was to 

watch over the public security and well being 72 . The welfare and 

charitable institutions and even the local Press kept silent over 

the whole calamity, not considering it to be so severe.However, 

even after few weeks had passed and the affected people continued 

to suffer, nobody knew, how far the devastation had been caused. 

No public institution or functionary cared to show any interest 
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in the catastrophe that had taken place. The Regedores (Village 

administrators) who were approached by the victims, refused to 

help, stating that the matter was •beyond their competence. 

In the face of such brazen indifference, which was 

actually an insult to the people of Goa, T. B. Cunha decided to 

take the lead in providing relief to the victims of the floods 

with the help of Goa Congress Committee in Bombay. Two experts 

were deputed to ascertain the losses and to make preliminary 

inquiries.Based on their report, T. B. Cunha made an appeal to 

the Government and to the representative bodies giving summary of 

the expert committee's findings and highlighted the necessity of 

generous public and private aid to support the task of 

reconstruction 73  . 

The said appeal was received very sympathetically. The 

Press was unanimous in supporting the need for public aid and 

some of the newspapers spontaneously opened pubic subscription 

accounts to help the flood victims, to which several people .  sent 

their contributions 74 . Even the authorities, decided now to open 

an official inquiry. Outside the State, Goa Congress Committee 

mobilised the movement for collecting donations to the relief 

fund, among the communities in India and Africa. In this 

difficult task, Peter Alvares, a member of the Goa Congress 

Committee played a significant role alongwith his associates who 

fully lent him support 75 . 

On the other hand, after ascertaining the result of the 

official inquiry and long after the Goa Congress Committee's 

efforts, another committee of semi-official nature was 

constituted• However, inspite of liberal official patronisation, 
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the semi-official committee did not fulfill its purpose of 

rendering help to the victims. And a significant fact was , that 

the Government itself which seemed to support it, did not 

contribute anything to the aid of the flood victims. 

Contrarily, in response to the appeal issued by the Goa 

Congress Committee, a relief fund was raised by means of public 

subscription and private donations. A total of Rs. 9,048-14-0 was 

collected. However, the collected amount was not enough to render 

help to the needy flood victims as the sum necessary for the - 

total relief was estimated to be Rs. 51,110/- and the total value 

of the damages caused was to the tune of Rs. 67,560/-. Out of the 

481 families affected by the havoc, only 372 were rendered aid 

To make matters worse, the problem of alcoholism was 

dogging the Goan society of the time. Right from the beginning of 

the 20th century, the Goan society was continuously threatened by 

this vice. The Portuguese Government patronised it, since it saw 

nothing else but its own interests, ignoring the civil and moral 

degradation of the citizens in a civilised society. On account of 

this pernicious vice a major section of the people wasted a 

substantial and at times the whole part of their meagre earnings 

on alcohol at the cost of necessities of life, both to themselves 

and their families. During the 1930s and 1940s, the problem 

arising out of alcoholism in Goan society were galore. The drinks 

were sold so cheap that people drank in full. In fact, there were 

no restrictions or limits on its production and the sale, quality 

or quantity. Since there were hardly any laws against it and even 

if these existed they were left unimplemented by the authorities. 

In fact, the sale of the drink, which was considered veritable 
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curse in the Goan society, was patronised by the Government and 

from it, the Government derived Rs. 8 lakhs annually. The 

Government had hardly any other sources of revenue. The revenue 

from liquor was the second biggest among its receipts and that is 

the reason why Goa was considered as the most intoxicated area in 

the world. The average consumption of alcohol in Goa was five 

litres per head, whereas in France, a country known for its wine 

production, it was only 3 litres per head. This was appaling, 

unbelievable but true. The Portuguese Government itself was very 

much disturbed and annoyed over the fact and hence saw to it that 

the Statistics of the alcohol industry was withdrawn from the 

edition of the Statistical Year Book since 1938
77

. 

The problem of alcoholism did not affect much the Hindu 

society as it did the Catholic, which was westernised in their 

manners and ways. Whether they could afford or not, they went on 

spending a substantial share of their earnings on drinks for 

Christmas, Easter, Weddings, Christening Ceremonies, Birthdays, 

litanies, funerals and even during occasional visits of friends 

and relatives. Even among the Hindus, the upper castes and the 

lower castes, the rich as well as the poor, the educated and the 

uneducated had also been falling a prey to this pernicious vice 

to the detriment'of their families, with the Government turning 

Nellson's eye to their plight 78 . 

On the educational front, there was steady progress in 

Goa on account of the joint efforts of both the Government and 

privately managed institutions, the latter playing a major role 

as usual. In Madgaon, the Seva Samiti's Adarsh Vanita Vidyalaya a 

school meant for female education established in 1933 was making 
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alround progress in imparting quality education to Goan girls. 

The school concentrated more on the girls from poor and 

illiterate families. The Adarsh Vanita Vidyalaya had the unique 

honour of educating maximum girls from the Gomantak Maratha 

Samaj, assisting them to tread their path of progress and a 

dignified life
79 . In 1945, the said school switched over to co-

education system by throwing open the school for boys as well 

under 14 years of age. The school had the distinction of 

procuring the services of the teachers like Olga and Bertha 

Menezes Braganza, the worthy daughters of the great Goan 

nationalist Louis de Menezes Bragan5a, who taught with dedication 

in the school over a decade refusing any remuneration
80  . 

Another academic event which ,  attracted a lot 	of 

attention in the Goan society was the much popular and 

traditional annual lecture series organised by Saraswat Brahman 

Samaj in Madgaon. In 1941, the said lecture series was aimed to 

lay focus on the problems of women and their educational 

advancement. Eminent Goans like Ramachandra Shankar Nayak, 

Balkrishna B. Borkar, Balkrishna Vaman Savardekar, Damodar A. 

Kane and Dr Atmaram Hodarkar preferred to address on several 

topics of importance like women's education, women and society, 

women and childcare, women's role in health care etc
81 . 

Since 1925, all the matters concerning primary 

education in Goa were dealt with by the Government Office of 

Primary Instruction. The supervision of the secondary education 

including the Escola Nacional de Sexo Feminino (National School 

for Girls) was entrusted with the academic section of the 

Government Secretariat. The affairs relating to medical and 
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ti 	 pharmaceutical instruction were handled by the Department of 

Health. 82 This administrative set-up for education in Goa 

continued for several years until it was extensively altered by a 

decree of 8th December 1945. It abolished the Office of Primary 

Instruction and in its place created a Secretariat of the Council 

of Public Instruction (Secretaria do Conselho do Instruca-o 

Publica) 83 . This major change opened a new chapter in the history 

of educational administration of Goa. The said Council of Public 

Instruction was enpowered to exercise full executive powers 

-4 concerning all educational matters in all public or private 

educational establishments under the overall authority of the 

Governor-General. It is interesting to note that among other 

Government officials, the Archbishop of Goa was also a nominated 

member on this Council 84 . This is noteworthy because 
	

the 

Portuguese Government always made a boast of its 	secular 

principles in the matter of public administration. 

To recapitulate, a reference had been made earlier to 

the comparatively high mortality rate prevailing in the Catholic 

section of the Goan society, specially among their men. Many 

factors had been responsible for this rapid rate of deaths in the 

Catholic population. A similar situation was observed during 

1940s among the women in the Goan Hindu society as well. The 

newspapers of this period carried series of articles expressing 

deep concern over the fast deteriorating health in the case of 

married Hindu women. Prior to this period, when the strong joint 

family system was prevalent in the Goan society, it was not aware 

of the concept of family planning at all. In early days, women 

bore. on an average 12 to 14 children in their life span and still 
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lived in a healthy state until the ripe old age. However, in 

1940s, it was observed that Hindu women were falling a prey to 

various diseases and ailments even after bearing on an average of 

5 to 6 children. The reasons were more social and psysiological 

aspects rather than psychological. In the joint family system, 

the women usually had their deliveries performed in their 

parents' households and enjoyed a subsequent nursing period of 3 

to 4 months. Morever, the post-natal rest period of 3-4 months at 

the parents' house enabled a mother to prevent immediate 

reconception as the son-in-laws rarely visited their in-

laws'place. Their frequent visits there were considered as not 

respectful. 

As time advanced, the joint family system slowly 

withered gave way to the nuclear families. As a result, a married 

woman could not frequently visit her parental house. After the 

first delivery, the remaining ones were held under the husband's 

care and in the absence of manual support from oi:hers, the mother 

had to sustain independently the pressure of the household work, 

even at the cost of her health and well-being. The unlimited 

privacy existing under the nuclear family set-up gave vent to 

unrestricted sex desire among the couples. Consequently, the 

mother had no minimum incubation period to recover fully after 

her earlier delivery and caught herself in the clutches of 

immediate pregnancies. The continuous child-bearing, with 

insufficient time gap in-between, together with neglect towards 

health aspects and the prevailing hard economic conditions, 

contributed much towards the increased mortality rates among the 

married women during this period 5. 
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It is usually observed that for any change to be fully 

realised, it needs to go through a period of transition. 

Normally, any reform, to be totally accepted by the people_ and 

also for the people to get adjusted to it, must pass through the 

phase of action and reaction. However, at times these phases are 

so hypothetical and superficial in character that the desired 

change does not become a reality. In fact, the response of the 

younger generation in the Goan society during this period, 

towards various issues of social priorities, reflected the 

situation described above. In the initial stage, since the advent 

of the Republic, the younger generation of the society had made 

sustained efforts in bringing about the desired socio-cultural 

transformation to the optimum success level. Some of the earlier 

pioneering social movements like springing up of Gomantak Maratha 

Samaj, Shuddhi Movement etc. were the result of their well 

channelised efforts whiCh in fact served as milestones in the 

social history of the latter period. However, during 1940s, the 

priorities of the Goan educated section narrowed down to such an 

extent that they seemed to be mentally enslaved rather than 

imbibing fresh and progressive thoughts for the process of. social. 

reconstruction. In this connection, it is worth mentioning the 

famous brochure entitled The Denationalisation of Goans, by 

T.B.Cunha, 	showing the influence of 400 years of Portuguese on 

the mental, social and political development of Goans 	in 

Portuguese India. .In his celebrated article, T.B.Cunha owed the 

Goan mental slavery, political subjugation, unnatural manners, 

cultural stagnation and decay, lack of character and personality, 
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physical degeneration and economic ruin, to the denationalisatin 

of Goans 86  

Curiously enough among Hindus, the main hurdle seemed 

to be the fear associated with what others would say, in case one 

involved himself in a socially ridiculed or any controversial 

issues of the time like inter-caste, inter-religious,sagotra 

(endogamous) marriages, widow remarriages etc. They were 

acceptable to many in theory but were in practice the least 

On account of the rising unemployment problem among the 

educated youths, one could hardly select jobs related to their 

qualifications. As a consequence, even the professionals resorted 

to opt for administrative jobs in th'e Government cadre rather 

than venturing into their respective professions independently. 

For example, it was found that in January 1942, a medical 

practitioner by profession took over as Secretary in the Sanguem 

Administrator's office. Similarly, the Amanuense (clerk) was also 

a medical degree holder and it was jokingly said that even for 

the lowest post of a porteiro (porter), there would be no dearth 

of applicants from this category. In the Administrator's office 

at Mapusa, when a post in the lowest cadre was advertised, 

altogether 34 applications were received, which contained eleven 

persons possessing high educational qualifications like Lyceum 

and Pharmacy Certificates. It was then felt that the educated 

youth seemed to have no qualm in degrading their educational 

qualifications and that the Government should take appropriate 

steps to preserve the dignity of education, which it imparted to 

these youth by refusing to allow them to work on such low jobs 88 . 

Now, the Hindu society, underwen few modifications in 
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their general pattern of dress. Very few men and mostly those 

from the highly educated elite class moved around in the European 

dress. As the number of Hindu men receiving higher education 

registered steady growth, the impact of westernisation was more 

pronounced. Thus, more and more Hindu youths began to turn 

towards European styled dress 89 . 

Role of Religious Heads 

The dominant role that the heads of various religious 

Mathas played, in the life of the Goan Hindu society had always 

assumed tremendous significance for the simple reason that it 

helped to maintain a sense of socio-religious order among its 

community members in the society. The various Swamis continued 

their charismatic hold over the minds of the majority of the 

people, although, a small minority fraction around 1940s rose up 

and dared to deliberate upon the unreasonableness of some of 

their decisions and raised their voices against them 90 . However, 

till the beginning of this period (1939-45), the Hindu society in 

general followed guidelines and religious orders of their 

respective Swamis and did not prefer any major fundamental 

changes in the prevailing religious set-up. 

In the course of time, the religious heads were also 

beginning to realise the filtiljty of holding on to old traditions 

and in fact were making efforts to gear up themselves to face the 

fast emerging modern socio-religious order, which had set in the 

Goan Hindu society. 

Although, 	they did not want to budge from 	the 

fundamental principles, yet they had no other alte•native 91 . On 

17th January 1939, the head of Shri Gokarn-Partagal. Matha, Swami 
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Shrimad 	Inditakantatirtha 	and 	his 	disciple 	Shrimad 

Kamalanathatirtha, left Madgaon after a stay of 12 days to 

proceed to Mangalore. The visit was to attend to some significant 

and sensitive matters and hence Swami had decided to travel such 

a long distance inspite of his ill-health 92 . 

The very important issue concerned was regarding the 

clearing of misunderstanding between him and the Swami of 

Kashimatha in Mangalore, who in fact had taken the initiative to 

call the said meeting. The relations between the two Mathas had 

been strained during the headship of Shrimad Purnaprajnatirtha, 

the Guru of the then Swami of Gokarn-Partagal Matha, over an 

adultery case committed by a widow in the area falling under the 

jurisdiction of the Kashimatha. When The Swami of Kashimatha was 

apprised of the said case, he had immediately issued order of ex-

communication against all those community members who were 

involved in the said case. 

Usually, the Gaud Saraswat Vaishnav Brahmans, residing 

in and around Mangalore, came under the jurisdiction of the 

Kashimatha. However, there were also few followers of the Gokarn-

Partagal Matha residing there, who also came to be affected by 

the said mass ex-communication order. Bence they came to Partagal 

(in Canacona taluka, Goa) and received expiation from its Swami. 

This irked the then Swami of Kashimatha, as he felt that the 

Partagal Swami had encroached upon his jurisdiction by granting 

expiation to the said Saraswat Brahmans from Mangalore. The said 

feeling later gave rise to religious polarization between them 

and the tension thus originating among the followers led to 

strained relations between the two Mathas. In the present 
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century, although the intensity of hard feelings had declined, 

the minds were not yet clear and open. 

On account of.the said reason, till the year 1939, the 

followers of the Gokarn-Partagal Matha could not attend any 

function held at the Venkatramana temple, the prominent temple of 

the followers of Kashimatha, even though they resided in its 

vicinity. The effects of the strained relations between the 

followers of the two Mathas led to a few unpleasant incidences, 

the details of which are not Known, which were detrimental to the 

unity and peace in the Saraswat community. This prompted the two 

Swamis to sort out the differences and clear the misunderstanding 

between the two major. Mathas belonging to the same community and 

hence the meeting was arranged. 

Besides, 	there were also other equally 	pressing 

problems to he resolved, which included the vital question of 

permitting the untouchables to enter the temples run by the 

Saraswats. According to the Government of India Act of 1935 

passed in British India, provincial autonomy was put into 

practice. In the elections held in 1937 all over India, the 

Indian National Congress contested. the polls in all seriousness 

securing clear majorities in Madras: Bihar, U.P.j Orissa, Bombay 

and Central Provinces
93 . In the Madras Presidency, which included 

Mangalore area,the Ministry was formed and headed by 

C.Rajgopalachari. To implement party's menifesto, the Legislative 

Council intended to bring a Bill pertaining to the unrestricted 

entry. of the untouchables into the Hindu temples. The temple 

committees in the area were therefore asked to furnish their 

opinions on the matter. 
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Since, many of the temples in the Mangalore area were 

wholly owned and managed by the Gaud Saraswat Brahamans, the 

temple committees approached the Swami of Kashimatha for his 

opinion and decision . The Swami in turn wished to discuss tho 

issue with his counterpart, the Swami of Gokarn-Partagal Matha. 

Another matter which needed joint serious attention was 

the problem of those persons, who travelled abroad and faced 

subsequent ex-communications. In this regard,the situation 

existing in Goa could set an example to . the rest of Saraswat 

community elsewhere. As the Swami of Gokarn-Partagal Matha, 

Shrimad Indirakantatirtha was quite liberal in his approach, he 

had granted expiation to quite a few foreign returned persons 

like Pundalik Pandit, belonging to Bardeskar sect and residing at 

Sirsi (Karwar district) after he returned from his foreign trip. 

Several other persons were given expiation, when they asked for 

it in 1930s and 1940s, thus avoiding ex-communication. The reason 

behind this attitude may be attributed to the process of 

modernisation and growing defiance of their religious order in 

the Saraswat community in Goa 94 . 

Just as more and more Hindus travelled to foreign lands 

and sought relaxation from the imposition of ex-communication and 

sometimes, even the conservatives defied by refusing to take 

expiation. The Goan society in general was growing less vehement 

in denouncing and subjecting them to religious punishment. 

The same kind of liberal atmosphere had also come to 

prevail into the sphere of marriage, a sacrosanct institution 

among the Hindus of Goa. Prior to fixing of marriages, certain 
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conventions were followed strictly, sometimes even at the cost of 

the marriage proposal itself. One such convention was regarding 

the alleged non-compatibility in case of sagotra (endogamous) 

marriages. Marriage of bride and groom belonging to the same 

gotra was forbidden since it was largely believed that such 

marriage alliances produced defective progeny. This was one of 

the hurdles that people faced while fixing up the marriages, 

since the above convention had to be strictly followed by way of 

tradition. 

However, in the 1940s the public attitude towards 

sagotra marriages underwent a marked change. As times advanced 

and situation in the marriage market worsened due to non-  

availability of viable proposals, the ban on sagotra marriages 

became an added problem to the already harassed parents. The 

first initiative to bring about a change irk sagotra was taken in 

Maharashtra, when the well-known social figure Pandit 

Divekarshastri, put forward a proposition that -  after certain 

number of generation, sagotra marriages could be performed, since 

the evil effects of such marriages were automatically neutralised 

over a period of time. 

A few members in Goan society endorsed his views and 

came forward to arrange such marriages, although earlier there 

were a couple of occasions when sagotra marriages were solemnised 

in Goa. But the conservatives had - nOt accepted them and the 

parties concerned had to face - the social wrath and public 

ridicule. However, when sagotra marriages took place in 1940, the 

upper caste communities in Goa looked at them differently; 

silently appreciating the efforts of those people who ventured to 
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opt for them. Of these marriages, .the first one was between 

Dhempe and Kakode families both belonging to Vatsa Gotra and the 

second one between Nadkarni and Raikar families, both belonging 

to Kaushik Gotra 

Thus, traditional minded upper castes in Goan Hindu 

society were trying to adapt to liberal principles, even in the 

matter of most sacred event like marriage. 

Although, the respective heads of various Mathas did 

not favour large deviations from their traditional framework 

involving controversial social issues like ban on foreign travel, 

widow remarriage, sagotra marriage, entry of untouchables into 

Hindu temples etc. the Goans wished to overcome the effective 

hold of Swamis in the said' matters of grave social relevance. 

The socially enlightened people felt that the religious heads no 

longer carried any weight or influence to stop progressive 

changes taking place in the society. Hence it was thought 

advisable, if they on their own realised their sensitive position 

and exhibited magnanimity by according sanction to the above 

social issues, for the alround progress of the Hindu society in 

general. 

When the Swami of Gokarn-Partagal Matha was confronted 

with such a situation, realising the change in people's mood and 

'outlook towards tradition, the Swami wished to take the Head of 

Kavale Matha into confidence before taking any decision on such 

controversial matters 96 . However, the Swami of Kavale MAtha, 

proved himself conservative and refused to associate himself with 

any of these progressive socio-religious ideas. 

Surprisingly, the attitude of the Swami of Kavale Matha 
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was strange, considering the fact that the Smartha community had 

always been less traditional and more progressive minded than the 

die-hard and very conservative Vaishnavas. They were always 

supported by their religious head who too showed traces of 

liberalism 97  

Finally, with much insistence from the Gokarna-Partagal 

Swami, the Kavale Swami agreed for a meeting but the result of 

the said dialogue in fact proved to be most undesirable in the 

changing social set-up. The two rayas issued after their joint 

meetings were clearly retrograde in nature. Instead of showing a 

generous attitude towards the sentiments of the people, the rayas 

enumerated the Matha followers, with socio religious 

implications of undertaking foreign travel and the absolute 

authority of the Swami in ordering expiation to the foreign 

returned persons. Thus, it was a very clear proof that the 

religious heads continued to live in their own world without 

understanding the ground realities. They were highly conscious 

and possessive of their socio-religious supremacy in the society 

and wanted to maintain it uninterrupted, without realising, 

whether such control would be beneficial to the overall progress 

of the society or in keeping with modern times
98 . 

It is also striking that during this period, in July 

1942, the head of Gokarn-Partagal Matha, Swami Shrimad 

Indirakantatirtha took samadhi in the Matha premises. The Swami 

suddenly took ill, owing to high blood-pressure and the Vaidyas 

who attended him made it clear that Swami would not live for 

more than a few hours. Realising the gravity of the situation, 

the followers began making preparations for the sick Swami to 
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enter into Samadhi. Since, the rituals of the Samadhi differ from 

those of ordinary funeral rites, it would be interesting at this 

juncture to give an account of the various acts performed on this 

occasion. 

The ailing Swami was first made to sit on a wooden 

plank covered with a deer skin in Padmasana posture, amidst 

chanting of the religious hymns. When finally he breathed his 

last in that position, the body was carried in a procession with 

religious colour to the sabhamandapa, situated in the portion of 

the Matha. The Vedic Brahmans kept chanting Mantras and reciting 

Bhagvadguita throughout the period and the visitors were allowed 

to take his darshan 99 . 

In the meanwhile, a suitable place was selected in that 

portion of the Matha, where the Sarnadhis of earlier Swamis lay. 

In the marked place, a pit was dug up, with the length of 8 feet, 

with the breadth of about 4 feet and depth of about 6 feet. 

Polished and regular sized stones were kept on the - inner-Side of 

the pit and were plastered with cement. The mortal remains of the 

Swami were then given a sacred abhisheka 100  of Panchagavya 101 

followed by that of Panchatirtha
102 and later by water of 108 

tender coconuts. Finally, 108 pots of pure water was used to 

bathe the body, which then was dressed in his normal attire 

This was followed by Mudradharana 104 and garlands of flowers and 

tulsi leaves were worn. The body was then ceremoniously taken to 

the actual Samadhi place and after offering prayers by his 

Shishyaswami 105 , it (still in Padmasana position) was lowered 

into the pit amid chanting of religious hymns. Inside the pit 

were also kept all his articles, used for daily worship 106 
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Besides, a rudraxamala
107 was placed in one hand alongwith a 

dandacashtya 108 . Later all those present at the samadhi . site 

dropped camphor pieces into the pit and the remaining space in 

the pit was filled up with the mixture of pastes made from 

sandalwood, camphor, turmeric, pepper, Nirgudi leaves, salt and 

lime. It may be noted that all the above mentioned ingredients 

which were used to fill up the samadhi pit, act as antiseptic 

agents normally used for preservative purposes. A tulsi 

vrindavana was later built over the area with the name of the 

late Swami inscribed over it. We find many such tulsi vrindavanas 

in one portion of the Gokarn-Portagal Matha in Canacona. 

In a simultaneous development, it is worthwhile to 

delve into the attitude of the Catholic church. The dictatorial. 

Government under Dr. Salazar worked hand in glove with Roman 

Catholic Church specially after signing the Concordat with the 

Pope 109 . In fact, the Article 248 of the Carta Organica (1933), 

which incorporated the Colonial Act (1930), pertaining to the 

Portuguese overseas colonies had specified that Catholic missions 

were considered as instruments of national culture and influence 

in the Portuguese colonies and were permitted the needful means 

of action towards the natives 110 . 

In keeping with the above policy, in 1943, the new 

Patriarch of Portuguese India, D. Jose da Costa Nunes, furnished. 

a clear elucidation of church programme by announcing a policy of 

Christianisation and conversion to Roman Catholicism on fresh 

lines. This was announced in Boletin ecclisiastico de 

Archdiocese, the mouthpiece of the Catholic missionaries in 

Portuguese India. It published on open letter, addressed to all 
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the priests and religious heads of the Roman Catholics to work 

towards bringing more souls into the Catholic fold
111 . Several 

unwarranted comments made in this letter were not to the liking 

of the Goan Hindus, as they constituted mis-interpretation of the 

facts concerned with Hindu religion and its tenets which 

ultimately furnished its distorted image altogether. 

The above fact made majority of Goans to loose their 

cool and consequently on 25th March 1943, the newspaper Bharat 

openly gave a call to the Hindus to face unitedly, the onslaught 

of Catholicism 112 . A large gathering of Goan Hindus representing 

all sects and castes was convened on 23rd May 1943 at the 

Mahalaxmi Temple premises in Panaji. The convenor of the meeting, 

Vinayak Kaisare, made known to the audience the purpose of 

calling the meeting and emphasized two points. One was the 

attitude of the new Patriarch of Portuguese India towards Hindu 

society and the second was that the attempts were being made to 

convert more Hindus to Catholic religion. He str-essed how the 

Catholic missionaries were taking advantage of disastrous 

economic condition existing among the Hindu masses, for their 

selfish ends and hence how important it was for them to unite • 

and obstruct the plans formulated by the missionaries. 

The Swami of Kavle Matha, Shrimad Purnanandatirtha and 

of Gokarn-Partagal Matha Shrimad Dwarkanathtirtha had sent their 

best wishes for the success of the said meeting. Among the 

prominent Hindu leaders, Vaman Shivram Kundaikar, who could not 

attend the said meeting, had sent his written speech to be read 

in absentia. Kundaikar promised to rehabitate those Nav-Hindus, 

who were being evicted by the Catholic landlords, by providing 
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them shelter in his landed property spread all over Goa. The 

meeting resolved to send a telegraphic message to the Portuguese 

Minister for Colonies and the Portuguese Cabinet to take note of 

the resentment of the Hindus against the policy adopted by the 

new Patriarch 113  

During the same year, a society called, Hindu Dharma 

Samiti, at Madgaon came out with a book entitled, Attack of the 

Catholic Religious Head, authored by Laxmanrao Sardessai, to 

create religious awareness among the Hindus in the context of the 

Patriarch's new conversion policy in Portuguese India
114 

Case of forcible Conversion 

It is a well known fact. that the mass conversions was 

one of the principal methods used by the Portuguese to expand the 

Catholic faith and to maintain their political domination in 

Portuguese India. The history of the forced conversions, was 

closely related to their political system. According to Prof. 

A.K. Priolkar, the story of Goa Inquisition was a- dismal record 

of callousness and cruelty, tyranny and injustice, espionage and 

blackmail, avarice and corruption, repression of thought and 

indigenous culture and promotion of obscurantism, which cannot be 

forgotton easily in the annals of the Goan religious history  

Throughout the Portuguese repressive rule from 16th to 

18th centuries, the Hindus had been the target of religious 

suppression and it was only when the Constitutional regime came 

into existence in the 19th century, that a relative religious 

freedom was restored. But even then, as Catholicism was the state 

religion, the Hindus remained as pariahs in their own soil. In 

1910, after the advent of Republic, although the separation of 
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the church from the State was declared in portugal, the law was 

not fully extended to the colonies. Thus,, even the Republican 

anti-clerical Government in Portugal considered the Catholic 

religion as a good weapon for the political subjugation of the 

colonial people, although it was harmful for their own country. 

The Catholic religious missions, their chief instruments 

continued to work in the colonies in this direction and the 

evidence of their highhandedness even as late as 1945 and the 

official support they received from higher authorities was 

revealed in a shocking case of attempted forcible conversion of a 

Hindu girl in the same year 116.  This ugly incident occurred on 

15th February 1945 in Cuncolim village in the Salcete Taluka. In 

the unrestrainedly partisan atmosphere, such a situation spelled 

virtual fresh threat to the Hindu society in Goa. When the 

gradual attempts were on to oil the rusty relationship between 

the Catholics and Hindu segments of the Goan society, this 

shocking episode was a damper. Therefore, it is extremely 

worthwhile to analyse here this woeful incident in detail. 

Shernavati or Fulai was the victim, who fell into the 

clutches of some missionary nuns who attempted to convert her 

forcibly to Christianity. Fulai belonged to Kshatriya Maratha 

community and was a resident. of Murid Ward in the Cuncolim 

village. Her father was Shivram Naik Gavod Desai, whose brother 

Babuso Naik Gavod Desai Was Portuguese primary teacher working in 

Government School. Miss Fulai had her education in Portuguese of 

Segundo atau i.e. highest standard of primaty education under the 

guidance of her uncle. 

The missionary institutions, involved in the said case 
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were Carmelite and that of Santo Aleixo. The former had a high 

school named Holy Rosary in Madgaon and the latter whose 

headquarters were in Calangute (Bardes taluka), had a branch in 

Cuncolim as elsewhere. After Fulai's completion of Segundo Grau, 

her ,uncle wished that she should study further. However, in the 

absence of suitable facilities for higher education in the 

village, she was admitted to the regular classes run by • Santo 

Aleixo for learning embroidery, tailoring etc. Santo Aleixo being 

a Catholic missionary institution, except Fulai, all other 

inmates were Catholics, who gradually began to impress upon her 

tender mind about the superiority of the Catholic religion and 

enumerated to her the advantages of being a Catholic 

Consequently, after a thorough brain-washing,the nuns 

obtained from her an undertaking that she was ready to accept 

the Catholic faith and even made her to take an oath to that 

effect. With this success, the nuns then acted quickly and made 

Fulai to leave her parents' home without their knowledge on 30th 

January 1945. She was then immediately taken to the residence of 

Viceira, the Administrator of Salcete and the baptism ceremony 

was fixed on 8th .February next. But her pleas to return home and 

apprise parents of her decision, were brushed aside by everybody. 

Everything was to be kept secret, till the actual baptism was 

over, a fact which Fulai did not fully agree with. 

Meanwhile, when Fulai did not return home, her worried 

parents rushed to the convent. of Santo Aleixo, but the nuns 

denied having seen her, Being suspicious, Babusso Gavod Desai, 

her paternal uncle went to Madgaon wher Fulai had been first 

taken, but he was bluntly told that she had already returned 
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home. Quite confused with the said answer, Babusso Gavod Desai, 

then proceeded to Calangute, where the headquarters of Santo 

Aleixo existed. Here too he could not get any clue about his 

niece. Disappointed, he returned to Madgaon. After a thorough 

inquiry, he learnt about her whereabouts and made demand with Mr. 

Viceiro that he should be allowed to see his niece. 

On 3rd February, 1945, Fulai accompanied by Mr. Viceiro 

and Mr. Pedro Correia, Chief of Madgaon Municipality was brought 

to Madgaon to meet her uncle. Prior to the meeting, Fulai was 

instructed by the accompanying persons not to show any 

willingness to return home with her uncle. 

However, despite the warning, when Fulai met her uncle, 

she was emotional and expressed her desire to return home with 

him. But her official companions postponed her departure to a 

later date. When she was about to leave the venue with the nuns, 

after meeting her uncle, she saw the Commandante Sabina Martins, 

the Chief of Madgaon Police Station coming towards.them, the nuns 

introduced Fulai to the former by using the words she is the 

girl, which indicated that he too was involved in the conspiracy. 

Upon reaching Mr. Viceiro's residence, she was taken to task by 

him for not having obeyed their instructions. She was then forced 

to write two letters. One for her uncle and the other to tho 

Patriarch of Goa. To her uncle, she was made to write only one 

sentence that she wished to join Catholic religion and would meet 

him only after accepting baptism. In the letter written to the 

Patriarch, she was forced to make a request to him to accept her 

in the Catholic religion. 

Having understood the situation and without losing 
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heart, Babusso Gavod Desai, then went to the Convent of the 

Carmelites in Madgaon and later to Mr. Viceiro and Mr. Pedro 

Correia. After a hot discussion, he was given permission to meet 

his niece. However, when she approached him, he was not allowed 

to speak to her and moreover, Mr. Viceiro forcibly pulled and 

confined her to another part of the convent. Infuriated by the 

incident, Babusso Gavod Desai left the place without taking the 

letter written to him by Fulai. The same was later delivered to 

him personally by the Regedor of Velim village, namely Vincent 

Costa. By now,Gavod Desai had realised that this was a clear case 

of unified efforts at attempting a forcible conversion with the 

connivance of the Government officials, which was against the 

spirit of prevailing rules and citizen's religious rights. Ho 

then decided to take help of the Rector of Rachol. Seminary, who 

was personally known to him, to mediate in the said matter but 

the Vicar of Madgaon church refused to accept any mediation to 

that effect 118  

Finally, Babusso Gavod Desai communicated the said 

incident to the prominent Hindu personalities like Mahadev Shenvi 

Bhobe Kakule, Venkateshrao Sardessai, Vinayak Kaisare, Dr. Rama 

Hegde 119 , who in turn met the President of the National Union 

(Uniab Nacional, the official party under dictatorship) namely 

Dr. Socrates da Costa and apprised him of the matter. 

Consequently, it was decided that the parties should meet on 15th 

February in the Government Primary School building at Madgaon to 

sort out the issue. 

On. the occasion of this meeting, seeing her uncle 

alighting from the car, Fulai rushed towards it and boarded it 
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with determination of going back to her parents. When the nuns 

raised objection to this sudden development, one of their guards 

attacked Babusso Gavod Desai, who however managed to free himself 

and drove straight to his residence in Cuncolim alongwith Fulai. 

Within one hour, a car stopped in front of Babusso 

Gavod Desai's house in Cuncolim, six persons•alighted from it and 

proceeded towards the house. These included Comandante of Madgaon 

Police Station Captain Sabino Martins, Mr. Pedro Correia and four 

Police constables. They entered the house with loaded pistols in 

their hands and pointed towards the family members of the house, 

When Babusso Gavod Desai tried to stop them from advancing 

'towards Fulai, he was brushed aside and the ladies who held Fulai 

tightly were pulled apart and she was dragged out of her house by 

Mr. Pedro Correia and the Police Chief, who ultimately brought 

her to Madgaon Police Station. 

The whole issue was finally settled, when in the 

presence of a large audience of important personalities, Fulai 

declared unequivocally her intension to return home and not to 

embrace Catholic religion. This compelled the religious 

conspirators to set her free. 

This was the last sensational case of forced conversion 

in Goa which stirred up the Hindu minds, which had a tremendous 

psychological impact in this century . The event proved to be an 

important milestone in the relations between two principal 

religious communities in the territory. 

Subsequently, Babusso Gavod Desai filed a criminal case 

in. the Quepern Court against the Chief of Madgaon Muncipality 

Pedro Correia and Chief of City Police Station Sabin° Martins for 
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their crime of effecting a forcible entry into his house and 

extending inhuman treatment to his niece Fulai by dragging her 

out of the house. The well-known Goan social worker Janardan 

alias Janappa Kamat was on the side of Gavod Desai and the said 

case was fought with the money raised through voluntary public 

subscriptions  
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Ever since the Portuguese had gained a foothold on 

Indian soil, they concentrated on stabilizing their domination 

and civilizing the Goans by keeping them off from the mainstream 

in the rest of India. As a part of Portuguese policy of imposing 

their culture on the Goans, a campaign to eradicate the Indian 

language from Goa and replace it by the Portuguese, was initiated 

by the Decree of Conde de Alvor, Governor of Goa as early as 

1684 1 . Prior to that period, systematic persecution of the Hindus 

by the Portuguese rulers had started in 1541. All vestiges of 

Hindu culture were destroyed ` . Many Hindus migrated to 

neighbouring territories to escape the cruel persecution. Most of 

those who remained behind helplessly were converted to 

Christianity. The conversion, forcible or otherwise as understood 

by the Portuguese did not mean merely a change of religion but 

complete disassociation of the converts from the Indian way of 

life and adoption of the Portuguese way of life in its place
3 . 

The Portuguese colonial domination was imposed on the Goan people 

in a most savage manner. But inspite of the cruelty and barbarian 

methods adopted by the Portuguese colonizers, their regime 

faced time and again, strong resistance from the people, they 

oppressed. 

Like other Indians on the mainland, Goans never lacked 

the experience of violent retaliations against the- Portuguese 

suppression. Goa's political history is a testimony to the above 

struggle carried out by the Goans, individually or in groups 

which at times took the breath away from the Portuguese ruling 

gentry. There have been numerous armed revolts in the past from 
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different sections of the people. Of course, the relative might 

of the rulers and the lack of resources on the side of the 

rebels, such revolts were doomed to failure. But the very fact 

that they could be attempted, was certainly a matter of great 

credit to the valour and dignity of the Goan people. 

To cite a few instances, the extraordinary courage 

exhibited by the villagers of Cuncolim, Assolna, Velim, Ambelim 

and Veroda of Salcete in defying the Portuguese rulers and not 

recognising their authority way back in 1582 is indeed great, 

considering the adversities in which they were placed. Before the 

annexation of the Pednem Mahal by the Portuguese in 1788, the 

brave Goan, Kaloo Shenai Korgaonkar from Korgaon gave a tough 

fight to the Portuguese in an effort to drive them out of areas 

occupied by them 4 . 

Towards the end of the 18th century, to be exact in 

1787, the native Christian Missionaries of Goa rebelled against 

the iron hand of the Portuguese monarch the policy of 

discrimination that was adopted by the White Missionaries, who 

relegated the native missionaries to a lower status. The native 

missionaries although were learned and dutiful were not given any 

respectful position or treatment on par with the European 

missionaries. Under this situation, two Goan priests namely 

Caetano Francis Couto of Panaji and Jose Antonio Gonsalves of 

Divar, who were refused bishopric, owing to their black skin, 

joined hands with other native priests and some army officers in 

their plot, to drive the Portuguese out of Goa and to establish a 

Republic in its place. One Father Pinto, a local priest offered 

his house to the conspirators. Unfortunately, their plan leaked 
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out and the Portuguese took the opportunity to take revenge 

against them just prior to the day they decided for a general 

rising. As a result, nearly 47 persons including 17 priests and 7 

army officers were severely punished for treason. This revolt was 

better known as Pinto's Revolt 5 . 

During the second half of the 19th century, there were 

several instances to prove the gallant role played by the Goan 

.people, both Hindus and Catholics. It is a matter of pride and 

admiration to recall the feat of sheer heroism performed by 

these brave Goans. 

When Governor Antonio Caesar de Vasconcellos Correia, 

Conde de Torres Novas (1858-1864), delivered a speech in the 

Seminary of Rachol using foul language while referring to the 

native Goans, a priest from the audience namely David Rosario 

Souza hailing from Calangute, Bardez, who was a professor of 

philosophy, flared up and confronted the Governor arguing that a 

time will emerge when the Goan people will come forward to demand 

an explanation and make it difficult for the Portuguese to rule 

over Goa. Annoyed over the said remarks, the Governor-General 

immediately dismissed the priest from the service and ordered his 

exile to a chapel at Matheran (Maharashtra), where the great 

nationalist met his early death 6 . 

Similarly, on another occasion, the brave son of Goa, 

namely Putu Phal Dessai of Canacona, caught the hand of the then 

Governor-General Freitas Ribeiro, in the midst of a public 

function and demanded clarification, as to why he had referred 

the Goan Hindu Brahmans as robbers and further challenged him to 

either prove the allegation or to withdraw his statement7.  
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In like manner, another Goan namely Nana Lamgaonkar 

from Pedne, vociferously conveyed his message to Conde de Mayem, 

that when Portuguese had conquered Goa in 1510, the Goans of his 

temperament were not present then, but if it had been today, not 

even an inch of Goan land would have been spared to the 

Portuguese 8 . 

It might be recalled that The Ranes of Sattari Mahal 

•  bordering between Sawantwadi State and Goa have always made the 

Goans proud. In 1740, the Portuguese occupied Sanquelim and the 

Sattari Mahal and promised the Ranes,to protect their age-old 

rights and privileges, which they had been enjoying. However, 

soon the Ranes got disillusioned with the promises and sensed the 

real intentions of the portuguese to bring the Sattari Mahal 

under their law and administration as thoroughly as the territory 

of the New Conquests. Consequently, they made several attempts to 

regain their lost territories and rights from the Portuguese. In 

around a hundred years' span, the Ranes revolted fourteen times, 

with utmost sacrifices of four generations and shook the 

Portuguese administration to the maximum extent. The Ranes were 

aided by the common people who were also eager to sweep out the 

intolerant and unsympathetic rule of the Portuguese. Finally, in 

order to strike a compromise with the Ranes, the Portuguese had 

to bow to the Hindu religious head, the Swami of Sankeshwar 

Math 9 . 

In historicl perspective,The French Revolution affected 

Portugal as it did the whole of Europe, bringing about socio-

political consciousness there. Its strong influence however did 
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not fail to reach Goa. The Goan representatives in the Portuguese 

Parliament during those liberal times, put up a worthy fight for 

reforms and rights, making the Goans feel proud of them
10 . 

Faced with infinitely complex sittuation,The Portuguese 

Monarchy responsible for the conquests and forced conversions, 

ended in 1910 when the Republic was established in that country. 

During the Republican regime, the laws were liberal and religion" 

was separated from , the State. There were even promises of 

administrative and economic autonomy, which however remained only 

on paper. Even then, the Hindus for the first time under colonial 

rule found themselves free from the shackles of religious 

harassment and were treated on par with the Catholics, who 

hitherto had been the most favoured class, well supported by 

their clergy and the Portuguese Government. Owing to this fact, 

the Hindus were all the more eager to seize the opportunity 

resulting from the change in political ideology of the Portuguese 

Government. This led them to bring about a-  socio-cultural 

revolution in their society through spread of education. The 

process of rousing socio-political consciousness among Goans was 

to some extent helped by the newspapers from within and outside 

Goa. These newspapers helped the young literates by making them 

aware of the latest trends in political thinking around the world 

and in British Indian . This consciousness was intensified, when 

close on the heels of democratic experiment for a while came thn 

dictatorial regime of Dr Antonio de Oliveira Salazar. By 

withdrawing the Civil Liberties of the people in Goa, Dr Salazar 

gave a weapon in the hands of the nationalists and prepared them 

for the great task that lay ahead of them - the struggle for 
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Civi Liberities, later turning in to struggle for the freedom of 

Goa from the Portuguese. 

It was the great fortune of the Goans that TristO 

Braganca Cunha returned to Goa in their hour of need. He 

established the Goa Congress Committee in 1928 and affiliated it 

to the Indian National Congress in the same year 12 . In fact, the 

participation of nationalistic Goan leaders like Louis de Menezes 

Braganca, T.B.Cunha, J.J.de Cunha and Louis Miranda at the 44th 

session of the Indian National Congress held at Calcutta in 1928 

was kept a closely guarded secret in view of the restrictions 

imposed by the Portuguese Government on political activity in 

Goa. The main mission of the Goan leaders was to accomplish the 

task of affiliating the Goa Congress Committee to the national 

body', which they achieved. However, unfortunately the news 

regarding their participation in the Congress Session was flashed 

by some newspapers in British India. As a consequence, the pro-

Portuguese newspapers in Goa waged a war of criticism against 

them. Even the newspaper supporting the nationalist movement, 

Anglo-Lusitano from Bombay did not spare the leaders for keeping 

their participation at the Congress Session a close secret. In an 

attempt to save others, who happened to be in Government .service, 

from the wrath of the Government, T.B.Cunha himself claimed the 

whole responsibility of their participation 13  . Thus, T.B.Cunha 

provided a solid platform to the nationalist minded Goans by 

providing them an organisation to work for regaining their lost 

Civil Liberties from the dictatorial Government. In the words of 

K.M.Panikkar, he was an Indian nationalist who realized early in 

his life that Goa could have freedom only in unity with India14. 
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However, 	the indifferent attitude of the 	Indian 

National Congress Party in India soon showed its effect, when it 

derecognised the Goa Congress . Committee in 1934, thereby 

throwing cold water on the aspirations of the Goan nationalists. 

Fortunately, the Goans were not easily discouraged by the said 

shock treatment. When it became difficult to operate from Goa, 

under the heavy hand of dictatorship, the Goan patriots shifted 

their scene of action to Bombay in 1936. Another important reason 

for its shifting to Bombay was to solicit the help of Bombay 

State Congress Committee, the local unit of the Indian National 

Congress. In 1935, T.B.Cunha and Venkatesh Sardessai, President 

of Goa Congress Committee had visited Bombay to meet the Indian 

National Congress leaders, who had converged there to attend the 

Golden Jubilee Celebrations of the Indian National Congress. Both 

the Goans had gone with the intention of requesting the national 

leaders to revoke their earlier decision of derecognising the Goa 

Congress Committee. However, unfortunately, both Jawaharlal Nehru 

and Subhash Chandra Bose, who had been instrumental in getting 

the Goa Congress Committee affiliated to the Indian National. 

Congress earlier, had not been able to come down to Bombay for 

the occasion. Hence, the Goan leaders met Bhulabhai Dessai and 

others who were present. Although, they maintained that the 

earlier decision could not be revoked, they suggested that if the 

Goa .Congress Committee established itself in Bombay, the Indian 

National Congress Committee would help it through the Bombay 

State Congress Committee 15 . Thus, it was from Bombay that the Goa 

Congress Committee successfully launched scathing attack on the 
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Portuguese dictatorial regime, inviting the wrath of not only the 

Government of Goa but also of Great Britain;. the all time friend 

of the Portuguese 

Hence, it was not at all surprising that the Quit India 

Movement, master-minded by Mahatma Gandhi against the British 

colonialism in India gave a further boost to the national 

aspirations of the Goan youth. His cry to the Indians to door 

die for the sake of liberating the motherland and his call, Quit 

India to the British inspired the Goans like Peter Alvares and a 

few others, who had participated dn.the above movement and spent 

sometime in jails. They utilized this opportunity to gather 

around themselves, several others, developing contacts with the 

revolutionaries of British India and carry out subversive 

activities in Goa 17 . 

Significantly, the year 1946 opened with a 	bold 

resolution adopted by the Goa Congress. Committee in Bombay at a 

General Body Meeting attended by over 300 members on 3rd March. 

The resolution read thus: Although Goa 'cannot have any destiny of 

its own except that of our common Motherland India, of which it 

'is an integral part, it finds itself chained to-day by binds of 

political and spiritual slavery to the bankrupt Portuguese 

imperialism....Only a free India can look after and promote 

national progress of its Children. The resolution asked.  the 

Portuguese to Quit India and Goa, in order to enable the Goans to 

achieve their own destiny without, anybody'srestrictions 18  

About 2500_ copies .of the aboye_said resolution were 

printed at Gomantak Press in Bombay, in four languages viz 

Konkani, Marathi,English and Portuguese on 4th April 1946 and 
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published by Mr Massilon Almeida, General Secretary of the Goa 

Congress Committee. These were then secretly smuggled into Goa 

and distributed all over. The Commandant of Police Major Daniel 

Fernandes Aguiar of Goa, sought information from Bombay Police 

chief on the said smuggling of the printed copies of the 

resolution and thereafter a warrant of arrest was served on 

Massillon Almeida and a suit against him was filed in the court 

of Goa 

Inspite of all the gags and taboos, Goans were finally 

made to realise the miserable political, economic, cultural and 

spiritual degradation to which they had been reduced to by the 

colonialists. This change was possible only through the ceaseless 

efforts of T.B.Cunha alongwith other dedicated patriots both from 

Goa and from among the Goans in Bombay. Inspite of the tremendous 

odds and obstacles, they strived hard to educate and enlighten 

the Goan people by making them conscious of their national 

dignity and human rights. 

Under this situation of political restlessness, dawned 

the year 1946, which later turned out to be the most eventful 

year in the history of the Goa's struggle for freedom, because 

Dr Ram Manohar Lohia who had come down to Goa, to enjoy a quiet 

holiday at the residence of his friend Dr Julao Menezes in June 

of that year, gave all together a new direction to the patriotic 

Goans  

In fact, the visit of Dr Lohia to Goa at such a 

volatile and critical time and his addressing the meeting at 

Madgaon was a mere coincidence. It so happened that Dr Juliao 

Menezes from Assolna had a very friendly relation with Dr Lohia, 
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as both were fellow students at the University of Berlin. 

Although they belonged to different faculties - Menezes pursuing 

Medical and Lohia Economics - they had become close friends since 

there was one common factor between them. Both were citizens of 

the country suffering from foreign dominations and consequently, 

felt the humiliation deeply. In 1930, when the League of Nations 

meeting was held in Geneva, both friends visited Switzerland to 

attend the same. When Maharaja of Bikaner, representing British 

India began to address and sing the praises of the British 

colonial masters, Dr Lohia could not tolerate the hypocratic act 

and whistled twice and poohpoohed him, scandalising the whole 

gathering. The outraged President of the Assembly immediately 

ordered the removal of the two friends from the visitors 

gallery 21 . Dr Juliao Menezes supported Dr Lohia in all his anti-

imperialistic activities during their sojourn there. 

In 1946, Dr Lohia was released from the jail in India. 

After having played a glorious role in the Quit -India Movement 

and getting arrested for his anti-Government activities, his 

release was actually one year later than that of others, as the 

British Government intentionally detained him to keep him out of 

trouble for some more time 22 . Aware of his need for a few days' 

rest, he travelled to Goa with Dr Menezes to rest at his place in 

Assolna and hence reached Goa on 10th June 1946. He was to go 

back on 19th June to Bombay. Dr Lohia belonged to the Socialist 

Party which was established in 1934. Aruna Asaf Ali and Jai 

Prakash Narayan were its other prominent members. The party had 

played an outstanding role in the Quit India Movement 23 . Dr Lohia 

was a very popular leader specially among the youth and was 
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known to be a crowdpuller on account of his pursuasive style of 

convincing the masses. 

In fact, it was a great opportunity for the Goan 

nationalists who were waiting eagerly at this time to express 

their common feelings. Fortunately, they got the said 

opportunity, when Dr Ram Manohar Lohia landed in Goa. After 

learning of his arrival in Goa, large number of Goan leaders 

flocked to Assolna to the house of Dr Menezes to meet him and 

also to apprise him of the situation in Goa. They related to him 

as to how the dictatorial rule of Dr Salazar had suppressed the 

Goan people with the denial of freedom of Press, assembly and 

speech. The nationalistic and patriotic Goans were suffocating 

owing to the repressive regime of Dr Salazar and their cloud of 

anger was ready to burst forth at any moment. Hence the whole 

situation demanded leadership of a person of a national stature 

and repute to guide the people in a proper way and to streamline 

and canalize their anger in proper direction 24 . 

Dr Lohia understood the feelings of the visitors and 

after a prolonged discussion with nationalists in Goa and upon 

finding the ground propitious, decided to challenge the 

unjustified laws and restrictions on Civil Liberties imposed by 

the Portuguese Government, in a public meeting to be organised in 

Madgaon and to give a stimulus to the movement for Civil 

Liberties in Goa 25 . 

Dr Lohia, then held meetings at Madgaon, Mormugaon and 

Panaji to finalise his plan for the 18th June. Prominent Goan 

activists like Purushottam Kakodkar, Nilkant: Karapurkar, Dr 

Vinayak Mayekar, Dr J.Carvalho, Jaivant Manjrekar and Vasant Kare 
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decided to offer Satya'graha alongwith Lohia during the meeting to 

be held in Madgaon on 18th June. 26 . 

It is pertinent to note here that although T.B.Cunha 

was in Goa at his native place in Cuelim, it appeared that he was 

unaware of the happenings of these days. Although, Purushottam 

Kakodkar, who according to Evagrio George, was assigned the work 

of posting letters to Goan leaders, inviting them to join the 

proposed movement on 18th June, it seems surprising that 

T.B.Cunha did not receive any intimation in this regard. He 

finally learnt about the happenings of the day on 18th June 

night and consequently, came to Madgaon early next morning to 

meet Purushottam Kakodkar and Evagio George
27 . Later, of course, 

he volunteered wholeheartedly to be in the movement which was the 

evidence of his benevolent nature. 

It is also important to note here that the Goan 

Congress Committee had envisaged elaborate plans for holding a 

conference in Bombay in December 1946 to publicise its activities 

and to highlight their earlier approved Quit Goa Resolution and 

at the same time to stimulate the Goan people to start an 

organised movement for Civil Liberties in Goa. Accordingly, the 

task of preparing a menifesto for the conference was assigned to 

' T.B.Cunha and Armando Menezes and a Working Committee consisting 

of L.J.de Souza (President) Massilon Almeida, J.S.Sukhthankar 

(Joint Secretaries) and Vaikunth V.Nevrekar (Treasurer) had been 

formed. Thus when the organisational work of the proposed 

conference was in full swing, the sudden declaration of the 

movement for Civil Liberties on 18th June 1946, jeopardized the 

'28 
plans of holding the said conference in Bombay. 
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At last, dawned the 18th of June, which was to open a 

new chapter in the political history of the tiny land of Goa. Dr 

Lohia and Dr Menezes were lodged at the Hotel Republica, situated 

alongside the street leading to the Madgaon Railway Station. The 

public meeting was scheduled at 4 p.m. A little before the 

scheduled meeting, Jose Inacio de Loyola, editor of the newspaper 

A India Poi- tuguesa, came to request Dr Lohia to defer his plan 

of action including the proposed Satyagraha by 2 to 3 months 

during which, he was sure that the Portuguese Government would 

consider the wishes of the Goans, if properly requested. However, 

determined Dr Lohia replied in the negative 29 . 

Following 	this, 	Dr Lohia and Dr 	Menezes 	made 

preparations to proceed towards the venue of the meetifig. The 

taxi hired for the said purpose, could not be used as they had 

been pre-instructed to escort their respective passengers to the 

city Police Station before reaching them to their respective 

destination. As a result, Dr Lohia and Dr Menezes reached the 

meeting venue by a horse carriage. 

By this time, the town of Madgaon was full of people, 

in real sense, a sea of humanity derived from every nook and 

corner of Goa, despite the heavy showers, which lashed the city 

that day. The crowd was estimated to be over 5000, which was the 

largest, that had ever assembled in a place, in that small town 

up to that time. On reaching the venue, when Dr Lohia alighted 

from the carriage, people rushed towards him to greet and garland 

him. The entire place resounded with shouting of slogans like Jai 

Hind, Mahatma Gandhi Ki Jai, Dr Lohia Ki Jai, Dr Julia-10 Menezes 
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Ki Jai etc. 

In the meantime, the Administrator Captain Jose F de 

Miranda pointed his loaded pistol, threatening one of those 

garlanding the leaders. Immediately, Dr Lohia responded by 

catching hold of Captain's hand and turning the pointed pistol 

towards himself shouted shoot me. The said spontaneous action of 

Dr Lohia thrilled the crowd and made them to feel brave too. 

Later, when Dr Lohia was addressing the people, the Administrator 

Captain Miranda would not allow him to proceed, sometimes 

interrupting him by placing his palm on the top of the mike. 

Finally, annoyed Dr Lohia told him,either you arrest me or T 

speak to the people. Captain Miranda then put the two leaders 

under arrest and drove them away in a Police van 30 . 

The assembled crowd undaunted continued to 	raise 

political slogans. In the middle of this huge crowd, someone 

hoisted the national Tricolour and the people began to sing Zenda 

Ooncha Rahe Hamara. The Police swooped into action and promptly 

arrested all those who participated in the flag hoisting and 

subsequent singing of the patriotic song. By this time, some of 

those who were supposed to offer Satyagraha on the occasion, 

started addressing the gathering one after another. The 

determined Police arrested all of them and tried their level best 

to disperse the crowd by various inhuman means but without any 

success. On that day, the Police arrested in all around 150 

activists including Evagrio George, Laxmidas Borkar, Dr vinayak 

Mayekar, venkatesh Verekar, Trivikram Vaidya, Nilkanth Karapurkar 

and Kum.VatSala Kirtani. Having seen that their leaders were 

arrested, the assembled crowd surged towards Madgaon Police 
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Station while the Madgaon market came to be closed in protest
31 . 

When the news regarding the arrest of Kum.Vatsala 

Kirtani by the Police spread around the city, there came a 

procession of nearly 60 women and girls arranged in two rows and 

stopped in front of the Police Station. When the Police demanded 

to know the reason for their presence in front of the Police 

Station, they replied in chorus that they had come to keep 

company to Kum.Vatsala Kirtani, who was in Police lock-up. 

Hearing the said reply, the Commandant of the Police Lt.Julio 

Figueiredo maintained that Vatsala was not arrested but had 
• 

simply been picked up for having shouted political slogans, an 

act banned by the Portuguese Government. He further declared that 

she was free to leave the Police Station and proceed to her home 

alongwith her friends. However, Kum.Vatsala refused to leave the 

place and instead insisted that she should be booked and her 

statement be recorded. Lt.Figueiredo did not pay heed to the 

repeated forceful demand of Vatsala Kirtani and finally annoyed 

over her adamant posture, bodily threw her out of the Police 

Station, an act which was against the normal conduct and decorum 

of law enforcement authority. Stunned by this uncivilized act on 

the part of the Police Officer, the women protested against the 

ill-treatment meted out to Kum.Vatsala. In retaliation, they 

moved from one place to another, in front of the Police Station 

and demonstrated peacefully till late evening and dispersed from 

there only on the request of Dr Rama Hegde, a prominent Goan 

nationalist. Some of these brave women later played a very 

prominent and glorious role in the Goan freedom struggle 32 . 

On the other hand, thousands of Goan men, women and 
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children who had rushed to Madgaon to hear Dr Lohia, remained at 

the meeting venue even after his arrest by the Police and later 

crowded the street in front of the Police Station. Having failed 

to drive - them,away, the helpless Police finally requested Dr 

Lohia himself to help them to sort out the matter. Dr Lohia 

requested the people to go home peacefully and further advised 

them not to abandon the plan of executing the programs chalked 

out by him, in association with the Goan leaders to gain back the 
1 -  

lost civil rights. Early next morning, except Dr Lohia and Dr 

Menezes all other arrested people were released by the Police 33 . 

Aftermath of 18th June 

The 18th June Movement was not limited to any organised 

groups. Goan people who did not even belong to any .organisation 

' but of all shades of opinion participated in it. It was the 

massive popular support that made the movement what it was. 

However, there were several groups in Goa, which 

contributed towards the building up of much needed tempo for the 

movement. The Goa Congress Committee had already created the 

political consciousness among the people and had grouped up the 

activists. The other group of Purushottam Kakodkar played a 

leading role and is credited for establishing the contact with 

the activists of the diverse ideological groups, co-ordinating 

and organising them together after Dr Lohia's arrival in Goa, 

which made the launching of the movement on 18th June possible
34  

The campaign which was initiated on 18th June did not 

subside after few days of demonstrations. The unprovoked attacks 

and the humiliating treatment received from the Police made the 

demonstrators to realise amply that ORe Portuguese Government had 
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withdrawn the right of even, expressing their genuine 	and 

legitimate views in a peaceful manner. This fact undoubtedly 

aroused the passions of the dormant nationalist Goans and 

eventually led to the chalking out of a plan for the fullfledged 

movement for Civil Liberties. It is critically important to 

understand the sequential events that followed the 18th of June 

and their effects on the people. 

On the subsequent day ie. 19th June, there was a wild 

speculation in the whole of Goa over the probable destination, 

where the arrested leaders could have been kept in custody by the 

Police. Spontaneously, a hartal was observed in all principal 

towns in Goa including some of the villages, where most of the 

shops and establishments remained closed. In Panaji, when people 

learnt that the arrested leaders had been brought to the capital, 

a huge crowd gathered in front of the Police Commissioner's 

Office at the City's Police Headquarters, shouting political 

slogans and waving of the Indian National Congress flags. In 

addition, biggest ever Morcha was taken out in Panaji on the 

same day. Inspired by the happenings at Madgaon, the ladies too 

held a separate Morcha under the leadership of Mrs Shah, wife of 

the activist J.M.Shah. However, both the Morchas were attacked by 

the Police. Even the young girls and children were mercilessly 

beaten up for shouting Jai Hind. Students who, for the first time 

had participated in large numbers, also tasted the Police 

excesses. Several leaders were arrested all over Goa including 

S.A.Manpat, J.M.Shah, Laxmikant Bhembre, Vinayak Mayekar on this 

day 
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In the evening of 19th June, Dr Lohia and Dr Juliao 

Menezes were released from the Police captivity. However, Dr 

Lohia was forcibly put on a Bombay bound train at Castlerock on 

20th June. He however, warned the Portuguese authorities that if 

they failed to grant full Civil Liberties to the people of Goa 

within three months, he would come back to lead the people 

36 again . 

On 19th June, a Goan delegation comprised of Advocate 

Gomes Pereira along with two other members from the Governing 

Council namely Advocate Pinto Menezes and Vicent Joao Figueiredo 

met Governor-General Dr.Jose Bossa and discussed with him the 

happenings of the previous day and tried to impress upon him the 

need to adopt a mild policy and little relaxation of the civil 

law in order to gain confidence of the Goan people. The Governor-

General promised the delegation that he would not come in the way 

of restricting the natural rights of the Goans but at the same 

time wished to know the demands of the people.- However, when 

Governor-General's views were made known to Purushottam Kakodkar 

through Janardan kamat and Gopinath Kurade, he flatly refused to 

have any dialogue with the Government on this matter at that 

particular point of time. Hence, the whole question of holding 

negotiations with the Government collapsed 37 . 

At Madgaon, where the movement for Civil Liberties 

first got sparked off' at the instance of Dr Lohia, people 

gathered on the 19th evening again in front of the Municipal 

building. The troops which were stationed there, tried to 

disperse the crowd by hitting them with butt ends of the muskets 

together with pointing big guns at them as if they were ready to 
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fire. However, the people who had assembled there, did not show 

any sign of being uneasy or threatened. It appeared as if all 

fear of the Portuguese Fascist dictatorship had suddenly vanished 

from their hearts. The main speaker on the occasion namely 

Venkatesh Vaidya from Cuncolim was brutally assaulted with lathis 

and stopped from addressing further. It was at this time that Dr 

Juliao Menezes reached the place after he was released from the 

Police custody in Panjim. The Madgaon Police personnel on duty at 

the venue of the meeting tried to arrest him once again, without 

realising that he had been honourably released by the Panaji 

Police Commissioner earlier. When the people of Madgaon learnt 

about the release of their leaders, there was a sense of 

jubilation among them 38 . 

On the next day ie 20th June, the people in Madgaon 

. took out a Probhat Feri (Morning March past) followed by a public 

meeting in the evening, which was addressed among others by 

T.B.Cunha, Purushottam Kakodkar and others. The hero of 18th 

June, Dr Juli,';io Menezes read out the message that was left behind 

by Dr.Lohia before he was on his way back to Bombay. The message 

was concluded with an inference that since both of them were 

released unconditionally alongwith several others who had 

participated in the 18th June Movement, it automatically implied 

that the Portuguese Government had accepted the legitimate demand 

of Goan's right for Civil Liberties. He exhorted them to carry 

forward the movement in the same spirit. 

However, he also cautioned the Goans that no selfish 

leaders should be allowed to supersede those who had made real 
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sacrifices for the sake of the nation and further added that such 

selfless persons should be accepted as leaders to lead the 

movement 

On 21st June, another meeting was held for which had 

gathered even the larger number of people. Upendra Talaulikar, 

Dionisio Ribeiro, Umabai Shirali among others spoke on the 

occasion and made it known to the gathered people that the 

Governor-General had given the permission to hold public meetings 

or to deliver speeches without having to obtain special prior 

permission. Instead, only the respective administrative 'offices 

had to be informed about the holding of such public meeting if 

any. In fact, the said decision of the Governor-General was 

published on the same day in the newspapers published in 

Portuguese 40 . 

Besides Madgaon and Panaji, the 18th June movement 

started influencing the people from other towns and cities in 

Goa. It slowly began to spread among the Goan people, even in the 

. remote areas, who came out openly and defied the Portuguese 

colonial regime. On 22nd June, a meeting was arranged in Ponda 

town and accordingly, one of the organisers namely Dr 

B.Sukhthankar visited the office of the Administrator of Ponda to 

apprise him of the proposed meeting. However, the said 

Administrator refused to meet Dr Sukhthankar upon which he 

informed the Police Commandant and further, sent a telegraphic 

message to the Governor--General informing him about the said 

meeting. It was at this meeting that the famous Goan poet 

B.B.Borkar sang his poem dedicated to Goa's struggle for Civil 

41 Liberties in front of a large gathering . 
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Subsequently, on 30th June, a public meeting was 

arranged at Madgaon, where Ms Bertha Menezes Braganca was to 

address the gathering. Since this was announced well in advance, 

a huge crowd had assembled at the same place, where Dr Lohia had 

addressed the Goans on 18th June. However, the Police Commandant 

of Madgaon had no intention of allowing any public meeting to 

take place on the same day. The situation in the city had been 

quiet for about a week and everyone had thought that the 18th 

June, agitation had died out. However, this sudden disruption of 

peace in the city made the Police very furious. As Bertha Menezes 

Braganca started walking towards the place of the meeting 

accompanied by her uncle T.B.Cunha, the lathi wielding, —: -Aicemen 

charged at them and arrested both. The crowd too was chased to 

disperse. However, the arrested leaders were soon released by the 

Police" . 

From the point of view of the Goan public, the response 

on 30th June was not very heartening. Those who had shown 

enthusiasm on earlier occasions had quietly preferred to back out 

or their interests had been divided over several issues 

pertaining to the movement. The attitude of the Portuguese 

Government towards the movement remained the same, though it 

appeared somewhat liberal after 20th June incident. But 

subsequently, the softened approach shown earlier came to an 

abrupt end during the 30th June meeting. 

The next venue for the meeting was at Cansaulim, where 

around 1300 people gathered on 1st July to listen to the fiery 

speech of T.B.Cunha and Ms Bertha Menezes. It is interesting to 
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note that among the assembled people, there were around 130 Kunbi 

Gawdas from Cuelim, the native village of T.B.Cunha
43 . 

Although Goa was a tiny territory in the whole of 

India, the 18th June Movement and the subsequent Police 

atrocities on the innocent unarmed people had attracted attention 

of the people in India far and wide. On 2nd July, Mahatma 

Gandhi's support to the Goan strugglet for Civil Liberties and 

his appreciation for Dr. Lohia's work came as a great boost to 

the freedom loving Goans. In his newspaper Harifan on 30th June, 

Gandhiji wrote: According to Dr. Lohia ' s statement, for 18 years 

from now, the people of Goa have been robbed of the right to hold 

meetings and to form Associations. Naturally, he defied the 

unjust laws of the Portuguese Government. He has there by 

rendered a service to the cause of Civil Liberties and 

specifically to the Goans . In free India, Goa cannot be 

allowed to exist as a separate entity in opposition to the law of 

the State 

 

I will say that they should shed fear of the 

 

Portuguese Government 	  and assert their fundamental 

rights to Civil Liberty and all its means 44 . 

What is extraordinary is that the 18th June movement 

had its wide ramifications in the whole of Goa. This time on 7th 

July, some local workers organised a public meeting in the 

historic village of Cuncolim. In a determined bid to prevent the 

meeting from taking place, the Government deputed a strong posse 

of armed soldeirs to the venue. However, despite the intimidating 

tactics, the people of Cuncolim gathered for the meeting. The 

brutal attacks spearheaded by the soldiers to disperse the 

assembled crowd that day Knew no limits. The villagers gathered 
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there were mercilessly assaulted
45 . 

Being perplexed by the frequent occurrences of these 

public meetings all over the places in Goa, the Government was 

demurring to take even slightest possible risk. As a consequence, 

the Police with bayonets swooped upon a group of people who 

,assembed at Chandor on 10th July to condole the death of the 

great Goan nationalist and leader Louis de Menezes Braganca and 

dispersed them 46 . 

But having failed to control the situation, by creating 

a sense of terror among the common people, the Government now 

tried to suppress the spread of 18th June effect by turning their 

vengeance towards the Goan leaders. As a result, on 12th July 

Dr.Trist2O Braganca Cunha was arrested at Madgaon by the colonial 

administration and taken to the military fort at Aguada where he 

was kept in detention. Subsequently, he was tried by the 

Territorial Military Court and was sentenced to 8 Years in 

exile 47 . Following the arrest of T.B.Cunha, the Gpan authorities 

effected several more detentions. On July 18, Bhasker Bhandare, a 

school teacher, who had tried to protest against the detention of 

T.B.. Cunha, was arrested and detained in Panaji. Subsequently, he 

was transferred to Aguada fort and tried for sedition by the 

Military Court on 7th August under a different category and 

sentenced to pay a fine of less than Is 1Q00/-
48 . Among others, 

who had been arrested, was a boy of 15 years, who was detained 

when he refused to surrender to the. Police, the Tricolour, which 

he was carrying . 

Then followed the monthly anniversary day celebration 

of the 18th June Movement. On 18th July, celebrations were held 
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to mark the completion of one month'after the beginnig of the 

movement for Civil Liberties. The day was observed amidst 

defiance of the Police atrocities at various places like Madgaon, 

Mapusa, Mardol, Assolna, Cuncolim, Canacona etc. In Madgaon, the 

Portuguese administration together with Police and African Black 

troops swung into action to deter the people from participating 

by resorting to violence and physical torture. Even the women and 

girls were not spared. Ms Lalita Kantak who was leading the women 

activists, got severely hurt. At other places too .where people 

came forward to celebrate the day, similar scenes of Police 

repressions and atrocities were observed 50 . 

In Mapusa on the evening of 18th July a 	large 

procession started from the market place. Shantaram Dhond was 

carrying 	the Tricoulour flag in the forefront. When 	the 

procession reached the Government Primary School, the armed 

Police forcibly tried to disperse the people with a mild lathi-

charge and snatched the Tricolour from the hand of Mr Dhond, who 

was arrested and taken to Police Station. A large crowd gathered 

outside the Police Station and shouted national slogans. The 

Police enraged by now, resorted to a violent lathi-charge. Many 

were severely hurt. Several others were arrested among whom were 

Prabhaker K.Dalal, Manohar D. Savkar and Mukund K.Ghanekar 51 . 

On the following day, all those who had been arrested 

were removed to Panaji jail.A total hartal was observed on that 

day in Mapusa and all other Villages of Barden. People attempted 

to hold a meeting in order to condemn the Police atrocities but 

they were dispersed by the Police. Similar meetings also took 

place at Ponda and Mardol where, several arrests were made. Among 
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those arrested were Upendra Talaulikar, Vasant Velingkar, Upendra 

Kerkar, who were sent to Panaji jail
52 .Meanwhile, the authorities 

issued warrants of arrests against 11 activists connected with 

the 18th June Movement. Amongst them were Ms Vatsala Kirtani, 

Sanches de Souza, Dr B.Sukhthankar, Laxmanrao Sar.dessai and 

Balkrishna Borkar 53 . As a retaliatory action against those taking 

part in the movement, all the Heads of the Educational 

Institutions in Goa were ordered by the Portuguese Government to 

rusticate for one year, any student, who took part in the 

political movement 54 . 

In a bid to grapple with an overwhelming and unusual 

situation, on 18th July 1946, the Governor-General of Portuguese 

India Dr Jose Ferreira Bossa sent a long letter to Gandhiji, in 

response to his remarks made earlier in the newspaper Harijan. Du 

Bossa in his letter expressed surprise at Gandhiji's apparent 

support for the anarchical agitation going on in Portuguese 

India and further claimed that foreign intervention in the 

political affairs of Goa, which was a Portuguese colony could be 

considered anti-Juridical. 

The Governor-General wrote, that the Portuguese had not 

come to Goa with the object of subjugation or economic 

exploitation, but were guided by the high ideals of fraternity 

and brotherhood. Honest Goans had recognised the benefits of 

Portugal's policy and that only a few anarchists reveal 

ignorance, he further added. In conclusion, the Governor-General 

expressed opinion that absolute freedom was an unworkable utopia 

and assured Gandhiji that Civil Liberties of the Goan people were 

not threatened except by those people who wished to divert poor 
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class people from their respectful and peaceful aavocations
55 . 

The above mentioned latter of the Governor-General did 

not remain un-answered. Gandhiji replied to this letter on 2nd 

August 1946. Thanking Dr Bossa for taking note of his writings on 

Goa's affairs, Gandhiji replied wrote that he had seen 

Mosambique, Delagoa and Inhambane but had not seen there any kind 

of benevolent rule of the Portuguese. He was rather surprised to 

find that the Portuguese Government had made distinction between 

the Indians and the Portuguese and between the Africans and 

themselves. In the same manner, after witnessing the 

imperialistic style of functioning in the Portuguese settlements 

in India, Dr Bossa's present claim could not be justified. If the 

Goans were keeping quiet, the said fact did not give proof of the 

selfless and innocent rule. of the Portuguese but to their 

autocratic, repressive rule of terror. In the same way, Gandhiji 

made it clear that he did not subscribe to the Governor-General's 

statement that there was full liberty in Goa... and that the 

agitation was confined only to a few disgruntled elements. 

Gandhiji categorically stated that every account received by him 

personally and those he saw in newspapers, confirmed the contrary 

view. By citing the example of T.B.Cunha, who was sentenced to 8 

years' imprisonment in exile, Gandhiji posed a pertinent question 

that why should a law abiding citizen like him should be 

considered so dangerous enough as to be singled out for exile. 

Before concluding, Gandhiji made it clear that no person or group 

could remain without losing self-respect and Civil Liberties. 

After appreciating and justifying the role played by Dr Lohia in 

the Goan movement, Gandhij.i finally advised the Governor- General 
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to revise his views on philantrophy, civil liberty and caste 

distinction and also to withdraw all African Police from the Goan 

soil, to declare himself wholeheartedly for Civil Liberties and 

if possible to allow the inhabitants of Goa to form their own 

Government and extend invitation to more experienced Indians from 

greater India to assist the Goans and even the Governor-General 

himself in forming such a Government
56 . 

After the 18th June incident, Gandhiji was quite seized 

with the Goa problem. After meeting Dr A.G. Tendulkar he released 

a statement on 24th July 1946, setting out clear guidelines for 

political action in Goa. He called upon the Goans to overcome 

confusion which had reigned supreme in their minds. He further 

said that Swaraj could not be attained by any direct action of 

the citizens, whether violent or non-violent. In non-violent 

action, the success is assured. He directed the Goans to fight 

.first for Civil Liberties and Swaraj would be the next step. The 

second condition of success, he said was that the fight must be 

through non-violent means and therefore also entirely by open 

means. Thirdly, he advised that no party should struggle for 

attaining power and position. And before concluding, Gandhiji 

suggested that all parties should become one when the goal and 

means are common 57 . 

The 	most 	alarming aspect of 	the 	problem 	was 

that in July 1946, after consulting the Government in Portugal, 

the Government of Goa had formulated a new policy and chalked out 

a strategy to put down with an iron hand the movement which 

started on 18th June. Accordingly, T.B.Cunha become the •first 

victim of the Government's repressive policy followed by the 
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arrests of others. During his trial, T.B.Cunha told the Military 

Court in Panaji that he was accused of having directed the Civil 

Disobedience Movement but he could not take such credit nor 

anyone else. The movement was not yet organised and. was a 

movement of the masses. From the beginning, it was a spontaneous 

movement. If anybody was the cause of the movement, it was the 

Portuguese administration, he added further. However, his words 

fell on deaf years and he was sentenced to 8 years' imprisonment 

in exile 58 . Purushottam Kakodkar who was arrested on 9th August 

was sentenced to 9 years of imprisonment in exile 59 . 

Now, with the involvement of national leaders like 

Mahatma Gandhi,. Dr Ram Manohar Lohia and Jawaharlal Nehru with 

the Goan struggle for Civil Liberties, the 18th June movement 

received national recognition. On 20th July 1946, Jawaharlal 

Nehru, then the President of the Indian National Congress issued 

a lengthy statement stating that the people of Goa had woken up 

from their long slumber on 18th June. He further_added that for 

Indians, Goa was as much a part of India as any other part and 

freedom of India inevitably included the freedom of the people of 

Goa. Nehru made it clear that Goa could not be separated from 

India and freedom struggle there would become a part of their own 

struggle for freedom 60 . 

On 12th August 1946, the Indian National Congress in 

its Working Committee meeting deliberated in its resolution that 

Goa had always been and must share in the freedom of the Indian 

people. What its future position and status would be in a free 

India, could only be determined in consultation with the people 

61 of Goa and not by any external authority. 
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Attempts to form an Organisation 

So far, the Goa Congress Committee based in Bombay was 

the only organisation which consistently exposed the Portuguese 

misrule in Goa. Another group called the Goa Youth League, which 

too had joined this campaign a little later, became dormant 

within a few years of its existence. Drawing inspiration from Dr 

Lohia, the people in Goa formed an organisational committee with 

an aim to hold aloft the banner of the resistance movement. Some 

Goans held the view that the Goa Congress Committee itself should 

lead the struggle in Goa. Though the Goa Congress Committee had 

shown its willingness, it was Dr Lohia, who discouraged such an 

idea as he desired that the organisation should be born in Goa 

itself from the political movement, initiated by him 62  . 

Surprisingly, the Goan political activists who had come forward 

enthusiastically earlier in large numbers to extend a helping 

hand to Dr . Lohia, seemed now to have second thoughts . The reason 

was that, they were not pleased with the way the group led by 

Purushottam Kakodkar functioned. As a result, the group which was 

in close touch with Dr Lohia formed the Goa National Congress 

and the organisational committtee baptised itself as Gomantak 

Congress63 . 

The support of Mahatma Gandhi further boosted the 

morale of the Goan nationalists and political workers although 

the struggle was suffering from the rivalry of the two groups, 

functioning separately with total lack of co-operation and co-

ordination to achieve the set goal. In a bid to realise unity 

among the two diverse groups, efforts were made to bring them 
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together for the smooth and efficient functioning and also to 

carry further the movement to its logical conclusion. Thus, the 

birth of the National Congress (Goa) at the Londa conference, 

which brought about the amalgamation of the two groups, was an 

important milestone in the history of Goa's struggle for freedom. 

Jai Hind Challvall 

On 17th -18th August 1946, a conference of all the Goan 

,political activists and workers was held at Londa with . a view to 

organise the movement by forming a broad-based front and to chalk 

out future plan of action" . The said conference was attended by 

nearly 125 Goan political and social workers coming from Goa, 

Belgaum and Bombay. The conference which was to be presided over 

by Ashok Mehta, Socialist leader, was chaired by Laxmikant 

Bhembre in his absence . A 8-memember committee consisting of Dr. 

Rama Hegde, Laxmikant Bhembre , Pandurang P.Shirodkar, Dr Vinayak 

Mayekar, Dr Narayan Bhembre, Nilkant Karapurkar, Madhav Bir and 

Evagrio George were elected as the first Executive Committee of 

the National Congress (Goa), with Dr Rama Hegde as the President 

and Dr Narayan Bhembre together with Evagrio George as the Joint 

secretaries. The new party decided to maintain its headquarters 

in Belgaum65 and in Goa. 

The political events that had taken place in New Delhi 

(forming of the Interim Government), with the induction of 

Jawaharlal Nehru as the Prime-Minister to lead the Provisional 

Government on 2nd September 1946 evoked more courage and 

determination among the Goan political workers. The President of 

the newly formed National Congress (Goa), following the ideology 

of Mahatma Gandhi, wrote a letter to the Governor-General 
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informing him about the formation of the new organisation aimed 

at earning back the lost Civil Liberties for the .  Goan people 66 . 

Enthused -by the chain of events at the organisational 

level, on 18th September 1946, to commemorate the completion of 

three months of the 18th June Movement, a public meeting was 

organised at Madgaon which was attended by nearly 4000 people. It 

was addressed by Laxmikant Bhembre who had also planned to offer 

Satyagraha on the occasion. However, as Bhembre began to deliver 

his speech, he was put under arrest, and the meeting was 

dispersed by the Police by resorting to a lathi-charge. Bhembre 

was lodged at Aguade jail and subsequently was tried in 

Territorial Military Court, which sentenced him to four year's 

imprisonment in exile 

It 	was 	soon after this 	event 	that 	Pandurang 

P.Shirodkar, then a correspondent of the Free Press Journal, who 

had come down to Goa from Bombay, where he had been working 

earlier, to cover the news regarding 18th June mpvement came to 

be arrested and detained in the fort of Aguada. The Portuguese 

GOvernment accused him of publishing a false report in the Free 

Press Journal dated 22nd September 1946 about the massive 

meeting in Madgaon held on 18th September and the Police 

atrocities which dispersed it. The report, the -authorities 

alleged, endangered the credibility of the Portuguese Government 

in foreign countries and disturbed public peace and order in Goa. 

Shirodkar however latter on resorted to hunger strike in Madgaon 

jail on 2nd January 1947, which compelled the Portuguese 

authorities to release him on January 15, 1947 after 14 days' of 

fasting". 
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As declared earlier by Dr Lohia that if the Portuguese 

Government failed to grant Civil Liberties to Goans within 3 

months, then his return to Goa would be imminent. Accordingly, 

three months after his initial deportation, Dr Lohia reached the 

Goa border on 29th September 1946 with the avowed aim of 

activating the movement for Civil Liberties. However, when he 

arrived at Colem, he was arrested and sent to the Aguada jail. 

Subsequently, he was released but banned from entering Goa for 

the next five years 69 . 

On account of the popular support to him and the 

concern shown by him towards the Goan Movement for Civil 

Liberties, Mahatma Gandhi had earned admiration of the Goans.His 

over whelming support had come at a critical time, when it was 

the need of the hour. The Goan patriots therefore decided to 

celebrate publicly Gandhiji's birthday on 2nd october 1946. 

Accordingly, Venkatesh V.Vaidya, a Marathi writer from Cuncolim, 

while addressing a crowded meeting on the day at Quepem to mark 

the occasion, was assaulted and beaten up and later arrested. 

The processions and meetings held on that day at various places 

including Madgaon were attacked and brutally dispersed by the 

Police. 

Consequently, 	it was decided to co-ordinate 	the 

movement from Belgaum. Accordingly, Dr Lohia, constituted several 

committees, each consisting of 10 people to offer Satyagraha ie. 

• non- violent resistance, one after another at regular intervals. 

As decided, the first batch offered Satyagraha on 18th October 

1946. 



On the same day, the fol4 monthly birthday of 18 June 

Movement was also celebrated all over Goa. The Satyagrahis took 

out Morcha with the Tricolour at Madgaon under the leadership of 

Dr Rama Hegde. The Satyagrahis were led by Laxmanrao Sardessai in 

Panaji, Madhuker Mordekar in Mapusa, Dr Vinayak Mayekar in 

Bicholim, Venkatesh Verekar in Carmona and Dr Narayan Bhembre in 

Quepem. The Portuguese Government arrested all the participants. 

This was followed by consecutive Satyagrahas by the next 8 

committees as many times upto December 28, 1946. All of these 

were arrested and sentenced to varying periods for the same 

. crime 70  . Shri Jose Inacio alias Fanchu Loyola was arrested for 

having written in Free Press Journal in support of the movement 

and was sentenced to four-year imprisonment in exile 71 . Dr Rama 

Heyde was sentenced to 8 years' imprisonment in exile and 

deported to Portugal alongwith Laxmikant Bhembre, Purushottam 

Kakodkar and Fanchu Loyola. In all cases, their civil rights were 

suspended for a period of 15 years 72 . 

Thus, to recapitulate, the National Congress (Goa) had 

developed the campaign for Civil Liberties on Gandhian lines. 

Goan men,women and children participated in the mass Civil 

Disobedience programme held at fixed intervals at various places 

all over Goa, defying prohibitory orders. Although the movement 

was peaceful, the Portuguese tried to suppress it by force. There 

were mass arrests and trials by special Territorial Military 

Court, suspension of civil rights for prolonged periods of 15 

years and deportation to Peniche, an island prison off the coast 

of Portugal. Even the simple Satyagrahis were punished with 

imprisonments for not less than six months in most of the cases. 
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This campaign was better Known as the Jai Hind Movement or 

Challvall and continued unabated till November 1946
73 . 

Secondly, till July 1946, the Government of Goa had 

never felt the necessity of having an administrative department 

to look after the work of information and publicity. However, the 

Goans had always felt the need for such a Government department 

to take better advantages of limited welfare schemes and to know 

the frequently changing Government policies announced from time 

to time, in their proper perspective. In fact, the Portuguese 

Government never cared to make the Goans aware of its various 

policies in detail. However, suddenly in July 1946, in the midst 

of the politically turbulent atmosphere, which rendered the 

Portuguese Government rather speechless, on account of the new 

attitude of the Goan people, it felt the need for such a 

department, of course for their own purpose of defending their 

regime. Accordingly, the Government brought an expert in the said 

field from Portugal and established the Government Information 

Bureau under his direction
74  . 

As it was abundantly clear that the main purpose of 

opening such a full-fledged department was to counter act and 

neutralise the nationalistic propaganda that was going on after 

the 18th June Movement. As a first task, on 31 July 1946, the 

said Information Bureau printed pamphlets in large number for 

free distriution among the people. The pamphelts carried 

clarifications from the Government in Lisbon on the misdeeds of 

the nationalists and heavy criticism of the Indian National 

Congress and the newspapers published from British India for 

their support to the Goan Movement for Civil Liberties. The 
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pamphlets contained a lengthy narration but it was chiefly 

intended to impress upon everyone that Portuguese India was very 

much a part of Portugal. Further, it tried to differenciate 

Portuguese India from British India by harping on the point that 

there was a wide socio-cultural gap between them and further 

declared that the Portuguese citizens of Goa would never be ready 

to tie their future with British India. Lastly, the pamphlets 

accused the newspapers from British India that they were, mearly 

spreading false news about the happenings in Goa 75 . 

The Government however did not stop there. It even 

pressurised its own officials to join the anti-movement campaign. 

A statement signed by nearly 30 officials was dispatched to 

Gandhiji mentioning that the things were absolutely normal in Goa 

and that they desired to continue to stay under Portuguese 

subjugation 76  . 

Curiously, being not satisfied with these hypocracies, 

the Government played another trick. In order to exploit the 

sentiments of the minority Goan Muslim population, the Governor-

General on 12th October 1946 visited Sattari to patronise a hug,? 

meeting of Muslims held in the Masjid there. It is needless to 

mention that the arrangement of the said meeting was a handiwork 

of the Portuguese authorities themselves. When the Muslims made a 

request to provide for a Urdu school, the Governor-General 

wholeheartedly supported the proposal. Further, he tried to win 

them over by assuring them of providing a better opportunity to 

participate actively in the State administration and further 

justified it by saying that it was their legitimate right by 

virtue of Goa having been a Muslim ruled territory prior to 
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Portuguese take-over in 1510
77

. In fact, the Governor-General was 

planning a strategy to unite the Catholic Brahmans and the 

Muslims under the Government patronage against the nationalist 

minded Hindus and Catholic Chardos by pursuing the policy of 

divide and rule. 

Thus, 	the malicious attempts of 	the 	Portuguese 

Government to clear the prevailing discontent against its 

oppressive rule did not stop here. This time in their fresh 

attempt, the Catholic religious head came to its rescue. On -  10th 

November 1946, the Patriarch of Goa, who had preferred to 

maintain silence so far, expressed himself for the first time by 

issuing an order which stated that it was his duty since Goa was 

a part of Portugal, to respect the Portuguese flag and also to 

teach all the Catholics in Goa to love Portugal and oppose the 

idea of integrating Goa with the Indian Union . He made it clear 

further that he had even received instructions to that effect 

from the Pope 

Thus, besides the brutal use of military force, the 

Portuguese tried to use every kind of weapon, taking even the 

help of the Pope, in order to control the fast deteriorating 

political atmosphere in Goa during the 18 June Movement. 

When Portugal's request for permitting its entry into 

the United Nations Organisation came up for discussion before the 

Political Committee of the General Assembly, India's 

representative there Smt Vijayalaxmi Pandit foiled their attempt. 

On 8th November 1946, she strongly criticised the POrtuguese 

regime in its metropolis as totalitarian and Fascist whereas it 

was autocratic and repressive in its overseas colonies of which 
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Goa was a glaring example. India's attitude, . strategy and 

approach in exposing the dictatorial regime of Dr Salazar yielded 

good result in the sense that Portugal's request for membership 

of the UNO was rejected
79

. 

Needless to say that the Portuguese Government did 

retaliate, but at the same time it tried to save its face by 

dt-c:larrly Chat_ Goa WdS 	 Oversv:a:.; Provilwe! of Pot11_1(.4a' and nof 

a mere colony and it was treated by them so since long . In 

December 1946, at the meeting of the Governing Council, the 

Governor- General -of Goa announced that the Government of 

Portugal had granted now a political status for Goa. Further, he 

also revealed that an economic conference would he held in Lisbon 

in 1947, to which representative from Goa would be deputed
80

. The 

above declaration however, brought no enthUsiasm to the Goans as 

they had no faith in the sincerity of the Portuguese. 

Subsequently, their fears were proved genuine, when Portugal 

postponed the declaration of the terms of the said Statute, 

several times. Finally, they were published nine years later only 

on 1st July 1955 81 . 

Alarmed 	by the new situation, the Government of 

Portugal went one step further when the Governor-General of Goa 

made another important announcement during the special session of 

his Governing Council. Under orders. from the Metropolitan 

Government, the Governor-General declared a Constituent.  Assembly 

for Goa and nominated Sr. G.Melo, Sr. Castilha, Sr. A.B.de Costa, 

Sr. Pinto Menezes and-AdV Vifiayak Kagare -to form a Committee 

for drafting a new Constitution for. Goa
82 .However, the Governor- 

General 	had not invited people's representatives 	on 	the 
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Constitution framing body and resultantly, the people of Goa were 

not much hopeful about the favourable outcome from the said 

Committee. 

Thus so far , the movement for Civil Liberties launched 

on 18th June 1946 was carried forward all alone by the Goan 

nationalists, unaided and unarmed and for about six months they 

put the Portuguese administration in a very tight position 

leading to serious embarrassment. In reality, the foundation of 

this movement was laid long before in 1928 by Trista lo Bragan5a 

Cunha, when he founded the Goa Congress Committee. The movement 

got its concrete manifesto in the Quit Goa Resolution, adopted in 

March 1946, signed by 38 representatives and distinguished Goan 

leaders. The inauguration of the movement was done by Dr Ram 

Manohar Lohia, who instilled courage and boldness among the 

Goans to carry forward the movement, which they did quite 

seriously and enthusiastically at the initial stage. Although, 

the movement was peaceful, the Portuguese Government tried to 

suppress it by force, detentions and trials by special Military 

Court resulting into long imprisonments in exile. Undoubtedly, 

when most of the leaders had either been imprisoned or deported, 

the reactionary elements with no sound ideology to sustain the 

pressure of the movement, had a upper hand and the movement lost 

its tempo and subsided 83 . But it did not die down. Subsequently, 

it was gradually resuscitated and grew into a full-fledged 

movement for freedom from the Portuguese domination and re-

integration with India, which came to its triumphant culmination 

on 19th December 1961 84 . 
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While analyzing the march of Goans through almost 

turbulent and uneasy longspell of four and half century 

Portuguese rule, It is evident that the Goan society as a whole 

assimilated, inadvertently, unknowingly or deliberately, several 

distinct features in its social fabric and in religious and 

political outlook. 

To sum up, in this long stretched period of - foreign 

domination, the first half of the 20th Century proved to be very 

significant. This was a period of transition in the colonial 

history of Portuguese India, during which the Goans witnessed the 

conservative Monarchical rule in Portugal followed by. the rise 

of democratic Republic which after a short spell of political 

instability and corruption, ultimately paved the way for a 

totalitarian dictatorship. Corresponding to these major 

variations in the political set-up, there was a gradual evolution 

and consolidation of new thoughts, opinions, attitudes and social 

responsibilities in the Goan minds. 

Politically, the foundation of the liberal era in 

Portugal was laid with the end of the autocratic Monarchy, 

brought about by the successful revolution that took place in 

1820. In fact, the said upheaval was the result of the liberal 

principles disseminated by the French Revolution of 1789 that 

extended profound influence on Europe including Portugal. The 

Constitutional Monarchy which lasted for ninety years from 1820 

to 1910, provided the colonial people for the first time a 

political status and recognition. However, in the religious 

matters, the Constitutional Monarchy still retained its medieval 
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character and outlook-specially in the overseas colonies. The 

State administration in the colonies clearly discriminated and 

acted against the interests of the non-Catholics or Hindus in 

Goa l . 

On 	the other hand, it was during the time 	of 

Constitutional Monarchy, the native converts or the Catholics in 

Goa secured prosperity over a wide scale in terms of political, 

social, economic and intellectual output. Goa was able to send 

best of its sons among the Catholics who dazzled the Portuguese 

Parliament with their fluency in Portuguese and also by their, 

unquestionable intelligence. However, the majority of the 

Catholics in Goa were never above the caste prejudice among them. 

In fact, it had acquired a fierce and violent outlook in late 

19th and early 20th century. The struggle for supremacy between 

the Catholic Brahmans and the Chardos often literally , converged 

into physical attacks on each other specially in Salcete and 

particularly in the city of Madgaon, which witnessed frequent 

clashes - . Their caste prejudices were very much reflected even in 

the sitting arrangement in the Church, in the men wearing 

different coloured robes during funerals etc. Although the caste 

system among the Catholics was in the camouflaged form, it did 

not encourage inter-caste marriages. But it did allow inter-caste 

dining 3 . The Catholic. Brahmans always collaborated with the 

Portuguese ruling gentry in order to enjoy the fruits of 

affluency and hence it was mainly the Chardos who clashed with 

their own brethren and confronted the rulers to receive their due 

share,thanks to the discriminatory policy of the Portuguese. On 

the whole, the Catholic society totally alienated itself from 
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the Hindu communities and willfully suppressed their rights and 

did not allow them to raise their head anywhere near the socio-

political fronts. 

In Goa, both among the Catholics and Hindus, there were 

big landlords and the Portuguese under all regimes, had 

consistently followed a policy of maintaining and encouraging 

them in perpetuating their vested interests. People serving in 

Government offices including educational and other institutions 

were drawn exclusively from this class. The Portuguese afforded 

them all facilities including the use of force, if necessary, to 

keep other people under their complete servitude. 

On the whole, the affluent sections in the Catholic 

society by this time had turned western in attire, behaviour, 

attitude and the religious fervor. The intellectuals among them 

were more regionalistic in the sense that they were proud of Goa, 

their native land without any commitment towards maainland India, 

its larger geographical fraternity. Their advancement in the 

field of education was praiseworthy but they knew more about 

Portugal and its history and less about the glorious history or 

culture of the mainland i.e., India. They looked down with 

disdain their earlier traditions and customs as uncivilized 4 . 

Contrary to them were the lower caste Catholics, who 

with less modernity and educational facilities lived still in 

their glorious cultural past by remaining within the framework of 

their new religious dictum and it was in their way of life that 

one could still witness the authentic indigenous culture, 

traditions and ethoS which they had preserved over a period of 

time in hiding, for the fear of the clergy. 
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Thus, at the turn of the 20th century, the Catholic 

society in general was well settled in the imperialistic set-up 

and accrued benefits from it. However, the affluent Goan 

Catholics or the intellectuals never showed any philantrophic 

attitude. Their sound financial position never prompted them to 

take up charity and allied social work. They hardly utilized 

their wealth in public utility schemes nor they revelled in 

establishing educational institutions or libraries as well as 

promoting any socio-religious reform movements. Basically, they 

were individualistic and selfish in nature, a trait which was 

borrowed from the European masters whom they blindly imitated 5 . 

Historically, the Hindus of Goa had been responsible 

for inviting the Portuguese sailor adventurer Afonso de 

Albuquerque to the Goan soil with the hope of eliminating the 

tyrannical and fanatic rule of the Muslims under Adil Shah of 

Bijapur. However, that decision had led them into fire from the 

hot pan, as the white alien not only gobbled their land, 

destroyed their religion but dug up the very foundation of their 

society by destroying the well established village community 

system. 

The cruel hands of the Holy Office of Inquisition not 

only suppressed their religion and culture but also robbed them 

of their language through the destruction of valuable indigenous 

literature 6 . Thus, alienated from their own countrymen, subjected 

to brutal domination of the foreign masters with their. religion, 

culture, language leading to even their existence in danger in 

their own Jand, the majority of Hindus always remained docile and 
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timid 	without venturing to oppose vehemently. As a result,they 

slowly lost their spirit and energy in the face of opposition to 

their day to day life from the Portuguese rulers as well as their. 

 own converted brethren. 

In fact, the Portuguese made laws and institutions, 

reduced the common people of Goa to abject poverty. Without trade 

and industry worth the name, without any respect to human rights 

of citizenship, with an expensive top heaVy militarist fending 

administration and with ignorance and superstition reigning 

supreme all over the land, the Goan masses were at the turn of 

the century leading a life, which was little better than those of 

medieval serfs. 

But it was also during this time i.e. the second half 

of the 19th century that rekindled the Hindu spirit and self-

respect and woke them up from their habitual slumber and 

indifference. Their resurgence, regeneration manifested itself 

openly and fully during the Republican period, which had begun 

at this time. The impact of the French Revolution on Portugal, 

subsequently led to liberal atmosphere in Portuguese India as 

well and thus the Portuguese recognized for the first time in 

1854, the political status of the Hindus and made them eligible 

to vote on par with their brethren Catholics. However, even for 

the next hundred years, the Hindus were never able to send a 

single representative to. the Portuguese Parliament from among 

themselves, thus exhibiting their political docility. At the same 

time, the said recognition accorded to the Hindus, was important 

in the sense that it boosted their morale and rekindled among 

them a desire of identifying themselves with their hitherto 
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alienated motherland by upholding its glorious cultural heritage. 

This was attempted by imbibing of Marathi education, which in 

fact was very much a private affair, borne by them heroically to 

foster their nationalistic fervor. 

In fact, it was the Marathi education that sustained 

their hopes, supplying them information about the happenings in 

British India and specially in Maharastra, the erstwhile Bombay 

Pesidency to which they were culturally bound. The political and 

socio-religious movements in the mainland India in general and in 

the Bombay Presidency in particular affected them profoundly. The 

foundation of Indian National Congress in 1885, the emergence of 

political extremism, the revival of Hindu religion under the 

guidance of Lokmanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak influenced the Goans 

specially the Hindus to a great extent. The beginning of 

Sarvajanik Ganesh Utsav (festival) and the Shivaji Jayanti 

celebrations in the adjoining Maharashtra of today had great 

impact on Goa. The growth of socio-religious reform movement 

under the dynamic leadership of great reformers like Raja Ram 

Mohan Roy, Swami Vivekananda, M.G. Ranade, Dhondo Keshav Karve, 

Mahatma Jyotiba Phule sowed the seeds of reforms in the Goan 

Hindu minds through the medium of newspapers like Kesari. These 

germinated later in the Republican period, when they received 

adequate nutrition and optimum environment
7

. 

The 20th century brought in mixed feelings of both pain 

and happiness to the Hindus of Goa. Near, home in British India, 

the partition of Bengal in 1905 and the subsequentoppression let 

loose by the British to suppress the nationalistic masses, 

repressive measures adopted against the Indian National .  Congress 
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spread hurt and anger not only in the Indian hearts but also 

among the Goans who sympathized with the nation and its people in 

true Indian spirit .The year 1908 sounded the death-knell of 

Monarchy in Portugal and finally ushered in the Republic in 1910. 

After the declaration of the Portuguese Republic in 

1910, there was a short spell of breezy activity, when people 

showed signs of being aware of the existence of their rights. The 

Goan Hindus benefitted much from the hostile attitude of the 

Republican rulers of Portugal towards th.  erstwhile Monarchy and 

the Church. The ouster of the last vestiges of the Monarchy and 

the separation of the State from the clu.tches of the Church and 

relegating it to a secondary position gave solace to their much 

aggrieved souls. They now breathed freely in an atmosphere which 

gave them religious freedom, political rights and a position on 

par with their Catholic brethren, who had always ridiculed and 

humiliated them. They found themselves, for the first time, free 

from the fetters that had always bound them in the Portuguese 

empire. Their path towards progress was now open. The fact that 

the Hindus came forward and took advantage of the situation was 

of Great significance. 

It is also important to take: note of the ways and 

means adopted by the Hindu society at this critical time. They 

had to tread cautiously for the sake of posterity and set 

appropriate goals and precedents which would not only function on 

a solid foundation for a new society but strong enough to sustain 

the ever widening socio-political structure in the future. 

The 	enthusiasm and vigour that the Hindu society 

showed after the announcement of the Republic in imparting 
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education as if that was the key to the success was amazing. This 

helped them to plan for socio-cultural revolution in their 

society. 

The Goan people had witnessed before several abortive 

attempts to gain political freedom through armed revolts and 

violence. In similar sequence of events, the attempts to 

overthrow British empire through armed struggle had not provided 

any desired results in British India. HaVing seen these debacles 

of the armed struggle in the process of gaining freedom from the 

foreign rulers, the Goan intellectuals might have realized the 

necessity of making,the average Goan politically conscious as the 

first step in achieving the desired result. The creation of 

political awareness was not possible unless there was.spread of 

education among the Goan people. Consequently, there was a spur 

of intense activity to provide the much needed educational 

facilities in the Hindu society. The sudden and fantastic rise 

in the number of students in few Government and several privately 

run academic institutions was incredible. The Hindus showed 

tremendous zest for education by establishing and running 

successfully 	several schools under most difficult 	and trying 

times and without any support from the Government. 

As a result of the multifariouS growth of education, 

more and more Goan Hindu students began to take advantage of all 

types of education - Marathi, Portuguese at Lyceum, medical, 

pharmacy, teachers' training etc. Those, Who were interested in 

other fields like engineering and law began to move out of Goa, 

to neighbouring British India and even tp Portugal for the sake 

of obtaining it8. 
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The general increase in the educational level made the 

Goan Hindus politically conscious. The new generation, by 

virtue of their academic background, came in contact with the 

outside world and received a wide exposure, which helped them to 

shape up their socio-political ideology and destiny. It was 

socially conscious generation of Hindu youth, who set the ball 

of socio-political awareness and reforms rolling in the Goan 

society. 

In reality, the period of sixteen years extending from 

1910 to 1926 can be rightly categorized as the golden time in the 

colonial history of Goa, if we evaluate critically the socio-

political and cultural freedom enjoyed by the Goan people 

compared to the preceding autocratic and succeeding dictatorial 

regime. It was during this period that the hitherto much 

suppressed section of the Goan society the Hindus began their 

socio-cultural resurgence and subsequently placed. them on a sound 

socio-political platform in society. The various -  socio-cultural 

movements which got triggered off in the Goan society were 

finally taken to their logical conclusions in the successive 

years. 

Politically, this was the most fluid period since the 

newly born Republican Government failed to come out with its 

administrative priorities for itself and later for its overseas 

colonies too. Hence, the administration in Goa was more confused 

in terms of meeting the political ideology of the Republic vis-a-

vis the aspirations of its people. The political situation 

existing in Goa during this period, together with the genera] 
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attitude of the Republican Government in Portugal 	towards Goa 

acted as a major cause for the various socio-cultural 

developments. The appointment of Sr. Couceiro da Costa as the 

first Governor-General, the plan for the introduction of 

autonomy, formation of the Provincial Congress, free elections 

were all a great boost to the morale of the Goans initially, 

only to be dampened in the years to come as the Republican 

Government in Portugal began to show its true colours with regard 

to its policy of double standards adopted for the colonies. Thus, 

the Portuguese Government failed to satisfy the new hopes and 

aspirations that the Hindus, had been nurturing. But the people 

did not lose their earlier enthusiasm and vigour and undaunted 

they campaigned vigorously during the elections to get elected 

the candidate of their choice.Though the Hindu society took a 

great interest in the elections, the question as to why they 

themselves did not field a candidate -of their own, remains 

unanswered. One possible reason may be that the number of Hindu 

voters was comparatively less because besides other 

qualifications the voters were to be edUcated in Portuguese. So 

there was less chance of Hindu candidates being elected. 

As far as social field was concerned, an attempt was 

made by the Hindu intellectuals and social workers to overcome 

the disparity existing in their community. The free flow of 

liberal and progressive thoughts from across the borders 

infiltrated in their minds. Another prominent feature of this 

period was- the movement directed against age-old customs and 

traditions. 

A closer look at the religious atmosphere of this 
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period reveals that the Government could.not uphold 	fully its 

own charter governing the separation of the State from the 

religion. The discriminatory attitude of the Government 

authorities in Goa together with the lethargic Government in 

Portugal loosened altogether the secular framework of the 

Republican Constitution, when it came to religious matters. 

However, fortunately it did not much deter the Hindu society 

from their path of progress as it always did under Monarchy. 

With the advent of the dictatorship on 28th May 1928, 

the short spell of reconciliation, which had begun in 1910 came 

to an abrupt end. The installation of Dr. Salazar, first as 

Finance Minister (1928) and later as the Prime Minister brought 

in again an era of discriminatory laws, which the colonial people 

had to bear with. The Act.o Colonial of 1930 made it clear that 

the Goans were no longer citizens as hitherto was made to 

believe Only Europeans were citizens and Goans were assimilados 

(assimilated) if they knew how to read and write Portuguese and 

indigenes (indigenous) if they did not. Thus, the dictatorial 

regime in Portugal suddenly threw cold water on the aspirations 

of the Goan people. Following the establishment of dictatorship, 

the colonial administration assumed complete autocracy in the 

style of functioning. The Government thoroughly controlled the 

local self-governing bodies and even the smallest. measures needed 

the sanction of the Portuguese Government in Lisbon. The 

elections 	became 	nothing else but a farce 	and 	popular 

representatives in the Governing Council were filled 	with 

supporters of the Government. Further, aH 	censorship of the 

Press and ban on forming associations and holding of meetings 
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discouraged any criticism of the Government. Any infringement of 

the laws was dealt with severely. The evidence of this high-

handedness could be seen in the closure of the Prakasha Printing 

Press, proceedings against Bharat,. the Ultramar, India 

Portuguesa and A Voz da India 9 . Thus the Colonial Act, the 

Concordat with the Pope ,the withdrawal of Civil Liberties, 

Police excesses, the indifferent attitude. of the dictatorial 

Government towards the welfare of the Goan masses, corruption in 

Public Works Department were undoubtedly responsible for 

providing fuel to the burning flame of resentment, transforming 

it into nationalism among the Goans and particularly among the 

Hindu sections of the society. 

In the midst of these socio-political odds, the only 

heart warming development witnessed by the Goan Hindu society in 

1928, was the Shuddhi Movement among the Gawda community, in 

which thousands of Christian Gawdas on their own will embraced 

Hinduism: These mass conversions gave a complete facelift to the 

Hindu society, increasing their number and making them after age 

the majority community in Goa by 1931. 

It must be emphasized that the torch of nationalism in 

Goa was lighted by one of its most worthy sons, Trist io Bragan(5a 

Cunha. He established the Goa Congress Committee in 1928 to 

fight against socio-political injustice and to maintain 

connection with the motherland India from which Goa was cut off , 

by the Portuguese. In the course of .tlis tirade against the 

dictatorial - regime, T.B. Cunha faced a number of Police 

prosecutions,. imprisonment and depOrtatTon. 

It would not be inappropriate to state that even by 
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1940, 	the Government in Goa was indifferent towards 	the 

legitimate rights of the Hindu population in the matter of 

Government jobs and representation in the statutory bodies. 

Though, there was no dearth of qualified: Hindu candidates, they 

were never elevated to higher administrative positions like the 

President of Municipality, Administrator of Taluka (Coricelho), 

etc. Even in the Governing Council of Goa, there was no adequate 

representation to them; because the New Conquests with seven 

talukas had only.,one representative and it may be noted that the 

majority population there was Hindu. Whereas even small districts 

of Daman and Diu had been given representation separately. 

Besides Tiswadi, Bardez and Salcete, where Catholics were in 

majority had one representative each This clearly illuStrated 

the fact that the Hindus in general were a discriminated lot 

under the faScist dictatorship. 

It is noteworthy that autocracy iri the matters of public 

administration had attained a very high degree during the 

dictatorial regime. Public funds were spent with great unconcern, 

whereas the common people were struggling hard to procure daily 

necessities of life including rice, the staple food; Rising 

prices had become the ever increasing burden on the common man 

owing to the squandering of the public funds and the fat salaries 

of the high officialdom and specially Of the European Military 

officers. While in all countries, in vieW of the depreciation of 

the Value of products and because of economic crises, owing to 

the War effects, a reduction was made in recruitment and 

salaries, quite opposite was the scenario in Goa. For a territory 

so small and in no need of any defence, since there was no 
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external or internal threats, the State spent around Rs. 10 lakhs 

on military force and more than Rs 62 lakhs on the civil 

officers. No doubt theis extravaganza contributed. towards the 

bankruptcy of the State treasury and hampered welfare projects 

aimed at the uplift of the Goan people. 

Strange enough, the attitude of Goans in general and 

Catholics in particular towards the struggle for the independence 

of India ,revealed on their part, the most perfect ignorance of 

their own interests. Whether, it was through apathy, want of 

courage, calculation or false comprehension of their true 

position,the majority of the Goans kept themselves aloof from the 

great freedom sttruggle going on in British India. 

Significantly, one of the reasons which included a 

large number of Goans to refuse their solidarity with the anti-

imperialiStic movement was the fact that the black sheep among 

the native Catholics considered themselves allied to the rulers 

because they were bound by them by the tie of on• and the same 

religion. In their profound ingenuity, some of the Goans supposed 

that the Christian religion to which they belonged had conferred 

on them the right equal to those of the ruling gentry and that 

the preponderance of the non - Christian elements might one day 

deprive them of the said supposed privilege. However, the 

flagrant racial discrimination which existed in the fold of this 

religion and even in the very ecclesiastical circles, did not 

open the eyes of the most credUlous in the . Goan society. 

The spirit of resistance inherited by the Goans from 

their brave ancestors, was shaped and moulded into a new 

understanding by the rising nationalism in India and the 
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consequent agitations in different fields. The great tradition 

got crystallised in its first form on 18th June 1946 when the 

Civil Disobedience Movement against the Portuguese dictatorial 

regime was launched in Goa thus opening a glorious chapter in 

the history of Goa. Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia brought to Goa and 

impressed upon the Goans, the importance and the value of the 

Gandhian thought and techniques and gave altogether a new tinge 

to Goa's martial spirit. Truth and non - violence gave a brave 

fight in a unique way against the oppressive and tyrannical 

fascist power. 

The aspirations of the Goan masses were suppressed by 

the Portuguese authorities. They used to swoop down on the 

unaided and unarmed Goan people, who had put the Government to 

utter embarrassment for nearly six months. later on the Goan 

nationalist leaders were made to languish in jails and were sent 

in exile after they were tried in special Territorial Military 

Court. Some of them were forced even to solitary c-onfinement. Few 

others were incarcerated in the Goan prisons, for the offence of 

being the members of the National Congress (Goa) and the Azad 

Gomantak Dal, the militant underground party with its 

headquarters at Belgaum. 

The success of the 18th 	June Movement irked the 

Portuguese Government immensely and hence in their characteristic 

style of distorting reality, in order to;confuse public opinion, 

they indulged in disinformation campaign and proclaimed that it 

was not a movement of the people of Goa at all but of the 

outsiders. Subsequently, they sowed seeds of doubts and fears in 

the minds of Goans with the object of dividing their ranks. In 
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the said efforts, the landlords were threatened that their ,lands 

would be confiscated, the traders were informed that they would 

lose their freedom of trading and illiterate . masses were 

frightened with the religious repression if they sympathised with 

the nationalist aspirations. 

However, these threats did not deter Goans as a large 

number of people from towns and villages came out of their homes 

to participate in the meetings, morchas and other activities in 

support of the movement. Even the Goan Police personnel who were 

patronizing the activists, avoided using physical force against 

them 'and were soon substituted by the Europeans and Africans. 

Unfortunately, in the course of time the disunity 

among the Goan political workers and their self-seeking elements 

lulled the movement for some time. Nevertheless, it did not die 

down totally. It was the movement of the people in the fullest 

sense of the term which grew later into a full-fledged movement 

for freedom and integration with the Indian Union.. 

Theattitude of Dr. Salazar the Premier of Portugal 

during this period was that of a typical colonial master trying 

to hold on to his possessions by any available means. Really 

speaking, Goa was not even an asset to the Portuguese empire at 

• least in the 20th century. On the contrary, it was liability or 

a burden on their scarce resources. Goa produced nothing of much 

consequence which Portugal could make use of nor was Portugal an 

industrial power wanting a market facility for their produce in 

Goa. However, Goa brought home to the Portuguese a crucial, point 

that if they conceded Goa's freedom, then there would be similar 

demands emanating from their African colonies for 
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independence. ,As it were, the African colonies like Angola and 

Mozambique in particular, the pillars of their economic set-up, 

which they could not give up easily without causing economic 

instability in Portugal. Besides, Goa or Portuguese India had a 

sentimental value for the Portuguese as their first empire was 

built up from here. For them Goa symbolised their glorious past, 

when the great Portuguese navigators had made the scintillating 

discovery of India for the first time. They believed that, it was 

a sign of their national pride, which could not be surrendered 

that easily. 

However, Dr. Salazar's arguments could not hold water 

against the will of the Goans to be free from foreign domination 

and integration with their motherland and to breathe in free 

atmosphere with self-determination and self-respect. 
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Chronology of important events 

1900 	Establishment of Goa Hindu Club at 	Panaji. 

The Portuguese Daily 0 Heraldo was started under the 
editorship of Macias Gomes. 

1901 	Mundcariato (Mundcar Act) promulgated. 

1902 	The Monthly Satsang started in Kumbharjuvem under the 
editorship of Ramchandra Vaman Nayak Karandeshastri. 

1903 	Modification in the articles 6 and 7 of the Regulation of 
the 	Hindu 	Cemeteries 	thereby 	reclassifying 	the 
cremation charges. 

1904 	Promulgation of Civil Code.Quarterly journal of the 
Archaeological 	Commission 	of Portuguese 	India 	was 
started. 

1905 	Exposition of Colonial Agriculture announced. 

1906 	The monthly Chitkarshan started in Panaji under 
the editorship of Shivram Balwant Deshpande. 

1907 	Ban on Hindus to become teachers in Portuguese Primary 
Schools. 

1908 	Revolutionaries slay the King D. Carlos and his elder son 
in Portugal. 

Establishment of the Mustifund School in Panaji. 

1909 	The weekly Prachi Prabha or Luz de Oriente started 
under the editorship of Dada Vaidya in Ponda. 

1910 	Establishment of Republic in Portugal. 

Beginning of Eki-Beki Movement in Goa. 

1911 	Promulgation of the first Constitution of Republic in 
Portugal. 

Establishment of Escola Nacional de Sego Ferninino in 
Panaji and Almeida -  Collage in Ponda. 

The weekly Prabhat was started in Panaji under the 
editorship of P. V. Shirgaonkar. 

1912 	Last revolt of the Ranes. 

Promulgation of Press Act. 



Establishment of the Office of The Civil Service 
Registration. 

1913 The weekly Bharat was started in Panaji under the 
editorship of Govind Pundalik Hegdo Dessai. 

1914 Major revamping of the entire colonial administration 
'in 	view of.--the publication of the first laws and bases 
of the civil and financial administration of the Overseas 
Provinces. 

1915 Programmes were approved for teaching Sanskrit and Marathi 
at the National Lyceum. 

r. 	 1916 Inauguration of the first Congresso 	Provincial 
(Provincial Congress) in Panaji. 

1917 Promulgation of the Organic Charter granting Provincial 
Autonomy. 

1918 Elections for the Presidency of the 	Republic 	and 
Overseas Deputies and Senators. 

Measures against the free publication of the newspapers 
were revoked and the expulsion order against any journalist 
from the territory of Goa was annuled. 

1919 Arrival of Dr. Jaime Alberto de Castro Morals as the new 
Governor-General of Portuguese India. 

Establishment of Liceu Municipal at Madgaon and Mapusa. 

Inauguration of the first Coselho do Govern(' (Govt. 
council). 

1920 Establishment of Pragatik Sangh. 

1921 The Monthly Bharatmitra was started in Rivona under the 
editorship of Narayan Bhasker Nayak. 

1922 Number of the members of the Councils of the Districts of 
Goa, Daman and Diu was fixed. 

1923 Certain measures to improve the service of Civil 
Registration were adopted. 

1924 Bhatt-Prabhu-Padhey unity conference was held. 

Publication of Hindu, Weekly, under the editorship of J.S. 
Sukerkar started. 

1925 Conference of the Vaishya or Vani Samaj held. 

1926 Establishment of the Dictatorial regime by General 
Gomes in Portugal .  on 28 May. 



1927 Daivainya Brahman and Bhandari Samaj Conferences were held. 

1928 Beginning of Shuddhi Movement. 

Appointment of Dr. Salazar as Finance Minister in 
Portugal. 

Establishment of Goa Congress Committee by Trisfp 
Braganca Cunha. 

1929 Establishment and functioning of - the institutes, colleges 
and schools of English medium in Portuguese India were 
regulated. 

Political, Civil and Criminal Statute for the Indigenous 
people was promulgated. 

1930 Maharashtra Sahitya Sarnrnelan held. in 	Madgaon. 

Promulgation of Acto Colonial. 

1931 Law abolishing Shence-vidhi. 

1932 Dr.Salazar was appointed as Prime Minister of Portugal. 

1933 Portugal signed Concordats with the Pope. 

Promulgation of the Constitution of the Portuguese 
Republic. 

Marathi Sikshan Sammelan was held. 

1934 	Establishment of Adarsh Vanita Vidyalaya by Seva 
Samiti, Madgaon. 

Publication of Overseas Administrative Reforms. 

1935 	Gomantak Sahitya Sammelan was held 	at 	Madgaon. 

Publication of Acto Colonial(Colonial Act). 

1936 	Goa Congress Committee shifted. to Bombay. 

1937 	Ban on Hindu Weekly in Goa. 

1938 	Silver Jubilee Celebrations of the Saraswat Brahman 
Samaj, Madgaon. 

1939 	Portugal declares its neutrality in the Second World 
War. 

1940 	Ban on British rupee in Portuguese India. 

1942 'Kidnapping and murder of German spy Robert Koch and 
his wife Grete Koch by SOE (Special Operation Executive). 



1943 	Burning of three German and one Italian ships in 
Marmugaon Harbour. 

1944 	Exchange of Prisioriors of War in Mormugaon Harbour. 

1945 	Fulai Gavod Desai episode in Madgaon. 

1946 	Quit Goa Resolution passed by Goa Congress committee in 
Bombay. 

Beginning of the Movement for Civil Liberties from 18 
June by Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia, Socialist leader. 



r. 

Glossary 

Beki 	 Disunion 

Bhatkar 	 Landlord 

Bhikshuki 	Profession of a Brahmin 

Canaris 	 Goan Catholics 

Casticos 	 Children born in India of Portuguese 
parents 

Concelho 	 Taluka 

Conselho 	 Council 

Eki 	 Unity 

Gentios 
	 Local residents who were heathens for the 

Portuguese 

Ghatakria 	Funeral rites for a earthern pot 

Ghumat 
	

A musical instrument of earthenware 
with one end covered 'with bull's skin 

Gopichandan 	White Clay 

Gotra 	 Lineage 

Gudgudi 	 A clay pipe; a hubble bubble 

Kalvant 	 Courtesan 

Kanyadan 	 Giving a daughter in marriage 

Khazan 	 Cultivable land lying along the coast or 
along inlets and exposed to be overflowed 
by tihe tide 

Kuldevata 	Family deity 

Mangallsutra 	An auspicious cord or string with black beads 
woven in,. worn by aiparried woman round 
her neck as long as her husband lives 

Mashaal 	 A torch _composed of_rOlts of oiled cloth 
around a stick 



Mesticos 	 Progeny derived from mixed marriages of 
Portuguese with Indians. 

Mundkar 	 Tenant 

Padmasana 	A yogic posture 

Pragatik 	 Progressive 

Prasad 	 A divine gift; a sweet dish distributed at a 
religious. 

Rayas 	 Written order of the Hindu religious head 

Renois 	 From the reino, i.e. the kingdom 
Portugal, 	used to 	distinguish 	the 
European 	Portuguese from those who were born 
in Portuguese India. 

Sabhamandapa 	Assembly hall in a temple 

Samadhi 	 Deep and intense meditation 

Same]] 	 Musical instrument of the tabor kind 

Shuddhi 	 Purification 

Smartha 	 Shaivite, worshipper of Shiva 

Tal 	 A sort of cymbal 

Tanador-mor 	Renter of the Customs 

Vaishnav 	 Worshipper of Vishnu 

Vido 	 A roll of two betel leaves with betel nut. 

Zanz 	 Cymbal 



Shri Mudras used for Mudradharana 

Lalkhi 

A Chaar ChauId Ghar (four sided house 

Front View 
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A certificate of honour presented to Shri. Shivram 

Balwant Deshpande in the year 1920 by members of 

Goa Hindu Association, Bombay for being the first 

Goan Hindu to visit Portugal for higher studies by 

braving the storm of ex-communication. The 

certificate was presented to him after his return with 

a citation selected front the poem of famous 

Portuguese Poet Camoes in appreciation of his feat : 

All projects arduous and great 

with labour and fatigue secure their end 

The life that's lost or hazarded to fate 

To make man famous and renowned must tend 

Though life be shorter Us more widely known 

(Os Lusiadas, Canto, IV, 78) 
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Different head covers used by men during the Period. 
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An invitation card to the threadteremony and two weddings held in the 

year 1913 wherein the names ofthe brides are conspicuously missing. 
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